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In Pro Per - Fee Waiver - Plaintiff
❖ “HEARING REQUESTED” - “TBD”
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✓ “EXHTBTT”: “COMPLAINT” INCLUDED WITH THIS FILING.
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

to
li

Leo Cono aka CONO,

12
13

Plaintiff,
vs.
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Facebook.com, Inc.,

is

Mark Zuckerberg,

16

Priscilla Chan,

17
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Defendants,
Counsel: Jennifer Newstead
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Case No.: - DEPT:
20STCV43532

“COMPLAINT” - [CCP] §425.10

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Code of Civil Procedure §425.10

)
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On Monday, November 9th, 2020 - ProPer Plaintiff: Leo Cono aka CONO moves the court
for leave to file an initial “COMPLAINT” against Defendants: Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg, and Priscilla Chan; Represented by Counsel: Jennifer Newstead.
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✓ COMPLAINT
o

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §425.10
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Monday, 11/09/2020 - COMPLAINT - CASE - DEPARTMENT
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1. Defendants committed “Grand Larceny” of Plaintiff: Leo Cono’s aka CONO’s
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE CODE,
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2. Defendants “Obstructed”, “Extorted” and “Denied” CONO Access to his FACEBOOK
Accounts by Blocking LOGIN to CONO’s Facebook Accounts and
Denial of “Forgot My Password” - “PASSWORD RESET”.
The “Motive” for this crime is “ID THEFT”, and Money Income from Pillaging, and
Criminal Profiteering, i.e., U.S.C.A §1961 RICO Racketeering Enterprise Kickbacks as a Source of Income for Facebook.com
3. Defendants ignored “DEMAND LETTERS”, and “CEASE & DESIST LETTERS” for
over 3 years and would not “RESET CONO’s Password” to his Facebook Accounts.
EXHIBITS show that Defendants were in Receipt of CONO’s letters and also assigned
Ticket Numbers to CONO’s Password Reset Requests. However after 3 years of
repeated Email Requests, CONO is now finally filing this UNLIMITED & COMPLEX
CIVIL COMPLAINT.
4. CONO also filed a law suit with EJDC in Las Vegas, Superior Court of Nevada.
B. Lindquist and Superior Court Clerk Courtney committed Judicial Treason and
Fraud. They initiated a Fraudulent Duplicate and Identical Law Suit against Mark
Zuckerberg. Mark Zuckerberg has a Family Relationship with Courtney and her
father B. Lindquist.
An investigation is required to see if Mark Zuckerberg gave Courtney and/or B.
LINDQUIST a KICKBACK while B. LINDQUIST, Dan Carvalho of RMCM LAW
FIRM Las Vegas, or Ben Nemec (EJDC Supervisor Clerk married to Courtney), or
Steven Buskin ( Family Relationship with John DeSheplo that committed Probate
Grand Larceny) gave and/or received various forms of Kickbacks and/or Bartering
Exchanges while Impersonating CONO and committing JUDICIAL TREASON - TD THEFT. PLEASE REFER TO:
✓ Exhibit 1 smoking guns.pdf
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This is the Facebook.com Inc. Murder Business where they are murdering entire
families including Children for ID THEFT, Victims’ MONEY, Assets, Properties,
Companies, and all Assets, and Human Body Organ Transplants for Baby Boomers.
Facebook.com Inc. is paid by Fraudulent RACKETEERING and CRIMINAL
PROFITEERING Advertising Ads, Boiler Room Insider Trading Racketeering
Business where Facebook Stock goes up or down with “INSIDER TRADING”.
For every stock market trade there is a winner, and a counterparty that is a loser of
money. CRIMINAL PROFITEERING COUNTERPARTIES lose money Deliberately
and Intentionally as a form of Kickbacks Payment for the ID Theft Murder Criminal
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Predatory Business that Mark Zuckerberg, Priscilla Chan, and Facebook initiated and
are still operating. This Pillaging Kickbacks Business is a form of TARP i.e. Bail Out
Money in order to keep Facebook.com Inc from going out of business, and to show
stock market investors continuous rise in income and new Revenue Streams other than
just Income from Banner Ads for Facebook.com, Inc.
5. MARK Zuckerberg was having sex with CONO’s Wife:
Karen Theresa Castorino and got her pregnant.
CONO did not know about this secret affair and Crime of ADULTERY. CONO raised
Kyle Cono as his own son. However, Kyle Cono has a DNA Family Relationship with
Mark Zuckerberg his real biological father. Mark Zuckerberg is a home wrecker and
Dead-Beat Dad. CONO was forced to work 2 jobs because of an ORDER Issued by
Bergen County New Jersey Superior Court Family Division Judge: Bonnie Mizdol;
that is a Family Relative of Mark Zuckerberg.
6. ADDITIONALLY, as if Adultery and Home Wrecking was not enough,
Mark Zuckerberg Raped and Molested CONO’s children with “SEX WITH MINORS” and THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY “MEGAN’S LAW” EX-CON with a Child Predator Criminal Record for molesting children and rape.
Kyle Cono was attempting to “publish” this to the media and Impeached President Donald J. Trump and Mark Zuckerberg hired Anthony
D’Arienzo and Magdalena Narbuntowicz to travel to Nellis Air Force Base in North
Las Vegas, with CONO’s Stolen Cadillac Escalade ESV, to commit homicide and
Murder Kyle Cono (an Nellis AFB Jet Fighter Pilot).
However, the Cadillac Escalade ESV stalled on the highway because Magdalena
Narbuntowicz previously borrowed CONO’s SUV and secretly took the Cadillac to her
Automobile Mechanic to steal expensive Cadillac Auto Parts, while CONO was the
owner of The Cadillac.
Now therefore, Anthony D’Arienzo and Magdalena Narbuntowicz were arrested and
incarcerated for the Murder of Kyle Cono by The State of Nevada Highway Patrol
(CHIPS). They were eventually released from The State of Nevada Jail because of their
Top Secret Security Clearance. However, Out-On-Bail Records, and Fugitives from
Justice RECORDS still exist.
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CONO believes that Anthony D’Arienzo and Magdalena Narbuntowicz left
The State of Nevada Jail with a seriously infected COVID-19 VIRUS that resulted in
their DEATHS. This was in retaliation to them Trespassing Nellis Air Force Base and murdering a top notch: Fighter Jet Pilot: Kyle Cono.
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Donald J. Trump and Mark Zuckerberg are the “OWNERS” of Facebook.com and
Nordic Security Services, CONDUENT Inc., Allied Universal, and TTEC Anti-Trust
Monopoly Customer Service Companies.
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This is “CONFLICT OF INTEREST”. “FAMILY RELATIONSHIP”, and “INSIDER TRADING” - “ANTI-TRUST” - ’MONOPOLY” - and “CRIMINAL PROFITEERING”, “RICO” - “COLLUSION.
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Furthermore. Defendants are in BIGAMOUS MARRIAGES with Karen Theresa Castorino (CONO’s First Wife,
and Mariana Carvalho (CONO’s Second and Current Wife.)
Karen Theresa Castorino. Mariana Carvalho. and SIMONE CAGUA EDWARDS D’ARIENZO SILVA, and MAGDALENA BLOOMBERG NARBUNARBUNTOWICZ All have a wife, fiance, and/or girlfriend Relationship with CONO and are also in
BIGAMOUS MARRIAGES with Mark Zuckerberg, Eric Trump.
Anthony D’Arienzo, Tod Cooperman, HENRY KERNER (US OSC DIRECTOR).
Steven Buskin. Mark Wood. and
CRIMINAL PROFITEERING CAPO / BOSS: DONALD J. TRUMP.
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7. Defendants committed Crimes of Civil Harassment and Discrimination by Obstructing
CONO from Posting on Facebook with
“THIS POST GOES AGAINST OUR COMMUNITY STANDARDS.”
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The DENIAL of Posts was based Solely on Ethnicity / Racial Collusion. Segregation.
and Discrimination. Defendants completely ignored Equal Opportunity. Affirmative
Action. Discrimination. and Civil Harassment LAWS.
Facebook Customer Service Personnel. and Moderators Block Posts and also Lock-Out
Facebook Members out of their Accounts for Selfish Greed. Racial Discrimination.
Racketeering Obstruction Collusion based on RICO BOSSES - CONDUENT INC..
TTEC. ALLIED UNIVERSAL. NORDIC SECURITY.
US OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC). THE FBT.
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION (ACA).
THE TRUMP ORGANIZATION. and various Real Estate Agencies such as Sotheby’s
Prominent Properties Real Estate Agency.
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This is a gross violation of The 1964 Civil Rights Act. The Bill of Rights.
The US Constitution. The FIRST. The FIFTH. and

The FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS.
The motive for these CIVIL RIGHTS crimes is “SEGREGATION FOR PROFIT” and
Deliberately & Intentionally Violating - Equal Opportunity and Diversity. i.e. Ethnicity
Melting Pot.
For example. TTEC is owned by African Americans and if Facebook Posts are violating
COMMUNITY STANDARDS they are allowed by BLACK Moderators. However.
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Posts that are acceptable are immediately, deliberately and Intentionally Blocked
because the Facebook Member's Ethnicity is not African American.
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8. Additionally, The Trump Organization, US OSC, Nordic Security,
Diamond McCarthy LLP, KPMG SOX San Francisco, CONDUENT Inc, TTEC, ACA,
Allied Universal, and other Facebook Owners and Regulators are locking Facebook
Member’s out of their Facebook Accounts and Blocking Posts to weaken Facebook
Members, and Obstruct them.
These Crimes are Deliberate and Intentional RICO and Criminal Profiteering
Extortion and Collusion and Anti-Trust Monopoly.
ESPECIALLY, since now Facebook is in Criminal Profiteering and Racketeering
Enterprise Collusion with Alphabet Inc. / Google.com and Sundar Pinchai.
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This is a “PREDATORY BUSINESS” using PREDATORY CRIMINAL PRACTICES for a Stream of income.
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PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP is encouraging GENOCIDE as a means to reduce
the size of The US Population and claims
The Twenty Ninth Amendment as Justification for these Mass Murders,
Above the Law Authority to commit RICO Violent Crimes U.S.C.A §1959 and
PREDATORY BUSINESS in General.
DONALD J. TRUMP is very much similar to Adolph Hitler and The Holocaust.
MARK ZUCKERBERG and DONALD J. TRUMP have a
“CONFLICT OF INTEREST” and/or “FAMILY RELATIONSHIP”.
Facebook.com, Inc. and Alphabet Inc./Google/Hangouts are murdering young persons
on a regular basis for Pillaging, ID THEFT, and GRAND LARCENY of Victims'
Assets, Properties, Companies, Digital Assets, Wills & Estates, Persona, and all Assets.
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Facebook.com Inc. is making a Declaration that Facebook Member’s Electronic Digital
Assets and Social Media Content belongs to Facebook and Alphabet Inc.
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Facebook and Alphabet Inc Executives, Board Members, Personnel, Customer Service
Agents, and Moderators routinely steal members' passwords and log-in to members'
accounts like it’s their own accounts.
They contact other members unlawfully and impersonate members. They commit
crimes of DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACKS by having a MULTITUDE of Personnel
simultaneously LOGIN to a member's Account causing slow page loads and committing
Use Cases opposite from the members intentions.
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For example, a member spends 20 minutes authoring a Post and immediately before
they click the submit post button, a rogue moderator and Facebook Personnel will Click
the “Cancel Post” button causing the member to lose 20 minutes’ worth of Intellectual
Property Works.

3
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This is in retaliation and to spite members because they are speaking up and/or have
filed a complaint against Facebook and/or Moderators.
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Facebook and Alphabet Inc., justify these unlawful moderator crimes with the excuse
that they are psychologists and/or investigators attempting to catch members in the act.
However, their real reason is 5150 or 5250 attempting to commit members to a Mental
Hospital where they will be murdered and pillaged. Facebook and Alphabet Inc /
Google Hangouts - Profit from these horrendous Pillaging Predatory Business Crimes
by receiving various Bartering Kickbacks.
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❖ THE FOLLOWING ARE VIDEOS OF MARK ZUCKERBERG TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS:
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A. https://voutu.be/OXiy-JphmV4
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B. https://voutu.be/hHMksf0UbKc
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C. https://voutu.be/Yf-JsLpebbA

19

D. https://voutu.be/Pk UeSrlvkk
20

21

E. https://voutu.be/yghUXJa kEg
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F. https://voutu.be/QO2eW3KIb0k
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G. https://voutu.be/aEMafLt-YsM
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❖ The following are “DEMAND LETTERS”, and “CEASE & DESIST LETTERS”
included in “EXHIBIT”: “COMPLAINT” - “EXHIBIT 4 Emails FINAL.pdf”
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❖

March 2, 2019 3:52 PM

From: «Leo Cono» <leoacono@yandex.com>
To: «Facebook» <case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>
✓

Maxson ********
Facebook.com, Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com

11
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17

https://www.facebook.com/login/identify
DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODE and
SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me via RICO GRAND LARCENY
&
DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED
ON FACEBOOK.COM &
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS

18

Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM 19
20

21
22

I’m Leo A. Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts. On
multiple attempts to LOGIN, I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to
Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my requests after many
attempts to login and many uploads of my ID.

23

Facebook is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts.

24

On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS
and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE
NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT.
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United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft

5
6

FACEBOOK.com software programming of Login/Password processing is
committing crimes of EXTORTION and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.

7
8

9

Also I am a programmer and by reviewing the Facebook.com programming
language code, I can identity software code that is CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE
FACEBOOK.COM INC. for these crimes targeted to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.

10

My Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE.
ll
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THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT of my
LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY PAGE containing COURT EXHIBITS OF
MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO, MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ,
KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THERESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage)
and 2 Step-Children (second marriage).
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Here is the information on the GRAND LARCENY &
AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL: (Probably Family Relationship with
PRISCILLA CHAN)

18

✓
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About Lv Icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

23

LV.ICON AND/OR LVICON are redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT).
24
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I'm Leo Anthony Cono and Pro/Se Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) FEDERAL USCOURTS CASE. There is aiding and abetting in RICO Organized
Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and

Mexico.
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My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need in
FEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA.
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More specifically, my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my
previous Fiance - MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.
MARK ZUCKERBERG had/has sexual relations with
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ (my previous Fiance), also MARIANI CARVALHO
RIBEIRO (my current wife and now separated and executing a divorce), and
KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest
son KYLE CONO that resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG). DNA Evidence might
prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE CONO’s biological father and also my
son. My first wife KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD was having sex
with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge, i.e. Adultery. Furthermore,
perhaps KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage
with MARK ZUCKERBER. My brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND
LARCENY of my computer programming code and SQL Server Database DDL and
DML, Stored Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to
Karen/Theresa and she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.
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THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE.

14

Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE
(i.e. MARIAM ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of MARK
ZUCKERBER). MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the
family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having sex with MARK
ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage
with MARK ZUCKERBERG.
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I (LEO A CONO) posted information on Facebook and therefore making a
Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and
MENACE TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT.
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She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire Estate, Will(s), Property and all
Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG
to deny me (Leo A Cono) access to all of my Facebook Accounts. MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/she-male in a bigamous marriage with
MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO.

25
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MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block
and deny me (Leo Cono) from logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK
ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous Fiance (Engagement
Relationship) with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.

28
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MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in
Federal Court. MARK ZUCKERBERG is aiding and abetting in RICO Collusion and
Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access to my Facebook Accounts.
✓
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7 Fed. Proc. Forms § 20:215
Federal Procedural Forms | June 2018 Update
Chapter 20. Criminal Procedure
V. Indictment and Information
B. Procedural Forms
2. Issuance of Indictment or Information
§ 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and conspiracy [18 U.S.C.A. §§
1959, 1961]
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The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON
page may be linked to PRISCILLA CHAN owner of FACEBOOK.COM
INC.
Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal and rogue and is now
committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion with the
RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS
belonging to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA for TRIBUTE.
I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
ACT (FOIA) and Subpoena THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ATTORNEY
GENERAL to Demand Relief for these crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on
MARK ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER their extent, in collusion
with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
✓

1 Complete Manual of Criminal Forms § 14:10.50
Part 3. Discovery
Chapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions
§ 14:10.50. Motion to compel discovery
2. United States Code Annotated
10 U.S.C.A. § 2328
§ 2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of
Information Act: recovery of costs

✓

3. Code of Federal Regulations
Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights
Chapter I. United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department of
Commerce (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter B. Administration (Refs & Annos)
Part 102. Disclosure of Government Information (Refs & Annos)
Subpart A. Freedom of Information Act
37 C.F.R. § 102.3
§ 102.3 Records under FOIA.
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Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market income
up?
My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-step
authentication codes and IDs.
I have a LAS VEGAS, NEVADA METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to
submit to FACEBOOK.COM

6
7
8

9

Furthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY GENERAL and INSPECTOR
GENERAL to receive LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my
FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my exhibits, evidence, personal multi-media
content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that
was stolen from me.
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Therefore, Facebook.com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of
GRAND LARCENY.
My code was used to program the current version of the WWW.FACEBOOK.COM
Web Site. I have evidence to prove this.
In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants in
UNITED STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA:
https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/25734192/Cono_v_Richards_et_al
I am also in the process of submitting a complaint in a new “STATE OF NEVADA
CASE” - EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.

18
19
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LEO CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other
people involved in these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT,
GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER, TERRORISM AND TREASON to
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!
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Here are my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:
1.)

24
25
26
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2.)
3.)
4.)

LV ICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ
https://www.facebook.com/lv.icon
routes to lvicon
LAICON8 - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY LIFE
LAICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY
LADA - containing information and content for the
DISTRICT ATTORNEY (DA)
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My backpack was stolen and I lost my phones and passwords notebook.
l
2
3

4
5

However, here are some of the email addresses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

lv03042018@outlook.com
l ******* 7@gmail.com
l ******** 8@o ****** .com
lc1112017@gmail.com
LeoLoiacono8888@gmail.com

6
7

and I received the “Account Disabled” message from Facebook.com with email
address: mailto:LeoCono78@gmail.com

8

9

I DEMAND ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN
DENIED FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN.

10

FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF:
11
12
13
14
IS

About Lv Icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

16
17
18

LVICON from Jurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL.
This person may be PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito” or a friend, family member or
person related to PRISCILLA CHANCHAN

19
20

Ineed access to my EXHIBITS and Evidence.

21

ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES!

22
23

BEST REGARDS,
LEO A CONO
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM

24
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❖ 02.03.2019, 12:11, "Facebook"
<case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>:
Hi,
Thanks for contacting us to learn more about your Facebook information.
However, we couldn't find a Facebook account associated with the email
address you're using to contact us.

5

7

If you have a Facebook account associated with a different email address,
please submit a new report using that email address. You can file a new report
here:

8

https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/180237885820953/?ref=cr

6

9
10
li
12

If you have a Facebook account, you should be able to access specific types of
your Facebook information, such as photos, posts, reactions and comments,
using the Access Your Information tool:
https://www.facebook.com/your_information/?ref=cr

13
14
IS

You should also be able to download a copy of your Facebook information using
the Download Your Information tool:

16

https://www.facebook.com/dyi/?ref=cr

17
18

You can download your information in an HTML format that is easy to view, or in
a JSON format, which will allow you to transfer your information to another
service.

19
20

For more information on how to download your information and what's in your
downloaded file, please visit the Help Center:

21
22
23

24

https://www.facebook.com/help/212802592074644 /?ref=cr
Downloading your information is a password-protected process that only you will
have access to. Once you've created a file, it will be available for download for a
few days.

25
26

Your downloaded file may contain sensitive information. You should keep it
secure and take precautions when storing, sending or uploading it to any other
services.

27
28
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l

For a full overview of the categories of your Facebook information available to
you, please visit the Help Center:

2

https://www.facebook.com/help/930396167085762/?ref=cr
3

4

Finally, we also encourage you to review our Data Policy, which provides a
description of the information we collect and how it is used and shared:

5

https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/
6
7
8
9

Thanks,
Maxson
Privacy Operations

10

❖

On Fri Mar 1, 2019 17:19:15, Leo Cono wrote:

li
12

I have submitted my real Nevada ID 5 times.

13

You have not responded at all till now.

14

Also I have submitted the following DEMAND LETTER:

is
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

From: Leo A Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-165
Las Vegas, NV 89142
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM
To:
Facebook, Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com
❖

March 1, 2019 5:45 PM
From: «Leo Cono» leoacono@yandex.com

26

To: records@facebook.com, subpoena@facebook.com,
27

datarequests@support.facebook.com,l.a.icon@outlook.com,

28

leoconolaw@gmail.com, jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov,
prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov, advisory.council@cafc.uscourts.gov, ig@doc.nv.gov,
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l

info@osc.gov, jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov,
criminal.division@usdoj.gov, «Mark Bennett»

2

<mark_bennett@iand.uscourts.gov>, oig@dc.gov, ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov,

3

cywatch@fbi.gov, usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov Cc:
deptqlc@clarkcountycourts.us, dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, prea@doc.nv.gov,

4

specialcounselpress@usdoj.gov, special.counsel@usdoj.gov,
barbara.underwood@ag.nv.gov, julia_wright@nvd.uscourts.gov,

5
6

desiree.sida@usdoj.gov, civil.feedback@usdoj.gov, «Mariani Ribeiro»
<mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov

7

DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODE and
8

SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me

9

via RICO GRAND LARCENY
&

10

DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

11

STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM

12

&
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS

13

TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
14

IS
16
17

Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM I’m Leo A. Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts. On
multiple attempts to LOGIN, I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to Facebook.
However, Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login and

18

many uploads of my ID. Facebook is denying me access to all of my Facebook

19

Accounts.

20

21
22

On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and
EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL - INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE
NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT.

23

✓

United States Code Annotated

24

Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
25

Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
26

Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
27

18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
28

§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft
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1
2
3

❖ Thank you for contacting Facebook [Case 5405873]
1 message

4
5
6
7

Records <records@records.facebook.com>
❖ Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 12:17 PM
Reply-to: Reply Handler
<records+R43AARFKSQCQAG5523OS5KQR7FLJE@records.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com

8

This is an automated response. Your case number is 5405873.
9

10
li

Thank you for contacting the Law Enforcement Response Team.
Information for Law Enforcement Authorities: Operational guidelines and answers to
general questions can be found at

12
13
14
IS

16
17
18
19

https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines/
Information for Attorneys and others: We will not respond to your request if you are
not a member of a law enforcement agency or an attorney representing a third party.
Please review the following Help Center pages, or have your local law enforcement
or legal representative contact us.
Accessing Facebook Data for Account Owners:
https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992/
FAQs for Law Enforcement and Third Parties:
https://www.facebook.com/help/473784375984502/

20

21

Facebook Safety Center: https://www.facebook.com/safety/

22

Please submit all requests via the Law Enforcement Online Request System
(https://www.facebook.com/records).

23

24
25
26

Please reply to this email if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Law Enforcement Response Team

27
28

❖ Thank you for contacting Facebook [Case 5406113]
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1 message
l
2
3

4

Records <records@records.facebook.com>
❖ Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 1:45 PM
Reply-to: Reply Handler
<records+2GXWOHP7IEAQAA4B5UVJWTOJPBCKO@records.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com

5

This is an automated response. Your case number is 5406113.
6
7
8
9

Thank you for contacting the Law Enforcement Response Team.
Information for Law Enforcement Authorities: Operational guidelines and answers to
general questions can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines/

10
li
12
13
14

is
16
17

Information for Attorneys and others: We will not respond to your request if you are
not a member of a law enforcement agency or an attorney representing a third party.
Please review the following Help Center pages, or have your local law enforcement
or legal representative contact us.
Accessing Facebook Data for Account Owners:
https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992/
FAQs for Law Enforcement and Third Parties:
https://www.facebook.com/help/473784375984502/

18

Facebook Safety Center: https://www.facebook.com/safety/

19
20

Please submit all requests via the Law Enforcement Online Request System
(https://www.facebook.com/records).

21

Please reply to this email if you have any questions.

22
23

Thank you,
Law Enforcement Response Team

24
25
26
27

Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED
ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY
FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
1 message

28
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Facebook <case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com>
l
2

❖ Tue, Oct 20, 2020 at 5:37 AM
Reply-to: Facebook <case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com

3

7

Hi,
Thanks for contacting us. We want to help, but we need a bit more information from
you first.
Please provide a detailed description of the problem you’re experiencing and include
any relevant links (URLs) or screenshots. The more detailed you are, the easier it'll
be for us to help.

8

We apologize for any inconvenience and hope to hear from you soon so we can help.

4
5
6

9
10

Thanks,
Privacy Operations Facebook

11
12
13
14

Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY
PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO
ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS

IS

❖

October 24, 2020 9:48 AM

16
17
18

From: «Leo Cono» leocono89@outlook.com
T o: case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com

19
20

21
22

That is an automated and "canned response".
Pretending ignorance and illiterate role playing is not acceptable.
For Accountability Reasons, I want the name and company of who is responding to
this email.

23

24
25

Please advise on who is the proper person and postal address at
Facebook.com Inc. LEGAL DEPARTMENT that I can Serve a Deposition Subpoena
and Court Appearance Subpoena to the Hollywood COURTHOUSE The Superior Court of California - Los Angeles County?

26

Looks like you are forcing my hand for Service of Process.
27
28

Now therefore, what is the address to your Legal Department?
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1

What is the name of your Legal Department COUNSEL?

2
3

4

Regards,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058

leocono89@outlook.com

5
6

❖

7

On Sat, Oct 24, 2020, 8:50 AM Facebook
<case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com>

wrote:
8

9
10
li
12
13

Hi,
We’re sorry to hear that you’re having trouble logging into Facebook.
- If you can't find your account, visit the Help Center for tips on how to find it:
https://www.facebook.com/help/277898572230446?ref=cr
- Try resetting your password. If you know the email address, username or phone
number associated with your account, you can request a new password:
https://www.facebook.com/login/identify?ref=cr

14

is
16
17

- If you don't have access to the email address on the account, you may be prompted
to answer a security question or be asked to recover your account through your
friends.
Please keep in mind that not all Facebook accounts will meet the requirements for
these options.

18

Still having trouble logging in? Find more information in the Help Center:
19
20

21
22
23

24

- Login and passwordhttps://www.facebook.com/help/login?ref=cr
- Recovering your account through friends:
https://www.facebook.com/help/215543298568604?ref=cr
Thanks,
Privacy Operations
Facebook

25
26
27
28
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l
2
3

4
5
6

eminent matter
1 message
Plaintiff ProPer <plaintiff89@gmail.com>
❖ Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 1:44 PM
To: records@facebook.com, theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov,
case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com,
case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com, subpoena@facebook.com,
datarequests@support.facebook.com
Please respond before I take legal action.

7

Leo Cono
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

is
16
17
18
19

213 280 1058
leocono89@outlook.com
--------- Forwarded message---------From: Plaintiff ProPer <plaintiff89@gmail.com>
❖ Date: Mon, Oct 19, 2020, 12:16 PM
Subject: Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA
CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM &
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS
To: Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com>
Cc: <case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>,
<case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>,
records@facebook.com <records@facebook.com>, subpoena@facebook.com
<subpoena@facebook.com>,
datarequests@support.facebook.com <datarequests@support.facebook.com>,
FACEBOOK.COM INC. - LEGAL DEPARTMENT,

20

21
22
23

24

PLEASE RESPOND TO MY RESTITUTION AND CEASE & DESIST DEMAND
LETTERS.
REGARDS,
LEO CONO

213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

25
26
27
28
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l
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
li
12

❖ 06.10.2020, 11:29, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:
From:
Leo Cono
1055 N. Vigness Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012

213-280-1058
LeoCono89@outlook.com
To:
Facebook.com, Inc.
ATTN:
Privacy Operations
&
Legal Department
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com

13

https://www.facebook.com/loginl/identify

14

DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED
ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY
FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS

IS
16
17
18

Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM & LEGAL DEPARTMENT FACEBOOK.COM has Locked me Out of my previous Facebook Accounts for ID
Theft.

19
20

My current Facebook Account is
https://www.Facebook.com/leocono8

21
22

This is a Cease & Desist Letter, and Demand Letter for RESTITUTION &
RECOVERY of my previous and now locked-out Facebook Accounts.

23

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO RESPOND.
24
25
26
27

PREVIOUSLY, YOU IGNORED MY DEMAND LETTERS.
I AM WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE WITH
FACEBOOK EXECUTIVES.

28
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1

HOWEVER IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO RESPOND AGAIN, THE SAN MATEO COUNTY
SHERIFF WILL CONDUCT PROCESS OF SERVICE.

2
3

4
5

WHAT IS THE BEST LAW ENFORCEMENT US POSTAL ADDRESS TO SERVE:
FACEBOOK.COM, ?
I have already contacted The Palo Alto, San Mateo County Sheriff for Service of
Summons, Complaint, and Deposition Subpoenas to Facebook Executives.
Previously, I had no money to execute the process of service.

6
7

However, now I have money to Prosecute you.

10

Today, October 6, 2020 at approximately 09:30 PST, my post was rejected and
denied for no good apparent reason. There are Facebook Workers that are RICO
CREW to Defendants in my Racketeering Law Suits. They have Obstructed me
now as did Obstructed me in the past.

11

This is an initial attempt to LOCK me out of this LeoCono8 Account.

8

9

12
13

I will contact The Homeland Security - Civil Harassment & Discrimination ICE
Office, and also The Attorney General to Report a Complaint of Treason and
Racketeering.

14

is

The following is the Message that I sent to Facebook via The Facebook App Bug Reporting with Feeds.

16
17

“I posted a legal educational post and it was denied. What was wrong with the
post?

18
19

Perhaps, the person that rejected my post is in Racketeering Collusion and
Obstructing me?

20

21
22

I need the telephone number or postal address of The Facebook Legal
Department for the motive of Serving a Deposition Subpoena.
I want a Login History Report and IP Addresses and/or name of the Facebook
Employee or Sub-Contractor that Obstructed me.

23

For Accountability Reasons.
24
25
26
27

Perhaps the Facebook Customer Service is Nordic Security, Allied Universal, US
OSC, CONDUENT Inc., Endurance International, TTEC, and/or American
Communications Association?
They are Defendants in my lawsuits.

28
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Please advise.
l
2

Leo Cono
213-280-1058

3

4

The following is a letter to Facebook from several months ago.
I am now prepared financially to Prosecute both Civilly and Criminally.

5
6
7
8

9

I’m Leo Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts.
Alphabet Inc./Google.com/Gmail.com and Microsoft Outlook, and Customer
Service in Manilla, Philippines (conducting and operating an ANTI-TRUST
MONOPOLY & RACKETEERING) have locked me out of my gmail.com, drive,
outlook.com, and authenticator accounts.

10

Below is my email to Alphabet Inc./Gmail/Google Drive.
li
12

With email login ID: conoleo089@gmail.com
And conoleo089@outlook.com

13
14

is

I can upload my TRUE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ID to Facebook.com, Inc. to prove
my identity.

16

In the Month of May 2020, I emailed Facebook.com Inc.

17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

However, Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to
login.
Facebook.com is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every
attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and
EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE
NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT.
✓

United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft

PLEASE RESTORE ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM, INC. ACCOUNTS AND RESET MY
PASSWORDS.
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1

I AM A PLAINTIFF IN CASE 20STCV00088 - DEPT 40

2
3

4
5
6

If you choose to not respond and continue to deny me access to my Facebook
Accounts and my Electronic Digital Multimedia, I will SERVE SUBPOENAS TO
FACEBOOK.COM, INC. THROUGH THE PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, SHERIFF and also Initiate a new THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA SUPERIOR COURT LAWSUIT against Facebook.com, Inc.
Please advise.

7
8

9
10
11
12

Attached is a zip file with litigation documents and artifacts, exhibits, and
evidence. I also have additional exhibits to large in file size not included in this
email that exhibit a fake law suit vs Mark Zuckerberg, Courtney - Eight Judicial
District Court Clerk and her fraudulent Constable Father (B. Lindquist)
impersonating Leo Cono with a Fraudulent Case Number.
Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26

, 21:23, "Leo Cono" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
> Hi Alphabet Inc./Google.Com/Gmail Law Enforcement and Legal Department > This is Leo Cono.
>
> I have tried to restore accounts:
>
> conoleo089@gmail.com
> And
> laicon88888@gmail.com
>
> Perhaps Alphabet Inc is committing crimes of Aggregated Identity Theft and
Racketeering?
> I tried the Gmail recover web page in desktop mode, received a phone text
confirmation text message, confirmed the text message code, provided
alternate email address
> leoacono8@gmail.com,
> Received a confirmation code
> And after 3 weeks
> I still get a results page from gmail stating we cannot confirm that this goggle
account belongs to you.
> Google drive conoleo089@gmail.com contains much exhibits and evidence
litigation documents to my lawsuits.

27
28
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l
2
3

4
5

PROCESS OF SERVICE
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
❖ Sun, Oct 25, 2020 at 5:56 PM
T o: admissions@theprimaryschool.org <admissions@theprimaryschool.org>,
priscilla.chan@theprimaryschool.org
<priscilla.chan@theprimaryschool.org>, cilla.chan@gmail.com
<cilla.chan@gmail.com>, priscillachan@sfgh.com
<priscillachan@sfgh.com>

6
7
8
9

10
li
12

Hi Priscilla This is Leo Cono - 213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com
Via discovery, I have collected EXHIBITS that you are responsible for locking me
out of my Facebook Accounts Including
www.Facebook.com/LVIcon
Attached are some EXHIBITS.

13
14
IS

16
17

Additionally, my software code, algorithms, UI Design and UI Code, and
Database Stored Procedures & Database ERD Schema Design, and DDL, DML
were stolen with the Crime of GRAND LARCENY, and ID THEFT.
I have prepared litigation documents including Summons, Complaint, and
Deposition Subpoena to Serve to you via a Private PROCESS OF SERVICE Third
Party Company that also includes FOIA REQUEST and WIRETAP.

18
19
20

I have contacted records@facebook.com and I have a ticket number but you are
Denying and not responding.
You have given me no amount of money whatsoever for RESTITUTION,
RECOVERY, and/or access to my accounts with my digital property.

21
22

This is a last attempt for a Peaceful Settlement between us.

23

Please advise.

24

If no response, this week I am Serving you: Priscilla Chan aka Nancy Jiang,
Jennifer Newstead, and Mark Zuckerberg.

25
26

Best Regards,
Leo Cono

27

213-280-1058

28

leocono89@outlook.com
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7

❖ Code of Civil Procedure [CCP] - The State of California
✓ PART 2. OF CIVIL ACTIONS [307 - 1062.20] ( Part 2 enacted 1872. )
TITLE 6. OF THE PLEADINGS IN CIVIL ACTIONS [420 - 475] ( Title 6
enacted 1872. )
CHAPTER 2. Pleadings Demanding Relief [425.10 - 429.30] ( Chapter 2
repealed and added by Stats. 1971, Ch. 244. )
ARTICLE 1. General Provisions [425.10 - 425.55] ( Article 1 added by
Stats. 1971, Ch. 244. )

425.10.

8

(a) A complaint or cross-complaint shall contain both of the following:

9

(1) A statement of the facts constituting the cause of action, in ordinary
and concise language.

10
li
12

(2) A demand for judgment for the relief to which the pleader claims to
be entitled. If the recovery of money or damages is demanded, the
amount demanded shall be stated.

13
14
IS
16
17
18

(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), where an action is brought to
recover actual or punitive damages for personal injury or wrongful
death, the amount demanded shall not be stated, but the complaint
shall comply with Section 422.30 and, in a limited civil case, with
subdivision (b) of Section 70613 of the Government Code.
(Amended by Stats. 2005, Ch. 75, Sec. 32. Effective July 19, 2005.
Operative January 1, 2006, by Sec. 156 of Ch. 75.)

19
20

21
22

✓

Civil Code - CIV
DIVISION 3. OBLIGA TIONS [1427 - 3273]

23

PART 4. OBLIGA TIONS ARISING FROM PARTICULAR
TRANSACTIONS [1738 - 3273]

24

TITLE 1.81.3. IDENTITY THEFT 1798.92 - 1798.971

25

1798.96.

26
27
28

Any action brought pursuant to this title or anyjoinder of a
defendant pursuant to Section 1798.82 may be brought within
fouryears of the date the personwho alleges that he or she
is a victim of identity theft knew or, in the exercise of
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reasonable diligence, should have known of the existence of
facts which would give rise to the bringing of the action or
joinder of the defendant.

l
2
3

✓

PENAL CODE - PEN
PART 1. OF CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS [25 - 680.4] ( Part 1 enacted
1872. )
TITLE 13. OF CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY [450 - 593g] ( Title 13
enacted 1872. )
> CHAPTER 5. Larceny [484 - 502.9] ( Chapter 5 enacted 1872. )
(a) Every person who shall feloniously steal, take, carry, lead, or
drive away the personal property of another, or who shall
fraudulently appropriate property which has been entrusted to him or
her, or who shall knowingly and designedly, by any false or
fraudulent representation or pretense, defraud any other person of
money, labor or real or personal property, or who causes or
procures others to report falsely of his or her wealth or mercantile
character and by thus imposing upon any person, obtains credit
and thereby fraudulently gets or obtains possession of money, or
property or obtains the labor or service of another, is guilty of theft.
In determining the value of the property obtained, for the purposes of
this section, the reasonable and fair market value shall be the
test, and in determining the value of services received the contract
price shall be the test. If there be no contract price, the reasonable
and going wage for the service rendered shall govern. For the
purposes of this section, any false or fraudulent representation or
pretense made shall be treated as continuing, so as to cover any
money, property or service received as a result thereof, and the
complaint, information or indictment may charge that the crime was
committed on any date during the particular period in question.
The hiring of any additional employee or employees without advising
each of them of every labor claim due and unpaid and every
judgment that the employer has been unable to meet shall be prima
facie evidence of intent to defraud.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

✓

Welfare and Institutions Code - WIC

24

DIVISION 9. PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES [10000 - 18999.81]

25

PART2. ADMINISTRATION[10500 - 10985]

26
27

CHAPTER 5. Records 10850 - 108531

10850.2.

28
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✓

Welfare and Institutions Code - WIC

l

DIVISION 9. PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES [10000 - 18999.81]

2

PART 5. COUNTY AID AND RELIEF TO INDIGENTS [17000 17613.41

3

4

CHAPTER 1. General Provisions [17000 - 17030.1]
5

17000.
6

Every county and every city and county shall relieve and
support all incompetent, poor, indigent persons, and those
incapacitated by age, disease, or accident, lawfully resident
therein, when such persons are not supported and relieved by
their relatives or friends, by their own means, or by state
hospitals or other state or private institutions.

l
8

9
10
li
12
13
14

✓

PENAL CODE - PEN
PART 3. OF IMPRISONMENT AND THE DEA TH PENAL TY [2000
- 10007]

IS

TITLE 7. ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATE CORRECTIONAL
SYSTEM[5000 - 7445]

16

CHAPTER 9.2. Restitution Centers [6220 - 6236]

17

6227.

18

The court may order the Department of Corrections to place
an eligible defendant in a restitution center if the court
makes a restitution order, or if a restitution agreement is
entered into by the victims and the defendant. The
Department of Corrections may send a defendant to a
reception center for classification prior to placing the
defendant in the restitution center.

19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27

DATED: this Monday, November 09th, 2020
Leo Cono aka CONO PROPER PLAINTIFF
SIGNED BY: s/ Leo Cono

ProPer Plaintiff

28
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l
2
3

4
5

Leo Cono
1055 N.Vigness Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-280-1058
LeoCono89@Outlook.com
In Pro Per - Fee Waiver - Plaintiff
❖ “HEARING REQUESTED” - “TBD”

6
7

✓ COVER PAGE FOR EXHIBIT - 1 smoking guns.pdf

8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

to
li
12

Leo Cono aka CONO,
Plaintiff,

13
14

is
16
17

vs.
Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg,
Priscilla Chan,
Defendants,

18
19

Counsel: Jennifer Newstead

Case No.: - DEPT:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION FOR “CHANGE OF VENUE” (SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE - DEPT 29)
California Code of Civil Procedure §398
CHAPTER 1. Place of Trial [392 - 403]

)

§398.

“COMPLAINT” - [CCP] §425.10
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Code of Civil Procedure §425.10
and/or including -

20

21
22
23

On Monday, November 9th, 2020 - ProPer Plaintiff: Leo Cono aka CONO moves the court
for leave to file an initial “COMPLAINT” against Defendants: Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg, and Priscilla Chan; Represented by Counsel: Jennifer Newstead.
✓ COMPLAINT
o THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §425.10

24
25
26
27

and/or including ✓ MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE
o (at SRING STREET COURTHOUSE - DEPT 29)
o

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §398

28

Monday, 11/09/2020 - COMPLAINT - CASE - DEPARTMENT
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Electronically Filed
6/25/2019 2:30 PM
Steven D. Grierson.
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3/14/201

l

ORDR

CLERK OF THE COURT

2

DISTRICT COURT

3

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

4

Leo Cono,
Plaintiff,

5
6

vs.

7

Facebook; Microsoft; Alcatel; Nextel; Nellis AFB FBI

8

Wifi Modering; Mark Zuckerberg; Samsung; Spring

9

Prepaid; Cricket Wireless Pre-Paid; Manilla Phillipines

10

CASE NO.

A-19-786862-P

DEPT NO.

VII

Call Center; F.C.C.,
Defendants

11
12

ORDER DENYING APPLICATION TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS

13
14

This Court, having reviewed the Application to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and all

15
16

—-■

information therein submitted, finds as follows;
The Applicant failed to include an underlying document. An underlying document,

17
18

such as a Complaint, must be attached and submitted with the Application and Order

19

before the Court can process the Application.

20

Now therefore, it is hereby ordered that Leo Cono’s Application to proceed In
21
22

Forma Pauperis is denied.

23

DATED this

lx,

day of February, 2019.

24
/

d ^ p 25

LIND.

BELL

\

2 S | 26

CHIEF DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
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Case Number: A-T9-791015-C

A
■••V

\

U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL

/:

s

%
%

V

1730 M Street, N.W., Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20036-4505
202-804-7000

"^tes o' r''

April 8, 2019

Mr. Leo Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd. 230-165
Apt. 230165
Las Vegas, NV 89142
Via email at: leoacono@outlook.com
Re: OSC File No. MA-19-1540
Dear Mr. Cono:

This letter responds to the complaint you submitted to the U.S. Office of Special
Counsel (OSC). Case Review Division (CRD) has carefully examined the information you
provided and based on this information, we have made a final determination to close our
inquiry in this matter.
The U.S. Office of Special Counsel is authorized to investigate allegations of
prohibited personnel practices and certain activities prohibited by civil service law, rule, or
regulation. 5 U.S.C. §§ 1214(a)(1)(A), 1216(a) and 2302(b). The provisions of 5 U.S.C. §
2302(b) specifically define fourteen prohibited personnel practices for which we have
jurisdiction to investigate. However, you have not alleged, nor is there any information in
your complaint which indicates, that an official has taken an action that constitutes any of the
fourteen personnel practices prohibited by section 2302(b), or any other prohibited activity
within the Special Counsel’s investigative jurisdiction. Further, our authority to investigate
allegations of prohibited personnel practices extends only to employees, former employees,
or applicants for employment to competitive or excepted service positions in the Executive
Branch departments and agencies of the federal government. The information you provided
indicates that you are not an employee as defined in the provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 2105. Thus,
we have no authority to assist you in this matter.
Sincerely.

Chauncey Lawson
Case Review Specialist, CRD
U.S. Office of Special Counsel

\

OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF
CLARK COUNTY DETENTION
CIVIL PROCESS SECTION
i
i

i

LEO CONO
PLAINTIFF
Vs
MARK ZUCKERBERG and FACEBOOK.COM et
al.
DEFENDANT

I

STATE OF NEVADA

)
)
)
)

CASE No. A-19-791015-C
SHERIFF CIVIL NO.: 19003665

)

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

}

} ss:
COUNTY OF CLARK
i

JACOB MALONE, being first duly sworn, deposes and says;

That he/she is, and was at all times

hereinafter mentioned, a duly appointed, qualified and acting Deputy Sheriff in and for the County of Clark, State of
Nevada, a citizen of the United States, over the age of twenty-one years and not a party to, nor interested in. the above
entitled action; that on 5/21/2019, at the hour of 2:09 PM. affiant as such Deputy Sheriff served a copy/copies of
SUMMONS and COMPLAINT issued in the above entitled action upon the defendant MARK ZUCKERBERG and
FACEBOOK.COM et al. named therein, by delivering to and leaving with said defendant BRAD LINDQUIST,
personally, at EAST LAS VEGAS LIBRARY, 2851 E BONANZA ROAD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89101 within the
County of Clark, State of Nevada, copy/copies of SUMMONS and COMPLAINT

I, DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAW OF THE STATE ON NEVADA THAT THE
FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

DATED: May 23, 2019.

Joseph M. Lombardo, Sheriff

By:.
JACOB MALO
Deputy Sheriff

301 E. Clark Ave. #100

Las Vegas, NV 89101

(702) 455-5400

1

DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

2

****

3
4

Case No.:

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s)
vs.
Clark County DWSS Nevada, Defendant(s)

A-19-791176-C

Department 28

5
6

NOTICE OF HEARING

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Please be advised that the Plaintiffs Request for Trial Settings in the above-entitled
matter is set for hearing as follows:
Date:

July 23,2019

Time:

9:00 AM

Location:

RJC Courtroom 15C
Regional Justice Center
200 Lewis Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89101

14

NOTE: Under NEFCR 9(d), if a party is not receiving electronic service through the

15

Eighth Judicial District Court Electronic Filing System, the movant requesting a

16

hearing must serve this notice on the party by traditional means.

17

STEVEN D. Qi

CEO/Clerk of the Court

18
19

MIRIAM

By:
Deputy

20

burt

21

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

22

I hereby certify that pursuant to Rule 9(b) of the Nevada Electronic Filing and Conversion
Rules a copy of this Notice of Hearing was elei
sally served to all registered users on
it Firing System.
this case in the Eighth Judicial District CouirjSi

23
24
25
26
27
28
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(Your Name)

3

(Your Moiling ,10dress}

4
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5

(Your Telephone Number)

6

(Your Fax Sumter)

7

(Your E-mail Address)
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT

9

CLARK COUNTV, NEVADA

10
11

Case No.:
Dept. No.:

Leo c<drfo

Plaintiff's
Name:

12

lots -c

x / ^

Plaintiff,
VS.

13
14
15

Defendant i
A'lJftie;

3>

Mftftic

And

NN
Defendant.

3C

o

PACt &<3&k> Cd !M X-AJC .

IT

>

t:

-< <
T;

16

SUMMONS

17

18

NOTICE! YOU HAVE BEEN SUED, THE COURT MAY DECIDE AGAINST YOU WI moiT
YOUR BEING HEARD UNLESS YOU FILE A RESPONSE WITH THE COURT1
WITHIN 21 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW CAREFULLY.

19

To the Defendant named above:

20

R?- Li

n

A civil complaint has been filed by the Plaintiff against you. Plaintiff is seeking to recover the
relief requested in the complaint, which could include a money judgment against you or some other form

22

of relief.

24
25
26
27
28

.J

b 6} 0 \ <z 7"

21

23

tr

If you intend to defend this lawsuit, within 21 calendar days1 after this Summons is served on you
(not counting the day of service), you must:
1,

File with the Clerk of the Court, whose address is shown below, a formal written
response (typically a legal document called an “answer,” but potentially some other

The State of Nevada, its political subdivisions, agencies, officers, employees, board members, commission members, and
legislators each have 45 days after service of this Summons within which to file a response to Plaintiffs complaint.
Page 1 of 2

For more forms and information, visit www.civiilawselfhelpcenter.org.

Rev. 2/.H>/2l)t9
© Chit Law S •IJ-Hetp Center

1

response) to Plaintiffs complaint.

2

2.

3

Pay the required filing fee to the court, or file an Application to Proceed In Forma
Pauperis and request a waiver of the filing fee.

4

3.

Serve (by mail or hand delivery) a copy of your response upon the Plaintiff whose name
and address is shown below.

5
6

Information and forms to assist you are available, free of charge, at the Civil Law' Self
Help Center at the Regional Justice Center, 200 Lewis Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada, and on
the center’s website at mvw.civillawselfbelpcenter.org.

7
8

If you fail to respond, the Plaintiff can request your default. The court can then enter judgment
9
against you for the relief demanded by the Plaintiff in the complaint, which could result in money or
10
property being taken from you or some other relief requested in Plaintiffs complaint.
If you intend to seek an attorney’s advice, do it quickly so that your response can be filed on time.
12
STEVEN D. GRIERSON, CLERK OF COURT
13
14
By:

-HAY-44-2m

15

L6XAN0ER BANDERAS;
Deputy Clerk

16

Regional Justice Center
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 8915b

17
18

issued (at the request of:

19

(SignaMrel

C,

C dfO

20

(Your Name)

21

{Your Slreet Address)

22

(Your

23

Plaintiff, Self-Represented

HI lA

7

ewi y -

fORlYld Pfr\)p£Ktf
foi,ic<?

ft
r
fll/A;la„l {f

24
Note:

25

When service is #}' publication, add a brief summary of the claims asserted, the relief sought, and include any special statutory
requirements. This summary should have been proposed through a Motion Seeking Publication and approved through an Order
for Service by Publication. See Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 4.4(c).

26
27
28
Page 2 of2
For more forms and information, visit www.civillawselfhelpcenter.org.
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(Your Name)

3
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4

(Your City, State, Zip Code)

5

(Tour Telephone Number)

6
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7
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT

9
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CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

10
11

ci

FLtAsr td/u 7/9-cr

Leo <^oA/d

2

'

Plaintiff’s
Name:

Leo

12

coa/o

A-H -77/01c

Case No.:
Dept. No.:

n

Plaintiff,

6 i

r

VS,

13
14
15

Defendant ’.s
Name:

r

17
18

NOTICE! YOU HAVE BEEN SUED. THE COURT MAY DECIDE AGAINST YOU WITHOUT
YOUR BEING HEARD UNLESS YOU FILE A RESPONSE WITH THE COURT
WITHIN 21 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW CAREFULLY.

19

To the Defendant named above:

tA/Ut-l.c EUQktslLgE2Q

A civil complaint has been filed by the Plaintiff against you. Plaintiff is seeking to recover the

21

relief requested in the complaint, which could include a money judgment against you or some other form

22

of relief.
If you intend to defend this lawsuit, within 21 calendar days1 after this Summons is served on you
(not counting the day of service), you must:
1.

25

File with the Clerk of the Court, whose address is shown below, a formal written
response (typically a legal document called an “answer,” but potentially some other

P 26
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16

23

ZQ

Defendant.

4

20

m

Mftt-k EucFtcieeiC-
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fphe State of Nevada, its political subdivisions, agencies, officers, employees, board members, commission members, and
legislators each have 45 days after service of this Summons within which to file a response to Plaintiffs complaint.
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1

response) to Plaintiffs complaint,

2

2,

3

Pay the required filing fee to the court, or file an Application to Proceed In Forma
Pauperis and request a waiver of the filing fee.

3.

4

Serve (by mail or hand delivery) a copy of your response upon the Plaintiff whose name
and address is shown below.

5
6

Information and forms to assist you are available, free of charge, at the Civil Law Self
Help Center at the Regional Justice Center, 200 Lewis Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada, and on
the center’s website at www.dvillawselfhelpcenter.org.

7
8

If you fail to respond, the Plaintiff can request your default. The court can then enter judgment
9
against you for the relief demanded by the Plaintiff in the complaint, which could result in money or
10

property being taken from you or some other relief requested in Plaintiff s complaint.

11
If you intend to seek an attorney’s advice, do it quickly so that your response can be filed on time.
12
STEVEN D. GRIERSON, CLERK OF COURT
13

vma2

14

APP1 1 fflt
Date:

15
Regional Justice Center
200-Lewis Avenue'
Las Yegas;-'N,evada. 89155

16
17
18

iuest of:
Issued at the redue

19

(Signature)

20

V

LjE®

C a A/g

(Your Name)

6

21
22

(Your City-State, and Zip Code)

23

Plaintiff, Self-Represented

Wi

' Pro l ^ C

24
Note:

25

C fte^zc.oK-TAfr
A- t? %

/

' LNBcq- .

pc^.t/p H-r*) y

When service is by publication? add a brief summary of the claims asserted, the reliefsought, and include any special statutory
requirements. This summary should have been proposed through a Motion Seeking Publication and approved through an Order
for Service by Publication. See Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 4.4(c),
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27
28
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(Your Fax Number)
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT

10

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA
Plaintiff's
Name:

ii

Case No,:
Dept, No,:

C <zs urd

12
13
14

n

Plaintiff,

vs.
Defendant‘s
Name:

kUUlklUiC

/VtUtC

&ett

VO, (1

f £t M

Defendant.

15

AFFIDAVIT/DECLARATION OF SERVICE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY

16

, being duly

(Insert name ofperson performing service)

17

sworn or under penalty of peijury, states that at all times relevant, I was over 18 years of age and not a
18
party to or interested in the above-captioned case; that I served a copy of the Q^ummons, Q Complaint,
19
|

1 Other (specify)

20
time you served)

21
22

on (insert date and

, 20.

at the hour of

,M., on Defendant (insertDefendant's
by the

name)
following method (complete appropriate paragraph below):

23

l |

24

Defendant's name)

25

which you served)

Personal service per NRCP 4.2fa)fl): Delivering and leaving a copy with (insert
at (insert address at

26
27

///

28
Page 1 of2
For more forms and information, visit www.civiHawseIfhetpcenter.org,

Rev. 2/. ’0/2019
& Civil Law Si If-Help Center

;
f

□
2

3
4
5

Substitute service per NRCP 4.2(aH2): Delivering and leaving a copy with (insert name or
, a person of suitable age

physical description of person served)

and discretion residing at Defendant’s dwelling house or usual place of abode, at (insert Defendant s address)

□

Service on a business entity per NRCP 4.2(c)(1)(A): Delivering and leaving a copy

with (insert name or physical description ofperson served)_______________________________ __________________ ______________

6
who is Defendant's (checkone) Oregistered agent, □officer or director, □ partner Qmcmber, □manager,

1

□ trustee,or □

(specify)

, tit (insert address at which you served)

8

9

□

Other method of service authorized by Nevada statute or court rule:

10
11
12
13

I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAW OF THE STATE OF
NEVADA THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

14

15

Date:

SERVER’S SIGNATURE:_____________,
Server’s Phone:_______________________

16

Server’s □ Residential/ Q Business Address:

17

□j I am a licensed process server or an employee of a licensed process server; my license or registration
number is (insert license or registration number)'. __________ _______________________ _____

18
19

□ 1 am not required to be licensed under chapter 648 of the Nevada Revised Statutes or another
provision of law because am not engaged in the business of serving legal process within the State of
Nevada.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
Page 2 of 2
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OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF
CLARK COUNTY DETENTION
CIVIL PROCESS SECTION
LEO CONO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFF
Vs
DOM SCOTT; 50 CENT; MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOW1CZ; MATTH.COM ct al.
DEFENDANT
STATE OF NEVADA

}
}

COUNTY OF CLARK

1

CASE No. A-19-791177-C
SHERIFF C1V11.NO.: 19004084

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

ss:

KENNETH ROSS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: That he/s he is, and was at all times hereinafter
mentioned, a duly appointed, qualified and acting Deputy Sheriff in and for the County of Clark, State of Nevada, a
citizen of the United Slates, over the age of twenty-one years and not a party to, nor interested in, the above entitled
action; that on d/10/2019, at the hour of 9:20 AM. affiant as such Deputy Sheriff served a copy/copies of SUMMONS
and COMPLAINT issued in the above entitled action upon the defendant DOMIN SCOTT; 50 CENT;
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOW1CZ; MATCH.COM et ah named therein, by delivering to and leaving with said
defendant BRIAN LINDQUIST aka BRAD LINDQUIST, personally, at EAST LAS VEGAS LIBRARY. 2851 E
BONANZA ROAD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89101

within the County of Clark, Stale of Nevada, copy/copies of

SUMMONS and COMPLAINT

/. DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAW OE THE STATE ON NEVADA THAT THE
FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

DATED: June 11,2019.

Joseph M. Lombardo, Sheriff

(%G35*i

I

Bv:
KENNETH ROSS
Deputy Sheriff

:
i
i

1

!

301 E. Clark Ave. #100

Las Vegas, NV 89101

(702) 455-5400
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^WILSON ELSER
WILSON ELSER MOSKOWITZ EDELMAN St DICKER LLP

JONATHAN C. PATTILLO, ESQ.
Nevada Bar No. 13929
E-mail: Jonathan.Pattillo@wilsonelser.com
300 South Fourth Street, 11th Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101-6014
Telephone: (702) 727-1400
Facsimile: (702) 727-1401
Attorneys for B. Lindquist

7

DISTRICT COURT

8

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

9

Leo Cono,

10

Case No. A-19-791015-C
Dept. No. 19
Plaintiff,

11

vs.

B. Lindquist’s Motion to Dismiss

12

Mark Zuckerberg et al.;

HEARING REQUESTED

13

Defendants.

14
15
16

Plaintiff Leo Cono filed suit against Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook.com, Inc. and a number

17

of other defendants. Plaintiff then served the complaint upon a B. Lindquist, but Mr. Lindquist is

18

not named in the complaint or accompanying documents. If Mr. Lindquist is named, the

19

complaint does not plead facts establishing the court’s jurisdiction and does not state a claim

20

upon which relief could be granted against Mr. Lindquist. Mr. Lindquist asks that either service

21

upon him be quashed, the complaint against him be dismissed.

22

DATED this 11th day of June, 2019.

23

^WILSON ELSER

24

WILSON ELSER MOSK.OWITZ EDELMAN & DICKER LLP

25

/s/ Jonathan C. Pattillo
JONATHAN C. PATTILLO, ESQ.
300 South Fourth Street, 11th Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101-6014
Attorneys for B. Lindquist

26
27

1

28
1478409v.2

1
2

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
I.

Mr. Lindquist should not be a party to this case for multiple reasons.

3

a. The complaint does not plead facts establishing jurisdiction.
The complaint was filed on March 5, 2019. It does not specify where the actions at issue

4
5

took place, when, or describe the damages sought. NRCP 8(a)(1) requires that a complaint

6

provide “a short and plain statement of the grounds for the court’s jurisdiction.” Plaintiff’s

7

complaint contains no such statement, nor an indication that the amount in controversy

8

requirement is met. As a result Plaintiff has not pled jurisdiction in the district court and the case

9

should be dismissed.

10

b. Mr. Lindquist is not a party to the case.

11

The complaint lists a number of defendants such as Mr. Zuckerberg, Facebook, Microsoft,

12

Nextel, Nellis Air Force Base and “Manilla Philippines/Mexico Call Center Callroom” But it does

13

not list Mr. Lindquist, at all. Mr. Lindquist is not mentioned in the exhibits with the complaint

14

either. As Mr. Lindquist is not a party to the case, service upon him is improper and should be

15

quashed.

16

c. Mr. Lindquist is not authorized to accept service for the named defendants.

17

There are numerous people and companies mentioned in the complaint. However, Mr.

18

Lindquist is not a registered agent who would be allowed to accept service for the companies. He

19

also is not someone who could accept service for the individual defendants as NRCP 4 allows.

20

d. At a minimum a more definite statement is necessary.

21

Even if Mr. Lindquist was named as a party and properly served, a plain reading of the

22

complaint does not identify what it is that Mr. Lindquist allegedly did that gives rise to the

23

complaint. The grievances in the complaint appear to be primarily against Facebook, nor Mr.

24

Lindquist. If Plaintiff has facts he wishes to plead specifically against Mr. Lindquist, he needs to

25

state them in an amended complaint.

26

///

27
2

28
1478409v.2

1

II.

Mr. Lindquist should be dismissed.

2

Mr. Lindquist appears to have no role in this matter and simply asks that he be dismissed.

3

DATED this 11th day of June, 2019.

4

^WILSON ELSER

5

WILSON ELSER MOSKOWITZ EDELMAN & DICKER LLP

6

/s/ Jonathan C. Pattillo
JONATHAN C. PATTILLO, ESQ.
300 South Fourth Street, 11th Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101-6014
Attorneys for B. Lindquist

7
8

9
Certificate of Service

10
11

Pursuant to NRCP 5, I certify that I am an employee of Wilson Elser Moskowitz

12

Edelman & Dicker LLP, and that on June 11, 2019, I served B. Lindquist’s Motion to Dismiss:

13

□

14
15

IEI

16

by placing same to be deposited for mailing in the United States Mail, in a sealed
envelope upon which first class postage was prepaid in Las Vegas, Nevada;
via electronic means by operation of the Court’s electronic filing system, upon
each party in this case who is registered as an electronic case filing user with the
Clerk;

17
18

^WILSON ELSER

19

WILSON ELSER MOSKOWITZ EDELMAN & DICKER LLP

20

/s/ Cynthia Kelley
An Employee of

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

3

28
1478409v.2

1
2
3
4
5
6

^WILSON ELSER
WILSON ELSER MOSKOWITZ EDELMAN St DICKER LLP

JONATHAN C. PATTILLO, ESQ.
Nevada Bar No. 13929
E-mail: Jonathan.Pattillo@wilsonelser.com
300 South Fourth Street, 11th Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101-6014
Telephone: (702) 727-1400
Facsimile: (702) 727-1401
Attorneys for B. Lindquist

7

DISTRICT COURT

8

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

9

Leo Cono,

10

Case No. A-19-791015-C
Dept. No. 19
Plaintiff,

11

vs.

12

Mark Zuckerberg et al.;

B. Lindquist’s Initial Appearance Fee
Disclosure

13

Defendants.

14
15
16

Defendant B. Lindquist discloses his $223 initial appearance fee.

17

DATED this 11th day of June, 2019.

18

^WILSON ELSER

19

WILSON ELSER MQSKOW1TZ EDELMAN Sc DICKER LLP

20

/s/ Jonathan C. Pattillo
JONATHAN C. PATTILLO, ESQ.
300 South Fourth Street, 11th Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101-6014
Attorneys for B. Lindquist

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1

28
1478409v.2

1

Certificate of Service

2

Pursuant to NRCP 5, I certify that I am an employee of Wilson Elser Moskowitz

3

Edelman & Dicker LLP, and that on June 11, 2019, I served B. Lindquist’s Initial Appearance

4

Fee Disclosoure:

5

□

6
7

by placing same to be deposited for mailing in the United States Mail, in a sealed
envelope upon which first class postage was prepaid in Las Vegas, Nevada;
via electronic means by operation of the Court’s electronic filing system, upon
each party in this case who is registered as an electronic case filing user with the
Clerk;

8

9
10
11

^WILSON ELSER

12

WILSON ELSER MOSKOWITZ EDELMAN & DICKER LLP

/s/ Cynthia Kelley
An Employee of

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2

28
1478409v.2

^WILSON ELSER

WILSON ELSE* MOSKOWITZ EDELMAN & DICKER LLP

Cynthia Kelley
702.727.1237 (direct)
702.727.1401 (fax)
cynthiakclley@wilsonelser.com

July 9,2019

Sent Via Email
dept 191c@clarkcountycourts.us
David Sorensen, Law Clerk to the Honorable William Kephart
Dept. 19
Eighth Judicial District Court
Regional Justice Center
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89155
RE:

Leo Cono v. Mark Zuckerberg, et al.
Our Client Defendant: B. Lindquist
A-19-791015-C
Case No.:
20139.00009
Our File No.:

Dear Clerk:
Further to our conversation yesterday regarding our client. Defendant B. Lindquist’s Motion to
Dismiss scheduled for July 16, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. in the above-referenced matter, we request that the
Court continue the hearing date to Tuesday, August 20, 2019 at 9:00 a.m., as counsel for Defendant B.
Lindquist has a schedule conflict.
We thank you for your assistance in this matter. If you have any questions, please let us know.
Very truly yours.
Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker LLP
/s/ Cynthia Kelley
Cynthia Kelley
Paralegal Clerk to Jonathan C. Pattillo, Esq.
/ck

cc: leocono@vandex.com

300 South 4th Street, 11th Floor • las Vegas, NV 89101 • p 702.727.1400 • ( 702.727.1401
Albany • Baltimore • Boston • Chrcogo • Connecfccut • Dolas • Denver • Gcrden City • Houston • las Vegos • London • Los Angeles • louisvdle • Mcleon
A/tomi • MikvoiAee • New Jersey • New York • Ofondo • Philadelphia • Son Diego • Son Francisco • Washington, DC • West Palm Beoch • While Plorns
Affiliates Berlin • Cologne • FronkFuri • Munich • Paris

wilsonelser.com
1460636v. 1
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which relief can be granted Objections to R&R due by 10/23 2018 See Order for
I
further details'deadlines Signed by Magistrate Judge George Foley. Jr on 10/9/2018
(Copies have been distributed pursuant to the NET' - MR) (Entered 10/10/2018)
m

0 fotey-docket.pdf

10 12/2018

6 MOTION Correction of Clerical Mistakes in Judgment. Orders, and Record by
Plaintiff Leo Cono. Responses due by 10/26/2018 (MR) (Entered: 10/15/2018)

10/29/2018

2 ORDER IT IS ORDERED that 1 the Report and Recommendation is ACCEPTED and
ADOPTED in full

k

S

£

s

Slgrln

Case: 2:18-cv-01845-RFB-GWF As of: 11/16/2018 09:55 AM PST 2 of 2
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court is instructed to file 1 -1 the
complaint
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiffs claims against all Nonresident Defendants
arc DISMISSED for lack of personal jurisdiction and venue
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiffs claim against the Honorable Chief Judge
Gloria Navarro is DISMISSED with prejudice for failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted Signed by Judge Richard F Boulware. II on 10 26/2018. (Copies
have been distributed pursuant to the NEF - MR) (Entered: 10/29/2018)___________
10/29/2018

JL

10/29/2018

E
Tnme to Respond to 5 Order and Report and Recommendation for
2 MOTION to Extend
Production of AmendedJ Complaint by Plaintiff Leo Cono (MR) (Entered 10/29,2018)

COMPLAINT against All Defendants by Leo Cono (MR) (Entered 10/29 2018)

1029/2018

112 MOTION to Extend Production of Exhibit Documents Request Response Time by
Phnnlill 1 on ( quo I NIK) (I nlcicd 10 29 2(118)_________________________

10292018

11 EXHIBITS re 2 Motion to Extend Time. IQ Motion to Extend Production of Exhibit
Documents by Plaintiff
I
Leo Cono (Attachments # i Part 2. # £ Part 3. # 2 Part 4)
(MR) (Entered: 10292018)

10/302018

IT

10/312018

11 ORDER IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that fc Plaintiffs Motion to Correct Clerical
Mistakes is DENIED IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that 9 Plaintiffs Motion to Extend
Time to Respond and IQ Motion to Extend Production of Exhibits are DENIED, as
moot. Plaintiff shall have until 12/102018 to tile his Amended Complaint Signed by
Magistrate Judge George Foley. Jr on 10/312018. (Copies have been distributed
pursuant to the NEF - MR) (Entered: 11/01/2018)

11/142018

14 MOTION - Request for Information - Freedom of Information Act by Plaintiff Leo
Cono Responses due by 11 28.201S (MR) (Entered 11 152018)_____________

11/142018

11 MOTION for Discovery and Inspection bv Plaintiff Leo Cono Responses due by
11282018 (MR) (Entered 11/15 2018) ___________________________ _

ADDENDUM to 9 Motion to to Extend Time, JO Motion to Extend Production of
Exhibit Documents by Plaintiff Leo Cono (MR) (Entered: 10/312018)
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ORDER. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED tDatS Plaintiffs Motion to Correct Clerical Mistakes is DENIED. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that9 Plaintiffs Motion to Extend Time to Respond andIO
Motion to Extend Production of Exhibits are DENIED, as moot. Plaintiff shall have until 12/10/2018 to file his Amended Complaint. Signed by Magistrate Judge George Foley. Jr on
10/31/2018. (Copies have been distributed pursuant to the NEF - MR)
Tuesday, October 30, 2018
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ADDENDUM to9 Motion to to Extend Time,10 Motion to Extend Production of Exhibit Documents by Plaintiff Leo Cono. (MR)

Monday, October 29, 2018
11

^ EH EZ2J E32EE1
EXHIBITS re9 Motion to Extend Time. 10 Motion to Extend Production of Exhibit Documents by Plaintiff Leo Cono. (MR)
Att 1 ^ Part 2,
Att 2
Part 3,
Att 3 ^ Part 4

10
motion to

Extend Production of Exhibit Documents Request Response Time by Plaintiff Leo Cono. (MR)

9
MOTION to Extend Time to Respond to5 Order and Report and Recommendation for Production of Amended Complaint by Plaintiff Leo Cono. (MR)

C3SEEH

8

COMPLAINT against All Defendants by Leo Cono (MR)
7

■£

ORDER. IT IS ORDERED that5 the Report and Recommendation is ACCEPTED and ADOPTED in full. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court is instructed to fllel -1 the
complaint. IT is FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiffs claims against all Nonresident Defendants are DISMISSED for lack of personal jurisdiction and venue IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
Plaintiff’s claim against the Honorable Chief Judge Gloria Navarro is DISMISSED with prejudice for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted Signed by Judge Richard F.
Boulware. II on 10/26/2018. (Copies have been distributed pursuant to the NEF - MR)
Friday, October 12, 2018
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MOTION Correction of Clerical Mistakes in Judgment Orders, and Record by Plaintiff Leo Cono Responses due by 10/26/2018. (MR)
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CASE NO. A-19-791015-C, Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s), Wednesday, May 08, 2019, Page 1 of 3

NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER:
•

CASE NO. A-19-791015-C, Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg - Department 28
EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT - “STATE OF NEVADA”

Leo Cono is a Pro/Se Plaintiff - Prosecuting: “Mark Zuckerberg”, et al and
“Facebook.com Inc. Defendants”.
•

“San Mateo County, CA Sheriff”: PLEASE SERVE SUMMONS TO THE FOLLOWING
“DEFENDANTS”:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

•

“Mark Elliot Zuckerberg” - Founder, Chairman & CEO
“Priscilla Chan” - Co-Founder
“Colin S. Stretch” - Vice President & General Counsel
“Sheryl K. Sandberg” - Director Chief Operating Office COO & Director
“Jennifer Newstead” - General Counsel
“David W. Kling” - Secretary, Vice President & Deputy General Counsel
“Michael W. Browarnik” - President
“Andrea Kirkpatrick” - Director & Associate General Counsel, Security

“BUSINESS ADDRESSES” - where “DEFENDANTS” work (Please attempt “SERVICE OF SUMMONSES” to “BOTH” Addresses):
1. C/O Facebook.com Inc.
1601 WILLOW ROAD
Menlo Park, CA 94025
2. Facebook.com Inc.
Menlo Park Campus
1 HACKER WAY
Menlo Park, California 94025
Menlo Park Campus building 20 (MPK20)

ATTACHMENTS:
1. FACEBOOK-NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-6-pages
2. COMPLAINT
3. EXHIBIT-A - DEMAND LETTER 1
4. EXHIBIT-B - DEMAND LETTER 2
5. EXHIBIT-A - WAIVER OF SERVICE REQUEST LETTER
6. ORDER TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS (FEE WAIVER)

Thursday, May 09, 2019

Page 1 of 3

CASE NO. A-19-791015-C, Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s), Wednesday, May 08, 2019, Page 2 of 3

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COMPLAINT:
Leo Cono is “Demanding” - “Relief”, “Restitution”, and “Financial Recovery” of Crimes Violating:
1.
2.
3.
4.

“The First Amendment” - Right of Freedom of Speech
“Copyright Infringement”
“Aggravated Identity Theft” - Use of another’s brand, name, domains, photograph, or likeness.
“Grand Larceny” of:
a. “SQL Server Database Design”
b. “Algorithms”
c.

“Artificial Intelligence” (AI) “Source Code”

d. “Six Degrees to One Degree of Separation Algorithms and Intellectual Property”
e. “Design Patterns”
f. “Social Networking Logic”
g. “User Interface” (UI) Design
5. “Content Infringement” committing Crimes of “Invasion of Privacy” - “AMENDMENT XIV”
“The Fourteenth Amendment” of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CONSTITUTION.
Citizenship; privileges and immunities; due process; equal protection; appointment of
representation; disqualification of officers; public debt; enforcement. “Inalienable rights”.
6. Production of “Derivate Works”/”Derivative Content”
7. Crimes of “Civil Action for Deprivation of Rights”
8. Crimes against the Personal Information Protection Act. Katherine P. McGrath, 49 U.C. Davis L.
Rev. 1149 (2016).
9. “Intrusion”, “Trespassing”, and “Invading” computers to person who owns computerized data.
10. “Interference” and “Breach of Security” of the “Computer System” with or “Denial of Access” to
or use of computers to person who owns “computerized data” including “personal information”,
i.e. Unauthorized access to computers, computer systems and computer data.
11. Fraud and related activity in connection with computers
12. Attempted Murder

Pro/Se Plaintiff - Leo Cono moves the court to “REFER TO” previous case against
“Facebook, Inc. et al”:
•

“Winklevoss twins (Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss) - ConnectU” vs. Facebook, Inc. et al:
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winklevoss twins
• httos://dockets.iustia.com/docket/massachusetts/madce/1:2007cv10593/108516
• Case Number: 1:2007cv10593 - (1:07-cv-10593-DPW)
ConnectU, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc. et al
Filed:

March 28, 2007

Court:

US District Court for the District of Massachusetts

Nature of Suit:
Cause of Action:

Copyright

17:101 Copyright Infringement

In 2004, the “Winklevoss brothers” sued Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg, claiming he stole their
“ConnectU” idea to create the popular social networking site.
Thursday, May 09, 2019

Page 2 of 3

CASE NO. A-19-791015-C, Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s), Wednesday, May 08, 2019, Page 3 of 3

They ultimately received “$160 million” from their dispute with Facebook. However in 2004 Facebook
was “not” a publicly traded stock. Now May 8, 2019, Facebook shares are trading at $90 per share.
Therefore, Leo Cono’s “financial relief” claim is calculated as follows:
o $160 million x $190/share = $30,400,000,000 i.e. $30 Billion
Leo Cono’s, Private and Copyright, Software Programming Code, Algorithms, Design Patterns,
User Interface Designs, and all Intellectual Property “POWERS” THE www.FACEBOOK.COM “SOCIAL NETWORKING ENGINE”.
RELEVANT CODE SECTION:

(West’s Annotated California Codes, United States Code Annotated, West’s Nevada Revised Statutes Annotated):
West's Annotated California Codes:
1.

West's Ann.Cal.Penal Code § 487

2.

§ 487. “Grand theft” defined
West's Ann.Cal.Civ.Code § 1798.93

3.

West's Ann.Cal.C.C.P. § 425.16

4.

West's Ann.Cal.C.C.P. § 429.30

5.

Article 4.5. Terrorizing (Refs & Annos)

§ 1798.93. Actions and judgment for identity theft
§ 425.16. Anti-SLAPP motion
§ 429.30. Infringement of rights in and to literary, artistic, or intellectual production; contents of complaint
§ 11410. Legislative findings, declarations and intent; definitionss
United States Code Annotated:
6.

Constitution of the United States
Amendment XIV. Citizenship; Privileges and Immunities; Due Process; Equal Protection; Apportionment of
Representation; Disqualification of Officers; Public Debt; Enforcement

7.

18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A

8.

42 U.S.C.A. § 1983

§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft
§ 1983. Civil action for deprivation of rights

9.

§ 2B1.1. Larceny, Embezzlement, and Other Forms of Theft; Offenses Involving Stolen Property; Property Damage
or Destruction; Fraud and Deceit; Forgery; Offenses Involving Altered or Counterfeit Instruments Other than
Counterfeit Bearer Obligations of the United States

10. 18 U.S.C.A. § 1030
§ 1030. Fraud and related activity in connection with computers
West's Nevada Revised Statutes Annotated:

11. N.R.S. 205.465
205.465. Possession or sale of document or personal identifying information to establish false status or identity;
penalties; rebuttable inference that possessor of personal identifying information intended to unlawfully use such
information

12. N.R.S. 603A.020
603A.020. “Breach of the security of the system data” defined
13. Chapter 239C. Homeland Security

N.R.S. 239C.030
239C.030. “Act of terrorism” defined
14. N.R.S. 205.477
205.477. Unlawful interference with or denial of access to or use of computers; unlawful use or access of
computers;

Thursday, May 09, 2019
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Facebook Help Center

Help Center

Home

Using Facebook

Login and Password
Your Profile and Settings
Names on Facebook
Keeping Your Account Secure
Notifications

Log In

Ask a question

Managing Your Account

Privacy and Safety

Create Account

Policies and Reporting

I can’t reset my Facebook password because I
can't access the email or mobile phone number on
my account.

Ad Preferences

Share Article

Accessing & Downloading
Your Information

Here are some things you can try to get back into your account so you can reset your password.

Deactivating or Deleting Your
Account

Try logging in with an alternate email or phone number
You may be able to get back into your Facebook account by using an alternate email or mobile
phone number listed on your account.
If you don't know what alternate information you have:
1

Go to facebook.com/login/identify and follow the instructions.

2 Make sure to use a computer or mobile phone that you have previously used to log into your
Facebook account.
3 Once you get back into your account, learn how to reset your password.

Try to recover your email account
•

If you signed up for Facebook with your email, contact your email service provider to regain
access to the email on your Facebook account. For example, many email service providers
have a Trouble signing in? option on their sign in screen.

•

If you regain access to your email, you can finish the steps to reset your password.

Try troubleshooting your mobile phone number
•

If you signed up with your mobile number, check out these mobile phone number login tips.

Try Trusted Contacts
•

If you have Trusted Contacts set up, learn how to get help from them to get back into your
account.

Was this information helpful?
U Yes

U No

Related Articles
https://www.facebook.com/help/132243923516844?helpref=related
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Email or Phone

Password
Log In
Forgot account?

F Boo J LA is on Facebook.
To connect with F Boo, sign up for Facebook today.
Log In
or
Sign Up
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CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN

Las Vegas, Nevada
Current city

Palisades Park, New Jersey
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La Luna

Griffith &
Lane

Television

Like la
leyenda

Veronique La Chmites D'sex

MSAj

La Poderosa

n

Soraya Pastora De la Cruz

Mi La
Sports
Teams

The Oakland
Raiders
Other

DU Group, BuzzFeed Video, Tiffany Trump, Tiffany Trump, Tiffany Trump,
Marla Maples, Tiffany Ariana Trump, THE TRUMP NETWORK, Elect
Elana Lee Graham for Judge- Justice Court, Department 1, PubCon,
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, Trump 2020, Luke Beaulac Producer, The
NICE clinic LV, Bill Gates and more
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Websites
http://NiceVERY8.com/
http://www.THATSGOOD8.com/
http://www.CuteVERY.com/
http://www.BONUS2019.com/
http://LAICONUSA.com/
http://PrettyFunny8.com/
http://Outsourcing8.com/
http://BIGGIE8.com/
http://OHWOW8.com/
http://HOTPeopleOnly.com/
http://VERYHOT8.com/
http://GOODONE8.com/
http://YEAH2018.com/
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http://COURT2019.com/
http://ROCKSTAR2019.com/
http://Www.USATASKFORCE.com/
http://Www.TASKFORCE2020.com/
https://www.facebook.com/LAICON2
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http://Www.TASKFORCE2019.com/
http://Www.CLUBFacebook.com/
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/FB/
http://www.TripleVery.com/
http://www.VeryHeaven.com/
http://www.ZUCK8.com/
http://www.Positiveenergy8.com/
http://www.ohwowhot.com/
Facebook

http://facebook.com/LAICON2
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Email or Phone

Password

leocono78@gmail.com

Log In
Forgot account?

Icon Lv is on Facebook.
To connect with Icon, sign up for Facebook today.
Log In
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Sign Up
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Password
Log In
Forgot account?

Leo Anthony Cono (Laicon) is on Facebook.
To connect with Leo, sign up for Facebook today.
Log In
or
Sign Up
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Electrical engineering • Computer Science • New Brunswick, New Jersey
Leo Anthony Cono
(Laicon)

Palisades Park High School
Palisades Park, New Jersey

Others With a Similar Name

CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN

Las Vegas, Nevada
Current city

https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8

m
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Leo Moracchioli

Leo Bacci
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Franklin Lakes, New Jersey
Hometown

k 1
-

Leo Leo Osuna

Leo Moracchioli

OTHER PLACES LIVED
Leo Ozuna

New York, New York
Moved on January 5, 2000

Leo Leiva

IK* MU,

RESIDENCES

.1

Leo Ozuna

Cono Castle
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey
Leo Osuna

5
ABOUT LEO
Listen to Get Lucky [Original Version] - Daft Punk by DJ KB
https://soundcloud.com/eldjkb/get-lucky-original-version
......... HAHA0
Rock Star With a Purpose For Peace
SUBJECT: LA ICON
FACEBOOK MULTIMEDIA MAGAZINE

&
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER
TV SHOW
Hi Gloria -

V
B
D

18
5SU
fe.

I am Leo Anthony Cono
A.K.A.
L.A ICON.
Currently operating Facebook Page:
www.LAICON8.com

Leo Pirao

Leo Felipo

Leo Osuna

Leo Osuna

Leo Yenssen

Leo Osuna

ii

Leo Bernini

Leo Da Hornet
A top page on Facebook receiving approximately
1 Million Page Views/Month and growing.
and Lead Singer/Dancer:
www.BIGGIE8.com

23

Leo Ozuna

Leo Osuna

www.ClubICU2.com
Nice to meet you.

Leo Ozuna

We spoke on the phone briefly on Tuesday.
Here is the follow up email.
Leo Curitiba
Perhaps all of the following
Viacom Employees may review this email for Merit. A new TV Show
on MTV or VH1 is requested.

*

Ha Van Qu6c Th^ng
(Leo)

Sumner Redstone
Michael Bloom
https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8
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Leo Anthony Cono | Facebook
Erik Flannigan
Scott Saperstein
Joanna Wells
Sarah Epler
Kristin Mirek
Doug Herzog
Paul Kelly
Tom McGrath
Bruce Gillmer
Namrata Sarmah
Dan Reich
Orlando Lima
Shefik Macauley
Christian Kurz
Robert Spratlen
Sarah Essary
FACEBOOK LAICON8 is an entertainment music industry
MULTIMEDIA MAGAZINE that is a Diary of current events in my life
as well as, Trump Supporter, political opinion, announcements,
recommendations,
bulletin board, broadcasts, investigative reporter story telling of
discoveries,
comic artistry, and promoter for advertising various sponsors and
celebrities.

m

Leo Hillinger

A

Leo Dias

Leo Parraguez

.

S3

Leo Bustamante

Leo Cidades
(leo)

CONTACT INFORMATION
Websites
http://www.ClubFACEBOOK.com/
http://www.BONUS2019.com/
http://BIGGIE8.com/
http://PrettyFUNNY8.com/

The Facebook L.A. ICON page is: "Live Improv Posts" that are
humorous and sarcastic with an investigative reporter presentation.

http://OHWOW8.com/
http://www.OUTSOURCING8.com/

Also included is a Facebook Friends List of Actors, Models,
Musicians, Dancers, Celebrities and regular Facebook members "that
have the potential to be........".

http://www.AList8.com/

www.AList8.com

http://www.ZUCK8.com/

http://www.HIPHOP2018.com/
http://www.TRUMP9.com/

http://www.HotPeopleONLY.com/
Furthermore, LAICON8 serves up YouTube and SoundCloud Music
Videos and Streaming Music that is extremely liked and appreciated
by Facebook members. Similar to the "I Want My MTV" VeeJays
(Video Disc Jockeys) from the 1980's when MTV first launched.

http://www.GOODONE8.com/
http://www.TASKFORCE2018.com/
http://www.PeopleInTown.com/
http://www.PeopleStars.com/

I am also prepared to talk about
Monetization and
Diversified Revenue Streams such as
Selling Satellite Mobile Phones to
Facebook Members and other money making revenue streams with
PayPal that include domain names:
www.MonetizeMyFame.com

http://TRIPLEVERY.com/
http://www.OhWOWHOT.com/
http://www.ROCKSTAR2018.com/
http://www.GETIT2018.com/
http://www.VERYNICE8.com/
http://www.VERYHOT8.com/
http://KARAOKE2018.com/

www.GetPaidToFriend.com
www.PEOPLESTARS.com

http://KARAOKECHAMP2018.COM/
http://KARAOKECHAMP8.com/
http://www.OHWOW2017.com/

www.PRINCESSVERY.com
www.HOTPEOPLE.ME

http://www.OHWOW2018.com/
http://www.OhHOT8.com/
http://www.POSITIVEENERGY8.com/

www.SchoolVoting.com
For the last 8 years, I have been singing, dancing and entertaining.
Currently, working on a music album called: "Young Money". I
composed new lyrics, syncopated melodies and am the Singer of
https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8

http://www.PEOPLESTARS.com/
http://www.PRINCESSVERY.com/
http://www.SCHOOLVOTING.com/
http://www.GetPaidToFriend.com/
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Calvin Harris Cover:
"FEEL SO CLOSE":
www.VERYHEAVEN.com

http://www.MELANIA8.com/

http://www.HOTPEOPLE.me/
http://www.MONETIZEMYFAME.com/

SoundCloud:
www.LeoCono.com
The album creates a new genre Robotic HipHop and
EDM/Dance/Metal.
YouTube:
www.PositiveEnergy8.com
Also I have over 25 years of experience with computer programming
of Windows Programs, Web Sites, Android Apps, IPhone Apps,
Databases, Reports and SEO/Social Media Marketing.
Please contact L.A. 213-377-7047

http://www.BONUS2019.com/
https://www.pacermonitor.com/
public/case/23958193/
Cono_v_Avalon_Bay_Communities_Inc

https://www.pacermonitor.com/
public/case/22212153/

Leo_Cono_v_Avalon_Huntington_Beach
https://www.pacermonitor.com/
public/case/21969205/

Leo_Cono_v_Avalon_Huntington_Beach
http://www.CLUBICU2.com/

Look forward to hearing from you.

http://www.YEAH2018.com/
http://www.LEOCONO.com/

CHEERS! ©

http://www.VeryHeaven.com/
http://www.VERY2017.COM/

Best Regards,
Leo Anthony (L.A.) Cono

213-377-7047
949-501-9725
201-501-9725

http://www.LAICONUSA.com/
Facebook

http://facebook.com/LAICON8

L.A.ICON@OUTLOOK.com
LeoCono999@Outlook.com
PS: ALSO PLAN ON SELLING "VERY" BRAND CLOTHING,
MODELLING, CASTING, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES LINE FOR
DIVERSIFIED REVENUE STREAMS.
FURTHERMORE:
If you are interested in joining +ENERGY Band
or collaboration on songs for my new album call or email me.
Kudos,
Leo A. Cono
A.K.A.
LA ICON
0.380 M.G. NON-STOP
SPECIAL EDITION
LEAD SINGER
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER
MULTI-MEDIA ARTIST,
COMIC ARTIST,
PROMOTER
www.LAICON8.com

FAVORITE QUOTES
That Which Does Not Kill You Will Make You Stronger

https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8
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Favorites
Music

Lizann
Warner

Books

t>■

What to read
after Fifty (50)
Television

NBC Sports
Athletes

-4jS

Evander
Holyfield
Sports
Teams

RAIDKRS

m-'
Las Vegas
Raiders

Other

Blind Innocence, Losna, Lilian Dorta, Tiffany Dickson, Holli Lolli RN, Luke
Beaulac Producer, The General H. Norman Schwarzkopf Memorial
Sporting Clays Classic, MAGA Republicans, Warren_buffett_fans, Tiffany
Trump, Tiffany Trump, Jackie Kostek, Plug In Vegas, Mile Wood, Megan T.
Smith Page and more

https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8
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Email or Phone

Password

leocono78@gmail.com

Log In
Forgot account?

Lv Icon is on Facebook.
To connect with Lv, sign up for Facebook today.
Log In
or
Sign Up

■f -i
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Lv Icon
Friends

Photos

About Lv Icon

Videos

Photos

\

WORK

Knowledge Universe Singapore
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djbi

_.r
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EDUCATION

Singapore Polytechnic

\
\

Singapore

+8,530
i

CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
See More Photos

Jurong, Singapore
Current city

Singapore
Hometown

Others Named Lv Icon
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m
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Curtis Lv Icon

■ Si JK. ..."

^ i Jevantee LV Icon

Lv Icon

https://www.facebook.com/lv.icon
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Andre Lv Icon

Icon Lv

Others With a Similar Name

iT

Son LV

Icon Luch

v-

Marvi LV

V
Lv Nguyen

Sex Lv
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LV Chucky

Easybeauty LV

Lv Beaute

wn

A,

Lv Wei

Net Icon

Acave Lv

i
<«>

Lv Lv

LV Sludinajumi

ITS15I5I
Icon Legacy

Lv General

&
Lv Dinero

P7V
https://www.facebook.com/lv.icon

Lv Royels
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Lv Draco

LV DaGunna
i

Lv Hernandez

¥
LV Elian

Johan Lv

Lv Lv

R

Pam Icon

CONTACT INFORMATION
No contact info to show

https://www.facebook.com/lv.icon
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Leo Cono
1055 N.Vigness Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-280-1058
LeoCono89@Outlook.com
In Pro Per - Fee Waiver - Plaintiff
❖ “HEARING REQUESTED” - “TBD”

6
7

✓ COVER PAGE FOR EXHIBIT - 2 Community Standards

8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
9

SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

to
li
12

Leo Cono aka CONO,
Plaintiff,

13
14

is
16
17

vs.
Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg,
Priscilla Chan,
Defendants,

18
19

Counsel: Jennifer Newstead

Case No.: - DEPT:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION FOR “CHANGE OF VENUE” (SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE - DEPT 29)
California Code of Civil Procedure §398
CHAPTER 1. Place of Trial [392 - 403]

)

§398.

“COMPLAINT” - [CCP] §425.10
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Code of Civil Procedure §425.10
and/or including -

20

21
22
23

On Monday, November 9th, 2020 - ProPer Plaintiff: Leo Cono aka CONO moves the court
for leave to file an initial “COMPLAINT” against Defendants: Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg, and Priscilla Chan; Represented by Counsel: Jennifer Newstead.
✓ COMPLAINT
o THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §425.10

24
25
26
27

and/or including ✓ MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE
o (at SRING STREET COURTHOUSE - DEPT 29)
o

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §398

28

Monday, 11/09/2020 - COMPLAINT - CASE - DEPARTMENT
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Login Denied
We prevented the following login attempt

(^) today at 1:20 AM

<8>

□

near West Covina, CA, United States
Facebook for Android on U307AS

We want to make sure your account is protected from
future unauthorized login attempts. Please change your
password to keep your account more secure.

CHANGE PASSWORD
DENIED ACCIDENTALLY?

<s>
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Where you're logged in

WHERE YOU'RE LOGGED IN
*

i

Motorola Moto G7 Play • Los Angeles, CA, United
States
Facebook app ■ Active now
Tinno • Los Angeles, CA, United States
Facebook app • 4 hours ago
Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • 22 hours ago
Motorola Moto G7 Play • Los Angeles, CA,
United States
Messenger • Yesterday at 5:15 AM

Q

Android • Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 22 at 9:36 AM

B

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 20 at 3:42 AM

□

Android - Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 20 at 3:19 AM

D

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Chrome • October 19 at 7:43 AM

Q

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Samsung Browser • October 17 at 9:49 PM

Q

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 12 at 1:54 PM

6:25 iS •
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Where you're logged in

B

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 20 at 3:42 AM

Q

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 20 at 3:19 AM

D

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Chrome • October 19 at 7:43 AM

Q

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Samsung Browser • October 17 at 9:49 PM

D

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 12 at 1:54 PM

Q.

Android * Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 11 at 10:04 AM

a
B

Motorola Moto G7 Play • Los Angeles, CA,
United States
Facebook app • October 10 at 4:17 PM
Android • Los Angeles, CA, United States
Firefox • October 10 at 8:02 AM
Motorola Moto G7 Play • Los Angeles, CA,
United States
Facebook app • October 10 at 7:49 AM

Log Out Of All Sessions

Back

7:49 © •
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Support Message

This post goes against our Community
Standards on spam
OPEN

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Q See Options
Learn more about this post and see what you can
do

ACTIVITY

El

About your post
Today at 7:38 AM

No one else can see your post.

LIKE WHAT'S THE DEAL W/MY
FACEBOOK APP
LIKE I HAVE 2 STEP TEXT MESSAGE
AUTHENTICATION AND THERE'S 13
PEOPLE LOGGED INTO MY
ACCOUNT?
https://youtu.be/vdrqA93sW-8
ALSO,
LIKE WITH NO UNCERTAIN TERMS
LEO LAICON... More

• or

%>
Dating Profile

Liked You

Conversations

<s>

ISIB

v' ■

V
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Support Message
About your post
Today at 7:38 AM

No one else can see your post.

LIKE WHAT'S THE DEAL W/MY
FACEBOOK APP
LIKE I HAVE 2 STEP TEXT MESSAGE
AUTHENTICATION AND THERE'S 13
PEOPLE LOGGED IN TO MY
ACCOUNT?
https://youtu.be/vdrqA93sW-8
ALSO,
LIKE WITH NO UNCERTAIN TERMS
LEO LAICON... More

U

%>

Dating Profile

Liked You

Conversations

Suggested for You

"

I
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West Covina Bel
Dance Class
Public

Recurring event by Jessi

Bellydance

)

O
Login Denied
W* orsventsd ttw totltmtim loo>n Mt***!
(T) tod*y « 170 AM
@

V
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(§) About

Lee
first Hmrw Visit*

54
Ago Viutil#

©
©

Los Angeles, California
nmmg lociltgn

>

Man
Cento Hot ViiMp

>

Palisades Park. New Jersey
Hometown VtsfcM

>

W**t Co-Vtt. CA. Untied S**1«
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Facebook

X
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What would you like to do?
Because your post goes against our
Community Standards on spam, no one else
can see it.
Disagree With Decision
We use your feedback to make improvements on
future decisions.

<§>

Secure Account
If you didn't post this, we can help secure your
account

Continue

O
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Support Message

This post goes against our Community
Standards on spam

ACTIVITY

Read 1 Previous Message

You disagreed with the decision
1 "VT?

Today at 1:49 PM

Thanks for your feedback. We use it to make
improvements on future decisions.

i

Delete

<S>

■O' ^ A i
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C\ Search for news or symbols
Key Executives
Name

Title

PayExercised

Year
Born

Mr.
Sundar CEO & Director
4.01M 4.23M1973
Pichai
Mr.
Lawrence
Co-Founder & Director
1
N/A1973
Edward
Page
Mr.
Sergey Co-Founder & Director
1
N/A1974
Brin
Ms. Ruth
Sr. VP & CFO
664.05k
N/A1958
M. Porat
Dr. Eric E.
Technical Advisor
3.41M
N/A1956
Schmidt
Ms. Amie
Chief Accounting
Thuener
N/A
N/A1976
Officer & VP
O'Toole
Ms. Ellen VP of Investor
N/A
N/A N/A
West
Relations
Ms. Ivy
Ross

Head of Project Aura
and VP

N/A

N/A1956

Dr. Astro
Head of Google X
Teller

N/A

N/A N/A

Gulshan SVP & Head of Client
Verma
and Agency - Hotstar

N/A

N/A N/A

Amounts are as of December 31, 2019 and compensation
values are for the last fiscal year ending on that date. Pay is
salary, bonuses, etc. Exercised is the value of options exercised
during the fiscal year. Currency in USD.

<s>
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
COURTHOUSE ADDRESS:

FILED

Court dt CaBana
County ol LnAngafes

Santa Mon tea Courthouse
1725 Main Street Santa Monica. CA 90401

08 20/2020
9wiR C*v.£i

RLAJNTtFF(S>:

Ofcrt Qc*cH Coj-

D Satabt/y

Leo Cono

OeMr

DEFEND AMT[SLf

Alphabet, Inc.
NOTICE OF CASE REASSIGNMENT AND ORDER FOR
PLAINTIFF TO GIVE NOTICE (Vacate Dates)

CASE NUMBER-

2QSMCV01064

TO THE PLAINTIFF(S) AND PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY OF RECORD OR PLAINTlFF(S) IN
PROPRIA PERSONA:
You are hereby notified that effective 0BI20f2020

an order was made that the above-

entitled action, previously assigned to Craig D. Karlan
is now and shall be assigned to Elaine W. Mandel

as an individual

Calendar (|C), direct calendaring Judge for all purposes, including trial, in department ^______
at Santa Monica Courthouse
(See Chapter 3, Los Angeles Court
Rules) All matters on calendar in this case are advanced to this date, vacated, lo be rescheduled
in the newly assigned department indicated above unless otherwise ordered by the court.

Notice is further given that plaintiff in propria persona or counsel for the pfaintiH is ordered to give
notice of this all-purpose case assignment by serving a copy of the notice on all partes to this
action within 10 days of service of this notice by the court, and file proof of service thereof within 12
days of this notice. Failure to timely give notice and file proof of service may lead to imposition of
sanctions pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure sect on 177.5 or otherwise

Sherri R Carter, Executive Officer / Clerk of Court
Dated: 08/20/2020

By D. Salisbury
Deputy Clerk

NOTICE OF CASE REASSIGNMENT ANO ORDER FOR PLAINTIFF TO GIVE NOTICE
(Vacate Dates)
{Prqpomd LAOV Z53|
LASt Approved (HUM!

D

12:45 Q] 5 *

A https://www.lacourt.org/paonlin;

0

THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CAL IFORNIA

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

I

Home

Online Services

Forms, Filings & Files

Self-Help

Divisions

Pay Fines, Search Records..

Forms, Filing Fees

Self-Rep, Info, FAQs

Civil, Criminal. Family..

ONLINE SERVICES

Receipt (Los Angeles Superior Court)

Your credit card statement will reflect a charge from LA Superior Court. Your receipt num
amount charged is indicated below.
Click on the "Print this Page" button to print a copy for your records.

You must click on the "Continue" button to view your search results or view your purcF

Case Number: 20SMCV01096
Case Name: LEO CONO VS ELIZABETH D'ARIENZO
Case Type: CIVIL

Case Document Images - 20SMCV01096

Pages

8/14/2020 - Notice of Case Management Conference

1 -2 (2 pages total)

Amount
$2.00
$2.00

Total:

Transaction Remark: 20SMCV01096
Transaction Date:

11/01/2020 12:45:23

Credit Card Number: ...4807
Credit Card Type:

Visa

Bill to:

Cono, Leo
1055 N. Vignes Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012

A copy of this receipt information has been sent via email to: Ieocono89@outlook.com

BERGEN COUNTY SHERIFF
ANTHONY CURETON

■

f-Y
r

fr
F \

v b*
V.

i

Sheriff
Anthony
Cureton is a
law
enforcement
professional
and

community
leader with
more than 28 years of expertise. As Sheriff of
the largest law enforcement agency in the
state’s most populous county, Sheriff Cureton
leads a team of over 600 officers and civilians
who are committed to safeguarding close to 1
million residents living in 70 municipalities.

Mary Premtaj - Prominent Properties
Sotheby's International Realty
Mary is the #1 REALTOR® in
Franklin Lakes and ranks in the
top 1% in prestigious Bergen
County (2009 to present - stats
from NJMLS), and has
» m ■
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(213)263-7186
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Hi who's this?
3:23 AM

Q

Susan from FB
2 mins

This is you?
j

nJ

S*
https://youtu.be/e
aHhWRk3js
https://www
.fastpeoplesearch.com
7213-263-7186
Now

Send message

◄

m
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Facebook

X
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How we make decisions
We use the same Community Standards
around the world for everyone on
Facebook.

m
€>

We use either technology or a review team
to remove anything that doesn't follow our
standards as quickly as possible.
Our review team works in many languages
to make sure our standards are applied
consistently.

See Community Standards

Continue

◄

<S>

v
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What would you like to do?
Because your post goes against our
Community Standards on spam, no one else
can see it.
Disagree With Decision
We use your feedback to make improvements on
future decisions.

<§>

Secure Account
If you didn't post this, we can help secure your
account

Continue

O
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A trellis.law/ruling/19STC

A

Request redaction

MARYAM SEYEDAN VS
DONNA DISHBAK, ETAL.
Case No.:
19STCV17043

Track Rulings In
Case

Download Ruling

Print Ruling

MOVING PARTY: Defendant Donna Dishbak
OPPOSITION: Plaintiff Maryam Seyedan
THE COURT IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR ORAL
ARGUMENT TODAY.
OPTIONS: INFORM JUDICIAL ASSISTANT
ROSALVA REZA OF SUBMITION ON THE
TENTATIVE OR ARRANGE WITH HER A NEW
ORAL ARGUMENT DATE

(§)

■

m
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Reference Numbers:

Clients Internal reference number:
Job Level Client reference number: Leo Cono
Customer Internal reference number:
Job Level Customer reference number:
Case Information:
Court: Superior Court of the State of
California for the County of Los Angeles
Court County:
Plaintiff: Leo Cono AKA Cono
Defendant: Alphabet, Inc.
Case Number: 20SMCV01064
Documents Served: Summons; Complaint;
Attachments; Civil Case Cover Sheet; Civil
Case Cover Sheet Addendum and Statement
of Location; Notice of Case Management
Conference; Certificate of Mailing;
Attachments
Servee: Alphabet, Inc, GOOGLE, by serving
<->* ^ Reply

◄

<D

1:30 € •
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Servee: Alphabet, Inc, GOOGLE, by serving
Corporation Service Company
Manner at which service was completed:
Corporate
Person served legal documents: Koy
Saechao
Title: Authorized Agent
Date Completed: 11/06/2020
Service Time: 12:19 PM
Description of person served with legal
documents:
Sex:
Hair:
Age:
Skin:
Height:
Weight:
Address Served:
2710 Gateway Oaks Drive, Suite 150N
Sacramento
CA
<->* ^ Reply

◄
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Thank you again for choosing Same Day
Process Service. Our goal is that every client
experiences fast, professional and friendly
service.
You are appreciated!
Same Day Process Service team

nm

w

SAMEDAY
PROCESS
Serving the impossible

Same Day Process Service
1413 K Street, NW 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 398-4200
Fax (202) 658-7925
<->* ^ Reply

◄
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Sundar Pichai
☆ f

*a

Pichai Sundararajan (born June 10,1972^),
known as Sundar Pichai (/'sunda:r pi'tjai/), is
an Indian-American business executive.15 He
is the chief executive officer (CEO) of
Alphabet Inc. and its subsidiary Google LLC.

Sundar Pichai

■

Sundar Pichai, 2020
Born

Pichai Sundararajan

<S>
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Dustin Moskovitz
9 people like this
Public Figure
VIEW PROFILE

10:38 PM

A

hi I'm Leo Cono

Would you be interested in
getting paid as an EXPERT
WITNESS?
<

0

213-280-1058
Thanks

r©

• •

Q
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A
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vitjw, v-rM (uamorniuj

Age 42
VIEW FULL DACKGROUND REPORT ^

Profile
Current Address
658 Church St
Mountain View CA 94041
Santa Clara County
Since June 2011
Home Phone: (408) 391-8644
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Mr Aaron M Raphel
Full Background Report (Sponsored)
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Arrest Records
Court Records
Marriage & Divorce Records
Age
Police Records
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Search Warrants
Criminal Records Data
Property Records
Bankruptcies, Judgments, Liens
Complete Background Report
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Jun Yano
Irvine, CA
Age: 45
Current Home Address:
26 Executive Park, Unit 150
Irvine CA 92614.................
Relatives: Mother, father, sisters, brothers, spouses and/or former
spouses of Jun Yano in Irvine, CA.
Kyoko Yano

VIEW FREE DETAILS
PI

Jun Yano

Irvine, CA

Age 45

DETAILS

Age 45

DETAILS
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Complete Background Report
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Deceased November 1920 - June 2004
VIEW FULL BACKGROUND REPORT
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ft Current Address
7785 Lighthouse Point Ln
Lake Worth FL 33467..
Palm Beach County
Since June 2004
Home Phone: (954) 435-9652
La Jolla Vista Ln
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Leo Cono
1055 N.Vigness Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-280-1058
LeoCono89@Outlook.com
In Pro Per - Fee Waiver - Plaintiff
❖ “HEARING REQUESTED” - “TBD”

6
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✓ COVER PAGE FOR EXHIBIT - 3 Code Grand Larceny

8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
9

SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

to
li
12

Leo Cono aka CONO,
Plaintiff,

13
14

is
16
17

vs.
Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg,
Priscilla Chan,
Defendants,

18
19

Counsel: Jennifer Newstead

Case No.: - DEPT:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION FOR “CHANGE OF VENUE” (SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE - DEPT 29)
California Code of Civil Procedure §398
CHAPTER 1. Place of Trial [392 - 403]

)

§398.

“COMPLAINT” - [CCP] §425.10
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA Code of Civil Procedure §425.10
and/or including -

20

21
22
23

On Monday, November 9th, 2020 - ProPer Plaintiff: Leo Cono aka CONO moves the court
for leave to file an initial “COMPLAINT” against Defendants: Facebook.com, Inc.,
Mark Zuckerberg, and Priscilla Chan; Represented by Counsel: Jennifer Newstead.
✓ COMPLAINT
o THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §425.10

24
25
26
27

and/or including ✓ MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE
o (at SRING STREET COURTHOUSE - DEPT 29)
o

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - Code of Civil Procedure §398

28

Monday, 11/09/2020 - COMPLAINT - CASE - DEPARTMENT
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Get Paid To Date on "YouLoveMe.com"
The Dawn of "Free Online Dating" Instead of Paying Match.com a
Monthly Fee
The first incentive-based next generation social media progression
mixing free online dating and social networking all in one place
April 24, 2008 12:02 PM Eastern Daylight Time
FRANKLIN LAKES, N.J.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Today, Chief Executive Officer Leo Cono
announced the Beta launch of a new incentive-based social networking and free online
dating site: www.YouLoveMe.com.
The great news to Internet Singles is that YouLoveMe.com is a 100% Free Dating Site;
there is no longer a need to pay a membership fee to enjoy social networking features.
Extensive research by the founders of YouLoveMe.com reveals the cost associated with 4
dates a month average $345.00 dollars. Dinners, movies, transportation expenses, the
obligatory candies or flowers on the first or second date. Members of YouLoveMe.com are
granted space where they can place their own banner ad on the MyPage section. Clicks
equal money. And who can't use a few extra dollars when you are out there trying to find
Mr. or Mrs. Right. With incentive based social networking the web site pays you to become
and stay a member.
"YouLoveMe.com takes into account and encompasses the best elements of the dating
scene”, said Cono. It highlights and amplifies what PlentyofFish.com has accomplished in
the free online dating space. Cono continued, furthermore; since YouLoveMe.com is
mixing Free Online Dating with Social Networking, this model has the potential for greater
membership growth because social networking sites have more members in comparison
to dating web sites. An example is MySpace with 300 million registered members versus
Match.com with 15 million members".
YouLoveMe.com has done what Match.com and eHarmony are reluctant to do: add social
networking features found on MySpace, Facebook and YouTube to an online dating site.
On YouLoveMe.com, Members can meet and socialize with each other as "friends first"
and then date later on. "Friends first" is a good way to break the ice and communicate
without the obligation of asking someone out on a date. All data indicates that the
happiest relationships are between couples who were friends before they started dating.

Similar to YouTube, YouLoveMe.com is building a library of Member Video Profiles.
Members answer various video profile questions including:
Basic Self
Personality Traits
Interests & Activities
Autobiography of Various Lifetime Milestones
Memories or Stories of Your Life
Goals, Ambitions or Mission in Life
Knowledge/Philosophies
Social Networking Recommendations
Exit Greeting / Best Way to Contact
Members create their MyPage and also record a video profile describing themselves.
Monthly contests determine the winners and their profiles are featured on the home page
for "The Most Eligible Bachelor Contest''. YouLoveMe.com will fly a selected female
member on a date to meet the most eligible bachelor. And don't forget that You Love Me
member's banner ads are simultaneously earning money for them as they socialize on the
site.

Here is an example of the first Video Profile and "Most Eligible Bachelor": Butch's Video
Profile. httD://www.vouloveme.com/Video-Most-Eliaible-Bachelor.asDx
Butch's MyPage: Social Networking Page.

httD://www.vouloveme.com/texasbutch
Butch's Profile Page: Online Dating Page.

httD://www.vouloveme.com/Dersonals/texasbutch
YouLoveMe.com is new breed incentive-based social media mixing free online dating and
social networking all in one site. YouLoveMe.com is looking for Angel Investors. Are you
ready to partner with us?
Please contact Leo Cono (info below), to make an investment in YouLoveMe.com.
About YouLoveMe.com:
For friends, love, or money, YouLoveMe.com is an incentive-based next generation social
media progression mixing free online dating and social networking all in one place. You
Love Me was designed and programmed by a Rutgers University Engineering Graduate.
Your source for free online dating personal ads, photo rating, personality test, instant
messaging, video chat, video blogs, member autobiographies, memories, stories, forums,
blogs, social networking, recommendations, free personals, music, video profiles and ''The
Most Eligible Bachelor Contest Dating Game''.

Contacts

Media/Investor:
YouLoveMe.com
Leo Cono, 201-923-9595
Leo@YouLoveMe.com

Open in app
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PeopleFriends Blog
Welcome to PeopleFriends.com
"Get Paid To Socialize!" This newly launched site is a next generation social
networking web site that shares it's revenues with members every month via PayPal.
If you completely fill out your member profile information and add 5 friends you can
earn between $1 to $20 on your very first month of membership. After the first
month, continue to add friends and upload videos and you will get paid every month.
PeopleFriends.com members advertise their products and services and network
with other members to sell their offerings.
Furthermore, you can make recommendations to other members and get paid for
your recommendations via PayPal. Examples of members advertising their products
and services include real estate agents, insurance brokers, handy men, landscapers,
lawyers, doctors, tutoring services, press and article writing, etc.
Join now!
Clicks equal money. And who can't use a few extra dollars while socializing. With
next generation social networking this site pays you to become and stay a member.
Similar to YouTube, we are building a library of Member Video Profiles. Members
answer various video profile questions including:
What Product/Services I Provide
Basic Self
Personality Traits
Interests & Activities
Autobiography of Various Lifetime Milestones
Memories or Stories of Your Life
Goals, Ambitions or Mission in Life
Knowledge/Philosophies
Social Networking Recommendations
Exit Greeting / Best Way to Contact
Members create their MyPage to promote their products/services and also record a
vide
es.
Get the Tumblr app x

This site mixes the best social networking features allowing members to browse our
online profiles.
This web site is offered to you 100% totally free. You do not need a credit card on
this social networking site. Please refer your friends. This site was designed and
programmed by a Rutgers University Engineering Alumni.
Become a star, impress your friends and have the most popular page on
www.PeopleFriends.com and on the Internet!
Thank You !
POSTS

LIKES

ASK ME ANYTHING

ARCHIVE

"Get Paid To Socialize!" This newly launched site is a next generation
social networking web site that shares it's revenues with members
every month via PayPal.
If you completely fill out your member profile information and add 5
friends you can earn between $1 to $20 on your very first month of
membership. After the first month, continue to add friends and
upload videos and you will get paid every month.
PeopleFriends.com members advertise their products and services
and network with other members to sell their offerings.
Furthermore, you can make recommendations to other members and
get paid for your recommendations via PayPal. Examples of
members advertising their products and services include real estate
agents, insurance brokers, handy men, landscapers, lawyers, doctors,
tutoring services, press and article writing, etc.
Join now!
Clicks equal money. And who can't use a few extra dollars while
socializing. With next generation social networking this site pays you
to become and stay a member.
Similar to YouTube, we are building a library of Member Video
Profiles. Members answer various video profile questions including:
What Product/Services I Provide
Basic Self
Personality Traits
Interests & Activities
Autobiography of Various Lifetime Milestones
Memories or Stories of Your Life
Goals, Ambitions or Mission in Life
Knowledge/Philosophies
Social Networking Recommendations
Exit Greeting / Best Way to Contact
Members create their MyPage to promote their products/services
and also record a video profile describing themselves.
This site mixes the best social networking features allowing
members to browse our online profiles.

MICHAEL S.CHO
U.S. Immigration Lawyer
Representing Clients Worldwide | Free Attorney Consultation

About our Law Firm
About Your Attorney
Our Offices

Our Offices
The Law Offices of Michael Cho has offices in the cities of Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and San Diego. We offer global reach with local expertise to serve
our clients' interests no matter where they may lie.

Free Consultation Request
Free Consultation Request
Why Choose Our Law Firm
Immigration Waivers

Phone consultations with an experienced immigration attorney are generally
available from 8am to 12pm Pacific Standard Time (11am to 3pm Eastern
Standard Time). We appreciate your understanding as this allows us to focus
the afternoons on case preparation and court matters. E-mails are welcome
and checked throughout the day and evening.

K-1 Fiancee Visa
K and Immigrant Visa Resources
Green Card for Spouse
K-3 Spouse Visa
Same Sex Couples
Registered Provisional Immigrant
Status

Los Angeles Office
10940 Wilshire Boulevard,16th
Floor
Los Angeles, California 90024
Tel: 323.238.4620
Fax: 323.345.5477
E-Mail: info@msclaw.com

H- 1B Professional Worker Visa
E Visa Treaty Investors & Trader In
Depth
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7
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San Francisco Office

0

U.S. Immigration Law
USCIS-Authorized Doctors
USCIS Case Status Look-up
USCIS Processing Times

Citigroup Center, 1 Sansome
Street
Suite 3500
San Francisco, CA 94104
Tel: 415.449.1974
Fax: 323.345.5477
E-Mail: info@msclaw.com

Articles of Interest
Client Update Center
Contact Us
Home
Terms of Use

San Diego Office
8880 Rio San Diego Drive
Rio Vista Tower, 8th Floor
San Diego, CA 92108
Tel: 619.866.5970
Fax: 323.345.5477
E-Mail:info@msclaw.com
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Case Information
A-19-791015-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)
Case Number
A-19-791015-C
File Date
03/05/2019

Court
Department 19
Case Type
Other Civil Matters

Judicial Officer
Kephart, William D.
Case Status
Open

Party
Plaintiff
Cono, Leo

Active Attorneys ▼

Pro Se

DOB
XX/XX/XXXX

Defendant
Zuckerberg, Mark

Defendant
Microsoft

Defendant
Alcatel

Defendant
Nextel

/

Defendant
Nellis AFB FBI Wifi Monitoring

Defendant
Sprint Prepaid

Defendant
Samsung

Defendant
Cricket Wireless Prepaid

Defendant
Manilla Phillipines/Mexico Customer Call Center
Callroom FCC
Aliases
Online Rico Defendants

Defendant
Godaddy.com

Disposition Events
09/10/2019 Judgment ▼

Judicial Officer
Kephart, William D.
Judgment Type
Order of Dismissal

/

Monetary Judgment
Debtors: Leo Cono (Plaintiff)
Creditors: B Lindquist (Other)
Judgment: 09/10/2019 Docketed: 09/11/2019

Events and Hearings
03/05/2019 Order to Proceed In Forma Pauperis
03/05/2019 Application to Proceed in Forma Pauperis
03/05/2019 Complaint

03/27/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
1)Exhibit A - Demand Letter to Facebook.com, Inc; 2) Exhibit B Demand Letter - Data Policy Facebook.com, Inc.; 3) Exhibit C
Demand Letter to Google.com, Inc Alphabet

04/12/2019 Notice of Change of Address ▼
Comment
Notice of Change of Address

04/12/2019 Consent to Service By Electronic Means ▼
Comment
Consent to Serve by Electronic Means

04/12/2019 Summons Issued ▼
Comment
Unserved Summons

05/10/2019 Exhibits ▼

/

Comment
Order To Proceed In Forma Pauperis (Fee Waiver)

05/10/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
OTHER

05/10/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
GG

05/10/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
BB

05/14/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
6 Exhibits

06/11/2019 Motion to Dismiss ▼
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion to Dismiss

06/11/2019 Initial Appearance Fee Disclosure ▼
Comment
B. Lindquist's Initial Appearance Fee Disclosure

06/12/2019 Clerk's Notice of Hearing ▼
Comment
Notice of Hearing

06/25/2019 Consent to Service By Electronic Means ▼
Comment
Consent to Service by Electronic Means Through E-Filing Program

06/25/2019 Notice of Change of Address ▼
Comment
Notice of Change of Address

06/25/2019 Exhibits ▼

/

Comment
denial-facebook-different-case-number-A-19-786862-P-dept-7zuckerberg-facebook-microsoft-new-case-numberA-19-791015-C

06/27/2019 Order Unsealing File ▼

Comment
Motion for Proposed Order Unsealing File: Order To Proceed In
Forma Pauperis (Fee Waiver) Document - OUSF (CIV) based on
Withdrawal of Rule 6. [presumption of public access seal]

06/28/2019 Order Unsealing File ▼
Comment
(Note: Amended only to include Exhibit-"A" and Exhibit-"B") - Motion
for Proposed Order Unsealing File: Order To Proceed In Forma
Pauperis (Fee Waiver) Document - OUSF (CIV) based on Withdrawal
of Rule 6. [presumption of public access seal] Related Cases: A-19791627-C Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. John De Sheplo, Defendant(s)
03/22/2019 A-19-791165-C Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mariani Ribeiro,
Defendant(s) 03/14/2019 A-19-791169-C Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs.
LLoyd George, Defendant(s) 03/14/2019 A-19-791176-C Leo Cono,
Plaintiff(s) vs. Clark County DWSS Nevada, Defendant(s) 03/14/2019
A-19-791177-C Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Dom Scott, Defendant(s)
03/14/2019 A-19-791015-C Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark
Zuckerberg, Defendant(s) 03/05/2019 G-18-050918-M In the Matter
of the Guardianship of: Kelvin Carvalho, Kethelyn Carvalho,
Protected Minor(s) 12/17/2018 D-19-588584-D Leo Cono, Plaintiff vs.
Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro, Defendant. 04/26/2019

07/15/2019 Order Unsealing File ▼

Comment
Motion for Proposed Order Unsealing File: Order To Proceed In
Forma Pauperis (Fee Waiver) Document - OUSF (CIV) based on
Withdrawal of Rule 6. [presumption of public access seal]

08/15/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
Exhibits

08/20/2019 Motion to Dismiss ▼
Judicial Officer
Kephart, William D.
Hearing Time
9:00 AM

Result
Granted
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion to Dismiss
/

08/21/2019 Request ▼
Comment
Request for Trial Setting

08/21/2019 Clerk's Notice of Hearing ▼
Comment
Notice of Hearing

08/21/2019 Exhibits ▼

Comment
"Exhibit - A" Notice of Hearing
08/21/2019 Exhibits ▼

Comment
"Exhibit -A" Notice of Hearing
09/10/2019 Order Granting ▼
Comment
Order Granting B. Lindquist's Motion to Dismiss

09/10/2019 Notice of Entry ▼
Comment
Notice of Entry of Order re Order Granting B Lindquist's Motion to
Dismiss

09/13/2019 Motion ▼
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification

09/16/2019 Clerk's Notice of Hearing ▼
Comment
Notice of Hearing

09/16/2019 Exhibits ▼
Comment
Exhibits Cover Page

09/24/2019 Request ▼
Judicial Officer
Kephart, William D.

Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
Request for Trial Setting

10/31/2019 Motion ▼
Judicial Officer
Kephart, William D.
Hearing Time
3:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification

Financial
Cono, Leo
Total Financial Assessment
Total Payments and Credits

6/11/2019

Transaction
Assessment

6/11/2019

Efile Payment

$223.00

Receipt # 201935538-CCCLK

Lindquist, B
Total Financial Assessment
Total Payments and Credits

6/12/2019

$223.00
$223.00

Transaction Assessment

Cono,

($223.00)

Leo

$223.00
$0.00
$223.00

Connectu, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc. et al
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTU, INC.,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

CIVIL ACTION NO.

)
)

v.

FACEBOOK, INC., MARK ZUCKERBERG,
EDUARDO SAVERIN, DUSTIN
MOSKOVITZ, ANDREW MCCOLLUM,
CHRISTOPHER HUGHES, AND
THEFACEBOOK LLC,

)
)

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.
COMPLAINT
Plaintiff ConnectU, Inc., f/k/a ConnectU LLC and/or Harvard Connection (sometimes
referred to collectively for convenience as “ConnectU” or “Plaintiff’), by its undersigned
attorneys, alleges as follows based on its own knowledge with respect to its own acts, and on
information and belief as to all other allegations:
NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

This is a civil action for copyright infringement, breach of actual or implied

contract, misappropriation of trade secrets, breach of fiduciary duty, unjust enrichment, unfair
business practices, intentional interference with prospective business advantage, breach of duty
of good faith and fair dealing, fraud, and breach of confidence.

-1-
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
2,

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to 17

U.S.C. § 501(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. This Court also has jurisdiction over the subject matter
of this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332. The amount in controversy exceeds the sum or value
of $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs. Jurisdiction over the state and common law claims is
also appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a), 1338(a) and (b), and principles of pendent
jurisdiction.
3.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants and venue is proper in this

District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c) and 1400(a). A substantial part of the events or
omissions giving rise to the claims occurred in this District and/or Defendants may be found in
this district.
THE PARTIES
4.

Plaintiff ConnectU, Inc. is a corporation of the State of Connecticut, with a

principal place of business at 500 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830.
ConnectU, Inc. is registered to do business in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
5.

Defendant Mark Zuckerberg is a citizen of the State of California.

6.

Defendant Eduardo Saverin is a citizen of the State of New York.

7.

Defendant Dustin Moskovitz is a citizen of the State of California

8.

Defendant Andrew McCollum is a citizen of the State of Idaho.

9.

Defendant Christopher Hughes is a citizen of the State of Illinois.

10.

Defendant Facebook, Inc. is a corporation of the State of Delaware with a

principal place of business in the State of California. Facebook, Inc. was formerly known as
“Thefacebook, Inc.” Defendants have capitalized Facebook, Inc. and Thefacebook, Inc. in

-2-
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various forms. The use of the name “Facebook, Inc.” in this Complaint refers to Facebook, Inc.
and Thefacebook, Inc., regardless of capitalization.
11.

Defendant Thefacebook LLC is a limited liability company of the State of

Florida. Its sole Member is Facebook, Inc., which is a citizen of Delaware and/or the State of
California.
FACTS
12.

Plaintiffs predecessors, Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya

Narendra, were classmates who together attended Harvard University, graduating in June 2004.
13.

In December 2002, the Winklevosses and Narendra began to develop a business

plan for a new type of website, originally to be called Harvard Connection and/or
harvardconnection.com, and later renamed connectu.com. This website would allow students
and alumni of a college or university to create a social network specific to that institution, and
give the students and alumni a place to meet, exchange information, discuss employment
prospects, and serve as an on-line directory and dating utility. Initially, harvardconnection.com
was to serve the Harvard University community. Once established at Harvard,
harvardconnection.com would be expanded to other institutions, by Plaintiffs predecessors.
14.

The Harvard Connection business model, which was based on advertising

revenue, had a significant chance of financial success because the users, well-educated students
and alumni, are an attractive demographic for many advertisers.
15.

Facebook, Inc., Zuckerberg, Moskovitz, McCollum, and Hughes (sometimes

referred to collectively as Facebook Defendants”) stated in their Pre-Hearing Statement filed on
October 23, 2006 in Civil Action No. 1:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) in the U.S. District Court for the
District of Massachusetts (Dkt. 251 at 2) that “Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and

-3-
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Divya Narendra formed Harvard Connection, later known as ConnectU, to attempt to found a
business for profit.”
16.

Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra formed Harvard

Connection, later known as ConnectU, to attempt to found a business for profit.
17.

In November 2003, Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra

engaged Mark Zuckerberg to complete the computer program software and database definitions
for the Harvard Connection website (the “Harvard Connection Code”).
18.

Defendants admitted in paragraph 14 of the “Answer of All Defendants to First

Amended Complaint, Counterclaims of Mark Zuckerberg and Thefacebook, Inc., and Jury
Demand” in Civil Action No. 1:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) (Dkt. 14) that “Zuckerberg was given
access to the HC [Harvard Connection] website source code as it existed in late 2003.”
19.

Zuckerberg was given access to the Harvard Connection Code as it existed in late

20.

On numerous occasions, both orally and in writing, ConnectU’s predecessors

2003.

stressed to Zuckerberg that the Harvard Connection Code needed to be completed as soon as
possible because they wanted to launch the harvardconnection.com website before their June
2004 graduation. Zuckerberg assured ConnectU’s predecessors that he was using his best efforts
to complete the project and ready the website for launch, and for market.
21.

In addition to agreeing to complete the Harvard Connection Code, Zuckerberg

was involved with website development and business planning, and acted as a member of the
Harvard Connection development team. In that capacity, he was entrusted with the basic idea for
the Harvard Connection website, project, and enterprise, the Harvard Connection Code
(including database definitions), the website design and screens created to date, and the Harvard

-4-
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Connection website user interface, as well as information regarding the website’s business model
and plan, various functionality and content, concepts, and the type of information that would be
collected from users. The combination of such ideas, code and database definitions, screens.
information, and procedures were proprietary and confidential at the time, and constituted
Plaintiffs predecessors’ trade secrets (referred to herein as “Information and Procedures”).
Zuckerberg understood that such Information and Procedures were proprietary and secret and
agreed to keep them confidential. Zuckerberg also had an obligation to keep them confidential.
Zuckerberg also understood that it was important to the success of the harvardconnection.com
website to make the website operational before the end of the school year and before any
competitor did so.
22.

Defendants admitted in paragraph 16 of the “Answer of All Defendants to First

Amended Complaint, Counterclaims of Mark Zuckerberg and Thefacebook, Inc., and Jury
Demand” in Civil Action No. 1:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) (Dkt. 14) that “there may be a first mover
advantage with respect to certain websites.”
23.

With respect to Internet websites, the first to enter a market has a substantial

advantage.
24.

Defendants admitted in paragraph 10 of their Counterclaims contained in their

“Answer of All Defendants to First Amended Complaint, Counterclaims of Mark Zuckerberg
and Thefacebook, Inc., and Jury Demand” in Civil Action No. l:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) (Dkt. 14)
that “the Individual Counterdefendants requested that Zuckerberg participate in the development
of the HC website.”
25.

Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra requested that

Zuckerberg participate in the development of the HC website.
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Defendants admitted in paragraph 9 of their Counterclaims contained in their the

“Answer of All Defendants to First Amended Complaint, Counterclaims of Mark Zuckerberg
and Thefacebook, Inc., and Jury Demand” in Civil Action No. 1:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) (Dkt. 14)
that Divya Narendra asked Zuckerberg “if he would like to be part of a website that Narendra
and his team were assertedly developing.”
27.

Divya Narendra asked Zuckerberg if he would like to be part of a website that

Narendra and his team were developing.
28.

Zuckerberg agreed to be a member of the harvardconnection.com website

development team, along with Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra, to
develop the Harvard Connection Code, and to help launch, promote, and operate the site and
business, in exchange for a beneficial interest in the website, including a monetary interest in any
revenue or other proceeds or benefits from the website, as well as the ability to identify and
highlight his contribution to fellow students and prospective employers.
29.

Zuckerberg stated in his February 12,2004 email to C. Winklevoss that

“Originally, I was intrigued by the project and was asked to finish the Connect side of the web
site. I did this ..,” and that “I worked with the expectation that I would be included in the
overall development and control of the project but found that I was being subjected to demands
on my time without truly being made a part of the development team ...”
30.

Zuckerberg’s pledges of commitment to Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss,

and Divya Narendra, his acceptance of the Harvard Connection Code, his agreement to complete
such code, his work on such code and the website, his access to and acceptance of the
Information and Procedures, his participation as a member of the Harvard Connection
development team, his understanding that he would obtain a beneficial interest in the website and
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share in the proceeds if and when the website was successful, and his ability to highlight his
work on the site to fellow students and potential employers, created an actual or implied contract.
a duty of good faith and fair dealing, a relationship of trust, a partnership, and a fiduciary
relationship between Zuckerberg and ConnectU’s predecessors.
31.

On January 8, 2004, Zuckerberg sent an email to Cameron Winklevoss,

confirming that Zuckerberg would deliver the completed Harvard Connection Code and a
functioning website. Three days later, January 11, 2004, without providing the promised code.
Zuckerberg registered the domain name “TheFaceBook.com.” Zuckerberg met with Cameron
Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra on January 14, 2004, but did not mention
the thefacebook.com website.
32.

On February 4, 2004, using the Information and Procedures, Defendants launched

a directly competitive website, thefacebook.com (now known as “facebook.com”). This launch
usurped Plaintiffs Information and Procedures and valuable business opportunity. Zuckerberg
stated to the press that he created and launched the facebook.com website in one week.
Defendants used the Harvard Connection Code in connection with the facebook.com website
and/or benefited from their access to it, knowledge of it, and/or use of it.
33.

One or more of Defendants began developing the thefacebook.com website at

least as early as December 22, 2003 (see the “Facebook” folder on the copy of the image from
Device No. 371-09 on the TFB000084 CD ROM).
34.

Defendants admitted in paragraph 2 of their Counterclaims contained in the

“Answer of All Defendants to First Amended Complaint, Counterclaims of Mark Zuckerberg
and Thefacebook, Inc., and Jury Demand” in Civil Action No. 1:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) (Dkt. 14)
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that Zuckerberg “is the creator of the internet website thefacebook.com, and is the founder of
Thefacebook, Inc.”
35.

Zuckerberg is the creator of the internet website thefacebook.com, and is the

founder of Thefacebook, Inc.
36.

Zuckerberg never told Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, or Divya

Narendra that he stopped working on the Harvard Connection website before he launched the
facebook.com website (see FACE002567).
37.

Plaintiff s predecessors were surprised by Zuckerberg’s launch of a competing

website while working as a member of the Harvard Connection development team. They then
hired a programmer/website developer to develop the website’s software and launched the
connectu.com website on May 21,2004, almost four months after the launch of
thefacebook.com.
38.

Zuckerberg shared the Information and Procedures with Defendants Saverin,

Moskovitz, McCollum, and Hughes, who knowingly used them, and continue to use them, to
develop, launch, and/or maintain the facebook.com website. Zuckerberg, Saverin, Moskovitz,
McCollum, and Hughes engaged in the wrongdoing described in this Complaint and operated the
facebook.com website before Thefacebook LLC and/or Facebook, Inc. were formed, and
independently thereof, before and after they were formed.
39.

Zuckerberg, Moskovitz, and Saverin formed Defendant Thefacebook.com LLC

on or about April 13, 2004. At some unknown point in time, the individual Defendants assigned
their rights in the facebook.com website to Thefacebook LLC and/or Thefacebook LLC was or
otherwise became the actual or beneficial owner of such individual Defendants’ rights in the
facebook.com website. Alternatively, at some unknown point in time, the individual Defendants
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assigned their rights in the facebook.com website to Facebook, Inc. and/or Facebook, Inc. was or
otherwise became the actual or beneficial owner of such individual Defendants’ rights in the
facebook.com website. Alternatively, at some unknown point in time, Thefacebook LLC
assigned such rights to Facebook, Inc. Alternatively, the individual Defendants did not assign
their rights in the facebook.com website to Thefacebook LLC or Facebook, Inc. In any event.
Facebook, Inc. and/or Thefacebook LLC have been and are integrally involved in the
wrongdoing described in this Complaint.
40.

Defendants’ unlawful knowledge and/or use of the Information and Procedures

enabled and allowed the facebook.com website to come to market first, thereby obtaining press
coverage, users/members, advertisers, and investors that would otherwise have benefited
Plaintiffs predecessors.
41.

Defendants’ market advantage, directly and proximately resulting from

Defendants’ wrongdoing described herein, usurped ConnectU’s predecessors’ potential market
and related business opportunities.
42.

Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra intended that

ConnectU LLC would own all of their rights, title, interests, and claims relating to Harvard
Connection, the harvardconnection.com website, and the connectu.com website, including
without limitation the Information and Procedures and all intellectual property rights and other
rights and claims, and all rights to sue third parties (including Defendants) with respect to such
rights and claims and to recover damages for past, present, and future violations thereof.
Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler Winklevoss, and Divya Narendra assigned all such rights, title,
interests, and claims to ConnectU LLC, and ConnectU LLC owned such rights when the original
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Complaint was filed in Civil Action No. l:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW). ConnectU LLC was merged
into ConnectU, Inc. and ConnectU, Inc. now owns all such rights, title, interests, and claims.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Copyright Infringement
17U.S.C. §101 etseq.
Asserted Against All Defendants
43.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
44.

Plaintiff owns all rights, title, and interests in all copyrights covering the Harvard

Connection Code.
45.

Without Plaintiffs predecessors’ permission. Defendants copied copyrighted

subject matter of the Harvard Connection Code, and created a derivative work thereof. This
unauthorized derivative work is or was copied and used by Defendants in connection with the
facebook.com website. Defendants may have infringed Plaintiffs copyrights in additional ways.
46.

Defendants’ actions as described above constitute copyright infringement of the

Harvard Connection Code. A true and correct copy of the certificate of copyright registration for
such software is attached hereto as Ex. A. This registration is prima facie evidence of the
validity of the copyright and of the facts stated in the certificate. The Harvard Connection Code
constitutes copyrightable subject matter.
47.

Zuckerberg made no copyrightable contributions to the Harvard Connection

48.

The actions of Defendants described above have at all times relevant to this action

Code.

been willful and/or knowing.
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As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ actions alleged above,

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Misappropriation of Trade Secrets
Massachusetts G.L. ch. 266, § 30 (4) and ch. 93 § 42
Asserted Against All Defendants
50.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
51.

Plaintiffs predecessors took appropriate steps to maintain the secrecy of the

Information and Procedures.
52.

Plaintiffs Information and Procedures were valuable to Plaintiffs predecessors

and to Defendants.
53.

Plaintiffs predecessors expended significant effort in both time and money to

develop the Information and Procedures.
54.

The Information and Procedures were not easily acquired or duplicated by others.

55.

Defendants’ actions as described above constitute misappropriation of Plaintiff s

predecessors’ and Plaintiffs trade secrets, namely, the Information and Procedures.
56.

Defendants’ actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
57.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ actions alleged above.

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Contract Under Massachusetts Common Law
Asserted Against Zuckerberg
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Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
59.

Zuckerberg’s actions as described above constitute breach of actual or implied

contract under Massachusetts law.
60.

Zuckerberg’s actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
61.

As a direct and proximate result of Zuckerberg’s actions alleged above,

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Implied Covenant of
Good Faith and Fair Dealing Under Massachusetts Common Law
Asserted Against Zuckerberg
62.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
63.

The actual or implied contract between Zuckerberg and ConnectU’s predecessors

contained an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing under Massachusetts law.
Zuckerberg breached that covenant.
64.

Zuckerberg’s actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
65.

As a direct and proximate result of Zuckerberg’s actions alleged above.

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Massachusetts Unfair Trade Practices Statute
Mass. G.L. eh. 93A
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Asserted Against All Defendants
66.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
67.

At all relevant times, Defendants were engaged in trade or commerce within the

meaning of M.G.L. ch. 93A, § 1.
68.

Defendants’ actions described above constitute unfair or deceptive acts or

practices in the conduct of trade or commerce within the meaning of, and in violation of, M.G.L.
ch. 93A, §§ 2, 9, and/or 11.
69.

Defendants’ actions described above occurred primarily and/or substantially

within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
70.

Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 93A, § 9, Plaintiffs predecessors’ counsel sent written

demands for relief to each of Defendants Zuckerberg, Moskovitz, McCollum, Saverin, and
Hughes. Copies of these letters are attached hereto as Ex. B. Each letter identified the claimant
and reasonably described the unfair and deceptive acts or practices complained of and the injury
suffered by Plaintiffs predecessors and Plaintiff. Defendants Zuckerberg, Moskovitz,
McCollum, Saverin, and Hughes failed to respond to Plaintiffs predecessor’s written demands
with a reasonable settlement offer within 30 days, after which ConnectU filed the First Amended
Complaint in Civil Action No. l:04-cv-l 1923 (DPW) (Dkt. 13). Zuckerberg’s, Moskovitz’s,
McCollum’s, and Hughes’ refusal to grant relief upon demand was made in bad faith with
knowledge that the acts and practices complained of violate M.G.L. ch. 93A, § 2.
71.

Defendants’ actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
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Pursuant to M.G.L. ch. 93 A, § 9 and § 11, as a direct and proximate result of

Defendants’ actions alleged above, ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate
legal remedy, have been irreparably injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet
undetermined amount.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Fiduciary Duty Under Massachusetts Common Law
Asserted Against Zuckerberg
73.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
74.

Plaintiffs predecessors placed in Zuckerberg, and Zuckerberg knowingly

accepted, their trust and confidence regarding the Information and Procedures. Zuckerberg owed
a fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs predecessors.
75.

Plaintiffs predecessors relied on Zuckerberg to act in their best interests and

Zuckerberg had full knowledge of such reliance.
76.

Zuckerberg manipulated and breached such trust, confidence, and reliance for his

own personal gain and the gain of all of the Defendants.
77.

Zuckerberg’s actions amounted to a course of conduct designed to harm

ConnectU’s predecessors, and that did in fact harm ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU.
78.

Zuckerberg’s actions constitute breach of fiduciary duty.

79.

Zuckerberg’s actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
80.

As a direct and proximate result of Zuckerberg’s actions alleged above,

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
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SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Unjust Enrichment Under Massachusetts Common Law
Asserted Against All Defendants
81.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
82.

As a result of Defendants’ actions as described above. Defendants have been

enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs predecessors and Plaintiff.
83,

As a result of Defendants’ actions as described above. Plaintiffs predecessors and

Plaintiff have been deprived of a valuable benefit.
84.

Defendants cannot establish any justification for their unjust enrichment at the

expense of Plaintiff s predecessors and Plaintiff.
85.

Defendants’ actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
86.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ actions alleged above,

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Intentional Interference with Prospective Contractual and
Advantageous Business Relations Under Massachusetts Common Law
Asserted Against All Defendants
87.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
88.

Defendants have purposely and wrongfully caused potential website users.

advertisers, and investors to refrain from entering into contracts and other business relations with
ConnectU’s predecessors and/or ConnectU and have usurped such business opportunities.
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Defendants’ actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
90.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ actions alleged above.

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Fraud Under Massachusetts Common Law
Asserted Against Zuckerberg
91.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
92.

Zuckerberg knowingly made false statement of intention when he agreed to

create, complete, and/or provide source code to ConnectU’s predecessors for the Harvard
Connection website, in emails he sent on November 22, 2003, November 30, 2003, December 1,
2003, and January 8,2004, and in meetings he attended with Cameron Winklevoss, Tyler
Winklevoss, and/or Divya Narendra on or about November 25, 2003, December 17, 2003, and
January 14, 2004. Such statements were false and Zuckerberg never intended to provide the
code and instead intended to breach his promise at the time the promise and statements were
made, and intended to steal the idea for the Harvard Connection website, and in fact he did so.
93.

Zuckerberg made such false statements with the intent to induce Plaintiff s

predecessors to act in reliance on such statements.
94.

Plaintiffs predecessors reasonably relied on Zuckerberg’s statements.

95.

Plaintiffs predecessors’ reliance resulted in their detriment.

96.

Zuckerberg’s actions described above have at all times relevant to this action been

willful and/or knowing.
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As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ actions alleged above.

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Breach of Confidence Under California Common Law
Asserted Against Zuckerberg
98.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in this

Complaint.
99.

Plaintiffs predecessors conveyed to Zuckerberg the Information and Procedures,

which were confidential and novel.
100.

Zuckerberg knew that the Information and Procedures were disclosed to him in

confidence.
101.

There was an understanding between Plaintiff s predecessors and Zuckerberg that

such confidence should be maintained.
102.

Zuckerberg disclosed and used the Information and Procedures in violation of

such understanding.
103.

Zuckerberg violated such understanding knowingly and willfully.

104.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ actions alleged above.

ConnectU’s predecessors and ConnectU have no adequate legal remedy, have been irreparably
injured, and have suffered monetary damages in an as yet undetermined amount.
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF
Wherefore, Plaintiff ConnectU requests that this Court enter judgment in its favor on
each and every claim for relief set forth above and award it relief, including but not limited to the
following:
A.

An injunction preliminarily and permanently enjoining Defendants and their

employees, agents, partners, officers, directors, owners, shareholders, principals, subsidiaries.
related companies, affiliates, distributors, dealers, and all persons in active concert or
participation with any of them:
(1)

From operating the facebook.com website, or any variation of that website
under a different domain name or URL;

(2)

From using the Harvard Connection Code, or any code or software derived
therefrom;

(3)
B.

From using the Information and Procedures;

An Order directing Defendants to destroy all computer programs, business plans.

and any other materials and things, whether printed or electronic, that consist of, contain, or were
derived in any way from the Information and Procedures;
C.

An Order holding Defendants jointly and severally liable for copyright

infringement, breach of contract, misappropriation of trade secrets, unfair trade practices, breach
of fiduciary duty, unjust enrichment, intentional interference with prospective business
advantage, breach of duty of good faith and fair dealing, fraud, and breach of confidence, and
directing Defendants to pay Plaintiff damages, including but not limited to direct, consequential.
indirect, compensatory, and punitive damages;
D.

An Order holding Defendants jointly and severally liable for the claims set forth

herein, and directing Defendants to pay to Plaintiff its actual damages, including Defendants’
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profits associated with Defendants’ use of Plaintiffs Information and Procedures, and/or
Defendants’ profits resulting from their wrongdoing, and/or Defendants’ value, and multiplying
such damages pursuant to Mass. G.L. ch. 93 § 42;
E.

An Order holding Defendants jointly and severally liable for unfair business

practices under Mass. G.L. ch. 93 A, and directing Defendants to pay Plaintiff its actual damages.
including Defendants’ profits associated with Defendants’ wrongdoing, and/or Defendants’
profits resulting from their wrongdoing, and/or Defendants’ value, or, at Plaintiffs election.
statutory damages, and multiplying such damages pursuant to Mass. G.L. ch. 93 A and Mass.
G.L. ch. 93 § 42;
F.

An Order directing Defendants to pay Plaintiffs attorneys’ fees and costs

associated with this action;
G.

An order placing Facebook, Inc., the facebook.com website, and all related assets

in constructive trust for Plaintiff and transferring to Plaintiff all rights, title, and interest in
Facebook, Inc., the facebook.com website, and all such assets, pursuant to such constructive
trust; and
H.

Other relief as the Court may deem appropriate, including increased damages, as

available under applicable law.
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Respectfully submitted.
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1

Federal Courts

Class actions

Appellate review of fairness determination made by district court in approving
class-action settlement is extremely limited, and Court of Appeals will set aside
that determination only upon a strong showing that district court's decision was a
clear abuse of discretion. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
2 Cases that cite this headnote
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Compromise and Settlement
Federal Courts

...The Court has considered the Joint Motion
[Docket No. 611] presented by the abovecaptioned debtors (the “Debtors”) and
Deanna Weatherspoon, Rene R Luna,
Yessenia Martinez, and Dandre Jackson
(collecti...

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

Class actions

Both district court and Court of Appeals must evaluate the fairness of a classaction settlement as a whole, rather than assessing its individual components.
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
22 Cases that cite this headnote

In re Aleris Intern., Inc.
2009 WL 8188953
In re ALERIS INTERNATIONAL, INC., et al.,
Debtors.
United States Bankruptcy Court, D.
Delaware.
Feb. 12, 2009
...Aleris International, Inc. and its affiliated
debtors in the above referenced chapter 11
cases, as debtors and debtors in possession
(collectively, the “Debtors”), having proposed
and filed the followi...
In re Chemtura Corp.

2011 WL 6015133
In re: CHEMTURA CORPORATION, et al.,
Debtors.
United States Bankruptcy Court, S.D. New
York.

Oct. 13, 2011
3

Compromise and Settlement

'y-'1

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

Question of whether class-action settlement is fundamentally fair within meaning
of governing rule is different from question of whether settlement is perfect in the
estimation of reviewing court. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.

...FN1. The Debtors in these chapter 11
cases, along with the last four digits of each
Debtor's federal taxpayer-identification
number, are: Chemtura Corporation (3153);
A&M Cleaning Products, LLC (4712);...
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Compromise and Settlement
Compromise and Settlement

'y-'1

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness
Adequacy or representation; collusion

Although class action rule imposes strict procedural requirements on the
approval of a class settlement, district court's only role in reviewing the
substance of that settlement is to ensure that it is fair, adequate, and free from
collusion. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23, 28 U.S.C.A.
26 Cases that cite this headnote

5

Compromise and Settlement

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

Number of factors guide district court in determining whether class-action
settlement is fair, adequate, and free from collusion, including (1) strength of
plaintiffs' case, (2) risk, expense, complexity, and likely duration of further
litigation, (3) risk of maintaining class action status throughout trial, (4) amount
offered in settlement, (5) extent of discovery completed and stage of
proceedings, (6) experience and views of counsel, (7) presence of governmental
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participant, and (8) reaction of class members to proposed settlement.
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
101 Cases that cite this headnote
6

Compromise and Settlement

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

When class-action settlement takes place before formal class certification,
settlement approval requires a higher standard of fairness to ensure that class
representatives and their counsel do not secure disproportionate benefit at the
expense of unnamed plaintiffs whom class counsel had duty to represent.
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
76 Cases that cite this headnote

7

Federal Courts

Vs1

Federal Courts

Class actions
Class actions

When reviewing district court's approval of class-action settlement reached
before formal class certification, Court of Appeals will not affirm if it appears that
district court did not evaluate settlement sufficiently to account for possibility that
class representatives and their counsel have sacrificed interests of absent class
members for their own benefit. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
93 Cases that cite this headnote

8

Deposits in Court

Disposition under judgment or order of court

A “cy pres remedy,” sometimes called fluid recovery, is a settlement structure
wherein class members receive an indirect benefit, usually through defendant
donations to a third party, rather than a direct monetary payment.
7 Cases that cite this headnote
9

Deposits in Court

Disposition under judgment or order of court

For purposes of the cy pres doctrine, a class-action settlement fund is “nondistributable” when the proof of individual claims would be burdensome or
distribution of damages costly.
11 Cases that cite this headnote
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Deposits in Court

l&F=r

Disposition under judgment or order of court

District court's review of a class-action settlement that calls for a cy pres remedy
is not substantively different from that of any other class-action settlement except
that the court should not find the settlement fair, adequate, and reasonable
unless the cy pres remedy accounts for the nature of the plaintiffs' lawsuit, the
objectives of the underlying statutes, and the interests of the silent class
members. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
58 Cases that cite this headnote
11

Deposits in Court

l&F=r

Disposition under judgment or order of court

Cy pres doctrine does not require that settling parties select a cy pres recipient
that the court or class members would find ideal, and, instead, requirement that
cy pres remedy must be “next best distribution” of settlement funds absent direct
monetary payment to absent class members means only that district court
should not approve cy pres distribution unless it bears substantial nexus to
interests of class members.
42 Cases that cite this headnote
12

Deposits in Court

l&F=r

Disposition under judgment or order of court

Cy pres remedy included in settlement of members' class action against online
social network and participants in network program that had updated members'
network personal profiles to reflect their actions on participants' websites,
pursuant to which approximately $6,500,000 would be used for charity
organization that would fund and sponsor programs to educate users and others
regarding online privacy issues, bore direct and substantial nexus to interests of
absent class members, and thus provided for “next best distribution” to class;
members alleged violations of state and federal privacy statutes, direct monetary
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payments to class members were infeasible, given de minimis recovery, and
organization's distributions would promote causes of online privacy and security
that would benefit absent class members and serve purposes of underlying
privacy statutes. 18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1030, 2510, 2710; West's Ann.Cal.Civ.Code §
1750; West's Ann.Cal.Penal Code § 502.
9 Cases that cite this headnote

13

Compromise and Settlement
Deposits in Court

:Lr~

Particular applications

Disposition under judgment or order of court

Settlement agreement in class action brought by members against online social
network and participants in network program that had updated members'
network personal profiles to reflect actions taken by members on participants'
websites could be approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate even though
settlement provided for network employee to be on board of directors of charity
organization that was to be set up using settlement's cy pres funds and was to
fund and sponsor programs to educate users and others regarding online privacy
issues; that network retained and would use its say in how cy pres funds would
be distributed, so as to ensure that funds were not used in way that harmed
network, was unremarkable result of parties' give-and-take negotiations.
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
10 Cases that cite this headnote
14

Compromise and Settlement
Deposits in Court

Particular applications

Disposition under judgment or order of court

Settlement agreement in members' class action against online social network
and related defendants could be approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate,
even though it provided for creation of new grant-making entity that would fund
and sponsor programs to educate users and others regarding online privacy
issues, instead of providing for cy pres funds to be given to already-existing
online privacy organization; settlement agreement and organization's articles of
incorporation indicated exactly how cy pres funds were to be used. Fed.Rules
Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.

15

Compromise and Settlement

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

While a district court must of course assess plaintiffs' claims in determining the
strength of their case relative to the risks of continued litigation in deciding
whether to approve proposed class-action settlement, it need not include in its
approval order a specific finding of fact as to the potential recovery for each of
plaintiffs' causes of action. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
4 Cases that cite this headnote

16

Compromise and Settlement

'V—'

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

In deciding whether to approve proposed class-action settlement, district court
acted properly in evaluating strength of plaintiffs' case in its entirety, rather than
on claim-by-claim basis. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
2 Cases that cite this headnote

17

Compromise and Settlement

'V—'

Particular applications

District court's conclusion that $9,500,000 offered in settlement of members'
class action against online social network and participants in network program
that had updated members' network personal profiles to reflect their actions on
participants' websites was substantial, even though some portion of class
members possibly had claims under Video Privacy Protection Act (VPPA) for
which statutory penalties could be available, was not abuse of discretion; district
court meaningfully accounted for potential value of members' claims, including
claims under VPPA, and noted risks of bringing such claims to trial, and
evidence indicated that one of defendants that could be subject to liability under
VPPA was on verge of bankruptcy. 18 U.S.C.A. § 2710; Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule
23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
4 Cases that cite this headnote
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Compromise and Settlement
Federal Civil Procedure 'i?"1

v—

Fairness, adequacy, and reasonableness

Common interest in subject matter, questions

and relief; damages issues
Although a settlement is not categorically unfair for certain class members simply
because they might recover higher damages than other class members were
they to prosecute their claims individually, significant variation in claimed
damages among class members is relevant to the “predominance” analysis
during class certification. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(b)(3), 28 U.S.C.A.
3 Cases that cite this headnote
19

Compromise and Settlement

lr„~

Particular applications

Even if online social network's program underlying members' class action
against network and other participants in program was already effectively
terminated at the time settlement in class action was reached, provision of
settlement mandating program's permanent termination offered meaningful relief
to class members, given that, absent judicially enforceable agreement, network
was free to revive program whenever it wanted. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e),
28 U.S.C.A.
1 Case that cites this headnote

20

Compromise and Settlement
Federal Civil Procedure 'i?"1

'v—'

Notice and communications

Sufficiency

Notice of proposed class-action settlement provided pursuant to rule must
generally describe the terms of the settlement in sufficient detail to alert those
with adverse viewpoints to investigate and to come forward and be heard, a
standard which does not require detailed analysis of the statutes or causes of
action forming the basis for plaintiff class's claims, or require an estimate of the
potential value of those claims. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
17 Cases that cite this headnote

21

Compromise and Settlement
Federal Civil Procedure

Notice and communications
Sufficiency

Notice of proposed class-action settlement involving a cy pres remedy need not
name the individuals sitting on the cy pres recipient's board of directors, even if
one of those individuals has some association with defendants in the case.
Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e), 28 U.S.C.A.
2 Cases that cite this headnote
22

Compromise and Settlement
Federal Civil Procedure

lr„—

Notice and communications

Sufficiency

Notice of proposed settlement in members' class action against online social
network and participants in network program that had updated members'
network personal profiles to reflect their actions on participants' websites
adequately apprised class members of all material elements of settlement
agreement, and therefore complied with requirements of governing rule,
notwithstanding contentions that notice failed to describe value of plaintiffs'
statutory claims and did not accurately describe what class members would
receive in exchange for release of those claims. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 23(e),
28 U.S.C.A.
10 Cases that cite this headnote
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Before: PROCTER HUG, JR., ANDREW J. KLEINFELD, and WILLIAM A. FLETCHER,
Circuit Judges.
Opinion by Judge HUG; Dissent by Judge KLEINFELD.
OPINION
HUG, Circuit Judge:
The question presented is whether the district court abused its discretion in approving the
parties' $9.5 million settlement agreement as “fair, reasonable, and adequate,” either
because a Facebook employee sits on the board of the organization distributing cy pres
funds or because the settlement amount was too low. We hold that it did not.
I
Facebook is an online social network where members develop personalized web profiles to
interact and share information with other members. The type of information members share
varies considerably, and it can include news headlines, photographs, videos, personal
stories, and activity updates. Members generally publish information they want to share to
their personal profile, and the information is thereby broadcasted to the members' online
“friends” (i.e., other members in their online network).
In November of 2007, Facebook launched a new program called “Beacon.” Facebook
described the purpose of the Beacon program as allowing its members to share with friends
information about what they do elsewhere on the Internet. The program operated by
updating a member's personal profile to reflect certain actions the member had taken on
websites belonging to companies that had contracted with Facebook to participate in the
Beacon program. Thus, for example, if a member rented a movie through the participating
website Blockbuster.com, Blockbuster would transmit information about the rental to
Facebook, and Facebook in turn would broadcast that information to everyone in the
member's online network by publishing to his or her personal profile.
Although Facebook initially designed the Beacon program to give members opportunities to
prevent the broadcast of any private information, it never required members' affirmative
consent. As a result, many members complained that Beacon was causing publication of
otherwise private information about their outside web activities to their personal profiles
without their knowledge or approval. Facebook responded to these complaints (and
accompanying negative media coverage) first by releasing a privacy control intended to
allow its members to opt out of the Beacon program fully, and then ultimately by
discontinuing operation of the program altogether.
Unsatisfied with these responses, a group of nineteen plaintiffs filed a putative class action
in federal district court against Facebook and a number of other entities that operated
websites participating in the Beacon program. The class-action complaint alleged that the
defendants had violated various state and federal privacy statutes.1 Each of the plaintiffs'
claims *817 centered on the general allegation that Beacon participants had violated
Facebook members' privacy rights by gathering and publicly disseminating information
about their online activities without permission. The plaintiffs sought damages and a variety
of equitable remedies for the alleged privacy violations.
Facebook denied liability and filed a motion to dismiss the plaintiffs' claims. Before the
district court ruled on Facebook's motion, the parties elected to attempt settling their case
through private mediation. The parties' initial settlement talks reached an impasse over
whether Facebook should terminate the Beacon program permanently, but after two
mediation sessions and several months of negotiations, Facebook and the plaintiffs arrived
at a settlement agreement. In September of 2009, plaintiff Sean Lane submitted the parties'
finalized settlement agreement to the district court for preliminary approval.
The terms of the settlement agreement provided that Facebook would permanently
terminate the Beacon program and pay a total of $9.5 million in exchange for a release of
all the plaintiffs' class claims. Of the $9.5 million pay-out, approximately $3 million would be
used to pay attorneys' fees, administrative costs, and incentive payments to the class
representatives. Facebook would use the remaining $6.5 million or so in settlement funds to
set up a new charity organization called the Digital Trust Foundation (“DTF”). The stated
purpose of DTF would be to “fund and sponsor programs designed to educate users,
regulators[,] and enterprises regarding critical issues relating to protection of identity and
personal information online through user control, and the protection of users from online
threats.” The parties' respective counsel arrived at the decision to distribute settlement
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funds through a new grant-making organization, rather than simply give the funds to an
existing organization, at the suggestion of the private mediator overseeing their
negotiations. Neither Facebook's nor the plaintiffs' class counsel was comfortable with
selecting in advance any particular non-profit or non-profits to receive the entirety of the
settlement fund, so they acceded to the mediator's suggestion that Facebook set up a new
entity whose sole purpose was to designate fund recipients consistent with DTF's mission
to promote the interests of online privacy and security.
According to DTF's Articles of Incorporation, DTF would be run by a three-member board of
directors. The initial three directors were Larry Magrid, a member of the federal
government's Online Safety and Technology Working Group and several other online safety
organizations; Chris Hoofnagle, director of the Information Privacy Programs at the
Berkeley Center for Law and Technology and former director for an office of the Electronic
Privacy Information Center; and most relevant here, Timothy Sparapani, Facebook's
Director of Public Policy and former counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union. The
Articles of Incorporation further provided that all of DTF's funding decisions had to be
supported by at least two members of the three-member board of directors but that the plan
for succession of directors required unanimous approval. Finally, the Articles of
Incorporation provided that DTF would be strictly a grant-making organization and could not
engage in lobbying or litigation.
The settlement agreement also provided for the creation of a Board of Legal Advisors within
DTF, which would consist of *818 counsel for both the plaintiff class and Facebook. The
purpose of the Board of Legal Advisors would be to advise and monitor DTF to ensure that
it acted consistently with its mission as articulated in the settlement agreement.
After a hearing, the district court certified the plaintiff class for settlement purposes and
preliminarily approved the parties' proposed settlement. The settlement class consisted of
all Facebook members who had visited the website of a Beacon participant that transmitted
information about the members' activity to Facebook during the relevant period. The district
court ordered Facebook to identify all class members and to send the class notification of
the settlement. Following that order, Facebook identified 3,663,651 class members, to
whom it provided notice of the settlement in several ways. The principal method was to
send an e-mail to the class members. Facebook also posted a notice of the settlement in
the “Updates” section of members' personal Facebook accounts and published a separate
notice in the national edition of the newspaper USA Today. All forms of notice directed class
members to a website and toll-free number that contained information about the settlement.
Also pursuant to the district court's order, notice to class members informed them of their
right to opt out of the lawsuit and settlement, and to file any written comments or objections
with the district court before final approval. At the conclusion of the notice period, 108 class
members had opted out of the settlement, and four had filed written objections. The four
class members who decided to remain in the lawsuit but file objections to the settlement
were Ginger McCall, Megan Marek, Benjamin Trotter, and Patricia Burleson (collectively
“Objectors”).
Following a final settlement approval hearing in which the district court heard from both the
parties and Objectors, the district court entered an order certifying the settlement class and
approving the class settlement. The district court dismissed the plaintiffs' class action
consistent with the settlement agreement, and it maintained jurisdiction over
implementation of the settlement. The district court also awarded class counsel attorneys'
fees in a separate order. The amount of the attorneys' fees was calculated at $2,322,763
under the “lodestar” method, meaning that the court multiplied the number of hours class
counsel reasonably spent on the case by a reasonable hourly rate. That amount was
combined with costs for a total attorneys' fees award of $2,364,973, which represented less
than one-third of the full $9.5 million settlement amount.
Objectors now appeal, contending that the district court abused its discretion in approving
the parties' settlement. We have jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291, and we affirm.
II
1 A district court's approval of a class-action settlement must be accompanied by a
finding that the settlement is “fair, reasonable, and adequate.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(e). Appellate
review of the district court's fairness determination is “extremely limited,” and we will set
aside that determination only upon a “strong showing that the district court's decision was a
clear abuse of discretion.” See Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d 1011,1026-27 (9th
Cir.1998) (holding that district court should have broad discretion because it “is exposed to
the litigants, and their strategies, positions and proof”) (internal quotations omitted).
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2
3
4 Both the district court and this court must evaluate the fairness of a
settlement *819 as a whole, rather than assessing its individual components. See id. at
1026. As our precedents have made clear, the question whether a settlement is
fundamentally fair within the meaning of Rule 23(e) is different from the question whether
the settlement is perfect in the estimation of the reviewing court. See id. at 1027. Although
Rule 23 imposes strict procedural requirements on the approval of a class settlement, a
district court's only role in reviewing the substance of that settlement is to ensure that it is
“fair, adequate, and free from collusion.” See id.
5
6
including:

7

A number of factors guide the district court in making that determination,

the strength of the plaintiffs' case; the risk, expense, complexity, and likely
duration of further litigation; the risk of maintaining class action status
throughout the trial; the amount offered in settlement; the extent of discovery
completed and the stage of the proceedings; the experience and views of
counsel; the presence of a governmental participant; and the reaction of the
class members to the proposed settlement.

Id. at 1026 (hereinafter the “Hanlon factors”). Additionally, when (as here) the settlement
takes place before formal class certification, settlement approval requires a “higher
standard of fairness.” See id. The reason for more exacting review of class settlements
reached before formal class certification is to ensure that class representatives and their
counsel do not secure a disproportionate benefit “at the expense of the unnamed plaintiffs
who class counsel had a duty to represent.” See id. at 1027; see also In re Gen. Motors
Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 787 (3d Cir.1995)
(explaining that “[w]ith less information about the class” at the early stage before formal
class certification, the court “cannot as effectively monitor for collusion, individual
settlements, buy-offs (where some individuals use the class action device to benefit
themselves at the expense of absentees), and other abuses”). Accordingly, when reviewing
a district court's approval of a class settlement reached before formal class certification, we
will not affirm if it appears that the district court did not evaluate the settlement sufficiently to
account for the possibility that class representatives and their counsel have sacrificed the
interests of absent class members for their own benefit.
8
9
10 The settlement in this case provides for a cy pres remedy. A cy pres
remedy, sometimes called “fluid recovery,” Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784
(7th Cir.2004), is a settlement structure wherein class members receive an indirect benefit
(usually through defendant donations to a third party) rather than a direct monetary
payment. As we recently recognized, the “cy pres doctrine allows a court to distribute
unclaimed or non-distributable portions of a class action settlement fund to the ‘next best'
class of beneficiaries.” Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1036 (9th Cir.2011). For
purposes of the cy pres doctrine, a class-action settlement fund is “non-distributable” when
“the proof of individual claims would be burdensome or distribution of damages costly.” See
id. at 1038 (quoting Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1305 (9th
Cir.1990)). The district court's review of a class-action settlement that calls for a cy pres
remedy is not substantively different from that of any other class-action settlement except
that the court should not find the settlement fair, adequate, and reasonable unless the cy
pres remedy “account[s] for the nature of the plaintiffs' lawsuit, the objectives of the
underlying statutes, and *820the interests of the silent class members....” Nachshin, 663
F.3d at 1036.
III
Objectors challenge the district court's conclusion that the settlement in this case was “fair,
reasonable, and adequate” within the meaning of Rule 23(e). The district court arrived at
that determination after considering Objectors' written statements and holding a fairness
hearing where it provided Objectors an opportunity to be heard. The district court
accompanied its fairness conclusion with findings of fact, which included the court's
application of the eight Hanlon factors to the parties' settlement agreement.
Weighing those factors, the district court found that the settlement should be approved on
the basis of the following: (1) reliance on novel legal theories and unclear factual issues
undermined the strength of the plaintiffs' case; (2) the complex nature of the plaintiffs'
claims increased the risk and expense of further litigation; (3) the class action could be
decertified at any time, which “generally weighs in favor of approving a settlement”; (4) “[i]n
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light of [the] litigation risks and in the context of settlement claims involving infringment of
consumers' privacy rights,” the class's $9.5 million recovery was “substantial” and “directed
toward a purpose closely related to Class Members' interests in this litigation”; (5) the
parties had engaged in significant investigation and informal discovery and research, which
in addition to information about Beacon that was already publicly known enabled the
plaintiff class to “make an informed decision with respect to settlement, even though formal
discovery” had not yet been completed; (6) the settlement was “only achieved after intense
and protracted arm's-length negotiations conducted in good faith and free from collusion,”
and that class counsel had “reasonably concluded that the immediate benefits represented
by the Settlement outweighed the possibility—perhaps remote—of obtaining a better result
at trial”; (7) no government agencies voiced objections or otherwise announced actions
arising out of Facebook's Beacon program; and (8) only four class members objected and
“slightly more than 100” from a class of over 3.6 million opted out of the settlement.
Objectors raise two issues in opposition to the district court's fairness findings. The first
relates to the settlement agreement's provision for a cy pres remedy. The second relates to
the overall amount of the settlement. Objectors also raise the ancillary argument that notice
to class members concerning the settlement was inadequate. We address each of these
issues in turn.
1
Objectors' first and strongest objection to the settlement goes to the structure of DTF, the
organization that would distribute cy pres funds under the settlement agreement. Objectors
contend that the presence of Tim Sparapani, Facebook's Director of Public Policy, on DTF's
board of directors creates an unacceptable conflict of interest that will prevent DTF from
acting in the interests of the class. Citing Six Mexican Workers, Objectors claim that the
settling parties' decision to disburse settlement funds through an organization with such
structural conflicts does not provide the “next best distribution” of those funds and thus is
categorically an improper use of the cy pres remedy.
11 We disagree. Objectors' argument misunderstands the cy pres doctrine and the
principle from our case law that a cy pres remedy must provide the “next best distribution”
absent a direct monetary payment to absent class members. We do *821 not require as
part of that doctrine that settling parties select a cy pres recipient that the court or class
members would find ideal. On the contrary, such an intrusion into the private parties'
negotiations would be improper and disruptive to the settlement process. See Hanlon, 150
F.3d at 1027. The statement in Six Mexican Workers and elsewhere in our case law that a
cy pres remedy must be the “next best distribution” of settlement funds means only that a
district court should not approve a cy pres distribution unless it bears a substantial nexus to
the interests of the class members—that, as we stated in Nachshin, the cy pres remedy
“must account for the nature of the plaintiffs' lawsuit, the objectives of the underlying
statutes, and the interests of the silent class members....” 663 F.3d at 1036.2
12 The cy pres remedy in this case properly accounts for the factors outlined in
Nachshin. Objectors concede that direct monetary payments to the class of remaining
settlement funds would be infeasible given that each class member's direct recovery would
be de minimis. Objectors also do not dispute that DTF's distribution of settlement funds to
entities that promote the causes of online privacy and security will benefit absent class
members and further the purposes of the privacy statutes that form the basis for the classplaintiffs' lawsuit. Unlike the cy pres remedies we disapproved in Nachshin and Six Mexican
Workers, there is no issue in this case about whether the connection between the cy pres
recipients and the absent class members is too tenuous, either because the cy pres
entities' missions are unrelated to the class's interests or because their geographic scope is
too limited. See Six Mexican Workers, 904 F.2d at 1308; Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1040. The
cy pres remedy the settling parties here have devised bears a direct and substantial nexus
to the interests of absent class members and thus properly provides for the “next best
distribution” to the class.
13 We find no substance in Objectors' claim that the presence of a Facebook employee
on DTF's board of directors categorically precludes DTF from serving as the entity that will
distribute cy pres funds. As the “offspring of compromise,” Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1027,
settlement agreements will necessarily reflect the interests of both parties to the settlement,
including those of the defendant. Defendants often insist on certain concessions in
exchange for monetary payments or other demands plaintiffs make, and defendants can
certainly be expected to structure a settlement in a way that does the least harm to their
interests. Here, in exchange for its promise to pay the plaintiff class approximately $9.5
million, Facebook insisted on preserving its role in the process of selecting the
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organizations that would receive a share of that substantial settlement fund by providing
that one of its representatives would sit on DTF's initial board of directors, and the plaintiffs
readily agreed to this condition. That Facebook retained and will use its say in how cy pres
funds will be distributed so as to ensure that the funds will not be used in a way that harms
Facebook is the unremarkable result of the parties' give-and-take negotiations,3 and the
district court *822 properly declined to undermine those negotiations by second-guessing
the parties' decision as part of its fairness review over the settlement agreement.
14 We also reject Objectors' claim that the settlement agreement's cy pres structure is
impermissible because the parties elected to create a new grant-making entity, DTF, rather
than give cy pres funds to an already-existing online privacy organization. Again citing Six
Mexican Workers, Objectors argue that DTF has “no substantial record of service” and is
therefore inherently disfavored as a cy pres recipient. But we have never held that cy pres
funds must go to extant charities in order to survive fairness review, and a settlement
agreement that provides for the formation of a new grant-making organization is not subject
to a more stringent fairness standard. The reason we found it relevant in Six Mexican
Workers that the charity organization designated to receive cy pres funds had no
“substantial record of service” was that there was no way of knowing whether the
organization would use the funds to the benefit of class members. See Six Mexican
Workers, 904 F.2d at 1308. Here, there is no such worry, because the settlement
agreement and DTF's Articles of Incorporation tell us exactly how funds will be used—to
“fund and sponsor programs designed to educate users, regulators[,] and enterprises
regarding critical issues relating to protection of identity and personal information online
through user control, and the protection of users from online threats.”4 As we have
explained, that mission statement provides the requisite nexus between the cy pres remedy
and the interests furthered by the plaintiffs' lawsuit consistent with the principles we
announced in Nachshin.
Objectors' contention that the settling parties were prohibited from creating DTF to disburse
cy pres funds is without merit, and the district court did not abuse its discretion in so
concluding.
2
Objectors' second argument on appeal is that the district court did not sufficiently evaluate
the plaintiffs' claims and compare the value of those claims with the class's $9.5 million
recovery in the settlement agreement. Objectors contend that the value of the plaintiffs'
claims was in fact greater than the $9.5 million the plaintiffs settled for, in large part
because some unidentified number of the class members may have a claim under the
Video Privacy Protection Act (“VPPA”). The VPPA prohibits any “video tape service
provider” from disclosing “personally identifiable information” about one of its consumers,
and it provides for liquidated damages in the amount of $2,500 for violation of its provisions.
18 U.S.C. §§ 2710(b) and 2710(c)(2). Objectors contend that the district court was not
sufficiently mindful of the possibility that the class's VPPA claims would yield a high
recovery at trial, and that the court would not have approved a settlement of $9.5 million if it
had paid the proper attention to that possibility.
15 *823 As an initial matter, we reject Objectors' argument insofar as it stands for the
proposition that the district court was required to find a specific monetary value
corresponding to each of the plaintiff class's statutory claims and compare the value of
those claims to the proffered settlement award. While a district court must of course assess
the plaintiffs' claims in determining the strength of their case relative to the risks of
continued litigation, see Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1026, it need not include in its approval order a
specific finding of fact as to the potential recovery for each of the plaintiffs' causes of action.
Not only would such a requirement be onerous, it would often be impossible—statutory or
liquidated damages aside, the amount of damages a given plaintiff (or class of plaintiffs)
has suffered is a question of fact that must be proved at trial. Even as to statutory
damages, questions of fact pertaining to which class members have claims under the
various causes of action would affect the amount of recovery at trial, thus making any
prediction about that recovery speculative and contingent.
16 Relatedly, the district court was not required to include among its findings specific
commentary on each of the plaintiffs' five statutory claims. All of the plaintiffs' claims arise
under similar privacy statutes, and as Facebook correctly points out, the plaintiffs' likelihood
of success with regard to each of those claims depends on the same basic legal theories
and factual issues. The district court acted properly in evaluating the strength of the
plaintiffs' case in its entirety rather than on a claim-by-claim basis. See Hanlon, 150 F.3d at
1026.
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17 Moreover, the record contradicts Objectors' general argument that the district court
did not meaningfully account for the potential value of the plaintiffs' claims, including any
claims under the VPPA. Both before and after the final settlement approval hearing, the
district court specifically addressed the possibility that the presence of VPPA claims among
some class members might affect the class settlement. In its order preliminarily approving
the settlement, the district court notified the parties that “final approval will require a
sufficient showing that terms of the settlement are reasonable, specifically in light of the
claims under the VPPA, and the apparent availability of statutory penalties thereunder ”
(emphasis added). Following the district court's instructions, the parties did address the
VPPA issue in their briefing and arguments at the final approval hearing. The district court
also heard from Objectors at that hearing, who again argued that the settlement was too
low in light of the possibility of recovery under the VPPA.
The district court rejected that argument. It first observed that Objectors had not “brought to
the Court's attention any cases in which plaintiffs have been awarded multiple liquidated
damages,” which if available would likely increase the class's potential recovery under the
VPPA substantially (even if only a small number of class members had VPPA claims). The
district court further noted that bringing the VPPA claims to trial would involve significant
risk for the class given that the plaintiffs' claims relied on “novel legal theories” and
“vigorously disputed” factual issues concerning the Beacon program. And although the
district court did not mention it in its approval order, the parties had presented evidence to
the court that Blockbuster, one of the only defendants that might qualify as a “video tape
service provider” and therefore be subject to liability under the VPPA, was on the verge of
bankruptcy, likely making any substantial damages against it annihilative. Based on its
consideration of these factors, *824 the district court concluded that the “$9.5 million offered
in settlement is substantial.”
18 That conclusion was not an abuse of the district court's broad discretion. A $9.5
million class recovery would be substantial under most circumstances, and we see nothing
about this particular settlement that undermines the district court's conclusion that it was
substantial in this case. Objectors are no doubt correct that the VPPA claims of some class
members might prove valuable if successful at trial, but that does not cast doubt on the
district court's conclusion as to the fairness and adequacy of the overall settlement amount
to the class as a whole. It is an inherent feature of the class-action device that individual
class members will often claim differing amounts of damages—that is why due process
requires that individual members of a class certified under Rule 23(b)(3) be given an
opportunity to opt out of the settlement class to pursue their claims separately, as were the
class members in this case. See Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1024. But a class-action settlement
necessarily reflects the parties' pre-trial assessment as to the potential recovery of the
entire class, with all of its class members' varying claims. So even if some of the class
members in this case would have successful claims for $2,500 in statutory damages under
the VPPA, those individuals represent, to use the candid phrasing of Objectors, “only a
fraction of the 3.6 million-person class.” Their presence does not in itself render the
settlement unfair or the $9.5 million recovery among all class members too low. 5
Objectors rely significantly on Molski v. Gleich, 318 F.3d 937, 949 (9th Cir.2003) overruled
on other grounds by Dukes v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 603 F.3d 571 (9th Cir.2010), in
claiming that the cy pres remedy here “did not adequately protect the interests of the class,”
but that case does not support Objectors' argument. Molski involved a settlement that
required the defendant to pay $195,000 in cy pres funds in exchange for a release of all the
disability-related claims of a large class. 318 F.3d at 943-44. The district court in Molski had
certified a mandatory settlement class under Rule 23(b)(2) without providing class
members an opportunity to opt out of the settlement. Id. at 947. In addition to holding that
the inability to opt out of the settlement violated class members' due process rights, we held
that “use of the cy pres award was inappropriate” under the circumstances because the
parties had not made any showing that direct distribution of settlement funds to the class
would be burdensome or costly. Id. at 954-55. We also found “troubling” that the class's
recovery under the settlement was so low relative to the high number of potential class
members. See id.
Unlike the $195,000 cy pres fund in Molski, the settlement in this case provides for a
substantial $9.5 million pay-out by Facebook for the benefit of the class and thus does not
present a situation in which class representatives and counsel accepted their respective
fees as a quid pro quo for quietly going away while the class receives virtually *825 nothing.
See id. at 953-54. Also fundamentally different is that class members here received notice
and were given the opportunity to opt out of the settlement. And, most essentially, there is
no dispute that it would be “burdensome” and inefficient to pay the $6.5 million in cy pres
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funds that remain after costs directly to the class because each class member's recovery
under a direct distribution would be de minimis. See id. at 955. These features distinguish
the present case from Molski and help to account for why the latter was one of the “rare”
cases where we have intruded into the discretion of the district court by setting aside its
determination that a settlement agreement is fundamentally fair. See Staton v. Boeing Co.,
327 F.3d 938, 960-61 (9th Cir.2003).
The record here convincingly establishes that the district court accounted for the potential
value of the VPPA claims of some class members, and the district court's review of the
circumstances surrounding the settlement was sufficiently comprehensive to ensure that
class representatives and their counsel did not throw absent class members under the
proverbial bus to secure a disproportionate benefit for themselves. See Hanlon, 150 F.3d at
1027. That review was accordingly compliant with this circuit's requirement that the district
court apply heightened review to a class-action settlement reached before formal
certification. See id. at 1026. This is particularly manifest in that the district court's detailed
approval order included the specific factual finding that the settlement agreement “was only
achieved after intense and protracted arm's-length negotiations conducted in good faith and
free from collusion.” Objectors have not made any showing, let alone a “strong” one, that
this or any of the district court's other findings was erroneous or amounted to a “clear abuse
of discretion.” See id. at 1027.
19 Finally, the litigants devote several pages of briefing to a dispute over whether the
settlement agreement's provision mandating the permanent termination of the Beacon
program provided any meaningful relief to the plaintiff class. Specifically, Objectors argue
that Facebook's promise to terminate Beacon is “illusory” because the original program was
non-operational at the time of the settlement agreement and thus already “effectively
terminated.” In light of our holding affirming the district court's conclusion that the $9.5
settlement award substantially furthers the interests of the class, Objectors' argument that
Facebook's promise to terminate Beacon provides no meaningful relief is of little moment,
and in any event we find that it is without merit. Even assuming Objectors' premise that
Beacon was already effectively terminated, absent a judicially-enforceable agreement,
Facebook would be free to revive the program whenever it wanted. It is thus false to say
that Facebook's promise never to do so was illusory.
We affirm the district court's holding that the settlement was fundamentally fair.
IV
Objectors argue additionally that the notice provided to class members during the opt-out
period was insufficient because it did not describe the value of the plaintiffs' statutory claims
and “did not accurately describe what the class members would receive in exchange for the
release” of those claims. Objectors argue in particular that the notice should have included
a description of the VPPA statute, that it should have alerted class members that a
Facebook employee would be on the board of the organization distributing cy pres funds,
and that its reference to Facebook's *826 promise to terminate Beacon was misleading
because Beacon was already dormant.
21 We disagree. Notice provided pursuant to Rule 23(e) must “generally describe[
20
] the terms of the settlement in sufficient detail to alert those with adverse viewpoints to
investigate and to come forward and be heard.” Rodriguez v. West Publ'g Corp., 563 F.3d
948, 962 (9th Cir.2009) (internal quotations omitted). That standard does not require
detailed analysis of the statutes or causes of action forming the basis for the plaintiff class's
claims, and it does not require an estimate of the potential value of those claims. See id.
(notice need not include “expected value of fully litigating the case”). Nor is there any
particular requirement that notice in a class-action settlement involving a cy pres remedy
name the individuals sitting on the cy pres recipient's board of directors, even if one of
those individuals has some association with the defendants in the case. Finally, for the
same reasons we reject Objectors' argument that Facebook's promise to terminate Beacon
was illusory, there was nothing misleading about referencing that promise in the class
notice.
22 We agree with the district court that the notice in this case adequately apprised class
members of all material elements of the settlement agreement and therefore complied with
the requirements of Rule 23(e).
V
Ultimately, we find little in Objectors' opposition to the settlement agreement beyond
general dissatisfaction with the outcome. That dissatisfaction may very well be legitimate
insofar as Objectors would have acted differently had they assumed the role of class
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representatives. But while Objectors may vigorously disagree with the class
representatives' decision not to hold out for more than $9.5 million or insist on a particular
recipient of cy pres funds, that disagreement does not require a reviewing court to undo the
settling parties' private agreement. The district court properly limited its substantive review
of that agreement as necessary to determine that it was “fair, adequate, and free from
collusion.” See id.
AFFIRMED.
KLEINFELD, Senior Circuit Judge, dissenting:
I respectfully dissent. This settlement perverts the class action into a device for depriving
victims of remedies for wrongs, while enriching both the wrongdoers and the lawyers
purporting to represent the class.
A. The Facts.
1. “Beacon."
Millions of people connect themselves to their “friends” on Facebook. Some Facebook
“friends” are friends in the traditional sense, people we know and like. Some are more in
the nature of contacts, or acquaintances, or people we think may want to see what we post.
For people who regularly use Facebook to communicate, “friends” may merely be their
address book. The lead plaintiff in this case, Sean Lane, had over 700 Facebook “friends.”
Facebook operates like a bulletin board, so that “friends” can see whatever a user chooses
to post and not make private.
Facebook is “free,” furnished without a subscription price. The company makes money by
selling advertising. To make such sales more lucrative, Facebook started a program called
“Beacon” in November 2007. Like an actual beacon, the program shone light to make
something easier to see: in this case, a user's “friends” could see whatever he had bought
from *827 companies that paid Facebook to participate in Beacon. Over forty companies
signed up for Beacon, including Blockbuster, a movie retailer, Zappos, a shoe and clothing
retailer, and Overstock.com, a discounter. If a Facebook user rented a movie from
Blockbuster, for example, Facebook told all his friends what movie he had rented.
Facebook told retailers, “Facebook Beacon enables your brand or business to gain access
to viral distribution within Facebook. Stories of a user's engagement with your site.... will act
as word-of-mouth promotion for your business and may be seen by friends who are also
likely to be interested in your product.”
Many Facebook users strongly objected to losing the privacy of their purchases. After all,
people ordinarily post on their Facebook page only what they want to post, and they had
not elected to tell all their “friends” what they had just bought. Some people buy things on
the internet precisely because they want more privacy than they would have at a local
store. Beacon took away their privacy, and broadcast their purchases to people who users
wanted to remain in the dark.
Worse, Facebook made it very hard for users to avoid these broadcasts. The user had to
actively opt out. And opting out required video game skills. The user would get a pop-up on
his screen asking whether he wanted to opt out, but the pop-up would disappear in about
ten seconds. Too slow reading the pop-up or clicking the mouse, and all a user's “friends”
would know exactly what he had bought. Since the pop-up disappeared so quickly,
someone looking at another window, or answering the phone, or just not paying attention,
would likely not even be aware of the opt-out option before it disappeared.
Plaintiff Sean Lane alleges in the complaint that he bought a ring from Overstock.com as a
surprise for his wife, but before he gave it to her, Facebook ruined the surprise by
spreading the news to his over 700 “friends,” including many alumni in his college class.
Ginger McCall states that her video rentals at Blockbuster were disclosed to all her
“friends.” Of the vast number of people whose purchases were broadcast, no doubt some
suffered embarrassment, and some suffered damage to employment, business, or personal
relationships. Some Blockbuster rentals doubtless included erotica, some Overstock.com
purchases probably included gifts meant to look more expensive than they were, and some
Zappos purchases were probably more extravagant than purchasers' spouses were aware.
Someone who had told her college classmate that she could not attend her wedding
because she could not afford the plane fare could lose a friend when Facebook told her
classmate that she'd bought $400 shoes. Mr. Lane complains that his wife asked him about
his ring purchase before he gave it to her, ruining his Christmas gift to her. His wife might
also have been less impressed by the ring than he had hoped, since she and all his other
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friends could click a link and see that he had bought it cheaply—good for advertising
Overstock.com, bad for advertising Mr. Lane's generosity.
Many users' private purchases were exposed, and over 50,000 complained. Within a few
weeks (long before this lawsuit was filed), Facebook eliminated the opt-out Beacon
program. Facebook changed it to an opt-in program, so that users did not need to maintain
video game alertness to avoid disclosure to all their friends. In the opt-in version of Beacon,
purchases made in private stayed private unless the user expressly allowed Facebook to
publicize them. One of the objectors to the settlement, Ginger McCall, says her movie
rentals *828 were disclosed even after Beacon had supposedly changed to an opt-in, and
no findings have been made on whether the opt-in worked or was tricky to operate.
2. The Settlement.
This lawsuit was filed in August 2008, about eight months after the opt-out version of
Beacon had ended. The complaint challenged only the opt-out program that had lasted for
a few weeks, not the opt-in version that had been in place since then. The parties mediated
and settled, all before any class was certified. They agreed to end Beacon, both opt-in as it
then was, and opt-out as it had been originally.
The settlement agreement approved by the district court (mistakenly, in my view) greatly
changed the class aspect of the case. First, the parties agreed to certify the class for
purposes of settlement. Second, they agreed to expand it far beyond what the complaint
had sought. The complaint sought damages only for users affected during the few weeks
when they had to opt out, but the settlement expanded the class to include everyone
affected during the much longer opt-in period. Since the members of the class got no
money from the settlement, the effect of certification and expansion was to bar any claims
the expanded class might have, not to provide more people with recompense. In exchange
for nothing, class members were barred from suing Facebook, Blockbuster, Overstock.com,
or any of the other defendants for any claims arising from or relating to Beacon, “including,
without limitation, arising from or related to data gathered from Beacon.”
The majority states that Facebook promised never to revive the Beacon program, but this is
not quite right. Facebook remained free to revive the program, even the cancelled version
under which the subscriber had only a few seconds to opt out. The only limitation the
settlement imposed was that Facebook had to call the Beacon program by some other
name. The agreement said that Facebook would terminate “the Beacon Program,” and
defined “Beacon” to mean “the program launched by Facebook on November 6, 2007 and
all iterations thereof bearing the ‘Beacon’ name ” (emphasis added). The district judge
asked about this term, and plaintiffs' attorney expressly conceded that Facebook was free
to reinstitute the same program under a different name. “[T]he problem was when you tried
to describe the functionality and you preclude Facebook from using that functionality going
forward, it becomes truly problematic and becomes impossible to reach an agreement
because you're limiting their ability to run their business.... At the end of the day, we could
not reach agreement with defendants regarding limiting their future actions as a
corporation.” That was an on the record concession that the injunction meant as little as it
said, and Facebook remained free to do what it had done before, under a different name.
The injunctive relief the class received was no relief at all, not even a restriction on future
identical conduct.
Facebook users who had suffered damages from past exposure of their purchases got no
money, not a nickel, from the defendants. Even those who had rented videos, and were
arguably entitled to statutory damages of $2,500 for each disclosure,1 got *829 nothing.
Class counsel, on the other had, got millions. Plaintiffs' lawyers and Facebook agreed that
Facebook would not object to attorneys' fees up to one third of what they called the
“settlement fund.” One third would be a fee of $3,166,667. The fee would come out of the
“settlement fund” and would not be in addition to it, so Facebook had no economic interest
in reducing the amount. The fee actually approved by the district court was $2,322,763 plus
costs of $42,210.58, 25% of the “settlement fund.” That $2.3 million payment was for
getting their clients nothing and barring all the claims of a vastly broadened class.
Not a cent of the remaining “settlement fund” money would go to the Facebook users on
whose behalf class counsel purportedly settled. The only exceptions were $10,000 to Mr.
Lane, $5,000 each to two others, and $1,000 each to the other 19 named plaintiffs,
amounting to $39,000 for the few people in the class who presumably had personally
agreed to have class counsel represent them.
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The remaining millions were to go to a new “privacy foundation” that did not yet exist. The
board of the new foundation would be three directors to be agreed upon by Facebook and
class counsel, or if they disagreed one chosen by each and the third chosen by those two.
Under the agreement, all three directors could come from the Facebook advertising and
sales staff if class counsel and Facebook so chose. The board of directors of this “privacy
foundation” was to be advised by Facebook's own lawyer and class counsel. The
agreement provided that the “privacy foundation” was to use its millions to “fund projects
and initiatives that promote the cause of online privacy, safety, and security” however its
Facebook-friendly board chose.
B. Analysis.
The class action rule2 was designed to facilitate lawsuits where individuals' or small
groups' judgments would not add up to enough money to justify hiring lawyers, but
judgments for large numbers of similarly situated victims of misconduct would. “The policy
at the very core of the class action mechanism is to overcome the problem that small
recoveries do not provide the incentive for any individual to bring a solo action prosecuting
his or her rights. A class action solves this problem by aggregating the relatively paltry
potential recoveries into something worth someone's (usually an attorney's) labor.” 3
This procedural device has obvious attendant risks, because class counsel's “clients” are
not clients at all in the traditional sense; they do not hire the lawyer, they do not agree on a
fee with him, and they do not control whether he settles their case. They are in no position
to prevent class counsel from pursuing his own interests at their expense.4 The named
plaintiffs, those who actually have some chance of directing their lawyers, typically get
amounts of cash without much relation to their individual damages, so their incentives align
more with class counsel than with their fellow class members.
*830 Defendant and class counsel, in any class action, have incentives to collude in an
agreement to bar victims' claims for little or no compensation to the victims, in exchange for
a big enough attorneys' fee to induce betrayal of the interests of the purported “clients.” The
defendant's agreement not to oppose some amount for the fee creates the same incentive
as a payment to a prizefighter to throw a fight. A real client may refuse a settlement that is
bad for him but benefits his lawyer, but a large class of unknown individuals lacks the
knowledge or authority to say no. It is hard to imagine a real client saying to his lawyer, “I
have no objection to the defendant paying you a lot of money in exchange for agreement to
seek nothing for me.” “The absence of individual clients controlling the litigation for their
own benefit creates opportunities for collusive arrangements in which defendants can pay
the attorneys for the plaintiff class enough money to induce them to settle the class action
for too little benefit to the class (or too much benefit to the attorneys, if the claim is weak but
the risks to the defendants high). 5
Rule 23 protects against these risks much as the courts have traditionally protected against
similar risks when attorneys represent children, estates of deceased persons, and unknown
persons, by requiring judicial approval of settlements. Approval and review, though, are a
weak substitute for real clients, because judges know little about the case beyond what the
lawyers tell them. That works much better when the lawyers are on different sides than
when they are on the same side. Judges also may face an incentive problem, where a
heavy docket cannot easily withstand the additional weight of a huge lawsuit that does not
settle. Objectors provide a critically valuable service of providing knowledge from a different
point of view, but one that is too often not used effectively. Our review process is supposed
to assure that settlement of a class action, despite the risk of perverse incentives, is “fair,
reasonable, and adequate”6 and that notice is given “in a reasonable manner”7 so that
those bound by the settlement have an opportunity to be heard.
In this case, the process has failed. The attorneys for the class have obtained a judgment
for millions of dollars in fees. The defendant, Facebook, has obtained a judgment that bars
claims by millions of people victimized by its conduct. So have the other companies
involved in Beacon. The victims, on the other hand, have obtained nothing. Under the
settlement, Facebook even preserved the right to do the same thing to them again.
1. The Settlement is Unfair, Unreasonable, and Inadequate.
The factors for evaluating class action settlements88 are multifarious and indeterminate,
*831 but the cases have become less tolerant of settlements not beneficial to class
members. We used to be extremely deferential when district courts approved settlements,
as in Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp.,9 the 1998 case on which the majority relies. We have in the
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last few years become much less so, as in our recent decisions In re Bluetooth, 10
Nachshin v. AOL, LLC,11 and Dennis v. Kellogg Co.12 We still exercise deferential review
for abuse of discretion, but do so in light of what we rejected in Bluetooth, Nachshin, and
Dennis. Review for abuse of discretion has never meant that we will affirm whatever a
district court does. 13
An extremely important qualification even in Hanlon was a “higher standard of fairness” 14
when settlement is reached before a class is certified. In this case, not only was settlement
reached before class certification, but the class certified for settlement purposes was far
broader than the one sought when the case was filed. The Hanlon “higher standard of
fairness” matters because of “the dangers of collusion between class counsel and the
defendant.”15 Bluetooth emphasizes the need for greater scrutiny of precertification
settlement on behalf of a class.16 “Collusion may not always be evident on the face of a
settlement, and courts therefore must be particularly vigilant not only for explicit collusion,
but also for more subtle signs that class counsel have allowed pursuit of their own self
interests and that of certain class members to infect the negotiations.” 17
Collusion is far more likely before certification, and exponentially higher if the class is
expanded as part of the settlement. Here is why. If a lawsuit is only on behalf of named
plaintiffs, damages are limited to what they may properly receive, so if a case is reasonably
defensible, a defendant may make a sound financial decision to defend. But if a vast class
is certified, then even a meritless case may require a defendant to settle or bet all the
money it has or can borrow for attorneys' fees, because even a very small chance of a very
large verdict is too much to risk. Plaintiffs' counsel want certification, to make the damages
enough to be worth the time and expense of the litigation. Defense counsel oppose it, to
keep the risk down to a level where they can afford the risk of litigation. Because
certification of a class may turn even a meritless plaintiff's case into a bet-the-company
defendant's case, defendants usually vigorously oppose class *832 certification, giving
courts the benefit of adversarial presentations.
Once the parties agree to settle, and agree to certify a class, defendant's interests are
reversed. Plaintiffs' counsel still have an interest in keeping a large class certified, because
the larger the class, the higher the attorneys' fees are likely to be. But if the defendant will
get a bar against claims, almost always a term of any settlement, the more people whose
claims are barred the better. The risk of having to pay out a huge amount of money gets
converted, by class certification, into a certainty that vast numbers of people will be unable
to sue the defendant. So when settling before class certification, and agreeing upon class
certification as part of the settlement, both sides have the same incentive, to certify the
class and make it as vast and all-encompassing as possible. It is a bonanza for the
defendant if it can bar the claims not only of everyone in the class described in the
complaint, but also of a much larger class on whose behalf more and different claims might
have been asserted.
And that is just what happened here. The complaint claims wrongdoing against and
damages to Facebook users during the few weeks of the opt-out period of “Beacon.” The
settlement bars claims of all the users during that period and during the much longer opt-in
period. When they settled, Facebook and class counsel shared the same interest, as broad
a class certification as possible. Ideally, from both the point of view of both sides' interests
(attorneys' fees for one side, protection from claims for the other) the class would include
everyone in the world, and bar all claims of any kind from the beginning of time to the
present day. They came about as close to that as they plausibly could.
Bluetooth emphasizes that “clear sailing” agreements on attorneys' fees are important
warning signs of collusion.18 We have a version of a clear sailing agreement here:
Facebook's agreement not to oppose an attorneys' fees claim of up to $3,166,667. If, as
here, the defendant agrees not to oppose an attorneys' fees claim, and defendants payout
will be the same no matter how high the fee is, then both sides have an incentive to make
the fee large enough to induce plaintiffs' counsel to sacrifice class interests to plaintiffs'
attorneys' interests. Bluetooth holds that caution is especially necessary when, as here,
members of the class receive no money, but class counsel receive a great deal of it.19 As
the amount of the fee to which no objection will be made grows, especially if the fee will not
affect the cost to the defendant, it makes economic sense (though not ethical sense) for
plaintiffs' counsel to throw the fight for the money.
Strikingly, the settlement here goes even further than coupon settlements, where class
members get only discounts if they buy again from the defendant claimed to have wronged
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them before, while their purported lawyers get huge amounts of money. Here the Facebook
users get nothing at all, not even coupons. Every nickel of the remainder of the $9,500,000
after class counsel's cut, administrative costs, and incentive payments to the named
plaintiffs, goes not to the victims, but to an entity partially controlled by Facebook and class
counsel. The new entity, dressed to look good in old law *833 French with its “cy pres”
award and “non-profit” status, can spend the money to “educate” people about privacy on
the internet, perhaps via some instructional videos on how to use all the privacy features
available in Facebook.
Arguably, no harm would be done if all claims of wrongdoing to Facebook users from the
Beacon program were frivolous. If their claims were worthless, then no wrong is done to
them when those claims are barred and $9.5 million gets transferred to some lawyers they
never met and a new entity not likely to benefit them. But that would denigrate the claims
too far. There is reason to believe that Facebook needed the shield its $9.5 million bought.
Facebook got customer complaints and bad publicity from the opt-out Beacon program.
The class had colorable claims. Facebook had a good argument that it was not itself a
“video tape service provider” under the federal statute entitling a customer to liquidated
damages of $2,500 for disclosure of what videotape someone had rented from
Blockbuster,20 but still had a risk of some sort of vicarious, joint, or “civil conspiracy”
liability.21 If found liable, it was a deep pocket target for the punitive damages for which the
statute expressly provides.22 And at least one federal district court has taken an expansive
view of who is a “video tape service provider” prohibited from making disclosures.23 The
facts alleged in the complaint stimulate a concern about the privacy of people's purchases
on the internet and the use of customer information by Facebook.
Tort law tends to evolve to make actionable conduct widely seen as harmful, especially
when the conduct is willful, as it was here. The plaintiffs' claims and the risk of that
evolution of tort law were worth money to avoid, for Facebook. We cannot reasonably say
that a risk worth $9.5 million to Facebook to avoid nevertheless had no value whatsoever to
the potential claimants whose claims presented that risk. If Facebook users had no
colorable claims, why would Facebook have paid $9.5 million to bar them?
2. The Settlement does not Meet our Standards for Cy Pres Awards.
Even if the $9.5 million number, the attorneys' fees, and the absence of any relief
whatsoever to class members all were “fair, reasonable and adequate,” the new foundation
would still not satisfy the standards for cy pres awards. We held in Dennis v. Kellogg Co. 24
quoting Staton v. Boeing Co.,25 that cy pres distributions present “a particular danger” that
“incentives favoring pursuit of self-interest rather than the class's interests in fact influenced
the outcome of negotiations.”26
Cy pres traditionally was a means by which, say, a bequest to a charity no longer existing
when a testator died might be given instead to a similar charity doing similar work. Thus a
bequest to the Boys' *834 Club might go to its replacement, the Boys' and Girls' Club. The
doctrine has never meant simply that money for harm to someone would be given to
someone else preferred by the defendant and plaintiff's attorney and perhaps by the court.
We cautioned in Nachshin v. AOL that “When selection of cy pres beneficiaries is not
tethered to the nature of the lawsuit and the interests of the silent class members, the
selection process may answer to the whims and self interests of the parties, their counsel,
or the court. 27
The rules of judicial ethics have in many forms for over a hundred years prohibited judges
from endorsing charities, because of the risk that lawyers and litigants will feel compelled to
contribute to them.28 Too liberal an approach to cy pres means that a court may simply
order, and not merely encourage, someone subject to its jurisdiction to give to a preferred
charity. A defendant may prefer a cy pres award to a damages award, for the public
relations benefit. And the larger the cy pres award, the easier it is to justify a larger
attorneys' fees award. The incentive for collusion may be even greater where, as here,
there is nothing to stop Facebook and class counsel from managing the charity to serve
their interests and pay salaries and consulting fees to persons they choose.
Nachshin holds that the district court must ensure that a cy pres award targets the plaintiff
class.29 Here it does not. Six Mexican Workers v. Arizona Citrus Growers30 holds that a
district court must reject awards that provide “no reasonable certainty that any member will
be benefitted. 31 This one does not. We require an established record of performance by
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the charity of acts beneficial to people in the wronged class. 32 The cy pres award in this
case goes to a new entity with no past performance at all. For all we know it will fund
nothing but an “educational program” amounting to an advertising campaign for Facebook.
That would appear to satisfy the articles and bylaws, and Facebook, after all, together with
class counsel and their nominees, will run it.
3. Notice.
We review adequacy of notice de novo, not deferentially.33 This is because notice is a
matter of due process of law.34 If a person owns a claim, it is property, and the owner of
the claim is constitutionally entitled not to have it taken from him except with reasonable
notice and an opportunity to be heard. Notice in this case was inadequate, most obviously
because the class was not sufficiently informed that Facebook itself might be in control of
the *835 money purportedly awarded on account of wrongs it committed against class
members. The articles of incorporation and bylaws of the purportedly charitable foundation
were posted online for the class to see only a week before the deadline to opt out of the
settlement. Those documents said that “Tim Sparapani” would be on the three-person
board, but failed to mention who he was, Facebook's own Director of Public Policy. Nor did
the notice say that Facebook's counsel, Michael Rhodes, would sit on the foundation's legal
advisory board. Class members would have had to look carefully at the settlement
agreement and figure out that Mr. Rhodes, the man designated as a legal advisor on page
twelve of the settlement agreement, was the same man listed as Facebook's attorney on
page five. Class members dependant on the notice would have no idea that the money
supposedly paid for wrongs to them was to be spent by agents of the purported wrongdoer.
Conclusion
The majority approves ratification of a class action settlement in which class members get
no compensation at all. They do not get one cent. They do not get even an injunction
against Facebook doing exactly the same thing to them again. Their purported lawyers get
millions of dollars. Facebook gets a bar against any claims any of them might make for
breach of their privacy rights. The most we could say for the cy pres award is that in
exchange for giving up any claims they may have, the exposed Facebook users get the
satisfaction of contributing to a charity to be funded by Facebook, partially controlled by
Facebook, and advised by a legal team consisting of Facebook's counsel and their own
purported counsel whom they did not hire and have never met.
Facebook deprived its users of their privacy. And now they are deprived of a remedy.

All Citations
696 F.3d 811,83 Fed.R.Serv.3d 985, 12 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 10,846, 2012 Daily Journal
D.A.R. 13,213

Footnotes
1

Specifically, the plaintiffs alleged violations of the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2510 (1986); the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18
U.S.C. § 1030 (1986); the Video Privacy Protection Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2710
(1988); California's Consumer Legal Remedies Act, Cal. Civ.Code § 1750;
and California's Computer Crime Law, Cal. Pen.Code § 502.

2

Our decision in Nachshin was not published at the time of argument in this
case, but the principles we announced there were well established. We
discuss Nachshin here because it provides a helpful summary of existing
case law on the cy pres doctrine.

3

Objectors argue that Facebook's desire to protect its interest in the cy pres
distribution process is tantamount to Facebook preserving its right to cause
harm to the class. But Objectors' argument assumes a false dichotomy. It is
perfectly consistent to say that DTF can be structured both to ensure
Facebook's interests are not harmed and to promote the plaintiffs' general
interests in the causes of online privacy and security.

4

Objectors suggest that there is no assurance that DTF would perform in
accordance with the strictures of its charter document, but that is unsupported
speculation. There is no reason to suppose that both the Board of Legal
Advisors (consisting of both the settling parties' counsel) and the district court
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(which retained jurisdiction over implementation of the settlement) would
abdicate their responsibility to ensure that DTF performs according to the
settlement agreement.
5

Although a settlement is not categorically unfair for certain class members
simply because they might recover higher damages than other class
members were they to prosecute their claims individually, significant variation
in claimed damages among class members is relevant to the Rule 23(b)(3)
“predominance” analysis during class certification. See Amchem Prods., Inc.
v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591,624-25, 117 S.Ct. 2231, 138 L.Ed.2d 689 (1997).
However, Objectors do not challenge the district court's class certification or
its decision to include individuals with VPPA claims in the settlement class, so
we express no opinion on that issue here.

1

18 U.S.C. § 2710(b)(1), (c)(1)-(2) (“A video tape service provider who
knowingly discloses, to any person, personally identifiable information
concerning any consumer of such provider shall be liable.... Any person
aggrieved by any act of a person in violation of this section may bring a civil
action in a United States district court. The court may award—(A) actual
damages but not less than liquidated damage in an amount of $2500; (B)
punitive damages; (C) reasonable attorneys' fees and other litigation costs
reasonably incurred; and (D) such other preliminary and equitable relief as
the court determines to be appropriate.”).

2

Fed.R.Civ.P. 23.

3

Amchem Products, Inc. v Windsor, 521 U.S. 591,617, 117 S.Ct. 2231, 138
L.Ed.2d 689 (1997) (quoting Mace v. Van Ru Credit Corp., 109 F.3d 338, 344
(7th Cir.1997)).

4

See, e.g, Staton v. Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938, 959-60 (9th Cir.2003).

5

Zucker v. Occidental Petroleum Corp., 192 F.3d 1323, 1327 (9th Cir.1999).

6

Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(e)(2).

7

Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(e)(1).

8

See, e.g., Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d 1011, 1026 (9th Cir.1998)
(“Assessing a settlement proposal requires the district court to balance a
number of factors: the strength of the plaintiffs' case; the risk, expense,
complexity, and likely duration of further litigation; the risk of maintaining class
action status throughout the trial; the amount offered in settlement; the extent
of discovery completed and the stage of the proceedings; the experience and
views of counsel; the presence of a governmental participant; and the
reaction of the class members to the proposed settlement.”) (citation omitted);
Officers for Justice v. Civil Serv. Comm'n of San Francisco, 688 F.2d 615, 625
(9th Cir.1982) (noting that such factors are “by no means an exhaustive list of
relevant considerations.... The relative degree of importance to be attached to
any particular factor will depend upon and be dictated by the nature of the
claim(s) advanced, the type(s) of relief sought, and the unique facts and
circumstances presented by each individual case.”).

9

Hanlon, 150 F.3d 1011.

10

In re Bluetooth Headset Products Liab. Litig., 654 F.3d 935, 946 (9th
Cir.2011).

11

Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1040 (9th Cir.2011).

12

Dennis v. Kellogg Co., No. 11-55674, 2012 WL 2870128 (9th Cir. July 13,
2012).

13

Cf. Six Mexican Workers v. Arizona Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1307-09
(9th Cir.1990) (finding that a district court's use of cy pres to distribute
unclaimed settlement funds was an abuse of discretion because it did not
“adequately target the plaintiff class and fail[ed] to provide adequate
supervision over distribution”).
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Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1026; see also Molski v Gleich, 318 F.3d 937, 953 (9th
Cir.2003), overruled on other grounds by Dukes v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 603
F.3d 571 (9th Cir.2010).

15

Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1026.

16

In re Bluetooth, 654 F.3d 935, 946-47 (9th Cir.2011).

17

Id. at 947.

18

In re Bluetooth, 654 F.3d at 947 (“[A] ‘clear sailing' arrangement providing for
the payment of attorneys' fees separate and apart from class funds ... carries
the potential of enabling a defendant to pay class counsel excessive fees and
costs in exchange for counsel accepting an unfair settlement on behalf of the
class.”) (citation and quotation omitted).

19

Id. at 947.

20

18 U.S.C. § 2710(a)(4), (c)(2).

21

In their complaint, Plaintiffs claimed that Facebook was engaged in a civil
conspiracy to violate the Video Privacy Protection Act. See Applied Equip.
Corp. v Litton Saudi Arabia Ltd., 7 Cal.4th 503, 28 Cal.Rptr.2d 475, 869 P.2d
454, 457 (1994) (giving an overview of the California law of civil conspiracy).

22

18 U.S.C. § 2710(c)(2)(B).

23

Amazon.com LLC v Lay, 758 F.Supp.2d 1154, 1167 (W.D.Wash.2010).

24

Dennis v Kellogg Co., No. 11-55674, 2012 WL 2870128 (9th Cir. July 13,
2012).

25

Staton v Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938 (9th Cir.2003).

26

Dennis v Kellogg Co., 2012 WL 2870128, at *6.

27

Nachshin v AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1039 (9th Cir.2011).

28

Canon 25 of the Canons of Judicial Ethics, first adopted by the ABA in 1924,
states that a judge “should not solicit for charities, nor should he enter into
any business relation which ... might bring his personal interest into conflict
with the impartial performance of his official duties.” Henry S. Drinker, Legal
Ethics 274, 333 (1965). The current ABA Model Rules have similar language.
Model Code of Judicial Conduct R. 3.7 (2007). Something akin to this was an
issue in Nachshin, where the judge's husband sat on the board of a legal aid
foundation that was to receive a donation as part of the settlement. Nachshin,
663 F.3d at 1041.

29

Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1039-40.

30

Six Mexican Workers v. Arizona Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301 (9th
Cir.1990).

31

Id. at 1308.

32

Id.

33

Silber v Mabon, 18 F.3d 1449, 1453 (9th Cir.1994).

34

Hanlon v Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d 1011, 1024 (9th Cir.1998).
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Yandex. Mail

(No subject)

March 1, 2019 5:45 PM
From: «Leo Cono» <leoacono@yandex.com>
To: records@facebook.com, subpoena@facebook.com, datarequests@support.facebook.com,
l.a.icon@outlook.com, leoconolaw@gmail.com, jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov, prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov,
advisory.council@cafc.uscourts.gov, ig@doc.nv.gov, info@osc.gov, jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov,
criminal.division@usdoj.gov, «Mark Bennett» <mark_bennett@iand.uscourts.gov>, oig@dc.gov,
ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov, cywatch@fbi.gov, usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov
Cc: deptqlc@clarkcountycourts.us, dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, prea@doc.nv.gov,
specialcounselpress@usdoj.gov, special.counsel@usdoj.gov, barbara.underwood@ag.ny.gov,
julia_wright@nvd.uscourts.gov, desiree.sida@usdoj.gov, civil.feedback@usdoj.gov, «Mariani Ribeiro»
<mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov
From:

Leo A Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-165
Las Vegas, NV 89142
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM

To:

Facebook, Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

records@facebook.com

subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/login/identify

DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODE
and SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me via
RICO GRAND LARCENY
&
DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM
&
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS

Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM I’m Leo A. Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts. On multiple attempts to LOGIN,
I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my
requests after many attempts to login and many uploads of my ID. Facebook is denying me access to all of my
Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and
EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL - INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS,
and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972319&_uid=836766819
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United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Rets & Annos)
Part i. Crimes (Rets & Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft

FACEBOOK.com software programming of Login/Password processing is committing crimes of EXTORTION
and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. Also I am a programmer and by reviewing the Facebook.com
programming language code, I can identity software code that is CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE
FACEBOOK.COM INC. for these crimes targeted to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA.
My Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE. THIS IS GRAND
LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT of my LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY PAGE
containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO, MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ,
KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THERESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Step-Children (second
marriage).
Here is the information on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL:
About L v icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITYAND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

LV.ICON AND/OR LVICON are redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT). I'm Leo Anthony Cono and
Pro/Se Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL USCOURTS CASE. There is aiding and abetting in
RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and Mexico.
My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need in
FEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA.
More specifically, my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiance MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.
MARK ZUCKERBERG had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ (my previous
Fiance), also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current wife and now separated and executing a divorce),
and KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE CONO
that resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG). DNA Evidence might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE
CONO’s biological father and also my son. My first wife KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD
was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge, i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps
KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBER. My
brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of my computer programming code and SQL
Server Database DDL and DML, Stored Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to
Karen/Theresa and she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.
THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE.
West's Nevada Revised Statutes Annotated
Title 15. Crimes and Punishments (Chapters 193-202)
Chapter205. Crimes Against Property (Refs & Annos)
Larceny (Refs & Annos)
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972319&_uid=836766819
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N.R.S. 205.220
205.220. Grand larceny

Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e. MARIAM
ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of MARK ZUCKERBER). MARIANI CARVALHO
RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having
sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage with
MARK ZUCKERBERG.
I (LEO A CONO) posted information on Facebook and therefore making a Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI
CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and MENACE TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of
GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire
Estate, Will(s), Property and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK
ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono) access to all of my Facebook Accounts. MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/she-male in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO.
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny me (Leo
Cono) from logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous
Fiance (Engagement Relationship) with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.

MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in Federal Court. MARK
ZUCKERBERG is aiding and abetting in RICO Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access
to my Facebook Accounts.
7 Fed. Free. Forms § 20:215
Federal Procedural Forms / June 2018 Update
Chapter 20. Criminal Procedure
V. Indictment and Information
B. Procedural Forms
2. Issuance of Indictment or Information
§ 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and conspiracy [18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1959, 1961]

The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be linked
to PRISCILLA CHAN owner of FACEBOOK.COM INC. Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become
criminal and rogue and is now committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion
with the RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS belonging
to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA for TRIBUTE.
I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and
Subpoena THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these
crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on MARK ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER
their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.

1. 1 Complete Manual of Criminal Forms § 14:10.50
Part 3. Discovery
Chapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions
§ 14:10.50. Motion to compel discovery
2. United States Code Annotated
10 U.S.C.A. §2328
§2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of Information Act: recovery of costs
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972319&_uid=836766819
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3. Code of Federal Regulations
Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights
Chapter!. United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department of Commerce (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter B. Administration (Refs & Annos)
Part 102. Disclosure of Government Information (Refs & Annos)
Subpart A. Freedom of Information Act
37 C.F.R. § 102.3
§ 102.3 Records under FOIA.

Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market revenues up?

My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-step authentication codes and
IDs. I have a LAS VEGAS, NEVADA METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to submit to
FACEBOOK.COM
Furthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to receive
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my exhibits,
evidence, personal multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that
was stolen from me. Therefore, Facebook.com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND
LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of the WWW.FACEBOOK.COM Web Site. I
have evidence to prove this. In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants in
UNITED STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA:
https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/25734192/Cono_v_Richards_et_al
I am also in the process of submitting a complaint in a new “STATE OF NEVADA CASE” in the
EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
LEO CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other people involved in
these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER,
TERRORISM AND TREASON to
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

Here are my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:
1.) LVICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ

•

httDs://www.facebook.com/lv.icon

routes to Ivlcon
2. ) LAICON8 - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY LIFE
3. ) LAICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY
4. ) LADA - containing Information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY (DA)
My backpack was stolen and / lost my phones and passwords notebook.
However, here are some of the email addresses:

1. Iv030420180outlook.com
2. /****** *7@amail.com
3. i********g@0******-C0m
4. lc1112017Oamall.com
5. LeoLoiacono88880amail.com
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and / received the “Account Disabled" message from Facebook.com with email address: mailto:LeoCono78Qamail.com

I DEMAND ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED
FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN.
FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF:
About L v icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITYAND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

LVICON from Jurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be
PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito” or a friend, family member or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG.
I need access to my EXHIBITS and Evidence.
ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES!
BEST REGARDS,
LEO A CONO
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM
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Re: Accessing and Downloading Your Facebook Information #1197445647090085

Yandex. Mail

March 2, 2019 3:52 PM
From: «Leo Cono» <leoacono@yandex.com>
To: «Facebook» <case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>, jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov, jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov, «cywatch»
<cywatch@fbi.gov>, dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, deptqlc@clarkcountycourts.us, criminal.division@usdoj.gov, consumercomplaints@fcc.gov, ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov,
«ig» <ig@doc.nv.gov>, «info» <info@osc.gov>, internal.affairs@usdoj.gov, us.marshals@usdoj.gov, «oig» <oig@dc.gov>
Cc: «prosts» <prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov>, usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov, usms.foia@usdoj.gov, usms.wanted@usdoj.gov, usms-itd-imb-serveroperations@usms.doj.gov,
serveroperations@usms.doj.gov, «specialcounselpress» <specialcounselpress@usdoj.gov>, «leoconolaw» <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, «leoacono»
<leoacono@outlook.com>
From:

Leo A Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-165
Las Vegas, NV 89142
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM

To:

Maxson

********

Facebook.co, Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

records@facebook.com

subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/login/identifv

DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODE
and SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me via
RICO GRAND LARCENY

&
DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FflCEBOOK.COM

&
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS

Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM I’m Leo A. Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts. On multiple attempts to LOGIN, I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to
Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login and many uploads of my ID. Facebook is denying me access to all of my
Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part /. Crimes (Refs A Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs A Annos)
18 U.S.CJk. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated Identity theft

FACEBOOK.com software programming of Login/Password processing is committing crimes of EXTORTION and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. Also I am a
programmer and by reviewing the Facebook.com programming language code, I can identity software code that is CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE FACEBOOK.COM INC.
for these crimes targeted to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
My Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE. THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT of
my LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY PAGE containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO, MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ,
KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THERESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Step-Children (second marriage).
Here is the information on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL:
About Lv Icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

LV.ICON AND/OR LVICON are redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT). I'm Leo Anthony Cono and Pro/Se Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL
USCOURTS CASE. There is aiding and abetting in RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and Mexico.
My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need in
FEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA.
More specifically, my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiance - MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.
MARK ZUCKERBERG had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ (my previous Fiance), also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current
wife and now separated and executing a divorce), and KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE CONO that
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972335&_uid=836766819
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resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG). DNA Evidence might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE CONO’s biological father and also my son. My first wife
KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge, i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps KAREN
CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBER. My brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of
my computer programming code and SQL Server Database DDL and DML, Stored Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to Karen/Theresa and
she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.
THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE.
West's Nevada Revised Statutes Annotated
Title 15. Crimes and Punishments (Chapters 193-202)
Chapter205. Crimes Against Property (Refs & Annos)
Larceny (Rets & Annos)
N.R.S. 205.220
205.220. Grand larceny

Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e. MARIAM ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of
MARK ZUCKERBER). MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having sex
with MARK ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBERG.
I (LEO A CONO) posted information on Facebook and therefore making a Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and
MENACE TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire Estate,
Will(s), Property and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono) access to all of my Facebook
Accounts. MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/she-male in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO.
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny me (Leo Cono) from logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK
ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous Fiance (Engagement Relationship) with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.

MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in Federal Court. MARK ZUCKERBERG is aiding and abetting in RICO
Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access to my Facebook Accounts.
7 Fed. Proc. Forms § 20:215
Federal Procedural Forms f June 2018 Update
Chapter 20. Criminal Procedure
V. Indictment and Information
B. Procedural Forms
2. Issuance of Indictment or Information
§ 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and conspiracy [18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1959, 1961]

The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be linked to PRISCILLA CHAN owner of FACEBOOK.COM
INC. Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal and rogue and is now committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion with the
RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS belonging to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
for TRIBUTE.
I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and Subpoena THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on MARK ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER
their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.

1. 1 Complete Manual of Criminal Forms § 14:10.50
Part 3. Discovery
Chapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions
§ 14:10.50. Motion to compel discovery
2. United States Code Annotated
10 U.S.C.A. § 2328
§ 2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of Information Act: recovery of costs
3. Code of Federal Regulations
Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights
Chapter l. United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department of Commerce (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter B. Administration (Rets & Annos)
Part 102. Disclosure of Government Information (Refs & Annos)
Subpart A. Freedom of Information Act
37 C.F.R. $ 102.3
§ 102.3 Records under FOIA.

Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market revenues up?
My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-step authentication codes and IDs. I have a LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to submit to FACEBOOK.COM
Furthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to receive LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my
FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my exhibits, evidence, personal multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that was
stolen from me. Therefore, Facebook.com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of the
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM Web Site. I have evidence to prove this. In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants in
UNITED STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA:
https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/25734192/Cono_v_Richards_et_al
I am also in the process of submitting a complaint in a new “STATE OF NEVADA CASE” in the
EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
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LEO CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other people involved in these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER, TERRORISM AND TREASON to
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

Here an my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:
1.) LV ICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ

•

httos://www.facebook. cgmflvJcon

routes to Moon
2. ) LA ICON8 - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY LIFE
3. ) LA ICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY
4. ) LADA - containing Information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY (DA)
My backpack was stolen and / lost my phones and passwords notebook.
However, here are some of the email addresses:

1. Iv030420180outlook.com

2. F

7tWamall.com

3. F

'MsL

SSUP

4. lc1112017Oamall.com

5.

com

and / received the Account Disabled" message from Facebook.com with email addresmallto:LeoCono780amall.com

I DEMAND ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN.
FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF:
About Lv Icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

LVICON from Jurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito” or a friend, family
member or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG.
I need access to my EXHIBITS and Evidence.
ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES!
BEST REGARDS,
LEO A CONO
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM

02.03.2019, 12:11, "Facebook" <case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>:

Hi,
Thanks for contacting us to learn more about your Facebook information. However, we couldn't find a Facebook account associated with the email address
you're using to contact us.
If you have a Facebook account associated with a different email address, please submit a new report using that email address. You can file a new report here:
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/180237885820953/?ref=cr

If you have a Facebook account, you should be able to access specific types of your Facebook information, such as photos, posts, reactions and comments, using
the Access Your Information tool:
https://www.facebook.com/your_information/?ref=cr

You should also be able to download a copy of your Facebook information using the Download Your Information tool:
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/?ref=cr
You can download your information in an HTML format that is easy to view, or in a JSON format, which will allow you to transfer your information to another
service.
For more information on how to download your information and what's in your downloaded file, please visit the Help Center:
https://www.facebook.com/he1p/212802592074644 /?ref=cr
Downloading your information is a password-protected process that only you will have access to. Once you've created a file, it will be available for download for
a few days.
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Your downloaded file may contain sensitive information. You should keep it secure and take precautions when storing, sending or uploading it to any other
services.
For a full overview of the categories of your Facebook information available to you, please visit the Help Center:

https://www.facebook.com/help/930396167085762/?ref=cr
Finally, we also encourage you to review our Data Policy, which provides a description of the information we collect and how it is used and shared:
https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/
Thanks,
Maxson
Privacy Operations
On Fri Mar 1, 2019 17:19:15, Leo Cono wrote:
I have submitted my real Nevada ID 5 times. You have not responded at all till now. Also I have submitted the following DEMAND LETTER: From:
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COMTo:
Leo A Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-165
Las Vegas, NV 89142
Facebook,
Menlo Park, CA
Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
https: www.racehook.com login identify E
subpoena@facebook.com
da.tarequest.s@.support..fa.cebook.com
records@fa.cebook.com
94025
LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODEand SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me viaRICO
GRAND LARCENY&DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTSHi FACEBOOK
SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM -I’m Leo A. Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts. On multiple attempts to
LOGIN, I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login
and many uploads of my ID. Facebook is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL - INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS,
and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. United States Code AnnotatedTitle 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure
(Refs & Annos)Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A§ 1028A. Aggravated
identity theftFACEBOOK.com software programming of Login/Password processing is committing crimes of EXTORTION and AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT. Also I am a programmer and by reviewing the Facebook.com programming language code, I can identity software code that is
CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE FACEBOOK.COM INC. for these crimes targeted to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.My
Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE. THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT of my LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY PAGE containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO,
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ, KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THERESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Step-Children (second
marriage).Here is the information on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL:About Lv IconWORKKnowledge
Universe SingaporeEDUCATIONSingapore PolytechnicCURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWNJurong, SingaporeLV.ICON AND/OR LVICON are
redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT). I'm Leo Anthony Cono and Pro/Se Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL USCOURTS
CASE. There is aiding and abetting in RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and
Mexico.My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need inFEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA. More specifically,
my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiance - MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.MARK ZUCKERBERG
had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ (my previous Fiance), also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current wife and
now separated and executing a divorce), and KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE
CONO that resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG). DNA Evidence might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE CONO’s biological father and
also my son. My first wife KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge,
i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBER. My
brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of my computer programming code and SQL Server Database DDL and DML, Stored
Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to Karen/Theresa and she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.THIS IS GRAND
LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE.West's Nevada Revised Statutes AnnotatedTitle 15. Crimes and Punishments (Chapters 193-202)Chapter
205. Crimes Against Property (Refs & Annos)Larceny (Refs & Annos)N.R.S. 205.220205.220. Grand larceny Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO
RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e. MARIAM ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of MARK ZUCKERBER).
MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having sex with
MARK ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBERG.I (LEO A CONO) posted
information on Facebook and therefore making a Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and MENACE
TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire
Estate, Will(s), Property and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono)
access to all of my Facebook Accounts. MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/she-male in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI
CARVALHO RIBEIRO. MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny me (Leo Cono) from
logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous Fiance (Engagement Relationship) with MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ.MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in Federal Court. MARK ZUCKERBERG
is aiding and abetting in RICO Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access to my Facebook Accounts.7 Fed. Proc. Forms §
20:215Federal Procedural Forms | June 2018 UpdateChapter 20. Criminal ProcedureV. Indictment and InformationB. Procedural Forms2. Issuance of
Indictment or Information§ 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and conspiracy [18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1959, 1961]The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY
THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be linked to PRISCILLA CHAN owner of FACEBOOK.COM INC. Perhaps,
FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal and rogue and is now committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion with the
RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS belonging to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA for TRIBUTE.I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and Subpoena THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on MARK
ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT. 1 Complete Manual of Criminal Forms § 14:10.50Part 3. DiscoveryChapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions§ 14:10.50. Motion to compel
discoveryUnited States Code Annotated10 U.S.C.A. § 2328§ 2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of Information Act: recovery
of costsCode of Federal RegulationsTitle 37. Patents, Trademarks, and CopyrightsChapter I. United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department of
Commerce (Refs & Annos)Subchapter B. Administration (Refs & Annos)Part 102. Disclosure of Government Information (Refs & Annos)Subpart A.
Freedom of Information Act37 C.F.R. § 102.3§ 102.3 Records under FOIA.Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market
revenues up?My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-step authentication codes and IDs. I have a LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to submit to FACEBOOK.COMFurthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY
GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to receive LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my
exhibits, evidence, personal multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that was stolen from me. Therefore,
Facebook.com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of
the WWW.FACEBOOK.COM Web Site. I have evidence to prove this. In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants inUNITED STATES

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972335&_uid=836766819
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Re: Accessing and Downloading Your Facebook Information #1197445647090085

COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA:https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/25734192/Cono v Richards et all am also in the process of
submitting a complaint in a new “STATE OF NEVADA CASE” in theEIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.LEO
CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other people involved in these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER, TERRORISM AND TREASON toTHE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA! Here are my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:1.) LV ICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA

NARBUNTOWICZhttps://www.facebook.com/lv.iconroutes to lvicon2.) LAICON8 - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY
LIFE3.) LAICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY4.) LADA - containing information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY
(DA)My backpack was stolen and I lost my phones and passwords notebook. However, here are some of the email
.comlc1112017@gmail.comLeoLoiacono8888@gmail.comand I
addresses:lv03042018@outlook.coml*******7@gmail.coml********8@o*
received the “Account Disabled” message from Facebook.com with email address: mailto:LeoCono78@gmail.comI DEMAND ACCESS TO ALL OF
MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN.FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN
INVESTIGATION OF:About Lv IconWORKKnowledge Universe SingaporeEDUCATIONSingapore PolytechnicCURRENT CITY AND
HOMETOWNJurong, SingaporeLVICON from Jurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be
PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito” or a friend, family member or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG. I need access to my EXHIBITS and
Evidence.ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES! BEST REGARDS,LEO A
CONOLEOACONO@YANDEX.COM 01.03.2019, 11:48, "Facebook" <case++aazrsymsanyw5f@.support.facebook.com>:Hi.Thanks for contacting
us. If you have a Facebook account, you can access specific types of your Facebook information such as photos, posts, reactions and comments using
the Access Your Information tool:https://www.facebook.com/your information/?ref=crYou can also download a copy of your Facebook information
using the Download Your Information tool:https://www.facebook.com/dyi/?ref=crIf you can’t access your account because it has been disabled, please
respond to this email and we'll investigate further.If your account is currently deactivated, to access your personal data, you must reactivate your
account. To reactivate your account, log into Facebook with your email and password.If you have trouble reactivating, please visit the Help
Center:https://www.facebook.com/help/212666185422169/?ref=crIf you can't access your Facebook account, please follow the instructions you see
when you try to log in. Our team is unable to help with account access issues.For help logging into Facebook, please visit the Help
Center:https://www.facebook.com/help/283100488694834/?ref=crFinally■ to learn more about your data on Facebook, please review our Data
Policy:https://www.facebook.com/about/privacyIf you have more questions or concerns, please reply to this message.Thanks,The Facebook Team - Best Regards,Leo Cono201-388-5928LeoConoLaw@gmail.com

Best Regards,
Leo Cono

201-388-5928
LeoConoLaw@gmai1.com
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Re: (No subject)

Re: (No subject)

Yandex. Mail

March 6, 2019 10:59 AM
From: «Leo Cono» <leoacono@yandex.com>
To: «Facebook» <case++aazqh3fe2k7hah@support.facebook.com>, matthew.whitaker@usdoj.gov,
theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov, askdoj@usdoj.gov, aginfo@ag.nv.gov, whimat@gmail.com, «prosts»
<prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov>, krassip@hotmail.com, «millions12369» <millions12369@yahoo.com>,
«mnestate2» <mnestate2@gmail.com>, «Mariani Ribeiro» <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>,
jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov, jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov, «cywatch» <cywatch@fbi.gov>,
dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, deptqlc@clarkcountycourts.us, «leoconolaw» <leoconolaw@gmail.com>,
lesa_ettinger@nvd.uscourts.gov, «records» <records@facebook.com>, «subpoena»
<subpoena@facebook.com>, «datarequests» <datarequests@support.facebook.com>, «special.counsel»
<special.counsel@usdoj.gov>, «specialcounselpress» <specialcounselpress@usdoj.gov>,
desiree.sida@usdoj.gov, criminal.division@usdoj.gov, «barbara.underwood» <barbara.underwood@ag.ny.gov>,
«consumercomplaints» <consumercomplaints@fcc.gov>, ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov, «ig» <ig@doc.nv.gov>,
«info» <info@osc.gov>, «internal.affairs» <internal.affairs@usdoj.gov>, shfisher@dwss.nv.gov,
«rcj_chambers» <rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov>, «us.marshals» <us.marshals@usdoj.gov>,
usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov, «usms.foia» <usms.foia@usdoj.gov>, «usms.wanted» <usms.wanted@usdoj.gov>,
«advisory.council» <advisory.council@cafc.uscourts.gov>, «oig» <oig@dc.gov>, zkurz@osc.gov,
certification@osc.gov, hatchact@osc.gov, userra@osc.gov, phartobey@osc.gov
Cc: transcripts_nevada@nvd.uscourts.gov, elise.p.manzo@sprint.com, «executive.offices»
<executive.offices@sprint.com>, marcelo.claure@sprint.com, marcom@sprint.com, «leoacono»
<leoacono@outlook.com>
I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts:
- Your name: Leo Cono
- Your email: LeoACono@Yandex.com
- Country where you live: USA
- A detailed description of your request:
1.
2.
3.
4.

https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8
https://www.facebook.com/LADA
https://www.facebook.com/LAICON2
https://www.facebook.com/LVICON

First PacManJones - Pro Football Player aggravated assaulted me with battery and smashed my smart phone and
headset.
Two months later, my backpack was stolen with my smart phones, Passport, Social Security Card, Flash Drive.
I have 2-step authentication and cannot login to Facebook nor my Gmail Accounts nor my Outlook Accounts.
I have a LAS VEGAS METRO POLICE - POLICE REPORT.
I submitted over 10 requests to restore my accounts and give me login access and to not deny me access into my
accounts.
I uploaded my REAL NEVADA PHOTO ID to Facebook.com
All of my attempts to recover my accounts and gain access to my accounts were ignored and denied.
I have court exhibits and photos and videos that are critical to my lawsuits.
Denying me access into my account is Obstruction of Justice and Tampering with a Witness and Tampering with
Evidence and Extortion.

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972377&_uid=836766819
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Re: (No subject)

i initiated a new law suit against Mark Zuckerberg, Priscilla Chan, and Facebook.com Inc. for Racketeering
Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft and Grand Larceny. Attached is my Eight Judicial District Court Civil Division - Clark County, Las Vegas, Nevada email to the
Attorney General: Matthew Whitaker and other law enforcement agencies.

The LVICON Facebook Page contains my photos and evidence against Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Mariani
Carvalho Ribeiro, Karen Theresa Castorino. Mark Zuckerberg had sexual adultery relationships with all 3
women. They are also in bigamous marriages together.
My computer programming code to www.YouLoveMe.com and www.PeopleFriends.com including
VisualBasic.net and SQL Server Stored Procedures and SQL Server Database Design and Facebook (Member
Profile Photos - 9 squares) User Interface Design was stolen from me. Perhaps Karen Theresa Castorino and my
brother Joseph Loiacono gave it to Mark Zuckerberg? This is a crime of Grand Larceny to name only one
criminal offense included in a list of criminal offenses submitted to the EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT CIVIL
COURT. My son
Kyle Cono resembles Mark Zuckerberg in Facial Recognition appearance. I am ordering a DNA Test to
determine that my son Kyle Cono was conceived, when my ex-wife Karen Theresa Castorino was having sex
with Mark Zuckerberg.
Perhaps Mark Zuckerberg is trying to destroy evidence and/or not grant me access to my accounts to protect his
lovers:
Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, and Karen Theresa Castorino. Mark Zuckerberg had
sexual adultery relationships with all 3 women. Perhaps Mark Zuckerberg is being extorted? Perhaps he
recognizes that he can commit Grand Larceny of Leo Cono's and
Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, and Karen Theresa Castorino Estates, Properties, Wills
and All Assets? - Via his bigamous marriages to them? This is Aggravated Identity Theft and it is a Capital
Punishment Crime. Additionally Grand Larceny of Intellectual Property and Patent Infringement of my
computer programming software and database code.
I have already sent a demand letter to Facebook.com Inc. to recover my losses and payment.
Mark Zuckerberg and Priscilla Chan are aiding and abetting in Racketeering Collusion and committing Grand
Larceny of Facebook.com Members' Profiles and Digital Assets. This is breaking the law of THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA - FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT and Bill of Rights - Right To Privacy and Invasion
of Privacy. I, Leo Cono, am prosecuting as a Civil and Criminal Pro/Se Plaintiff.
Attached is the new lawsuit email and the demand letter emails.
I will ask the US MARSHAL Process Server to Serve Facebook.com Inc. a Complaint and Summons to appear
in court as a Defendant as soon as my Fee Waiver - Forma Pauperis Application is approved.
Please advise.

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoACono@Yandex.com

01.03.2019, 17:46, "Facebook" <case++aazqh3fe2k7hah@support.facebook.com>:
Hi,
Thanks for contacting us. To help us review your request for your Facebook information, please make
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972377&_uid=836766819
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Re: (No subject)

sure you've included the following:
- Your name
- Your email

- Country where you live
- A detailed description of your request
If you don't currently have a Facebook account, please reply to this email and let us know if you had an
account in the past. If you previously had a Facebook account, please tell us the email address you used
to log into that account.
If you do have a currently active Facebook account, you can access specific types of your Facebook
information such as photos, posts, reactions and comments using the Access Your Information tool:
https://www.facebook.com/your_information/?ref=cr
You can also download a copy of your Facebook information using the Download Your Information
tool:
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/?ref=cr
If you can’t access your account because it has been disabled, please respond to this email and we will
investigate further.
If your account is currently deactivated, in order to access your personal data, you must reactivate your
account. To reactivate your account, log into Facebook with your email and password. If you have
trouble reactivating, please visit the Help Center:
https://www.facebook.com/help/212666185422169/?ref=cr
If you can't access your Facebook account, please follow the instructions you see when you try to log
in. Our team is unable to help with account access issues.
For help logging into Facebook, please visit the Help Center:
https://www.facebook.com/help/283100488694834/?ref=cr
Finally, to learn more about your data on Facebook, please read the Data Policy:
https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy
If you have more questions or concerns, please reply to this message.
Thanks,
The Facebook Team

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972377&_uid=836766819
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Re: (No subject)

201-388-5928
LeoConoLaw@gmail.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G-18-050918-M.JPG.jpg
facebook-demand-letter.pdf
facebook-demand-letter-2.pdf
Re_ STATUS OF FORMA PAUPERIS _ FEE WAIVER (SINCE 12_17_2019 - ALMOST 3 MONTHS)!
RULE 24 IS MAX 10 DAYS.pdf
Mariani-Complaint.pdf
Mariani-Complaint-EXHIBIT-A.pdf
Mariani-Complaint-EXHIBIT-B.pdf
Odyssey File & Serve - Envelope Receipt.pdf
Odyssey File & Serve - View Envelope Details.pdf
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cannot login

cannot login

Yandex. Mail

March 7, 2019 7:11 PM
From: «Leo Cono» <leoacono@yandex.com>
To: techsupport@dice.com

Hi My name is Leo Cono.
I filled out the cotact Dice.com form.
My backpack was recently stolen.
I lost my phone, email accounts, text messaging, facebook, and online accounts.

My email address:
LeoACono@Outlook.com
is secured with 2 step authentication.
My new email address is LeoACono@Yandex.com

Please reset my password and email address to LeoACono@Yandex.com
My info:
Leo Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-165

Las Vegas, NV 89142
LeoACono@Yanded.com
702-200-9659
702-674-8308
.net and android programmer

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168322036072972402&_uid=836766819
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Re: DEMAND LETTER TO: Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott; 50 Cent; Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Anthony D'Arienzo, Mariani Carval...

Re: DEMAND LETTER TO: Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott; 50 Cent; YflndcX Mdil
Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Anthony D'Arienzo, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro,
Miss Jaime, Arto, Junior Carvalho, OSC
March 19, 2019 11:35 AM
From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: «Facebook» <case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>, «Benjamin»
<dept07lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept02lc» <dept02lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept09lc»
<dept09lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept24lc» <dept24lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept28lc»
<dept28lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «deptflc» <deptflc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «deptqlc»
<deptqlc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «deptslc» <deptslc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «AskDOJ@usdoj.gov»
<askdoj@usdoj.gov>, «internal.affairs» <internaLaffairs@usdoj.gov>, iris.lan3@usdoj.gov, itverp@usdoj.gov,
«Jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov» <jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov>, «Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov»
<criminal.division@usdoj.gov>, «special.counsel» <special.counsel@usdoj.gov>, «subpoena»
<subpoena@facebook.com>, swilkes@osc.gov, «us.marshals» <us.marshals@usdoj.gov>,
«USANV.Webadmin@usdoj.gov» <usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov>, «usms.foia» <usms.foia@usdoj.gov>,
«matthew.whitaker» <matthew.whitaker@usdoj.gov>, «AGINFO@ag.nv.gov» <aginfo@ag.nv.gov>, «ig»
<ig@doc.nv.gov>, «aocmail» <aocmail@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «auditor» <auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov>,
«consumercomplaints» <consumercomplaints@fcc.gov>, «cywatch» <cywatch@fbi.gov>,
«DAINFO@clarkcountyda.com» <dainfo@clarkcountyda.com>, «datarequests»
<datarequests@support.facebook.com>, «IC_Complaints@ic.fbi.gov» <ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov>,
«jcd_petitionforreview» <jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov>, nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov,
oagpress@njoag.gov, «oig» <oig@dc.gov>, kking@osc.gov, userra@osc.gov, «cmcmullen»
<cmcmullen@osc.gov>, hatchact@osc.gov, smoazed@osc.gov, «prosts» <prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov>, «lloydm»
<lloydm@clarkcountycourts.us>
Cc: «dominique.stasiulis» <dominique.stasiulis@gmail.com>, «adarienzo0802» <adarienzo0802@gmail.com>,
«mcarvalho711» <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, «millions12369» <millions12369@yahoo.com>, «shfisher»
<shfisher@dwss.nv.gov>, «leoconolaw» <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, «pr» <pr@match.com>
Hi Patrick from Facebook Patrick wrote on 19.03.2019, 03:41, "Facebook"
<case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com> ■■ ■■
Hi,
Thanks for bringing this matter to our attention. Unfortunately, the reporting channel you've used isn’t set up to
handle this type of report. We're sorry for the inconvenience.
If you believe that this content infringes your intellectual property rights, please visit the Help Center page for
more information on how to report it:
https://www.facebook.com/help/intellectual_property?ref=cr
Thanks,
Patrick
Facebook

Leo Cono's Answer on 19.03.2019, 03:41, "Facebook"
<case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>:
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168603511049683387&_uid=795168054
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Re: DEMAND LETTER TO: Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott; 50 Cent; Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Anthony D'Arienzo, Mariani Carval...

Patrick please restore access to my Facebook Accounts.
Here are my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:
1.) LVICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ

•

httns://www. facebook.com/iv.icon

routes to ivicon
2. ) LAICON8 - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY LIFE
3. ) LAICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY
4. ) LADA - containing Information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY (DA)
My backpack was stolen and / lost my phones and passwords notebook.
However, here are some of the email addresses:

1. Iv030420180outlook.com
2. l*******7Qamall.com
3. i********g@0******-C0m
4. lc1112017Qamall.com
5. LeoLoiacono88880amail.com

and I received the “Account Disabled” message from Facebook.com with email addresmailto:LeoCono78Qamail.com

FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF:
About Lv Icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

My previous Demand Letter:
DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODE

and SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me via
RICO GRAND LARCENY
&
DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM
&
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168603511049683387&_uid=795168054
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Re: DEMAND LETTER TO: Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott; 50 Cent; Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Anthony D'Arienzo, Mariani Carval...

5/10/2019
From:

Leo A Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-165
Las Vegas, NV 89142
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM

To:

Facebook, Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/login/identify

Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM I’m Leo A. Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts. On multiple attempts to LOGIN,
I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my
requests after many attempts to login and many uploads of my ID. Facebook is denying me access to all of my
Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and
EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL - INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS,
and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part i. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft

FACEBOOK.com software programming of Login/Password processing is committing crimes of EXTORTION
and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. Also I am a programmer and by reviewing the Facebook.com
programming language code, I can identity software code that is CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE
FACEBOOK.COM INC. for these crimes targeted to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA.
My Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE. THIS IS GRAND
LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT of my LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY PAGE
containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO, MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ,
KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THERESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Step-Children (second
marriage).
Here is the information on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL:
About Lv icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168603511049683387&_uid=795168054
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Re: DEMAND LETTER TO: Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott; 50 Cent; Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Anthony D'Arienzo, Mariani Carval...

LVICON AND/OR LVICON are redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT). I'm Leo Anthony Cono and
Pro/Se Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL USCOURTS CASE. There is aiding and abetting in
RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and Mexico.
My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need in
FEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA.
More specifically, my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiance MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.
MARK ZUCKERBERG had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ (my previous
Fiance), also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current wife and now separated and executing a divorce),
and KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE CONO
that resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG). DNA Evidence might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE
CONO’s biological father and also my son. My first wife KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD
was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge, i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps
KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBER. My
brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of my computer programming code and SQL
Server Database DDL and DML, Stored Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to
Karen/Theresa and she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.
THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE.
West's Nevada Revised Statutes Annotated
Title 15. Crimes and Punishments (Chapters 193-202)
Chapter205. Crimes Against Property (Refs & Annos)
Larceny (Refs & Annos)
N.R.S. 205.220
205.220. Grand larceny

Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e. MARIAM
ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of MARK ZUCKERBER). MARIANI CARVALHO
RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having
sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage with
MARK ZUCKERBERG.
I (LEO A CONO) posted information on Facebook and therefore making a Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI
CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and MENACE TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of
GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire
Estate, Will(s), Property and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK
ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono) access to all of my Facebook Accounts. MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/she-male in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO.
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny me (Leo
Cono) from logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous
Fiance (Engagement Relationship) with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.

MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in Federal Court. MARK
ZUCKERBERG is aiding and abetting in RICO Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access
to my Facebook Accounts.
7 Fed. Proc. Forms § 20:215
Federal Procedural Forms / June 2018 Update
Chapter 20. Criminal Procedure
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V. Indictment and Information
B. Procedural Forms
2. Issuance of Indictment or Information
§ 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and conspiracy [18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1959, 1961J

The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be linked
to PRISCILLA CHAN owner of FACEBOOK.COM INC. Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become
criminal and rogue and is now committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion
with the RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS belonging
to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA for TRIBUTE.
I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and
Subpoena THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these
crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on MARK ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER
their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.

1. 1 Complete Manual of Criminal Forms § 14:10.50
Part 3. Discovery
Chapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions
§ 14:10.50. Motion to compel discovery
2. United States Code Annotated
10 U.S.C.A. §2328
§2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of Information Act: recovery of costs
3. Code of Federal Regulations
Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights
Chapter /. United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department of Commerce (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter B. Administration (Refs & Annos)
Part 102. Disclosure of Government Information (Refs & Annos)
Subpart A. Freedom of Information Act
37 C.F.R. § 102.3
§ 102.3 Records under FOIA.

Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market revenues up?

My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-step authentication codes and
IDs. I have a LAS VEGAS, NEVADA METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to submit to
FACEBOOK.COM
Furthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to receive
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my exhibits,
evidence, personal multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that
was stolen from me. Therefore, Facebook.com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND
LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of the WWW.FACEBOOK.COM Web Site. I
have evidence to prove this. In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants in
UNITED STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA:
https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/25734192/Cono_v_Richards_et_al
I am also in the process of submitting a complaint in a new “STATE OF NEVADA CASE” in the
EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA.
LEO CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other people involved in
these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER,
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TERRORISM AND TREASON to
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

Here are my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:
1.) LVICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ

•

https://www. facebook. com/iv.icon

routes to ivicon
2. ) LAICON8 - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY LIFE
3. ) LAICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY
4. ) LADA - containing Information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY (DA)
My backpack was stolen and / lost my phones and passwords notebook.
However, here are some of the email addresses:

1. Iv030420180outlook.com
2. l*******7Qamall.com
3 J********gffiQ ******.icom
4. lc1112017Qamall.com
5. LeoLoiacono88880amail.com

and I received the “Account Disabled” message from Facebook.com with email addresmallto:LeoCono78Qamall.com

I DEMAND ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED
FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN.
FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF:
About Lv Icon
WORK
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

LVICON from Jurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be
PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito” or a friend, family member or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG.
I need access to my EXHIBITS and Evidence.
ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES!
BEST REGARDS,
LEO A CONO
LEOACONO@YANDEX.COM
19.03.2019, 03:41, "Facebook" <case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>:
Hi,

Thanks for bringing this matter to our attention. Unfortunately, the reporting channel you've used isn’t
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set up to handle this type of report. We're sorry for the inconvenience.

If you believe that this content infringes your intellectual property rights, please visit the Help Center
page for more information on how to report it:
https://www.facebook.com/help/intellectual_propertv?ref=cr
Thanks,

Patrick
Facebook

On Sat Mar 16, 2019 15:45:31, Leo Cono wrote:
DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY MUSIC COMPOSITIONS WITH
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT & GRAND LARCENY CRIMES OF:17 U.S.C.A. § 103.
Subject matter of copyright: Compilations and derivative works OF LEO CONO’s MUSIC
RIGHTS, BRAND INFRINGEMENT,UNLAWFUL
PERFORMANCES/CONCERTS/RADIO PLAY/BILLBOARD CHARTS RECOGNITION,
DEFORMATION OF CHARACTER, BREACH OF CONTRACT, CRIMINAL
INFRINGEMENT OF “MECHANICAL RIGHTS” OWNED BY LEO CONO and
RACKETEERING COLLUSION - i.e. AIDING & ABETTING IN AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT, & ATTEMPTED MURDER of LEO CONO BY MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ, DOMINIQUE STASIULIS a.k.a. Dom Scott & THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNCIL (O.S.C.) and OTHER STATE &
FEDERAL STATUTES AND COURT RULES LISTED IN THE EMAIL BELOW Hi All
Defendants - From: Leo ConoLEOCONO@YANDEX.COM( My previous address was 5841 E. Charleston Blvd. 230-165 Las Vegas, NV 89142 )( My previous Phone Numbers
were: (201) 388-5928 (949) 501-9725 (213) 377-7047 (702) 674-8308 (702) 200-9659 ) TO
DEFENDANTS (Please Answer This Demand Letter via this Email Conversation Thread):
1.) Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott Organization: Dominique Scott and/or
DOMSCOTT.COM and/or hollowspiritstudios.com 45-10 31st Ave Astoria, New York 11103
305-282-4038 And/or 21-62 24th St Apt #2 Astoria, New York 11105 305-282-4038 And/or
info@domscott.com dominique.stasiulis@gmail.com dominique@hollowspiritstudios.com
daniel@hollowspiritstudios.com roger@kmamanagement.com
info@kmamanagement.com2.) MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ - IRS, FBI, NORTH
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.3.) 50 CENT ATTORNEY'S:James BermanJohn L. CesaroniZeisler & Zeisler, P.C.10Middle Street, 15th
FloorBridgeport, CT 06604 Telephone: 203-368-42344.) ANTHONY D'ARIENZO - IRS,
FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C. Anthony
C. Darienzo, Esq. Attorney At Law at Anthony C. Darienzo, Esq. Huntington Station, New
York Airlines/Aviation AND/OR Anthony C. Darienzo, Atty 775 Park Ave, Huntington, NY
11743 AND/OR Anthony C Darienzo, Attorney 33 Walt Whitman Road 208 Huntington
Station, NY 11746 (631) 427-8242 AND/OR (631) 956-2396 (516) 421-3678 AND/OR
adarien7o0802@gmai1.com5.) MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO - IRS, FBI, NORTH
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.6.) MISS JAIME - IRS,
FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.7.) ARTO IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.8.)
JUNIOR CARVALHO - IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC
SECURITY, O.S.C.9.) THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATIONS (FBI)10.) THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - NORTH
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS11.) THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS)12.) THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168603511049683387&_uid=795168054
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NORDIC SECURITY13.) THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL
CONSEL (O.S.C.) DOM SCOTT, MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ, 50 CENT,
ANTHONY D'ARIENZO AND USA OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (O.S.C.):sdsThe
Judge has assigned a Case Number and a Court Trial in STATE OF NEVADA - CIVIL
COURT - EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT. CASE NUMBER: A-19-791177-C
BELOW WHERE YOU ARE THE DEFENDANTS. ALSO "50 CENT - ATTORNEY'S":
James Berman & John L. Cesaroni of Zeisler & Zeisler, P.C.PLEASE RESPOND TO THIS
DEMAND LETTER EMAIL. I AM NOW PLANNING ON SERVING YOU A SUMMONS
FOR TRIAL. Defendants listed above, please reply back with payment details. Even if it is
not the entire amount that you owe me. Anything helps as of immediately. If you decide not to
pay me anything, i.e. you ignore this Demand Letter and pay me zero amount, I will also
press Criminal Charges for Attempted Murder. I am currently "Indigent/Hardship/Homeless"
due to Attempted Murder, Murder of my 4 Children, Grand Larceny of my Life Savings,
Wills, Estates, Houses, Time-Shares, and I am also a Victim of Aggravated Identity Theft.
Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott As per out Telephone Conversations last year, I
verbally demanded payment for unlawful grand larceny of my music compositions. You,
Magdalena Narbuntowicz, and 50 Cent committed Grand Larceny of my music and tracks to
create the song "My Paradise" and many variations of it. A version of "My Paradise" played
on the Radio and it achieved Top Placement on the Billboards Charts. You all have made an
enormous amount of money from this criminal act of Grand Larceny. Dom you have not paid
me a single penny for my loss and/or my share of my music composition after speaking to
you on the telephone. I have suffered from weather conditions, and at times starvation,
aggravated assault with battery and stolen property. This is physical and emotional pain and
suffering. i demand payment for physical and emotional pain and suffering, lost business
opportunity, and deformation of character with interest and penalties also applied. Also I want
payment for the money You (DEFENDANTS) have made from my musical compositions
copyright infringement, breach of contract, and mechanical rights infringement. Dom,
perhaps you also work for THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL
CONSEL (O.S.C.), IRS, FBI and/or Preferred Vendors: NORDIC SECURITY, NORTH
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, ALLIED UNIVERSAL?Dom I paid you for being an
operator of logic pro musical software and musical instruments. I sent you step-by-step
instructions via Leo.Cono@Hotmail.com. I created Audacity .wav files to tell you how I want
the song created. I picked out musical instruments on music tracks such as the Peruvian Flute.
I created 100% of the lyrics. I always rejected your original music arrangements because i
thought they were too much of a "Broadway Style. I also have an email from you
acknowledging that you received full payment. This is after I asked you for a Receipt of what
I pad you. I even showed you how to put feeling in the way you sing verse: "Oh GOD please
make me whole
". I composed the musical compositions and I directed you on what to
do. You verbally and contractually in writing confirmed that I am the creator of the musical
compositions. I will subpoena the Attorney General and the FBI for Video and Audio
Surveilence to prove that I composed the musical arrangements and you were just an operator
of musical instruments and logic pro software. Before visiting you I emailed you Step-ByStep
Instructions and Audacity .Wav files of what I wanted to create. You were just an instrument
and logic pro software operator. I will use my rights to Freedom of Informaton Act (FOIA)
and Brady Rule to discover many things about you including verifying that you were just an
insturment and logic pro software operator. Also if you were working for Law Enforcement,
the IRS, and/or the FBI or O.S.C. you committed Crimes of Non-Disclosure, Extortment,
Entrapment, and Grand Larceny crimes from an Office or Agent of the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA - PUBLIC OFFICER AND/OR AGENT. I have CERTIFICATES for all of my
songs with THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA COPYRIGHT OFFICE. My Contract
with you specifies Music Rights and also Mechanical Rights. Please advise. Thanks,Leo
ConoLeoCono@Yandex.com 13.03.2019, 19:42, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:
DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY MUSIC COMPOSITIONS WITH
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT & GRAND LARCENY CRIMES OF:17 U.S.C.A. § 103.
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Subject matter of copyright: Compilations and derivative works OF LEO CONO’s MUSIC
RIGHTS, BRAND INFRINGEMENT,UNLAWFUL
PERFORMANCES/CONCERTS/RADIO PLAY/BILLBOARD CHARTS RECOGNITION,
DEFORMATION OF CHARACTER, BREACH OF CONTRACT, CRIMINAL
INFRINGEMENT OF “MECHANICAL RIGHTS” OWNED BY LEO CONO and
RACKETEERING COLLUSION - i.e. AIDING & ABETTING IN AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT, & ATTEMPTED MURDER of LEO CONO BY MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ, DOMINIQUE STASIULIS a.k.a. Dom Scott & THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNCIL (O.S.C.) and OTHER STATE &
FEDERAL STATUTES AND COURT RULES LISTED IN THE EMAIL BELOW Hi All
Defendants - From: Leo ConoLEOCONO@YANDEX.COM( My previous address was 5841 E. Charleston Blvd. 230-165 Las Vegas, NV 89142 )( My previous Phone Numbers
were: (201) 388-5928 (949) 501-9725 (213) 377-7047 (702) 674-8308 (702) 200-9659 ) TO
DEFENDANTS (Please Answer This Demand Letter via this Email Conversation Thread):
1. ) Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott Organization: Dominique Scott and/or
DOMSCOTT.COM and/or hollowspiritstudios.com 45-10 31st Ave Astoria, New York 11103
305-282-4038 And/or 21-62 24th St Apt #2 Astoria, New York 11105 305-282-4038 And/or
info@domscott.com dominique.stasiulis@gmail.com dominique@hollowspiritstudios.com
daniel@hollowspiritstudios.com roger@kmamanagement.com info@kmamanagement.com
2.) MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ - IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN
COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.3.) 50 CENT4.) ANTHONY
D'ARIENZO - IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC
SECURITY, O.S.C. Anthony C. Darienzo, Esq. Attorney At Law at Anthony C. Darienzo,
Esq. Huntington Station, New York Airlines/Aviation AND/OR Anthony C. Darienzo, Atty
775 Park Ave, Huntington, NY 11743 AND/OR Anthony C Darienzo, Attorney 33 Walt
Whitman Road 208 Huntington Station, NY 11746 (631) 427-8242 AND/OR (631) 956-2396
(516) 421-3678 AND/OR adarienzo0802@gmail.com5.) MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO
- IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.6.)
MISS JAIME - IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC
SECURITY, O.S.C.7.) ARTO - IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS,
NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.8.) JUNIOR CARVALHO - IRS, FBI, NORTH AMERICAN
COMMUNICATIONS, NORDIC SECURITY, O.S.C.9.) THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA - FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS (FBI)10.) THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA - NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS11.) THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA - INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS)12.) THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA - NORDIC SECURITY13.) THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
- OFFICE OF SPECIAL CONSEL (O.S.C.) My name is Leo Cono. I am a computer
consultant with over 30 years of IT Experience. Also I am a Victim of Aggravated Identity
Theft.I OWN valuable Internet Domain Names, Facebook Accounts, and my Father's, my
Mother's, my 2 previous Wives, and my ex-Fiance Wills and Estates / Properties /
Automobiles / All Assets, as well as. my persona as a Singer/Entertainer/Promoter and my
Computer Programming / Software Developer (with my Resume that belongs to me). I am
also known as "F Boo J LA" - www.ClubFacebook.com and "LA ICON" www.LAICONUSA.com on Facebook.comand my live performances on YouTube.com www.PrettyFunny8.com I am currently "Indigent/Hardship/Homeless" due to Attempted
Murder, Murder of my 4 Children, Grand Larceny of my Life Savings, Wills, Estates, Houses,
Time-Shares, and I am also a Victim of Aggravated Identity Theft. Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a.
Dom Scott As per out Telephone Conversations last year, I verbally demanded payment for
unlawful grand larceny of my music compositions. You, Magdalena Narbuntowicz, and 50
Cent committed Grand Larceny of my music and tracks to create the song "My Paradise" and
many variations of it. A version of "My Paradise" played on the Radio and it achieved Top
Placement on the Billboards Charts. You all have made an enormous amount of money from
this criminal act of Grand Larceny. On March 11, 2019, I initiated a Civil Case against you in
EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT in Las Vegas, Nevada. I am waiting for Fee Waiver
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(Forma Pauperis) Approval before I SERVE All of YOU (DEFENDANTS) a Summons to
Appear in Las Vegas Court at your own expense. Furthermore, I have filed a Motion for a
"PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE" for the Lloyd George Federal Courthouse (USCOURTS DISTRICT OF NEVADA in Las Vegas, NV. You have made money from my work and you
have gotten away with not paying me for year(s) now. However, now you will have to answer
to the Judge. Dom, I explained to you (in our telephone conversation last year) that I am
INDIGENT/HARDSHIP/HOMELESS due to Organized Crime Domestic Violence and
Magdalena Narbuntowicz and O.S.C. Racketeering Corruption. Magdalena Narbuntowicz
tried to murder me many times along with Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Anthony D'Arienzo,
Simone Cagua DaSilva, Junior Carvalho, Karen Theresa Castorino Cono, Maria R. Loiacono,
Mirella Loiacono, Joseph Loiacono, AnnMarie Theresa Loiacono Walker, Arto, Miss Jaime
and others that work for THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL
CONSEL (O.S.C.), IRS, FBI and Preferred Vendors: NORDIC SECURITY, NORTH
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS, ALLIED UNIVERSAL. Dom you have not paid me a
single penny for my loss and/or my share of my music composition after speaking to you on
the telephone. I have suffered from weather conditions, and at times starvation, aggravated
assault with battery and stolen property. This is physical and emotional pain and suffering. i
demand payment for physical and emotional pain and suffering, lost business opportunity, and
deformation of character with interest and penalties also applied. Also I want payment for the
money You (DEFENDANTS) have made from my musical compositions copyright
infringement, breach of contract, and mechanical rights infringement. Dom, perhaps you also
work for THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL CONSEL
(O.S.C.), IRS, FBI and/or Preferred Vendors: NORDIC SECURITY, NORTH AMERICAN
COMMUNICATIONS, ALLIED UNIVERSAL?Dom I paid you for being an operator of
logic pro musical software and musical instruments. I sent you step-by-step instructions via
Leo.Cono@Hotmail.com. I created Audacity .wav files to tell you how I want the song
created. I picked out musical instruments on music tracks such as the Peruvian Flute. I created
100% of the lyrics. I always rejected your original music arrangements because i thought they
were too much of a "Broadway Style. I also have an email from you acknowledging that you
received full payment. This is after I asked you for a Receipt of what I pad you. I even
showed you how to put feeling in the way you sing verse: "Oh GOD please make me
". I composed the musical compositions and I directed you on what to do. You
whole
verbally and contractually in writing confirmed that I am the creator of the musical
compositions. I will subpoena the Attorney General and the FBI for Video and Audio
Surveilence to prove that I composed the musical arrangements and you were just an operator
of musical instruments and logic pro software. Before visiting you I emailed you Step-ByStep
Instructions and Audacity .Wav files of what I wanted to create. You were just an instrument
and logic pro software operator. I will use my rights to Freedom of Informaton Act (FOIA)
and Brady Rule to discover many things about you including verifying that you were just an
insturment and logic pro software operator. Also if you were working for Law Enforcement,
the IRS, and/or the FBI or O.S.C. you committed Crimes of Non-Disclosure, Extortment,
Entrapment, and Grand Larceny crimes from an Office or Agent of the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA - PUBLIC OFFICER AND/OR AGENT. I have CERTIFICATES for all of my
songs with THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA COPYRIGHT OFFICE. My Contract
with you specifies Music Rights and also Mechanical Rights. Defendants listed above, please
reply back with payment details. Even if it is not the entire amount that you owe me.
Anything helps as of immediately. If you decide not to pay me anything, i.e. you ignore this
Demand Letter and pay me zero amount, I will also press Criminal Charges for Attempted
Murder. Furthermore, I have recently discovered that Chris D'Arienzo
https://www.samuelfrench.com/ Book Chris D'Arienzo
http://www.zimbio.com/Chris+D'Arienzo/pictures/pro
\https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_of_Ages_(musical)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juan_d%27Arienzo Juan D'Arienzo
(http://www.todotango.com/english/artists/info/13/Juan-DArienzo) Real name: D'Arienzo,
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JuanNicknames: El Rey del compasViolinist, leader and composer(14 December 1900 - 14
January 1976)Place of birth:Buenos Aires A rgentina Marco D'ArienzoMarco D'Arienzo
(Naples, 24 April 1811 - 24 April 1877) was an Italian opera librettist.D'Arienzo was a
professional state official[1] and, at the same time, a writer and librettist. From 1834 to 1837
he worked asa journalist for the Neapolitan newspaper L'Omnibus[2] and was also author of
Neapolitan songs, many of which were setto music by Saverio Mercadante.[2] His comic
librettos have been described as "witty and well presented" in spite of theirinvolved plots.
[3]Marco D'Arienzo was uncle of the composer Nicola D'Arienzo.[1] Dom, Magdalena and
50 Cent, these are the Federal, State of Nevada and State of New York Legislation, Court
Rules and Federal Procedural Codes that you have unlawfully violated:1A Nichols
Cyclopedia of Federal Procedure Forms § 37:12Chapter 37. Requests for Admission§ 37:12.
Request for admission—Action to collect royalties§ 57. Complaint, petition, or declaration—
By musician against recording company—Unclaimed royalties\11B Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr. Forms
Federal Practice and Procedure § 988§ 988. Request for admissions— Action to collect
royaltiesUnited States Code Annotated17 U.S.C.A. § 103. Subject matter of copyright:
Compilations and derivative works5A Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr. Forms Captions, Prayers, and
Formal Parts §393IV. Prayers or Requests for Relief§ 393. For accounting—For profits from
copyright infringement—With prayer or request for damagesUnited States Code
AnnotatedTitle 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)Chapter 63. Mail Fraud
and Other Fraud Offenses (Refs & Annos)18 U.S.C.A. § 1341. Frauds and swindles 3 Nichols
Cyclopedia of Federal Procedure Forms § 103.04G. Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks and
Unfair Competition§ 103.04. Complaint for infringement of copyright and unfair competition
—Musical compositions7AP2 Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr. Forms Copyright and Literary Property
§126V. Rights Arising from Copyright§ 126. Complaint, petition or declaration—For
royalties on sale of music and recordings—For an accounting of profitsUnited States Code
AnnotatedTitle 17. Copyrights (Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. § 502. Remedies for
infringement: InjunctionsUnited States Code AnnotatedTitle 17. Copyrights (Refs &
Annos)Chapter 5. Copyright Infringement and Remedies (Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. § 504.
Remedies for infringement: Damages and profits25B West's Legal Forms, Intellectual
Property § 23:61Intellectual PropertyPart 4. Entertainment Industry Agreements, Chapter 23.
Music§ 23:61. Single song publishing agreement—Longer form—Publisher assigned entire
copyright including synchronization rights; optional proviso for reversionary right retained by
writer upon failure to obtain recording contract; split shares for multiple writersUnited States
Code AnnotatedTitle 17. Copyrights (Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. § 411. Registration and civil
infringement actionsUnited States Code AnnotatedTitle 17. Copyrights (Refs & Annos)17
U.S.C.A. § 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted worksUnited States Code AnnotatedTitle 17.
Copyrights (Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. § 201. Ownership of copyright1P1 Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr.
Forms Abandoned, Lost, and Unclaimed Property § 57C. Rights of OwnerUnited States Code
Annotated17 U.S.C.A. § 410. Registration of claim and issuance of certificateTitle 17.
Copyrights (Refs & Annos)8A Fed. Proc. Forms § 23:5571. Requests for Admissions§
23:557. Request for admissions—Action to collect royalties [Fed. R. Civ.P. 36(a)]United
States Code AnnotatedTitle 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)18 U.S.C.A.
§ 2314. Transportation of stolen goods, securities, moneys, fraudulent State tax stamps, or
articles used in counterfeiting7AP2 Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr. Forms Copyright and Literary Property
§ 40Copyright and Literary Property!!. Action for Infringement of Copyright§ 40. Complaint
Class action—Request for relief7 Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr. Forms Compromise
in federal court
and Settlement § 99Compromise and Settlement§ 99. Complaint in federal court—Diversity
of citizenship—To recover amount of compromise—Failure to pay royalty on musical
compositions 2 Multimedia and Technology Licensing Agreements § 7:11Chapter 7.
Entertainment-Related Agreements!! Music and Artist Agreements§ 7:11. Songwriter's
agreementTitle 17. Copyrights (Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. § 412. Registration as prerequisite
to certain remedies for infringementUnited States Code AnnotatedUnited States Code
AnnotatedTitle 28. Judiciary and Judicial Procedure (Refs & Annos)28 U.S.C.A. § 1338.
Patents, plant variety protection, copyrights, mask works, designs, trademarks, and unfair
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competitionUnited States Code AnnotatedTitle 17. Copyrights (Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. §

102. Subject matter of copyright: In generalUnited States Code AnnotatedTitle 17. Copyrights
(Refs & Annos)17 U.S.C.A. § 101. Definitions15 Am. Jur. Pl. & Pr. Forms Judgments § 57§
57. Order—Amending declaratory judgment—Determining ownership of musical copyrights
and retaining jurisdiction for enforcement of judgment NY RULES: 1 Lindey on
Entertainment, Publ. & the Arts § 1:68 (3d ed.)Chapter 1. Copyright§ 1:68. Exclusive rights
—To prepare derivative works 1 Lindey on Entertainment, Publ. & the Arts § 1:88 (3d
ed.)Chapter 1. Copyright§ 1:88. Remedies—Damages United States Code Annotated17
U.S.C.A. § 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works McKinney's Consolidated Laws of
New York AnnotatedMcKinney's Penal Law § 155.42 Grand larceny in the first degree 4
Lindey on Entertainment, Publ. & the Arts § 8:9 (3d ed.)Alexander Lindey, Michael
LandauChapter 8. MusicII. Mechanical Licenses§ 8:9. How to make compulsory license
royalty payments via electronic transfer of funds 1 N.Y Jur. 2d Abstracts § 15§ 15. Criminal
responsibility with respect to fraud, forgery, and false certificates McKinney's Consolidated
Laws of New York AnnotatedMcKinney's Arts and Cultural Affairs Law § 31.05. Printing,
publishing or selling copyrighted musical composition without consent of owner McKinney's
Consolidated Laws of New York AnnotatedMcKinney's Arts and Cultural Affairs Law §
31.03. Producing unpublished, undedicated or copyrighted opera or dramatic composition,
without consent of owner McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York
AnnotatedMcKinney's CPLR § 3017. Demand for relief McKinney's Consolidated Laws of
New York AnnotatedMcKinney's CPLR § 6301. Grounds for preliminary injunction and
temporary restraining order McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York AnnotatedArts and
Cultural Affairs Law (Refs & Annos)McKinney's Arts and Cultural Affairs Law § 31.04.
Copyrights McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York AnnotatedMcKinney's Civil Rights
Law § 51. Action for injunction and for damages McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New
York AnnotatedMcKinney's Civil Rights Law § 50§ 50. Right of privacy McKinney's
Consolidated Laws of New York AnnotatedMcKinney's Penal Law § 275.35 Failure to
disclose the origin of a recording in the second degree. Deceptive acts and practices unlawful
McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York AnnotatedMcKinney's General Business Law §
130. Filing of certificates by persons conducting business under assumed name or as partners
McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York AnnotatedMcKinney's Uniform Commercial
Code § 5-109. Fraud and forgery National Stolen Property Act provision [28 U.S.C.A. §
2314] imposing criminal penalties for interstate transportation of stolen property did not reach
the interstate transportation of “bootleg records” that is, unauthorized copies of commercially
unreleased performances of famous entertainer; the phonorecords were not “stolen, converted
or taken by fraud” except in the sense that they were manufactured and distributed without the
consent of the copyright owners of the musical compositions performed on the records.
United States Code AnnotatedTitle 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs &
Annos)Chapter 95. Racketeering (Refs & Annos)18 U.S.C.A. § 1952. Interstate and foreign
travel or transportation in aid of racketeering enterprises I have been trying to get a FAIR
TRIAL since Thursday, July 13, 2017 (One and a Half Years) in USCOURTS - CENTRAL
DISTRICT / SOUTHERN DIVISION - SANTA ANA, CA and DISTRICT OF NEVADA,
LAS VEGAS, NV and also STATE OF NEVADA - EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT.
Here are my Court Cases: I have 7 Cases with EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT CIVIL DIVISION - DEPT 7 (VII):Leo Cono vs. Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Anthony
D'Arienzo and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
(OSC) RACKETEERING - DEPT 7 (VII)Leo Cono vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook.com Inc.
Microsoft and Online RACKETEERING - DEPT 7 (VII)Leo Cono vs. Clark County DWSS State of Nevada EBT/SNAP/Food Stamps , Kerry Hutchings, Mary King, Pamela Spraggins,
Miss Savage, Miss Oliviera, and Social Services/Welfare Embezzlement and
RACKETEERING - DEPT 7 (VII)Leo Cono vs. Lloyd George, Cathy Joan Lloyd, Heather
Lloyd, PacMan Jones, Desiree Sida, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - UNITED
STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA & NINTH CIRCUIT & EIGHT JUDICIAL
DISTRICT COURT - RACKETEERING - DEPT 7 (VII)Leo Cono vs. Mariani Carvalho
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Ribeiro and Junior Carvalho for PATERNITY - FAMILY COURT DEPT FLeo Cono vs. Dom
Scott, 50 Cent, Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Match.com - DEPT 7 (VII)Leo Cono vs. John R.
DeSheplo, Joseph Loiacono, AnnMarie Theresa Loiacono Walker, Anthony D'Arienzo,
Simone Cagua DaSilva, Arto, Miss Jaime, Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Maria R. Loiacono,
Mirella Loiacono, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro - DEPT 7
(VII)
I am also currently a Plaintiff
in 7 USCOURT Cases. I filed a Petition and Submitted my USCOURT Cases to THE
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. I am waiting for a response
from THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA SUPREME COURT - HONORABLE: NEIL
GORSUCH FOR CASE ACCEPTANCE. Here is an Exhibit of Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro
(my current wife and I am legally separated since May 2015), a.k.a. Julia, a.k.a. other names.
She is committing “Invasion of Privacy” Crimes by getting Engaged and Marrying Wealthy
Americans such as me: “Leo Cono”. She is also committing Aggravated Identity Theft, Grand
Larceny Persona, Grand Larceny Property, Grand Theft Auto, and Murder of Wealthy/Rich
Americans for the “Motive of Gaining” a Person's Assets and Identity/Persona. She is not
punished for these crimes by the United States Law Enforcement Agencies. She is a "DIRTY
O.S.C./FBI/IRS COP". She was hired by O.S.C. to be an Assassin/Murdered-For-Hire.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCgPMQbzCx4 Furthermore, I asked Noel Francisco USA Solicitor General to INTERVENE on expediting and initiating a NEW SUPREME
COURT Case. Here are a list of USCOURTS CASES - CENTRAL DISTRICT /
SOUTHERN DIVISION - SANTA ANA, CA and USCOURTS CASES - DISTRICT OF
NEVADA, LAS VEGAS, NV where I am a PLAINTIFF at LLOYD GEORGE FEDERAL
COURTHOUSE, CLARK COUNTY, LAS VEGAS, NV:CASE #: 8:17-cv-01198-JVS-DFM Leo Cono v. Avalon Huntington BeachUNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT CENTRAL
DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA (Southern Division - Santa Ana)Assigned to: Judge James V.
Selna - Referred to: Magistrate Judge Douglas F. McCormickCase in other court: 9th Circuit,
17-56203Cause: 28:1345 Property EjectmentDate Filed: 07/13/2017 Date Terminated:
12/07/2017 Jury Demand: NoneNature of Suit: 230 Rent Lease & EjectmentJurisdiction:
Federal QuestionAPPEAL CASE #: 17-56203 - Leo Cono v. Avalon Huntington BeachUnited
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit Court of AppealsAppeal From: U.S. District
Court for Central California, Santa AnaD.C. No. 8:17-cv-01198-JVS-DFM Docketed:
08/09/2017 Nature of Suit: 3230 Rent, Lease, Ejectment Termed: 11/15/2017 - Fee Status:
IFP - Pending In COACASE #: 2:18-cv-00482-APG-VCF - Cono v. Avalon Bay
Communities IncUnited States District Court District of Nevada (Las Vegas)Assigned to:
Judge Andrew P. Gordon - Referred to: Magistrate Judge Cam FerenbachCase in other court:
Ninth Circuit, 18-16985Cause: Civil MiscellaneousCase Date Filed: 03/15/2018 - Date
Terminated: 06/01/2018Nature of Suit: 470 Racketeer/Corrupt OrganizationJurisdiction:
Federal QuestionAPPEAL CASE #: 18-16985 - Leo Cono v. Avalon Bay Communities, Inc.
Defendant - Appellee.D.C. No. 2:18-cv-00482-APG-VCFU.S. District Court for Nevada, Las
VegasUnited States District Court District of Nevada (Las Vegas)CASE #: 2:18-cv-01442GMN-PAL - Leo Cono v. Maria Loiacono, et alAssigned to: Chief Judge Gloria M. Navarro Referred to: Magistrate Judge Peggy A. LeenCase in other court: Ninth Circuit, 1816918Cause: Civil MiscellaneousCase Date Filed: 08/03/2018Nature of Suit: 470
Racketeer/Corrupt OrganizationJurisdiction: Federal QuestionAPPEAL CASE #: 0:18-cv16918 - Leo Cono v. Maria Loiacono, et alNinth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals D.C. No.
2:18-cv-01442-GMN-PALNature of Suit 470 Other Statutes - Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Case Filed: Oct 04, 2018CASE #: 2:18-cv-01845-RFB-GWF - Cono v.
Richards et alUnited States District Court District of Nevada (Las Vegas) Assigned to: Judge
Richard F. Boulware, II - Referred to: Magistrate Judge George Foley, JrCause: 18:1961
Racketeering (RICO) ActDate Filed: 09/21/2018Nature of Suit: 470 Racketeer/Corr
The rest of this message was truncated for length.
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Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

• FACEBOOK-DEMAND-LETTER.docx
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Re: DEMAND LETTER TO AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASS'N a.k.a. (ACA), & NORTH
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS (PREFERRED VENDORS) FOR PAYMENT OF
RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY AND AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT

VandeX Mail

March 25, 2019 9:33 AM
From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: «Facebook» <case++aazqcfxl4usdqi@support.facebook.com>, «leoconolaw» <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, «cywatch»
<cywatch@fbi.gov>, «Chauncey» <clawson@osc.gov>, askdoj@usdoj.gov, «adarienzo0802» <adarienzo0802@gmail.com>,
aginfo@ag.nv.gov, applications@voc-net.com, askovc@ncjrs.gov, aocmail@nvcourts.nv.gov, auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov,
advisory.council@cafc.uscourts.gov, brock.radke@gmgvegas.com, «deptqlc» <deptqlc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «deptslc»
<deptslc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «Benjamin» <dept07lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept02lc» <dept02lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept09lc»
<dept09lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept28lc» <dept28lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «dept24lc» <dept24lc@clarkcountycourts.us>, «deptflc»
<deptflc@clarkcountycourts.us>, dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, «Facebook» <case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>, «hatchact»
<hatchact@osc.gov>, «homicide» <homicide@lvmpd.com>, ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov, internal.affairs@usdoj.gov, ig@doc.nv.gov,
info@domscott.com, «mdavis» <mdavis@bvcocpas.com>, «millions12369» <millions12369@yahoo.com>, «mnestate2»
<mnestate2@gmail.com>, «mcarvalho711» <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, matthew.whitaker@usdoj.gov, msommermeyer@nvcourts.nv.gov,
nvscclerk@nvcourts.nv.gov, oig@dc.gov, press@actblue.com, pr@match.com, «records» <records@facebook.com>,
systems.advocate@dcfs.nv.gov, «subpoena» <subpoena@facebook.com>, special.counsel@usdoj.gov, transcripts_nevada@nvd.uscourts.gov,
«USLawEnforcement@google.com» <uslawenforcement@google.com>, usms.foia@usdoj.gov, «wreukauf» <wreukauf@osc.gov>, «zkurz»
<zkurz@osc.gov>, dominique.stasiulis@gmail.com
These are my Facebook Accounts URLs.
Please note: I was forced into creating new Facebook Accounts because I was deliberately and intentionally extorted by locking me out of my
Facebook Accounts. When I contacted Facebook.com Inc. for assistance in allowing me access to my Facebook Accounts, I uploaded my
State of Nevada Photo ID and it was ignored. Facebook.com Inc. did not grant me access to my accounts. Therefore, I had to create new
accounts.
However, the digital assets and contents in my accounts belongs to me. This is invasion of privacy (14th Amendment to the USA Constitution)
and a violation of the USA Constitution to gain ownership of my "digital assets" and property. Perhaps there is also RACKETEERING
COLLUSION that involves attempted murder to gain ownership to my wills, estates and all properties? I will ask THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA - ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR AN INVESTIGATION and exercise my right to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Brady
Rule for discovery of crimes committed against me by Facebook.com Inc. and RACKETEERING CAPO(s) and TRIBUTE CREW.
United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 121. Stored Wire and Electronic Communications and Transactional Records Access (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 2701. Unlawful access to stored communications
1A Lindey on Entertainment, Publ. & the Arts § 3:38 (3d ed.)
Chapter 3. The Rights of Privacy and Publicity
IV. Agreements
§ 3:38. Release and authorization to photograph—All media

Also please refer to prior law suit at the bottom of this email:
Lane v. Facebook, Inc.
United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. September 20, 2012 696 F.3d 811 83 Fed.R.Serv.3d 985 12 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 10, 846

Here is a list of my URLs:

• https://www.facebook.com/LAICON2

• https://www.facebook.com/LAICON8

• https://www.facebook.com/lvicon
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NOT DOT ROUTES TO LV DOT ICON

• https://www.facebook.com/lv.icon
SOMEBODY COMMITTED GRAND LARCENY OF BOTH. LVICON BELONG TO LEO CONO

• https://www.facebook.com/LADA

Also there was an older Leo Cono Facebook.com Account that I attempted to close this account.
• https://www.facebook.com/public/Leo.Cono.5

However, now there are many "Leo Cono" Impersonators and some of them i am prosecuting for Aggravated Identity Theft with Law Suits.
Here is a list of "Leo Cono" Imposters:

1. https://www.facebook.com/public/Leo-Cono

• https://www.facebook.com/public/L%C3%A9o-Cono

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Cono-L%C3%A9o

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Cono-Le%C3%B3

• https://tr-tr.facebook.com/public/Cono-Leo

• https://pt-br.facebook.com/public/Leo-Cono?page=4

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Anthony-Cono

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Singer-Cono

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Icon-Cono

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Cono-Anthony

• https://www.facebook.com/public/Cono-Single

I am asking Facebook.com Inc. and USA Law Enforcement to investigate these imposters and shut them down and jail them.
FACEBOOK.COM INC. PLEASE RESTORE ACCESS TO ALL OF MY ACCOUNTS.
I HAVE ALREADY SERVED YOU A DEMAND LETTER VIA EMAIL IN THE LAST 2 WEEKS.
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NEXT, I WILL SERVE A SUMMONS TO APPEAR IN EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT - LAS VEGAS, NV AT YOUR
OWN EXPENSE.
HERE IS MY LAW SUIT INFO and also attached as a document to this Email.
Case Information
A-19-791015-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)
Case Number
A-19-791015-C
Court
Department 19
Judicial Officer
Kephart, William D.
File Date
03/05/2019
Case Type
Other Civil Matters
Case Status
Open
Party
Plaintiff
Cono, Leo
DOB
XX/XX/XXXX

Active Attorneys
Pro Se
Defendant
Zuckerberg, Mark

Events and Hearings
03/05/2019 Order to Proceed In Forma Pauperis
03/05/2019 Application to Proceed in Forma Pauperis
03/05/2019 Complaint
Financial
No financial information exists for this case.
Lane v. Facebook, Inc.
United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. September 20, 2012 696 F.3d 811 83 Fed.R.Serv.3d 985 12 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 10, 846
Ninth Circuit.

Sean LANE; Mohannaed Sheikha; Sean Martin; Ali Sammour;
Mohammaed Zidan; Sara Karrow; Colby Henson; Denton Hunker; Firas
Sheikha; Hassen Sheikha; Linda Stewart; Tina Tran; Matthew Smith;
Erica Parnell; John Conway; Phillip Huerta; Alicia Hunker; Megan Lynn
Hancock, a minor, by and through her parent Rebecca Holey; Austin
Muhs; Catherine Harris; Mario Herrera; Maryam Hosseiny, individually
and on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated, PlaintiffsAppellees,
v.
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FACEBOOK, INC., a Delaware corporation; Blockbuster, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; Fandango, Inc., a Delaware corporation; Hotwire, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Sta Travel, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
Overstock.com, Inc., a Delaware corporation; Zappos.com, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Gamefly, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
Defendants-Appellees,
Ginger McCall, Class Member, Objector-Appellant.
Sean Lane; Mohannaed Sheikha; Sean Martin, individually, and on behalf
of themselves and all others similarly situated; Ali Sammour;
Mohammaed Zidan; Sara Karrow; Colby Henson; Denton Hunker; Firas
Sheikha; Hassen Sheikha; Linda Stewart; Tina Tran; Matthew Smith;
Erica Parnell; John Conway; Phillip Huerta; Alicia Hunker; Megan Lynn
Hancock, a minor, by and through her parent Rebecca Holey; Austin
Muhs; Catherine Harris; Mario Herrera; Maryam Hosseiny, individually
and on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated, PlaintiffsAppellees,
v.
Facebook, Inc., a Delaware corporation; Blockbuster, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; Hotwire, Inc., a Delaware corporation; Fandango, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Sta Travel, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
Overstock.com, Inc., a Delaware corporation; Zappos.com, Inc., a
Delaware corporation; Gamefly, Inc., a Delaware corporation,
Defendants-Appellees,
Megan Marek; Benjamin Trotter, Class Members, Objectors-Appellants.
Nos. 10-16380, 10-16398.
Argued and Submitted Oct. 12, 2011.
Filed Sept. 20, 2012.
Synopsis
Background: Members of online social network brought putative class action against
network and operators of websites that had participated in network's program which had
updated members' personal profiles on network to reflect actions taken by members on
participating operators' websites, alleging violations of Electronic Communications Privacy
Act, Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, Video Privacy Protection Act (VPPA), California's
Consumer Legal Remedies Act, and California's Computer Crime Law. The United States
District Court for the Northern District of California, Richard Seeborg, J., certified settlement
class and approved class settlement over objections. Objecting class members appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Hug, Circuit Judge, held that:
1 cy pres remedy included in settlement provided for “next best distribution” to class;
2 presence of network's employee on board of directors of charity organization that was to
be set up using cy pres funds did not preclude approval of settlement as fair, reasonable,
and adequate;
3 that settlement agreement provided for creation of new grant-making entity, rather than
providing for cy pres funds to be given to already-existing organization, did not preclude
approval of settlement as fair, reasonable, and adequate;
4 conclusion that settlement amount was substantial was not abuse of discretion; and
5 notice of proposed settlement satisfied rule.
Affirmed.
Kleinfeld, Circuit Judge,
Please advise.
Best Regards,
Leo Cono
25.03.2019, 03:52, "Facebook" <case++aazqcfxl4usdqi@support.facebook.com>:

Hi,
We're writing to get additional details so we can better understand your recent report. Based on the information provided, it's unclear
where the content you wish to report appears on our site. In almost all instances, the best way to help us locate content is to provide
us with active web addresses (URLs) leading directly to that specific content.
In the report you filed, you didn't provide any URLs (or one or more of the URL(s) you provided seems to be incomplete or
inactive), and you didn't provide a description of the location to the content for us to be able to find it. If you don't have access to the
content, ask a friend for help.
If you're trying to report a wall post or story in your news feed, you can find its direct URL by clicking the time and date that appears
in gray with the content (for example: "8 hours ago" or "August 11 at 10:30am").
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Please note that it's possible that the content you wish to report has already been removed from the site. If that's the case, you don't
need to respond to this message.

Once you've provided enough information for us to locate the content, we'd be happy to look into this further.
Thanks,
Regina
Facebook

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

• FACEBOOKLAWSUIT-Details.pdf
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OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540 (Case Closed)

Yandex. Mail

April 8, 2019 9:46 AM
From: «Lawson, Chauncey» <clawson@osc.gov>
To: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
Greetings Mr. Cono,
This message is to inform you that your case has been closed. Attached is a formal letter notifying you of the reasons your
case was closed. If you would like to file a new complaint in the future, you may visit us at www.osc.gov.

Mr. Chauncey Lawson
Case Review Specialist
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 804-7070 - Office
(202) 254-3711 -Fax

NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is sensitive, confidential, and/or protected by the attorney work
product, law enforcement, deliberative process, or other privilege, and may be used only by the person or entity to which it
is addressed. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient or his or her authorized agent, the reader is hereby
notified that any review, distribution, dissemination, copying or other use of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify the sender by replying to this email and delete this material from your
computer.

• MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter.pdf
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Yandex. Mail

April 17, 2019 4:24 PM
From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: «leoconolaw» <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, «auditor» <auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «audit»
<audit@lcb.state.nv.us>, «iaudits» <iaudits@admin.nv.gov>, «kfraser» <kfraser@admin.nv.gov>, «trepanier»
<trepanier@admin.nv.gov>, «mdavis» <mdavis@bvcocpas.com>, «mford» <mford@pbtk.com>,
«advisory.council» <advisory.council@cafc.uscourts.gov>, dcmendez@admin.nv.gov, apreciado@admin.nv.gov,
asculthorpe@admin.nv.gov, csanders@admin.nv.gov, morgando@admin.nv.gov, salazar@admin.nv.gov,
abustamante@admin.nv.gov, ewood@admin.nv.gov, «ITServiceDesk@nvcourts.nv.gov»
<itservicedesk@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «Transcripts_Nevada@nvd.uscourts.gov»
<transcripts_nevada@nvd.uscourts.gov>, «USANV.Webadmin@usdoj.gov» <usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov>,
«usms.foia» <usms.foia@usdoj.gov>, «usms.wanted» <usms.wanted@usdoj.gov>, swilkes@osc.gov,
«AGINFO@ag.nv.gov» <aginfo@ag.nv.gov>, «ig» <ig@doc.nv.gov>, «nrcpcommittee»
<nrcpcommittee@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «nyag.pressoffice» <nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>, «oagpress»
<oagpress@njoag.gov>, «oig» <oig@dc.gov>, «prosts» <prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov>, «rcj_chambers»
<rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov>
FYI
-------- Beginning of forwarded message--------17.04.2019, 16:06, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:

WAIVER OF SERVICE
FROM:
“LEO CONO”
LEOCONO@YANDEX.COM (email only - my backback was stolen by defendants)

TO:
• FACEBOOK.COM INC. - LEGAL DEPARTMENT
1.
) “FACEBOOK.COM INC. - SUBPOENA”
2.
) “FACEBOOK.COM INC. - RECORDS”
3.
) "FACEBOOK.COM INC. - DATAREQUESTS"
Facebook, Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com

datarequests@support.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/login/identify

EMAIL ADDRESSES:
• records@facehook.com
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026394905&_uid=795168054
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Fwd: WAIVER OF SERVICE

• suhpoena@facehook.com
• datarequests@support.facehook.com

Hi FACEBOOK.COM INC. - LEGAL DEPARTMENT -

On March 1, 2019 at 5:45 PM, I sent a DEMAND LETTER to FACEBOOK.COM INC.. FACEBOOK.COM INC. you
have not responded.
Since then I have initiated a Law Suit:

Case No:

A-19-791015-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)
At this time, I am requesting a "WAIVER OF SERVICE” from FACEBOOK.COM INC. to appear in Court.
"WAIVER OF SERVICE” - FACEBOOK.COM INC., Voluntary grants acceptance of service as a substitute for
personal service hy a process server and agrees to voluntarily acknowledge receipt of the complaint from Leo Cono (Pro/Se - Forma Pauperis/Fee Waiver) Plaintiff.
Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure (NRCP) 4 dictates how "WAIVER OF SERVICE" from FACEBOOK.COM INC..
FACEBOOK.COM INC. agrees to VOLUNTARILY appear in "Eighth Judicial District Court", Regional Justice Center,
200 Lewis Ave, Las Vegas, NV. 89155 to answer a Complaint by Plaintiff - Leo Cono with Judge: "William Kephart"
presiding over the Court.

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/CourtRules/NRCP.html
• 200 Lewis Ave, Las Vegas, NV. 89155
Regional Justice Center
Eighth Judicial District Court
Department XIX
William Kephart
Office - (702) 671-4450|
Fax - (702) 671-4449
Law Clerk - (702) 671-4443
Email - llovdm@clarkcountvcourts.us
Location - RJC Courtroom 16B

Now therefore, ATTACHED are the COMPLAINT, EXHIBIT-A, EXHIBIT-B, EXHIBIT-C DEMAND
LETTERS, WAIVER OF SERVICE, DOCKET AND CASE INFORMATION.
Please advise.
My backpack was stolen. Therefore please respond by Email Only:
EMail: LEOCONO@YANDEX/.COM

Case Information:

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026394905&_uid=795168054
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Case Information
A-19-791015-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)
Case Number

Court

A-19-791015-C

Department 19

Judicial Officer

File Date

Kephart, William D.

03/05/2019

Party

Case Type

Case Status

Plaintiff

Other Civil Matters

Open

Cono, Leo
DOB

XX/XX/XX
Active Atto
Pro Se

Defendant

Zuckerber

<

►

Events and Hearings
•

03/05/2019 Order to Proceed In Forma Pauperis

•

03/05/2019 Application to Proceed in Forma Pauperis

.

03/05/2019 Complaint
03/27/2019 Exhibits
Comment

1)Exhibit A - Demand Letter to Facebook.com, Inc; 2) Exhibit B Data Policy Facebook.com, Inc.; 3) Exhibit C Demand Letter to G
Alphabet
•

04/12/2019 Notice of Change of Address

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026394905&_uid=795168054
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Comment

Notice of Change of Address
•

04/12/2019 Consent to Service By Electronic Means
Comment

Consent to Serve by Electronic Means
04/12/2019 Summons Issued
Comment

Unserved Summons

►

4

Financial
No financial information exists for this case.

►

4

End of forwarded message

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

• facebook-lawsuit.pdf
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026394905&_uid=795168054
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Fwd: WAIVER OF SERVICE

facebook-demand-letter.pdf
Waiver_of_Serv_Civil.pdf
A-19-791015-C-zuckerberg-DocumentFragment_33282051.tif
A-19-791015-C-zuckerberg-DocumentFragment_33360778.tif

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026394905&_uid=795168054
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WAIVER OF SERVICE

WAIVER OF SERVICE

Yandex. Mail

April 19, 2019 2:01 PM

From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov, criminal.division@usdoj.gov, «specialcounselpress»
<specialcounselpress@usdoj.gov>, «us.marshals» <us.marshals@usdoj.gov>, usms.recruitment@usdoj.gov,
usanv.webadmin@usdoj.gov, «usms.foia» <usms.foia@usdoj.gov>, «usms.wanted» <usms.wanted@usdoj.gov>,
swilkes@osc.gov, aginfo@ag.nv.gov, «ig» <ig@doc.nv.gov>, «nrcpcommittee»
<nrcpcommittee@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «aocmail» <aocmail@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «auditor»
<auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «barbara.underwood» <barbara.underwood@ag.ny.gov>, «consumercomplaints»
<consumercomplaints@fcc.gov>, «cywatch» <cywatch@fbi.gov>, «INFO» <info@clarkcountyda.com>,
ic_complaints@ic.fbi.gov, «nyag.pressoffice» <nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>, «oagpress»
<oagpress@njoag.gov>, «oig» <oig@dc.gov>, «prosts» <prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov>, «rcj_chambers»
<rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov>, lesa_ettinger@nvd.uscourts.gov, «missing.persons»
<missing.persons@doj.ca.gov>, g2930s@lvmpd.com, kbarrette@ag.nv.gov, mmendoza@ag.nv.gov,
jbgibson@ag.state.nv.us, ccmasto@ag.state.nv.us, maadams@ag.state.nv.us, blaine.welsh@usdoj.gov,
stephen.bartell@usdoj.gov, hward@ag.nv.gov
WAIVER OF SERVICE

FROM:
“LEOCONO”
LEOCONO@YANDEX.COM (email only - my backback was stolen by defendants)
TO:

• Magdalena Narbuntowicz with A.K.A.’s: Joanna Narbuntowicz, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro,
Johanna Kossifos, MaryAnna/Julia El Tahier. Louisa Carvalho. Nagdalena Narubuntowicz
RESIDING AT:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes. NJ 07417
EMAIL ADDRESSES:
•
•
•
•

mnestate2@gmail.com
millions12369@yahoo.com
jnarbuntowicz@yahoo.com
mnarbuntowicz@yahoo.com.

Hi Magdalena Narbuntowicz and/or ALL A.K.A.’s of Magdalena Narbuntowicz On March 30. 2019 at 4:55 PM (PST) and On March 13. 2019 at 19:42 PM (PST). I sent 2 "DEMAND
LETTERS” to Magdalena Narbuntowicz and/or ALL A.K.A.’s of Magdalena Narbuntowicz - you have not
responded. Since then I have initiated a Law Suit:
Case No:
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395005&_uid=795168054
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A-19-791177-C
I faxed over my SUMMONS to the Bergen County, NJ - Sheriff's Office. Additionally, if you have not
been served as of vet.
I am requesting a "WAIVER OF SERVICE” from Magdalena Narhuntowicz and/or ALL A.K.A.’s of
Magdalena Narbuntowicz - to appear in Court.
Bergen County, NJ - Sheriff's Office:
1.
2.

)

“MICHELLE M. SMITH”

)

“CLERK of SUPERIOR COURT”

THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
“MIKE GRIFFIN” - CAPTAIN - BERGEN COUNTY, NJ - SHERIFF

3.)

EMAIL ADDRESSES:

1. michelle.smith@nicourts.gov
2. Scco.Mailbox@nicourts.gov
3. civil@bcsd.us
CC:

•

Detective Michael Hughes
New Jersey State Police and
NEW JERSEY HOMICIDE INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIATION (NJHIA)
lpp7038@gw.nisp.org

•

Private Detective Information - New Jersey State Police
Private Detective Unit
P.O. Box 7068

West Trenton, New Jersey 08628-0068
https://nisp.org/
Phone: 609-341-3426 or 609-633-9352
pdu@gw.nisp.org
•

"SEX OFFENDERS" & "MEGAN'S LAW" - STATE OF NEW JERSEY
New Jersey State Police
PO Box 7068

New Jersey State Police, NJ 08628
www.nisp.org
Telephone: (609) 882-2000 x2369

SOReqistry@qw.njsp.org

"WAIVER OF SERVICE" - Magdalena Narhuntowicz and/or ALL A.K.A.’s of Magdalena
Narbuntowicz. Voluntary grants acceptance of service as a substitute for personal service by a process server and
agrees to voluntarily acknowledge receipt of the complaint from Leo Cono - (Pro/Se - Forma Pauperis/Fee Waiver)
Plaintiff.
Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure (NRCP) 4 dictates how "WAIVER OF SERVICE" from
Magdalena Narbuntowicz and/or ALL A.K.A.’s of Magdalena Narbuntowicz agrees
to VOLUNTARILY appear in "Eighth Judicial District Court". Regional Justice Center. 200 Lewis Ave. Las Vegas. NV.
89155 to answer a
Complaint by Plaintiff - Leo Cono with Judge: "Jim Crockett" presiding over the Court.

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/CourtRules/NRCP.html
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395005&_uid=795168054
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• 200 Lewis Ave, Las Vegas, NV. 89155
Regional Justice Center
Eighth Judicial District Court
Department 24
Jim Crockett
Now Therefore,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Attached are:

DEMAND LETTERS
COMPLAINTS
SIGNED SUMMONS FOR PROCESS OF SERVICE
FAXZERO.com CONFIRMATION OF FAX TO BERGEN COUNTY, NJ SHERIFF
EMAIL TO BERGEN COUNTY. NJ SHERIFF
WAIVER OF SERVICE
DOCKET AND CASE INFORMATION
NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-6-pages-final
EMAIL TO: Sgt-Sanford-HOMICIDE@LVMPD.com

• Leo Cono owner of house at 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
isDEMANDING that Magdalena Narhuntowicz and/or ALL A.K.A.’s of Magdalena Narhuntowicz.
officially “CEASE AND DESIST” and EXIT immediately. You are TRESPASSING my HOUSE! You
must IMMEDIATELY EXIT my house and property.
RESIDING AT:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

Furthermore, my backpack was stolen along with my Samsung Phone, Batteries, Flash
Drive with Court Evidence, Court Stamps, Vision Eyeglasses, Passport, Social Security
Card, City National Bank Employee ID.
Police Report Available:
This is a high profile homicide case. You are assigned to the Homicide Division
of Las Vegas Police.
I have an Event Number for the Police Report I submitted to LVMPD MLK.
EVENT HAPPENED ON 2/18/2019 AT THE LAS VEGAS LIBRARY 833 LAS VEGAS BLVD.
EVENT #: 1902 0000421A
SUBMITTED ON 2/19/2019
and submitted as
EXHIBIT-A, LAW SUIT EVIDENCE ON 2/26/2019 WITH CLERK of the COURT STAMP AND
SEAL.
Therefore please respond by Email Only:
EMail: LEOCONO@YANDEX.COM

I HAVE SAMSUNG APP: "FIND MY PHONE” - INSTALLED ON MY PHONE.
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395005&_uid=795168054
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WAIVER OF SERVICE

TAKE A GUESS WHERE THE LOCATION OF MY PHONE IS?
PERHAPS YOU AND DEFENDANTS HIRED SOMEONE IN LAS VEGAS TO STEAL MY
BACKPACK WITH IDS, PHONES AND VALUABLES?
THIS IS OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE, TAMPERING WITH EVIDENCE, TAMPERING WITH A
WITNESS, TRICKS AND DECEIT, EXTORTION AND ATTEMPTED MURDER. I AM
PRESSING CRIMINAL CHARGES, AS WELL AS, THIS CIVIL LAWSUIT.
MY MOTHER, MY BROTHER, MY SISTER, MY EX-WIFE AND OTHER DEFENDANTS ARE
EITHER IN JAIL OR HAVE BEEN MURDERED BECAUSE THEY REFUSED, TO PROVIDE TO
ME, "EMERGENCY FINANCIAL RELIEF” OF "ANY AMOUNT OF MONEY WHATSOEVER”!
YOU WORK FOR "FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT" AGENCIES AND ARE A "FEDERAL
PEACE OFFICER" OR "INVESTIGATOR" - CONTRACTOR AS PREFERRED VENDORS TO:
"THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC)"
HOWEVER, YOU ARE NOT ABOVE THE LAW!
IF MY MOTHER, MY BROTHER, MY SISTER, MY EX-WIFE AND AND OTHER
DEFENDANTS ARE IN JAIL FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER, THEN YOU SHOULD BE IN JAIL
ALSO!
I WILL PERSISTENTLY AND ADAMANTLY PROSECUTE YOU AND "PRESS CHARGES"
FOR "ATTEMPTED MURDER".

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!
Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

email-Re_Sgt-Sanford-HOMICIDE-AT-LVMPD.pdf
NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-6-pages-fmal.docx
Your fax to Mike Griffin has succeeded.pdf
A-19-791177-C Leo Cono-Dom- Scott-complaint-DocumentFragment_33304295.tif
exhibits-A-19-791177-C-Dom Scott- DocumentFragment_33376251.tif
misc-A-19-791177-C Leo Cono-Dom Scott-DocumentFragment_33376132.tif
magdalena-DocumentFragment_33452459.tif
Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-Waiver_of_Serv_Civil.pdf
magdalena-dom-scott-50cent-match-law-suit.pdf
EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO_ Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott.pdf

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395005&_uid=795168054
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Exhibitsl - WRIT OF EXECUTION - Re: OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540 (Case Closed)

Exhibits 1 - WRIT OF EXECUTION - Re: OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540

YandeX Mail

(Case Closed)
April 24, 2019 1:37 AM
From: «LA Icon» <lai02222019@yandex.com>
To: clawson@osc.gov, wreukauf@osc.gov, zkurz@osc.gov, smoazed@osc.gov, cmcmullen@osc.gov,
aohanlon@osc.gov, hatchact@osc.gov, userra@osc.gov, mcohen@osc.gov, pboulay@osc.gov,
phartobey@osc.gov, lwilliamson@osc.gov, kking@osc.gov, khendricks@osc.gov, jwilson@osc.gov,
info@osc.gov, amarrone@osc.gov, jbutler@osc.gov, bgipe@osc.gov, certification@osc.gov, clerner@osc.gov,
«FOIAappeal@osc.gov» <foiaappeal@osc.gov>, hkerner@osc.gov, scohen@osc.gov, «leoconolaw»
<leoconolaw@gmail.com>, employment@nordicsec.com, sales@nordicsec.com
WRIT OF EXECUTION
DATED: APRIL 23, 2019 in Response to "Chauncev Lawson’s" Email On APRIL 8, 2019

FROM:
“LEOCONO”
LEOCONO@YANDEX.COM (email only - my backback was stolen by defendants)
TO:

• CHAUNCEY LAWSON
Case Review Specialist. CRD
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
• Re: OSC File No. MA-19-1540
U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1730 M Street. N.W.. Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20036-4505
202-804-7000
SUBJECT:
• WRIT OF EXECUTION: REGARDING "LEO CONO'S” FATHER'S WILL PROCEEDS with
DEFENDANTS: "JOHN R. DE SHEPLO” (JERRY LOIACONO'S WILLS ATTORNEY).
"ANTHONY D'ARIENZO" (AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION). "BECKY
JAMES" (OSC). "MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ" (NORDIC SECURITY
SERVICES/AVALON BAY). "MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO" (NORDIC SECURITY
SERVICES). AND "OTHER DEFENDANTS" TRESPASSING AND INVADING LEO CONO'S
HOUSE AT:
• 326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

LAW-SUITS CASES:
Case Number

Style / Defendant

File Date

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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Case Number

Style / Defendant

File Date

A-19-791627-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. John 03/22/2019

A-19-791165-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mari 03/14/2019

A-19-791169-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. LLoy 03/14/2019

A-19-791176-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Clarl 03/14/2019

A-19-791177-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Dom 03/14/2019

A-19-791015-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Marl 03/05/2019

G-18-050918-M

In the Matter of the Guardian: 12/17/2018

ATTACHED FILES:
1. "EMAIL-Chauncey Lawson-Re_ OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540 (Pending)”

2. EMAIL-CHAUNCEY-LAWSON-OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540 (Case Closed)
3. MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter
4. EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY
AND AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT
5. EMAIL- NORDIC-SECURITY-SERVICES-DEMAND LETTER TO NORDIC SECURITY SERVICES FOR
PAYMENT
6. EMAIL-AMERICAN-COMMUNICATONS-ASSOC-DEMAND LETTER TO AMERICAN
COMMUNICATIONS ASS'N a.k.a. (ACA), & NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS
7. EMAIL-Asking Judge_ Denise L. Gentile About Leo Cono's Paternity Case_ D-19-585312-P

8. EMAIL-DEMAND-LETTER-JOANNA_MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ - MEGAN'S LAW SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY
9. EMAIL-DESHEPLO-SHAPIRO-Re_ John De Sheplo
10. EMAIL-FACEBOOK-WAIVER OF SERVICE
11. EMAIL-GOOGLE-DEMAND-LETTER-Re_ [5-0747000025618] Recover Leo Cono's Gmail Acconts
12. email-MAGDALENA-DEMAND LETTER TO_ Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott;
50 Cent;
13. EMAIL-MAGDALENA-WAIVER OF SERVICE
14. EMAIL-NEVADA-ATTORNEY-GENERAL-VICTIMS-OF-CRIME-DOMESTIC-VIOLENCE-FUND
15. EMAIL-PATERNITY-Re_ Asking Judge_ Denise L. Gentile About Leo Cono's Paternity Case_ D-19-585312-P
16. EMAIL-Re_ Asking Judge_ Denise L. Gentile About Leo Cono's Paternity Case_ D-19-585312-P
17. Mariani-Complaint
18. Mariani-Complaint-EXHIBIT-A
19. Mariani-Complaint-EXHIBIT-B
20. NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-6-pages-final-de-sheplo
21. NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-6-pages-final-BECKY-JAMES
22. Odyssey File & Serve - View Envelope Details
23. 326-for-rent

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

SANTO-GENTILE-100
326-santo-gentile-100
GENTILE ETALS, SANTO
TAXES-326
326 ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ _ NJTaxrecords.net
326 Rock Ridge Ct, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 MLS# 1732210 - Movoto.com
Mary Premtaj-326 Rock Ridge Ct, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 _ Zillow
MaryPremtajPhoto
MARY-PRENTAJ-REALTOR-326-FOR-RENT

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
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Sales Information for 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT - NJParcels.com - New Jersey Property Data
docket-A-19-791165-C-osc
docket-A-19-791015-C-facebook
docket-A-19-791169-C-lloyd-george-uscourts
docket-A-19-791176-C-dwss
docket-A-19-791177-C-dom-scott
docket-A-19-791627-desheplo
docket-G-18-050918-M-guardianship-converted-to-paternity-D-19-585312-P
rebecca-deborah-james-JLA_FACES, INC

42. Your fax to Mike Griffin has succeeded-Captain Mike Griffin

43. EMAIL-MICHELLE-SMITH-FEE WAIVER FOR PROCESS OF SERVICE - DEFENDANTS - 326 ROCK
RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
44. DOCKET-USCOURTS-NV-FOLEY-Cono v. Richards et al (2_18-cv-01845), Nevada District Court
FEDERAL and STATE OF NEW JERSEY ANNOTATED CODES:
• New Jersey Statutes Annotated
• United States Code Annotated
• American Jurisprudence Pleading and Practice Forms Annotated
1.

§ 112. Complaint in federal court—
DEFENDANT: "OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL" (OSC) AND CONTRACTORS —
Seeking civil penalty for violation of cease and desist order

2.

28 U.S.C.A. § 1345
§ 1345. United States as plaintiff

3.

New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Part 2. Offenses Against Property
Burglary and Other Criminal Intrusion (Refs & Annos)
N.J.S.A. 2C:18-6
2C:18-6. Offenses; penalties; restitution; liability for expenses

4.

Chapter 41. Racketeering (Refs & Annos)
N.J.S.A. 2C:41-2
2C:41-2. Prohibited activities

5.

N.J.S.A. 2C:46-4|
2C:46-4. Fines, assessments, penalties and restitution; collection; disposition

6.

N.J.S.A. 2C:43-2.1
2C:43-2.1. Motor vehicle theft or unlawful taking; restitution

7.

N.J.S.A. 2A:39-8
2A:39-8. Recovery of damages and possession of property; treble damages in lieu of possession

8.

N.J.S.A. 2C:21-17.4
2C:21-17.4. Action for damages resulting from use of personal identifying information; standard of proof; other
remedies

9.

N.J.S.A. 30:4-123.59
30:4-123.59. Legal custody and supervision; conditions; signature on agreement; relief; release to state aid

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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residential facility; assistance; least restrictive available alternative for juveniles; disposition of fines

10.

N.J.S.A. 2C:30-8
2C:30-8. Public Corruption Profiteering Penalty Act

11.
N.J.S.A. Const. Art. 1, f 22
22. Rights of victims of crimes
DEFENDANTS:
Rebecca James aka Miss K. King , Deborah L James, Julie Jones, Megan James, Joanna Narbuntowicz, Mariani
Carvalho Ribeiro, Johanna Kossifos, MaryAnna/Julie El Taher, Louisa Carvalho, Arto (Nordic), Magdalena
Narbuntowicz, Nagdalena Narubuntowicz, Junior Carvalho, Simone Cagua Silva, Anthony D’Arienzo & THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC), Nordic Security Services,
American Communications Association, Allied Universal, American Security Services, North American
Communications, and Other Defendants that are Aiding and Abetting in RACKETEERING COLLUSION.

Hi CHAUNCEY LAWSON On March 19. 2019 2:11 PM, I sent a "DEMAND LETTER" to THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) :
• EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY AND
AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT

and on "March 20, 2019 05:52, you ("CHAUNCEY LAWSON") - Responded that you are currently reviewing
the information with the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) - "Case Review Division" (CRD) - Case No. "OSC
File No. MA-19-1540".
• MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter
and on "March 20, 2019 3:50 PM, I sent you a "RESPONSE LETTER" that I am
"INDIGENT/HARDSHIP/HOMELESS" because of the Crimes committed against me by OSC Employees,
Contractors, and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Organized Crime Ring "CREW". Therefore, I
DEMANDED IMMEDIATE FINANCIAL RELIEF for "RESTITUTION" AND "RECOVERY OF COSTS
AND DAMAGES".
• EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY AND
AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT

and on "April 8, 2019 9:46 AM, you (Chauncey Lawson (OSC)) responded to my Email. You DENIED any Financial
Relief Assistance to me "WHATSOEVER"! I am Indigent/Hardship/Homeless. I am also the "Prevailing Party" to a
Racketeering Organized Crime Ring Law Suit against you - OSC. OSC and Defendants have committed Crimes of
Murder, of my 4 children and Crimes against my 2 step-children, for Grand Larceny.

The following is the Email Statement from Chauncey Lawson (OSC):
Re: OSC File No. MA-19-1540
“This letter responds to the complaint you submitted to the U.S. Office of Special
Counsel (OSC). Case Review Division (CRD) has carefully examined the information you
provided and based on this information, we have made a final determination to close our
inquiry in this matter."
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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Mr. Lawson, I requested and immediate payment for ’’any amount whatsoever”. Other ’’RACKETEERING
DEFENDANTS (My Family Members)” have already been "INCARCERATED" for "ATTEMPTED
MURDER” for REFUSING to pay me an amount of money whatsover.

The following is "LEO CONO’s RESPONSE" on Chauncey Lawson’s FINAL
DETERMINATION to "CLOSE OSC INQUIRY" WITHOUT GIVING A REASON
WHY, OR HOW THE INVESTIGATION HAS BEEN CLOSED:
1. Have THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - "STATE POLICE/STATE TROOPERS" been Notified of Nike Missiles
on or near the 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 property?
2. Have THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - "STATE POLTCE/STATE TROOPERS" been Notified of Drugs in the 3
Septic Tanks at 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417?
3. Have THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - "STATE POLICE/STATE TROOPERS" been Notified of EX
CONVICTS/SEXUAL PREDATORS/SEX OFFENDERS Trespassing: 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ
07417 and have they been "REGISTERED" on the "MEGAN’S LAW REGISTRY" as Sex Offenders. Also Notify
the Township and Citizens of Franklin Lakes, NJ that Sexual Predators with "Sexually Transmitted Diseases
(STDs)" are On-The-Loose and "Out-On-Bail" in their town and their children’s lives are in danger?
4. Have you Contacted "GURBIR S. GREWAL" - THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - "ATTORNEY GENERAL" to
ask for "TERRORISM AND/OR RACKETEERING ASSISTANCE" for both "Supplemental Financial Aide
Grants & Funds" and "State Police Law Enforcement Aide?
5. Have you Contacted THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - "BERGEN COUNTY SHERIFF" - ("ANTHONY
CURETON") to ask for ASSISTANCE to INVESTIGATE "TERRORISM AND/OR RACKETEERING"?
6. Have you Contacted THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - "FRANKLIN LAKES POLICE DEPARTMENT" ("CHIEF CARMINE PEZZUTI") to ask for ASSISTANCE and CONDUCT a "WELFARE/WELL-BEING
CHECK" and also INVESTIGATE "TERRORISM AND/OR RACKETEERING"?
7. Did OSC "INTERROGATE" the following Defendants:
• Rebecca James aka Miss K. King
• Deborah L James
• Magdalena Narbuntowicz, MaryAnna/Julie El Taher, Nagdalena Narubuntowicz, Julie Jones, Megan James,
Joanna Narbuntowicz, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Johanna Kossifos, Louisa Carvalho
• Junior Carvalho
• Simone Cagua Silva
• Anthony D’Arienzo
• Arto (Nordic)
If not? Exactly "WHAT" did you, and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL,
do to Investigate my Complaints?
Mr. Lawson, what are the details of OSC’s Investigation for "OSC File No. MA-19-1540"?
Please reply back with my "Entire File" that OSC is holding for OSC File No. MA-19-1540.
I am exercising my right, as a UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CITIZEN and PRO/SE FORMA PAUPERIS
PLAINTIFF, to the "FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA)", "BRADY RULE", and "SUBPOENA" of
ALL Federal Law Enforcement AGENCIES for the "Entire File" of Evidence against the Defendants.
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I want to know all of the "DETAILS" for Case: MA-19-1540. Such as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Who was the Investigator?
What Evidence/Exhibits were collected and examined?
Did a Private Detective visit my house at 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417?
If so, who was Trespassing and Invading my house?
Did the OSC Case Investigator ask the Defendants to "PRODUCE THE DEED" to my house?
Did the OSC Case Investigator ask the Defendants to "PRODUCE THE TITLE" to my
"CADILLAC ESCALADE ESV" (with Left Driver's Side Door "VIN" NOT MATCHING the
Windshield "VIN")?
Did the OSC Case Investigator ask the Defendants to "PRODUCE THE TITLE" to my "LEXUS
RX350" (with Left Driver's Side Door "VIN" NOT MATCHING the Windshield "VIN")?
Was my Step-Son "Kelvin Carvalho" present at the house?
Was my Step-Daughter "Kethelyn Carvalho" present at the house?
Is Kethelyn being forced to work at a "Strip Club" and "RAPED" by "Magdalena Narbuntowicz"
(a known Sex Offender) and people at the Strip-Bar?

11. Did you REGISTER "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" and "Junior Carvalho" on THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY "MEGAN'S LAW REGISTRY"?
12. Are my 2 Step-Children on Drugs like Cocaine, Heroin, Marijuana, Alcohol?
13. Where is my current wife "Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro" that I am "Officially Separated" from?
14. What are their new identities?
15. What are their new addresses and phone numbers?
16. Are Defendants still "Trespassing and Invading" my house?
17. Is the UNITED STATES OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) Condoning this?
18. I have already DEMANDED Defendants to "CEASE and DESIST" and "EXIT" my House and Property
immediately!
19. I am also DEMANDING Judge: Denise L. Gentile (docket-G-18-050918-M-guardianship-converted-to-paternityD-19-585312-P) for "VISITATIONS" with "Kelvin Carvalho" and "Kethelyn Carvalho" (my 2 step-children).
20. I am DEMANDING the Franklin Lakes, NJ Police Department to conduct a "Welfare/Well-Being Check" with
my 2 Step-Children.
21. Perhaps, "Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro", "Magdalena Narbuntowicz". "Anthony D'Arienzo" and "Other
Defendants" are EX-CONVICTS with Criminal Records and are "Out-On-Bail" and awaiting "Arraignment and
Sentencing".
22. Perhaps "Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro" has "Abandoned" my 2 Step-Children.
23. "Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro" nor any of the Defendants have not "NOTIFIED ME". Instead Becky James,
Deborah James, Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Anthony D'Arienzo, Junior Carvalho (all Ex-Convicts and Sex
Offenders must be Reported and Registered on THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY -MEGAN'S LAW REGISTRY)
are having "Sex-With-Minors" and forcing "Human Slavery", "Prostitution", "Drug Trafficking" and "Sex
Trafficking" with my step-children?
24. Defendants: Karen Theresa Castorino, Simone Cagua Silva, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Magdalena Narbuntowicz
are in SIMULTANEOUS BIGAMOUS MARRIAGES with Multi-Millionaires/Billionaires while also married to
Leo Cono (me). This is the MOTIVE why Defendants Stole my backpack in Las Vegas and shipped it to New
Jersey. I have SAMSUNG - "FIND MY CELL PHONE" APP installed on my phone. Take a guess where in New
Jersey my phone is located? Perhaps OSC hired Organized Crime Ring "CREW" Criminals in Las Vegas to steal
my backpack with my IDS, Phones and all valuables?
25. My "BACKPACK" was STOLEN along with my Samsung Phone, Batteries, Flash Drive with Court Evidence,
Court Stamps, Vision Eyeglasses, Passport, Social Security Card, City National Bank Employee ID. My PHONE
NUMBERS are Keys to "2-Step" and "2-Factor" Online Authentication. Defendants are in unlawful possession of
my phone and phone numbers and other digital assets.
• THIS IS "OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE", "TAMPERING WITH EVIDENCE", "TAMPERING WITH A
WITNESS", "TRICKS AND DECEIT", "EXTORTION" and "ATTEMPTED MURDER". I AM PRESSING
CRIMINAL CHARGES, AS WELL AS, THIS CIVIL LAWSUIT!
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My Phone Numbers and Online Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Go Dartrtv Accounts are kevs to Billions of Dollars linked
to me: Leo Cono.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

201-388-5928
949-501-9725
213-377-7047
702-200-9659
702-674-8308
www.ClubFacebook.com
www.LAICONUSA.com
www.PrettvFunnv8.com
GoDaddy.com Domain Names
My Resume - Leo Cono - Computer Software Consultant
My Father's Wills and Estates
My Mother's Wills and Estates (Anthony Pussy Russo's Girlfriend Perhaps?)
My Wife's and Fiances' Wills and Estates
My Court Cases, Exhibits and Evidence on my Flash Drives

Police Report Available on Theft of my Back-pack:
This is a high profile homicide case. You are assigned to the Homicide Division
of Las Vegas Police.
I have an Event Number for the Police Report I submitted to LVMPD MLK.
EVENT HAPPENED ON 2/18/2019 AT THE LAS VEGAS LIBRARY 833 LAS VEGAS BLVD.
EVENT #: 1902 0000421A
SUBMITTED ON 2/19/2019
and submitted as
EXHIBIT-A, LAW SUIT EVIDENCE ON 2/26/2019 WITH CLERK of the COURT STAMP AND
SEAL.
Therefore please respond by Email Only:
EMail: LEOCONOPYANDEX.COM

Exactly Where are the following DEFENDANTS ??? Are they in Jail or a Mental Hospital or Relocated???
• Rebecca James aka Miss K. King
• Deborah L James
• Magdalena Narbuntowicz, MaryAnna/Julie El Taher, Nagdalena Narubuntowicz, Julie Jones, Megan James,
Joanna Narbuntowicz, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Johanna Kossifos, Louisa Carvalho
• Junior Carvalho
• Simone Cagua Silva
• Anthony D’Arienzo
• Arto (Nordic)
OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) AND Preferred Vendors are:
TRESPASSING. INVADING, DAMAGING AND OCCUPYING MY HOUSE AT:
• 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT
|FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
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I will PROSECUTE OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) and DEFENDANTS both "CRIMINALLY" and
"CIVILLY".
I contacted "Cantain Mike Griffin" of "Bergen County, New Jersey Sheriff" for "PROCESS OF SERVICE" to
Defendants:
TRESPASSING AT:
• 326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
• 673 Glendale Rd
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
• JOHN R DE SHEPLO
260 Columbia Ave
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 224-0330
I am now waiting for "SIGNED AFFIDAVITS" from "Captain Mike Griffin" from DEFENDANTS including:
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC), Nordic Security Services,
American Communications Association. Allied Universal, American Security Services, North American
Communications, and Other Defendants to Appear in "Las Vegas Eight Judicial District Court" to answer Leo
Cono’s Complaints including ATTEMPTED MURDER, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY, GRAND LARCENY
AUTOS, and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. I am also PRESSING Criminal Charges with
Homicide@LVMPD.com - "Sgt. Sanford" - Las Vegas Metro Police Homicide Investigator, the FBI, Homeland
Security, Inspector General (for Aggravated Identity Theft) and Attorney Generals.

DEMAND FORM:
American Jurisprudence Pleading and Practice Forms Annotated
American Jurisprudence | March 2019 Update
Pleading and Practice Forms Annotated
§ 899. Demand—To make restitution—
Restoration to possession of premises
DEMAND:
LEO CONO - PRO/SE FORMA PAUPERIS PLAINTIFF moves the court for hearing
pursuant to "demand letters” and a notice of "cease and desist”. DEMANDS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) and
DEFENDANTS:
Rebecca James aka Miss K. King , Deborah L James, Julie Jones, Megan James, Joanna
Narbuntowicz, Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Johanna Kossifos, MaryAnna/Julie El Taher, Louisa
Carvalho, Arto (Nordic), Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Nagdalena Narubuntowicz, Junior
Carvalho, Simone Cagua Silva, Anthony D’Arienzo &
Nordic Security Services, American Communications Association, Allied Universal, American
Security Services, North American Communications, and Other Defendants;
to make "restitution" to LEO CONO (VICTIM OF CRIMES & PRO/SE FORMA PAUPERIS
PLAINTIFF).
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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It is demanded that the property located at:
326 ROCK RIDGE COURT
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
be vacated and enforced by the Bergen County, NJ Sheriff;

and Defendants "escorted out” and "forced to exit” the house and property.
Furthermore, the defendants must "restore" the house and property to the condition
before defendants trespassing and invasion, together with the "costs" of this action, taxed at
$25,000/Month Rent for Number of Trespass Months
$2.8 Million for Sale of House
$ Costs for Restoration of House
$ Cost of Cadillac Escalade ESV
$ Cost of Lexus RX350
$ Cost of 2 Hilton Grand Vacations Time Shares
$ All Costs of Physical and Emotional Pain and Suffering

$ All Costs of Lost Business Opportunity and Employment
$ All Costs of Deformation of Character

$ All Costs of Interest
$ All Costs of Punitive Damages
$ All Costs of Wrongful Deaths

$ All Costs of Assets, Vintage Items and Digital Assets

• Grand Total: $8.8 Million

of which payment defendant shall have execution therefor.
Dated: April 23, 2019
Leo Cono, Pro/Se Forma Pauperis Plaintiff

Not only are Defendants Trespassing and Invading my house and property, but they also have committed further crimes
by listing my property for lease/rent. Here is the Lease/Rent Exhibit:
• https://www.movoto.com/realestate/326-rock-ridge-ct-franklin-lakes-ni-07417-pid_k487q8q0ih

Please refer to attached EXHIBIT :
• "SANTO GENTILE" (Karen Theresa Castorino Cono's Uncle) fraudulently and falsely bought the
property
from "KAREN THERESA CASTORINO CONO" (Leo Cono's Ex-Wife) at
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
for $100 ( a fraudulent low sale price - this is TAX EVASION and MONEY LAUNDERING!)
• KAREN THERESA CASTORTNO CONO" (Leo Cono's Ex-Wife) fraudulently and falsely bought the property
from "LEOCONO "
at
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
for SI ( a fraudulent low sale price - this is TAX EVASION and MONEY LAUNDERING!)

• New Jersey Statutes Annotated
N.J.S.A. 2C:21-25
2C:21-25. Money laundering and illegal investment; crime

• New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Subtitle 5. Transfer Inheritance and Estate Taxes
N.J.S.A. 54:34-1
54:34-1. Transfers taxable
Leo Cono divorced "KAREN THERESA CASTORINO CONO" and the "DIVORCE DECREE" does
not specify a $1 SALE PRICE.
Leo Cono worked for over 30 years as a Computer Software Consultant to earn money to pay for his
house. Futhermore, Leo Cono received $265,000 ( a very less home value) as a "Divorce Settlement" with
the understanding that Leo Cono's 4 Children: Kailey Cono, Kyle Cono, Krista Cono, Colin Cono will
have great child support. Leo Cono did not want his 4 children to suffer; and have them move to a
smaller house because of the divorce with Karen/Theresa.
Sadly OSC and Defendants murdered Leo Cono's 4 Children because the $265,000 was not enough.
These "Dirty Cops" are so greedy that they also want Leo Cono's Wills, Estates, Properties, Music
Compositions, Facebook Digital Assets, GoDaddy.com Internet Domain Names, Leo Cono's Persona as a
Computer Software Consultant, Cars, Timeshares, and absolutely All Assets. This is Extreme Greed that
must be punishable by Capital Punishment and the Death Sentence.

• New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Part 2. Offenses Against Property
N.J.S.A. 2C:20-4
2C:20-4. Theft by deception

INFORMATION ON SANTO GENTILE (CURRENT HOLDER OF DEED TO MY HOUSE):
http://njparcels.com/sales/0220 1601.02 1.09
Parties Deed Date Sale Price
Buyer:
GENTILE ETALS, SANTO
133 SUMIT DR
MANHASSET, NY 0
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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Seller:
CONO, KAREN CASTORINO
326 ROCK RIDGE CT
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 0
2013-12-05
Deed Recorded:
Book: 01627
Page: 00170
Class: residential
$100.00
($0.02 per ft2)

Non-usable Sale for Assessment
Buyer:
CASTORINO CONO, KAREN
326 ROCK RIDGE CT
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 0
Seller:
CONO, LEO & KAREN CASTORINO
1010 LINDEN AVE
RIDGEFIELD, NJ 0
2012-07-17
Deed Recorded:
Book: 01107
Page: 00427
Changed to residential

$1.00
($0.00 per ft2)
Non-usable Sale for Assessment
Buyer:
LOIACONO, LEO & KAREN CASTORINO
517 LAFAYETTE AVE
WYCKOFF, N.J.
Seller:
VANDER STERRE BROS. CONSTRUCTION
686 GODWIN AVE
MIDLAND PARK, N.J.
1999-01-13
Deed Recorded:
Book: 08139
Page: 00860
Class: vacant land
$295,000.00

GENTILE ETALS, SANTO
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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133 SUMIT DR
MANHASSET, NY 0
It seems DEFENDANTS are now in the Business of Murdering entire families for the Motive of committing
Grand Larceny of their Wills, Estates, Vehicles, Persona and All Assets and including Aggravated Identity Theft.

INFORMATION ON DEBORAH JAMES AND BECKY JAMES (OTHER OSC EMPLOYEES AND DEFENDANTS) LIST OF Companies and HOUSES that they STOLE AND ACQUIRED BY COMMITTING GRAND LARCENY:
DEBORAH L. JAMES AND BECKY (REBECCA A. JAMES) are
Entity Name JLA/FACES, INC.
Entity Number 568505
Status Active
Incorporation
Date
13th August 1997
Business Address 209 BRUCE PARK AVENUE, GREENWICH, 06830, CT
Citizenship/State
Inc
Domestic/CT
Legal form Stock
ZIP 06830
corporations
STILLWATER AVENUE,
LLC
1 SOUND SHORE DR.,
STE 305, GREENWICH,
06830, CT
447 SEGAR MOUNTAIN
ROAD, LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP
552 LAKE AVE,
GREENWICH, 06830, CT
BOZZLEY STAFFING, LLC
GREENWICH TAXI, 2
GREENWICH PLAZA,
GREENWICH, 06830, CT
GREENWICH RAILROAD
CTOPENDATA
Explore companies in Connecticut
Subject JLA/FACES, INC. is a legal business entity registered in the Register of the state of
Connecticut under the legal form of Stock. The company is written in the register with the ID
number 568505 and its seat is at 209 BRUCE PARK AVENUE, GREENWICH, 06830, CT. The
company was established on 13th August 1997 and its actual status is Active.
The company and its activities are actually managed by 7 persons with the responsibility of its
market actions. Persons written in the register are DEBORAH L. JAMES, who’s seat is at 209
BRUCE PARK AVE., GREENWICH, 06830, CT, DEBORAH L. JAMES, who’s seat is at 209 BRUCE
PARK AVE., GREENWICH, 06830, CT, MICHAEL L. JAMES, who’s seat is at 209 BRUCE PARK AVE.,
GREENWICH, 06830, CT, MICHAEL L. JAMES, who’s seat is at 209 BRUCE PARK AVE.,
GREENWICH, 06830, CT, MICHAEL L. JAMES, who’s seat is at 209 BRUCE PARK AVE.,
GREENWICH, 06830, CT, ANDREA LAWRENCE, who’s seat is at 209 BRUCE PARK AVE.,
GREENWICH, 06830, CT, MICHAEL JAMES, who’s seat is at 209 BRUCE PARK AVENUE,
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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GREENWICH, 06830, CT.

Furthermore, Defendants with the help of OSC, Nordic Security Services, American Communications
Association, and other Contractors including Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro, Junior Carvalho, Simone Cagua
Silva, Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Maria R. Loiacono, Mirella Loiacono, Anthony D'Arienzo, TD
Ameritrade, Santo Gentile, David Gentile, Tod Cooperman, and Kelvin Tse committed crimes of "Tricks
and Deceit" and "NJSA Securities Law Prohibited Counter-Party Actions", i.e. "Stocks Boiler Room
Counter-Party Operations" located in

• Long Island, New York
and
• TD Ameritrade
10916 Prairie Brook Road
Omaha, NE 68144
that caused Leo Cono to lose most of the $265,000 he received from the divorce settlement.

• New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 49. Sale of Securities
Chapter 3. Securities Law
N.J.S.A. 49:3-71
49:3-71. Civil liabilities

• New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 49. Sale of Securities
Chapter 3. Securities Law
N.J.S.A. 49:3-52.1
49:3-52.1. Prohibited actions
• McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Article 23-a. Fraudulent Practices in Respect to Stocks, Bonds and Other
Securities
McKinney's General Business Law Ch. 20, Art. 23-A, Refs & Annos
Perhaps "TD Ameritrade" is in "RACKETEERING COLLUSION" with OSC & Preferred Contractors,
THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
(UI), and THE STATE OF NEW YORK - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE (UI)?
Recently Leo Cono met Crystal aka Kim in Las Vegas, Nevada. Crystal works for THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. Leo Cono remembers her voice and name as a (UI
Agent) while on the Phone with New York State (UI). She also told me that she is originally from Omaha, Nebraska and
moved to New York State. Also my mother has a relationship with Nick Angione, and Anthony "Pussy" Russo from
Hoboken, New Jersey Fish Market in the 1970s. Anthony Russo is in Racketeering Collusion with Robert Asaro-Angelo
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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(Commissioner of THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR), Frank Schultz, Chuck Schumer,
Robert Menendez, Andrew Cuomo, and Ron Marino.

Mr. Chauncey Lawson why do you think that "OSC Employees, Contractors and Federal Law Enforcement
Agencies Organized Crime Ring "CREW" Members" are "Above The Law" and "IMMUNE" from Law Enforcement
"Prosecution" just because they have a Government Peace Officer Badge?
RACKETEERING DEFENDANTS (My Family Members) have already been "INCARCERATED" for "ATTEMPTED

MURDER"
for the MOTIVE of "Trespassing and Invading" my house. Now therefore, DEFENDANTS should also be "JAILED"
for the same crimes that my Family Members were already prosecuted for. OSC is not above the law. Furthermore,
OSC Employees and Contractors are "Abducting" and "Kidnapping" my 2 step-children: Kelvin Carvalho and
Kethelvn Carvalho. Therefore they should also be "Incarcerated".
Unfortunately Mr. Chauncey Lawson, you are "Aiding and Abetting" in FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND
JUDICIAL ORGANIZED CRIME RING - RACKETEERING COLLUSION.
I will Prosecute you as a UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CITIZEN & PRO/SE FORMA PAUPERIS PLAINTIFF
both "CIVILLY" AND "CRIMINALLY".
PLEASE ADVISE on RESTITUTION and RECOVERY OF MY LOSSES and DAMAGES.

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

I
Lawson Chauncev<clawson@osc.gov>8 apr. at 09:46
Greetings Mr. Cono,
This message is to inform you that your case has been closed. Attached is a formal letter notifying you of the
reasons your case was closed. If you would like to file a new complaint in the future, you may visit us at
www.osc.gov.

Mr. Chauncey Lawson
Case Review Specialist
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 804-7070 - Office
(202) 254-3711 - Fax

NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is sensitive, confidential, and/or protected by the attorney
work product, law enforcement, deliberative process, or other privilege, and may be used only by the person or
entity to which it is addressed. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient or his or her authorized
agent, the reader is hereby notified that any review, distribution, dissemination, copying or other use of this e
mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by replying to this
email and delete this material from your computer.
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

326 ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ _ NJTaxrecords.net.pdf
326-for-rent.png
326-santo-gentile-100.png

docket-A-19-791015-C-facebook.pdf
docket-A-19-791165-C-osc.pdf
docket-A-19-791169-C-lloyd-george-uscourts.pdf
docket-A-19-791176-C-dwss.pdf
docket-A-19-791177-C-dom-scott.pdf
docket-A-19-791627-desheplo.pdf
docket-G-18-050918-M-guardianship-converted-to-paternity-D-19-585312-P.pdf
DOCKET-USCOURTS-NV-FOLEY-Cono v. Richards et al (2_18-cv-01845), Nevada District Court.pdf
EMAIL- NORDIC-SECURITY-SERVICES-DEMAND LETTER TO NORDIC SECURITY SERVICES
FOR PAYMENT.pdf
EMAIL-AMERICAN-COMMUNICATONS-ASSOC-DEMAND LETTER TO AMERICAN
COMMUNICATIONS ASS'N a.k.a. (ACA), & NORTH AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS.pdf
EMAIL-Asking Judge_ Denise L. Gentile About Leo Cono's Paternity Case_ D-19-585312-P.pdf
EMAIL-Chauncey Lawson-Re_ OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540 (Pending).pdf
EMAIL-CHAUNCEY-LAWSON-OSC Case File No. MA-19-1540 (Case Closed).pdf
EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND
LARCENY AND AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.pdf
EMAIL-DEMAND-LETTER-JOANNA_MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ - MEGAN'S LAW SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY.pdf
EMAIL-DESHEPLO-SHAPIRO-Re_ John De Sheplo.pdf
EMAIL-FACEBOOK-WAIVER OF SERVICE.pdf
EMAIL-GOOGLE-DEMAND-LETTER-Re_ [5-0747000025618] Recover Leo Cono's Gmail
Acconts.pdf
email-MAGDALENA-DEMAND LETTER TO_ Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a.
Dom Scott; 50 Cent;.pdf
EMAIL-MAGDALENA-WAIVER OF SERVICE.pdf
EMAIL-MICHELLE-SMITH-FEE WAIVER FOR PROCESS OF SERVICE - DEFENDANTS - 326
ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417.pdf
EMAIL-NEVADA-ATTORNEY-GENERAL-VICTIMS-OF-CRIME-DOMESTIC-VIOLENCEFUND.pdf
EMAIL-PATERNITY-Re_ Asking Judge_ Denise L. Gentile About Leo Cono's Paternity Case_ D-19585312-P.pdf
EMAIL-Re_ Asking Judge_ Denise L. Gentile About Leo Cono's Paternity Case_ D-19-585312-P.pdf
GENTILE ETALS, SANTO.docx

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026393892&_uid=838671649
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LEO CONO LAST DEMAND LETTER TO MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ

Yandex, Mail

May 2, 2019 10:02 AM
From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: «mnestate2» <mnestate2@gmail.com>, «millions12369» <millions12369@yahoo.com>
Bcc: leoacono@outlook.com, leoacono@yandex.com, leocono78@gmail.com, leocono@yandex.com,
leoconolaw@gmail.com

Magdalena I have sent you demand letters and you have not responded. I am a computer programmer and can, without a
doubt, prove that you have opened and read my emails to you.
I am a Plaintiff in Federal Court and also State of Nevada Court and I am suing, you for NOT paving me any
amount of money "whatsoever".
Other Defendants have already been arrested and sentenced to jail and/or are now deceased because they
refused to pay me zero money.
This is attempted murder of my life.
I am Homeless/Indigent/Hardship because of your crimes against me and my family. You have committed
crimes against me.
I demand immediate payment for restitution and to recover my losses. I am asking for any amount of money
"whatsoever".
I have faxed summonses to Captain Mike Griffin of the Bergen County, NJ Sheriff’s Office to serve you a
summons.
Perhaps you have already signed the Affidavit of Service either as Magdalena Narbuntowicz or one of
your Falsified Identities to defraud and to wrongfully obtain money and property of people you have
committed "Aggravate Identity Theft" and perhaps also Murder. I am prosecuting you to the "fullest
extent of the law". If you have murdered my 4 children, or murdered other people, I will persistently and
relentlessly, prosecute you as a Plaintiff, incarcerate you for Capital Punishments on Death Row awaiting
the Death Sentence for your hideous crimes.

United States Code Annotated
Title 10. Armed Forces (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle A. General Military Law (Refs & Annos)
Part II. Personnel (Refs & Annos)
SuperBrowse Chapter 47. Uniform Code of Military Justice (Refs & Annos)
SupprBrowse Subchapter X. Punitive Articles (Refs & Annos)
10 U.S.C.A. § 921
§ 921. Art. 121. Larceny and wrongful appropriation
Currentness
(a) Any person subject to this chapter who wrongfully takes, obtains, or withholds, by any means, from
the possession of the owner or of any other person any money, personal property, or article of value of
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395369&_uid=795168054
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any kind-(1) with intent permanently to deprive or defraud another person of the use and benefit of property or
to appropriate it to his own use or the use of any person other than the owner, steals that property and
is guilty of larceny; or
(2) with intent temporarily to deprive or defraud another person of the use and benefit of property or to
appropriate it to his own use or the use of any person other than the owner, is guilty
of wrongful appropriation.
(b) Any person found guilty of larceny or wrongful appropriation shall be punished as a court-martial may
direct.

United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
SuperBrowse Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
SuperBrowse Chapter 19. Conspiracy

18 U.S.C.A. § 371

§ 371. Conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud United States
Currentness
<Notes of Decisions for 18 USCA § 371 are displayed in two separate documents.>
If two or more persons conspire either to commit any offense against the United States, or to defraud the
United States, or any agency thereof in any manner or for any purpose, and one or more of such persons
do any act to effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both.
If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a misdemeanor only,
the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment provided for such
misdemeanor.\

New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 2a. Administration of Civil and Criminal Justice (Refs & Annos)
SuperBrowse Subtitle 6. Specific Civil Actions
SuperBrowse Chapter 49. Money or Property of Municipality or School District; Recovery

N.J.S.A. 2A:49-1

2A:49-1. Action for recovery; jurisdiction; bond for costs

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395369&_uid=795168054
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New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 2a. Administration of Civil and Criminal Justice (Refs & An nos)
SuperBrowse Subtitle 6. Specific Civil Actions
Snpp.rBrowsp. Chapter 22. Debts or Obligations Fraudulently Contracted or Incurred

N.J.S.A. 2A:32-l

2A:32-i. Remedies of person defrauded
Currentness

Whenever there is fraud in the execution or consideration of a contract, the person defrauded at any
time thereafter may institute a civil action, to recover the money owing on such contract although, by
its terms, the debt contracted or the money secured to be paid thereby is not then due or payable; and
the person defrauded may, upon discovery of the fraud, either rescind the contract entirely and
recover the money or property obtained by the fraud, or, sue on the contract to recover thereon.
The plaintiff in such an action shall have all rights to which he would be entitled if the debt or obligation
was due and payable at the time of the commencement of the action.
NOTES OF DECISIONS
Damages
The “benefit-of-the-bargain” rule may also obtain in computing damages in actions for fraud or
deceit. Hodgson v. Applegate. 55 N.J.Super. 1. 149 A.2d 839 (A.D.19591. affirmed 31 N.J. 29. 155
A.2d 97. Fraud

59121

This is vour last chance to respond with payment for mv hardship, homelessness, and extreme pain and
suffering.
As I have already stated: Other Defendants have already been arrested and sentenced to jail, and/or now
deceased because they refused to pay me zero money. This is attempted murder of mv life. Perhaps you
work directly or indirectly as a Federal Peace Officer or Law Enforcement Officer or work for Nordic
Security Services, and/or OSC and/or American Communications Association and/or The IRSand/or The
CIA. I have rights of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Bradv Rule and also the Power of Subpoena to
get your "ENTIRE FILE" from the Attorney General and DISCOVER all the crimes that you have
committed.
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ YOU ARE NOT ABOVE THE LAW!
HOWEVER, YOU MAY BE A HYPOCRITE AND "DTRTY COP" THAT IS LAUGHING ALL THE WAY
TO THE BANK TO MAKE YOUR DEPOSITS! ALSO YOU MAY EVEN BE RICHER THAN BILL
https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print7micM 68884986026395369&_uid=795168054
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GATES FROM DEFRAUDING VICTIMS OF CRIME (LIKE MYSELF) AND THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA - TREASURY - TO OBTAIN MONEY OR PROPERTY THROUGH MISREPRESENTATION.
EXTORTION AND TRICKS & DECEIT.
This is your last chance to respond before we go Full Trial.
Once I receive your Signed Affidavit of Service. you will NOT get another chance for a SETTLEMENT. WE
WILL GO FULL TRIAL!
I will see to it that THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - TREASURY will RECOVER all of the Wealth
that you have collected from Victims of Crime and sentence you to death for your crimes.

Regards.
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395369&_uid=795168054
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Your fax to Service of Summons for Complaint - Civil Enforceme has succeeded

Your fax to Service of Summons for Complaint - Civil Enforceme has
succeeded

Yandex. Mail

May 10, 2019 12:26 PM
From: «FaxZero.com» <support@faxzero.com>
To: «Leo Cono» <LeoCono@Yandex.com>
Dear Leo Cono,
Your fax to Service of Summons for Complaint - Civil Enforceme at 6503634833 has been sent successfully!
Successful delivery of your fax was confirmed at 3:26 PM Eastern Daylight Time on May 10th, 2019
Your fax included 1 page of coversheet with your text and 3 pages of attached documents.
Be sure to follow up with the recipient to make sure that the fax is legible and is delivered to the right person in
the office.
Thank you,
FaxZero.com

P.S. Check out https://www.FreePrintable.net: printable business cards,
certificates, timesheets, calendars, coloring pages, and more.

If you want to RECEIVE faxes or send lots of pages
each month, try our friends at mFax. Just $9 a month.
http://faxzero.com/go/mFax

(id#24401122)

https://mail.yandex.com/u2709/print?mid=168884986026395613&_uid=795168054
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Fwd: Fb hearing
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com>
To: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>

------ Beginning of forwarded message------05.11.2019, 06:23, "LAICON8 USA TASK FORCE" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
LIKE THESE "NOTES"
https://youtu.be/9jK-NcRmVcw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KZnYQATjtZvWKtrF5Q-DTBJppFD_Scwy/view?usp=drivesdk
FOR TODAY'S HEARING AGAINST MARK ZUCKERBERG AND PRISCILLA CHAN
Case Information
A-19-791015-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)
Case Number
A-19-791015-C
Court
Department 7
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
File Date
03/05/2019
Case Type
Other Civil Matters
Case Status
Open
TODAY NOVEMBER 5, 2019
11/05/2019 Motion
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification
10/03/2019 Notice of Department Reassignment
Comment
Notice of Department Reassignment
10/14/2019 Order to Show Cause
Comment
Order to Show Cause
11/05/2019 Motion
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification
11/19/2019 Show Cause Hearing
Judicial Officer

Wed, Oct 21, 2020 at 4:18 AM

Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
judge said b Lindquist dismissal has nothing to do with other Defendants
Certification is to please b Lindquist attempting to act like counsel for Facebook.com and Mark Zuckerberg.
defendant cannot be counsel for another defendant
on 09/25/2019, b. Lindquist did not attend the hearing because he was in jail.
CONO will exercise his FOIA - Freedom of Information Act, Brady Rule, and Subpoena power to ask The USA Attorney
General, The Homeland Security, The IRS, OSC, Nordic, ACA, Inspector General, Solicitor General, and The FBI for the entire
file on defendants that also include Henderson, Nevada - Steven Buskin aka Steven Klein aka John Desheplo that
committed grand larceny of CONO's Father's Wills & Estates of approximately $500 million (similar to how Nevada
Senator Reed and Obama robbed Cliven Bundy with judicial crimes committed by Gloria M. Navarro (Mexican Chief
Judge) and Peggy A. Leen, and Appellate Judge Jay Bisbee) and CONO's stolen computer programming code is worth $1
Billion. Compared to Winklevoss Twins receiving $168 million from Facebook.com Inc. when it was a private company.
Now Facebook.com ticker FB NASDAQ is trading at $195/share. Therefore Facebook.com owes CONO at least $1
BILLION DOLLARS.
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/fb
Also Newark New Jersey Bergen County Sheriff Anthony Cureton and Fran Napoletano and Kim Bonnami committed
grand larceny of CONO's $3.3 million dollars mansion in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey located at 326 Rock Ridge Court,
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
With IRS kickbacks to Debbie King aka Deborah James, Madelyne aka Magdalena Narbuntowicz aka Julie Jones,
Katherine King aka Rebecca James OSC Human Resources Director in a bigamous marriage with ACA OSC James
Humphrey and Santo Gentile aka GAMBINO and David Gentile and Josephine Gentile and Joanne Gentile and Rick Cardali
and John Cardone IRS pass through Corp to Corp Director accepting CONO's mansion as a kickback to IRS and Bergen
County Sheriff Personnel and Public Government Officers and Peace Officers. This is in exchange for money laundering
and tax evasion of GAMBINO, RUSSO, WOOD, BARONE, BONNAMI, MINERVINI, LLOYD, SCHUMER/SCHULTZ, AND DON
KING FAMILIES, and additionally www.GPB.net Terrorist Racketeering Enterprise MAFIA Accounting Clients and Pyramid
Scheme grand larceny similar to MADOFF - David Gentile aka GAMBINO www.gpb-cap.com for the motive of money
laundering and tax evasion against The USA Treasury for the motive of building venture capital for The Axis of Evil World War III Terrorist Racketeering Enterprise.
That got arrested by the FBI recently
https://scientologymoneyproject.com/2019/03/07/waste-management-firm-owned-by-gpb-capital-is-raided-by-the-fbitroubles-continue-for-scientologist-david-gentiles-firm/
THESE TERRORISTS AND SPYS FAMILIES ORUGINATE FROM THE MUSICAL GROUP "THE RATT PACK" - D'ARIENZO,
OCHOA, SAMMY DAVIS JUNIOR, RED GALLAGHER, DEAN MARTIN ETC.
CONO needed response to order to proceed in forma pauperis that judge nor defendants responded to
CONO filed this twice
CONO needs fee waiver electronic format to serve defendants in San Mateo county sheriff CONO was not able to proceed
without court granting unseal or access to adobe PDF or Tiff image of Order To Proceed In Forma Pauperis tricks and
deceit
CONO was attempting to answer b Lindquist but he was attacked by frivolous filings from Sherry ly and Steven Wolfson b
Lindquist is the Clark County Sheriff Constable in Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise collusion with District Attorney.
deception extortion tricks and deceit
obstruction of Justice tampering with a witness tampering with evidence
smoking gun of Terrorism racketeering is attempt to impersonate CONO with aggravated identity theft with clerk
Courtney that has been fired or has been incarcerated because of judicial fraud CONO has fake fb Zuckerberg case
dismissal. b. Lindquist and his daughter clerk Courtney simultaneously filed a case against fb where Courtney's father b
Lindquist pretended to be Leo Cono.

Clark county sheriff and eight judicial district court RJC judicial crimes and Treason to the USA with Mexican chief judge
traitor Vincent Ochoa collusion
and court administrators cask Dolan and Grierson and Gambino and Lloyd gentile and Minervini and Ochoa and Lopez
and Salazar and Sandy Jeanette and Obama crime FAMILIES that are terrorists.
starvation SNAP EBT
assault and stolen flash drives and phones
objection to order to show cause
judicial misconduct CONO submitted over 200 exhibits and filings
judges are deceased and Mexican clerks are responding for fake judges
hit man judges like David Barker and Joe Bonaventure show up the last minute for deceased judges and dismiss cases by
flooding the RJC Court House Elevators with Mexican people and making stops on every floor 2 3 4 etc all the way up to
the 16th floor and then 15 minutes late and then criminal and fraudulent dismissal of cases by Hitman Justice of the
Peace or retired judges.
and Linda Marie bell order to show cause is another hit man judge attempting to aggregate 11 law suits including Denise l
gentile family fraud judge into 1 lawsuit
Linda Marie bell clearly did not conduct due diligence by reviewing Over 300 exhibits and filings and should be disbarred
and Incarcerated for judicial Terrorism racketeering Enterprise and Treason crimes
b Lindquist discrimination, harassment, extortion attempted murder tricks and deceit and deception in collusion with
Brandon Rockett Grand Theft Auto of CONO's Cadillac Escalade ESV rebranded and changed vin
b Lindquist is a serial killer and mass murderer committing genocide of Americans visiting the library
worse than son of sam and Ted Bundy and comparable to Hitler genocide where he has murdered thousands of
Americans visiting Las Vegas
CONO will file a motion for forensic accounting that prove he receives and gives kickbacks and unlawful fraudulent snap
ebt welfare unemployment and other fraudulent government benefits in exchange for being an assassin and genocide
mass murderer. CONO will prosecute to the fullest extent of the law both civilly and criminally for attempted murder of
CONO , collusion with Magdalena Narbuntowicz his bigamous wife, and conflict of interest family relationship with Mark
Zuckerberg and Mrs. Marion Little Dobbs Ferry, New York - mother of Mark Zuckerberg and other bigamous marriages
family relationships with MARIANA Carvalho, Madelyne aka Magdalena Narbuntowicz, and Karen Theresa Castorino in
bigamous marriages with Mark Zuckerberg.
Also Kyle Cono -Nellis Air Force Base - Fighter Jet Pilot was murdered by Magdalena Narbuntowicz and Anthony
Darienzo that trespassed Nellis Air Force Base and murdered Kyle Cono by using CONO's Cadillac Escalade ESV that
stalled on the highway they were arrested and jailed and fugitives from Justice out on bail terrorists now abducting and
raping CONO's step children. Madelyne murdered CONO's entire family including Kailey Cono, Kyle Cono, Krista Cono,
Colin Cono, Karen Theresa Castorino to cover up bigamous marriages to Mark Zuckerberg and commit mass grand
larceny of CONO's Wills and Estates and fortune from money tied to Karen Theresa castorino bigamous marriages to Mr.
kume, mark wood also murderehd by defendants, wes Walton, Samsung John Kim, kid Cudi, Anthony Darienzo aka Justin
Raphael aka jeff walker in a bigamous marriage with Dobbs ferry Marian little Mark Zuckerberg s mother and cleaning
lady MARIANA. that had sex with minor Mark Zuckerberg at that time.
San Mateo county sheriff
fb and rjc tried stealing CONO cases ie law suits and Facebook accounts with lvicon and Priscilla Chan ties to Singapore
and Indonesia to murder children for live body organ transplants
and CONO'semail accounts with Google Gmail, Microsoft Outlook and Hotmail, GoDaddy, other network solution,
musical composition Dom Scott Chris Darienzo aca Anthony Darienzo fb owner is osc aca Nordic
locked CONO out of his Facebook accounts
defendants systematically stole or destroyed CONO court exhibits, flash drives, phones, batteries, drop box accounts,
Google drive, Microsoft one drive, other cloud storages, email accounts, phone numbers, two step two factor
authentication
stole CONO'ssocial networking algorithms and SQL server stored procedures and user interface code like the winklevoss
twins
parts of Facebook.com are STILL running on Cono's code and designs

also extra space storage of CONO'spaper exhibits, dna mattress top and utensils and shower curtain and other dna
evidence were stolen.
Cono's son Kyle CONO has Mark Zuckerberg's DNA. Karen Theresa Castorino was having sex with Mark Zuckberg and
Sam Yagan of Match.com
operating genocide web sites and matching you with dates and marriages to beautiful prostitute assassins from South
America, Poland, Eastern Europe, and Africa committing murder of wealthy American Families for the motive of grand
larceny and aggravated identity theft of an American's Wills & Estates, Properties, All Assets, and Persona (i.e. Identity
Theft).
10/03/2019 Notice of Department Reassignment
Comment
Notice of Department Reassignment
10/14/2019 Order to Show Cause
Comment
Order to Show Cause
11/05/2019 Motion
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification
11/19/2019 Show Cause Hearing
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
ENCORE......
https://youtu.be/XfR9iY5y94s
PS:
https://youtu.be/CdqoNKCCt7A
PPS:
https://youtu.be/pzQjyPJdM3w
FINAL "A"?
https://youtu.be/pfSjsWfIhgE
"MAKE AMERICA RICH AGAIN"
FOR ALL "NON-TERRORISTS" EVERYONE.

On Tue, Nov 5, 2019, 4:54 AM LAICON8 USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com> wrote:
LIKE THESE "NOTES"......
https://youtu.be/9jK-NcRmVcw
FOR TODAY'S HEARING AGAINST MARK ZUCKERBERG AND PRISCILLA CHAN
Case Information
A-19-791015-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)
Case Number
A-19-791015-C
Court
Department 7
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
File Date
03/05/2019
Case Type

Other Civil Matters
Case Status
Open
TODAY NOVEMBER 5, 2019
11/05/2019 Motion
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification
10/03/2019 Notice of Department Reassignment I
Comment
Notice of Department Reassignment
10/14/2019 Order to Show Cause I
Comment
Order to Show Cause
11/05/2019 Motion I
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification
11/19/2019 Show Cause Hearing I
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
judge said b Lindquist dismissal has nothing to do with other Defendants
Certification is to please b Lindquist attempting to act like counsel for Facebook.com and Mark Zuckerberg.
defendant cannot be counsel for another defendant
on 09/25/2019, b. Lindquist did not attend the hearing because he was in jail.
CONO will exercise his FOIA - Freedom of Information Act, Brady Rule, and Subpoena power to ask The USA Attorney
General, The Homeland Security, The IRS, OSC, Nordic, ACA, Inspector General, Solicitor General, and The FBI for the
entire file on defendants that also include Henderson, Nevada - Steven Buskin aka Steven Klein aka John Desheplo that
committed grand larceny of CONO's Father's Wills & Estates of approximately $500 million (similar to how Nevada
Senator Reed and Obama robbed Cliven Bundy with judicial crimes committed by Gloria M. Navarro (Mexican Chief
Judge) and Peggy A. Leen, and Appellate Judge Jay Bisbee) and CONO's stolen computer programming code is worth
$1 Billion. Compared to Winklevoss Twins receiving $168 million from Facebook.com Inc. when it was a private
company. Now Facebook.com ticker FB NASDAQ is trading at $195/share. Therefore Facebook.com owes CONO at
least $1 BILLION DOLLARS.
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/FB/
Also Newark New Jersey Bergen County Sheriff Anthony Cureton and Fran Napoletano and Kim Bonnami committed
grand larceny of CONO's $3.3 million dollars mansion in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey located at 326 Rock Ridge Court,
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
With IRS kickbacks to Debbie King aka Deborah James, Madelyne aka Magdalena Narbuntowicz aka Julie Jones,
Katherine King aka Rebecca James OSC Human Resources Director in a bigamous marriage with ACA OSC James
Humphrey and Santo Gentile aka GAMBINO and David Gentile and Josephine Gentile and Joanne Gentile and Rick
Cardali and John Cardone IRS pass through Corp to Corp Director accepting CONO's mansion as a kickback to IRS and
Bergen County Sheriff Personnel and Public Government Officers and Peace Officers. This is in exchange for money
laundering and tax evasion of GAMBINO, RUSSO, WOOD, BARONE, BONNAMI, MINERVINI, LLOYD, SCHUMER/SCHULTZ,
AND DON KING FAMILIES, and additionally www.GPB.net Terrorist Racketeering Enterprise MAFIA Accounting Clients
and Pyramid Scheme grand larceny similar to MADOFF - David Gentile aka GAMBINO www.gpb-cap.com for the
motive of money laundering and tax evasion against The USA Treasury for the motive of building venture capital for
The Axis of Evil - World War III Terrorist Racketeering Enterprise.

That got arrested by the FBI recently
https://scientologymoneyproject.com/2019/03/07/waste-management-firm-owned-by-gpb-capital-is-raided-by-the-fbi-

troubles-continue-for-scientologist-david-gentiles-firm/
THESE TERRORISTS AND SPYS FAMILIES ORUGINATE FROM THE MUSICAL GROUP "THE RATT PACK" - D'ARIENZO,
OCHOA, SAMMY DAVIS JUNIOR, RED GALLAGHER, DEAN MARTIN ETC.
CONO needed response to order to proceed in forma pauperis that judge nor defendants responded to
CONO filed this twice
CONO needs fee waiver electronic format to serve defendants in San Mateo county sheriff CONO was not able to
proceed without court granting unseal or access to adobe PDF or Tiff image of Order To Proceed In Forma Pauperis
tricks and deceit
CONO was attempting to answer b Lindquist but he was attacked by frivolous filings from Sherry ly and Steven Wolfson
b Lindquist is the Clark County Sheriff Constable in Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise collusion with District Attorney.
deception extortion tricks and deceit
obstruction of Justice tampering with a witness tampering with evidence
smoking gun of Terrorism racketeering is attempt to impersonate CONO with aggravated identity theft with clerk
Courtney that has been fired or has been incarcerated because of judicial fraud CONO has fake fb Zuckerberg case
dismissal. b. Lindquist and his daughter clerk Courtney simultaneously filed a case against fb where Courtney's father b
Lindquist pretended to be Leo Cono.
Clark county sheriff and eight judicial district court RJC judicial crimes and Treason to the USA with Mexican chief
judge traitor Vincent Ochoa collusion
and court administrators cask Dolan and Grierson and Gambino and Lloyd gentile and Minervini and Ochoa and Lopez
and Salazar and Sandy Jeanette and Obama crime FAMILIES that are terrorists.
starvation SNAP EBT
assault and stolen flash drives and phones
objection to order to show cause
judicial misconduct CONO submitted over 200 exhibits and filings
judges are deceased and Mexican clerks are responding for fake judges
hit man judges like David Barker and Joe Bonaventure show up the last minute for deceased judges and dismiss cases
by flooding the RJC Court House Elevators with Mexican people and making stops on every floor 2 3 4 etc all the way
up to the 16th floor and then 15 minutes late and then criminal and fraudulent dismissal of cases by Hitman Justice of
the Peace or retired judges.
and Linda Marie bell order to show cause is another hit man judge attempting to aggregate 11 law suits including
Denise l gentile family fraud judge into 1 lawsuit
Linda Marie bell clearly did not conduct due diligence by reviewing Over 300 exhibits and filings and should be
disbarred and Incarcerated for judicial Terrorism racketeering Enterprise and Treason crimes
b Lindquist discrimination, harassment, extortion attempted murder tricks and deceit and deception in collusion with
Brandon Rockett Grand Theft Auto of CONO's Cadillac Escalade ESV rebranded and changed vin
b Lindquist is a serial killer and mass murderer committing genocide of Americans visiting the library
worse than son of sam and Ted Bundy and comparable to Hitler genocide where he has murdered thousands of
Americans visiting Las Vegas
CONO will file a motion for forensic accounting that prove he receives and gives kickbacks and unlawful fraudulent
snap ebt welfare unemployment and other fraudulent government benefits in exchange for being an assassin and
genocide mass murderer. CONO will prosecute to the fullest extent of the law both civilly and criminally for attempted
murder of CONO , collusion with Magdalena Narbuntowicz his bigamous wife, and conflict of interest family
relationship with Mark Zuckerberg and Mrs. Marion Little Dobbs Ferry, New York - mother of Mark Zuckerberg and other
bigamous marriages family relationships with MARIANA Carvalho, Madelyne aka Magdalena Narbuntowicz, and Karen
Theresa Castorino in bigamous marriages with Mark Zuckerberg.

Also Kyle Cono -Nellis Air Force Base - Fighter Jet Pilot was murdered by Magdalena Narbuntowicz and Anthony
Darienzo that trespassed Nellis Air Force Base and murdered Kyle Cono by using CONO's Cadillac Escalade ESV that
stalled on the highway they were arrested and jailed and fugitives from Justice out on bail terrorists now abducting and
raping CONO's step children. Madelyne murdered CONO's entire family including Kailey Cono, Kyle Cono, Krista Cono,
Colin Cono, Karen Theresa Castorino to cover up bigamous marriages to Mark Zuckerberg and commit mass grand
larceny of CONO's Wills and Estates and fortune from money tied to Karen Theresa castorino bigamous marriages to
Mr. kume, mark wood also murderehd by defendants, wes Walton, Samsung John Kim, kid Cudi, Anthony Darienzo aka
Justin Raphael aka jeff walker in a bigamous marriage with Dobbs ferry Marian little Mark Zuckerberg s mother and
cleaning lady MARIANA. that had sex with minor Mark Zuckerberg at that time.
San Mateo county sheriff
fb and rjc tried stealing CONO cases ie law suits and Facebook accounts with lvicon and Priscilla Chan ties to
Singapore and Indonesia to murder children for live body organ transplants
and CONO'semail accounts with Google Gmail, Microsoft Outlook and Hotmail, GoDaddy, other network solution,
musical composition Dom Scott Chris Darienzo aca Anthony Darienzo fb owner is osc aca Nordic
locked CONO out of his Facebook accounts
defendants systematically stole or destroyed CONO court exhibits, flash drives, phones, batteries, drop box accounts,
Google drive, Microsoft one drive, other cloud storages, email accounts, phone numbers, two step two factor
authentication
stole CONO'ssocial networking algorithms and SQL server stored procedures and user interface code like the
winklevoss twins
parts of Facebook.com are STILL running on Cono's code and designs
also extra space storage of CONO'spaper exhibits, dna mattress top and utensils and shower curtain and other dna
evidence were stolen.
Cono's son Kyle CONO has Mark Zuckerberg's DNA. Karen Theresa Castorino was having sex with Mark Zuckberg and
Sam Yagan of Match.com
operating genocide web sites and matching you with dates and marriages to beautiful prostitute assassins from South
America, Poland, Eastern Europe, and Africa committing murder of wealthy American Families for the motive of grand
larceny and aggravated identity theft of an American's Wills & Estates, Properties, All Assets, and Persona (i.e. Identity
Theft).
10/03/2019 Notice of Department Reassignment I
Comment
Notice of Department Reassignment
10/14/2019 Order to Show Cause I
Comment
Order to Show Cause
11/05/2019 Motion I
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
Comment
B. Lindquist's Motion for NRCP 54(b) Certification
11/19/2019 Show Cause Hearing I
Judicial Officer
Bell, Linda Marie
Hearing Time
9:00 AM
End of forwarded message

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

Re: [4-2893000030837] Regarding Your Legal
Inquiry

\1 ] |

May 14, 2020 12:28 PM

From: «USA TASK FORCE» <conoleo089@gmail.com>
To: uslawenforcement@google.com, lpage@google.com,
larry.page@gmail.com, larrypage@google.com, lpageuofm@gmail.com,
haydenjconrad@yahoo.com, «larrypage@google.com
lpageuofm@gmail.com lpage@google.com page@cs.stanford.edu»
<larryp@google.com>, «larry@google.com» <page@cs.stanford.edu>,
«Susan Wojcicki» <susan@youtube.com>, susanw@gmail.com,
susanwojcicki@youtube.com, dcjtipline@njdcj.org,
wojcickis@youtube.com, swojcicki@youtube.com,
susan.wojcicki@youtube.com, katherineely@gmail.com, «Leo Cono»
<conoleo089@gmail.com>, sundar@gmail.com, google-legalsupport@google.com
Cc: «Leo Cono» <LEOCONO@yandex.com>, «pio»
<pio@supremecourt.gov>, barkerd@clarkcountycourts.us, wo@irs.gov,
dcallen@dps.state.nv.us, info@bridgeviewabstract.com,
«theresa.watson3» <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>,
doanm@clarkcountycourts.us, cashl@clarkcountycourts.us,
mosesa@clarkcountycourts.us, ncjdinfo@judicial.nv.gov,
jeters@clarkcountycourts.us, scottir@clarkcountycourts.us,
israelr@clarkcountycourts.us, BVAbstract@aol.com,
Griersons@clarkcountycourts.us, BonaventureJ@clarkcountycourts.us,
OCHOAV@clarkcountycourts.us, JJULIANO@osc.gov, «hkerner»
<hkerner@osc.gov>, «pdecaroster» <pdecaroster@gmail.com>,
pjensen@nordicsec.com, «mfjames733» <mfjames733@yahoo.com>,
«humphrey_vernon» <humphrey_vernon@yahoo.com>,
Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov, «AOdb_JCD PetitionforReview»
<JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>, «mdar» <mdar@osc.gov>,
FOIAappeal@osc.gov, userra@osc.gov, «hatchact» <hatchact@osc.gov>,
«Chauncey» <clawson@osc.gov>, itverp@usdoj.gov,
Jay_bybee@ca9.uscourts.gov, «internal.affairs»
<internal.affairs@usdoj.gov>, «iris.lan3» <iris.lan3@usdoj.gov>, «William
Barr» <askdoj@usdoj.gov>, «aginfo» <aginfo@ag.nv.gov>,
dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, SandT-Cyber-Liaison@hq.dhs.gov,
ipassessments@dhs.gov, essteam@hq.dhs.gov,
SAFECOMGovernance@dhs.gov, soc@us-cert.gov, «oec»
<oec@hq.dhs.gov>, fema-nims@dhs.gov, femahousing@corplodging.com,
mediainquiry@hq.dhs.gov, information@niem.gov, «ics-cert@dhs.gov»
<icscert@dhs.gov>, ICE.ForcedLabor@ice.dhs.gov, publicinfo@lacourt.org,
SMC_DEPT40@lacourt.org, SMC_DEPT56@lacourt.org,

mscdept28@lacourt.org, humtcourt@bgcredwoods.org,
sscmsc@lacourt.org, localrulescomments@lacourt.org,
mstgeorge@lacourt.org, efSMCprobate@lacourt.org, rreyes@lacourt.org,
mscdept18@lacourt.org, layne.carver@irs.gov,
Stephen.A.Whitlock@irs.gov, diane.ryan@irs.gov, marilyn.c.rolf@irs.gov,
«debbie.king» <debbie.king@ci.irs.gov>, joan.evans@irs.gov, «Yogi M»
<yogi.m@edkal.com>, «leoacono» <leoacono@outlook.com>,
info@pharmacychecker.com, «ISTB Web Services Los Angeles Superior
Court Online Services» <onlineservices@lacourt.org>, «Sherri R. Carter»
<SRCarter@lacourt.org>, «Renee Braeunig» <renee.braeunig@lacity.org>,
42711@lapd.online, 32046@lapd.online, audit@lcb.state.nv.us,
«lsimonesilval» <lsimonesilval@hotmail.com>, mark.seidenberg@aol.com,
Joseph Loiacono» <jloiacono@gmail.com>,
gentiled@clarkcountycourts.us, PBOULAY@osc.gov, BFONG@osc.gov,
peter.carr@usdoj.gov, us.marshals@usdoj.gov,
usms.recruitment@usdoj.gov, usms.wanted@usdoj.gov, «agcomplaint»
<agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, «ig» <ig@doc.nv.gov>, «nrcpcommittee»
<nrcpcommittee@nvcourts.nv.gov>, «auditor» <auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov>,
consumercomplaints@fcc.gov, «cywatch» <cywatch@fbi.gov>,
IC_Complaints@ic.fbi.gov, nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov, «oig»
<oig@dc.gov>, «prosts» <prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov>, «rcj_chambers»
<rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov>, «mcarvalho711»
<mcarvalho711 @gmail.com>, USANV.Webadmin@usdoj.gov,
usms.foia@usdoj.gov, «mnestate2» <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
pacermail@psc.uscourts.gov, pacer@psc.uscourts.gov,
aocmail@nvcourts.nv.gov, oagpress@njoag.gov
Hi Google Legal Support and Google Law Enforcement Yesterday, I sent you an email regarding
Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days ago asking for a
refund and to cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
Please undelete this email.
It has many attachments.
I have zero money right now and need to get a refund from 24 hours fitness to be used for
buying food till the end of the month. I am only receiving $194/month for food.
What is the status of the UNDELETE EMAIL?

Please advise.
Thanks,
Leo Cono
818-694-0611
conoleo089@gmail.com

On Wed, May 13, 2020, 2:13 PM USA TASK FORCE
<conoleo089@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Google / Alphabet Inc. US Law Enforcement and Legal Department Attached are 2 previous email conversation threads from you.
You have stated:
If you think that a crime has been committed, you may
wish to contact law enforcement, and law enforcement
can contact Google.

I Leo Cono - Superior Court of The State of California - Los Angeles
County - Central District - Self Represented Plaintiff have visited LAPD
and I have a Police Report.
Additionally, I have visited The Los Angeles FBI located at 11000
Wilshire Blvd and The Homeland Security ICE located at Los Angeles
Street. I am also planning on pressing criminal charges with AUSA - US
Attorneys in Los Angeles, California.
LAPD gave me a Police Report. They asked me to give you the Police
Report instead of LAPD contacting you.
Alternatively, you may reply back to this email with the Email Address,
Phone Number, Fax Number, and USPS Postal Address of your Legal
Department.
Additionally, I am an Attorney and exercising my right to the US
Constitution - Fifth Amendment to The Bill of Rights - Due Process of
Law and the First Amendment - The Right to Privacy.
Google/Alphabet Inc. employees and contractors do not have the right
to hack into my conoleo089@gmail.com Gmail and Drive Accounts and
unlawfully login and delete my emails and draft emails. This is criminal.
Obstruction of Justice
Tampering with Evidence
Tampering with a Witness
Attempted Murder
Aggravated Identify Theft
Pillaging
Murder for the Motive of Grand Larceny

Tax Evasion
Money Laundering
Criminal Entrapment
Criminal Extortion
Sabotage
Racketeering
Treason
Terrorism
I am demanding 2 things:
1.) Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few
days ago asking for a refund and to cancel my account with 24 hours
fitness.

Please undelete this email.
It has many attachments, approximately over 8 attachments. Please go
to the trash bin and undelete this email. The GMAIL Policy for deleted
emails is 30 days. Hackers unlawfully logged into my account and
deleted my draft email to 24 hours fitness.
This is Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise Collusion being committed by
Google / Alphabet Inc Personell aiding and abetting with Terrorists.
I am a victim of crimes and I am now indigent, homeless, and hardship
because of violent crimes committed against me. I used to be a
successful Independent Computer Consultant and millionaire. Now I
have zero money and I desperately need the 24 hours fitness
cancellation refund for survival to buy food and water.
Terrorist employees and/or contractors working for Google/ Alphabet
Inc. deleted my refund email.
This is aiding and abetting in Terrorism and attempted murder of my
life, i.e
attempted homicide of Leo Cono for the motive of Aggravated Identify
Theft of my persona, digital assets, properties, cash, cars, and wills &
estates.
Now therefore, please UNDELETE my REFUND EMAIL TO 24 HOURS
FITNESS or I will file a
Motion to Join Necessary Party

to my lawsuit and also initiate a
new lawsuit against Google/Alphabet Inc.
I have a subpoena SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
Case 20STCV00088

Please undelete and
Recover my Email from 2 days ago for cancellation and refund from 24
hours

fitness.
Hackers unlawfully logged into my account conoleo089@gmail.com
and deleted my email with many attachments.
I also have a subpoena to discover the
IP Addresses
of the persons that unlawfully deleted my draft email and are hacking
into my Gmail and Drive accounts.
2.)

Also I am officially requesting,
by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), SUBPOENA, Brafy Rule and
Wiretap
a LOGIN HISTORY REPORT

with Date Time Stamp and IP Addresses of persons hacking into my
account and unlawfully logging into my account
-conoleo089@gmail.com
If the LOGIN HISTORY REPORT will take a while to produce, please
undelete my draft email immediately. I need the 24 hours fitness refund
for survival, food and water.
I will cc Larry Page, Susan Wojcicki, Katherine Wood, Sundar Pichai, The
HOMELAND SECURITY ICE and The FBI.
Superior Court of California
20stcv00088
Thanks,
Leo Cono
818-694-0611

ConoLeo089@gmail.com
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M Gmail

LAICON8 USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com>

WRIT OF EXECUTION For ANY AMOUNT OF MONEY WHATSOEVER & DEMAND LETTER - THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) - HENRY KERNER
2 messages
LAICON8 USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com>
Mon, Jun 17, 2019 at 4:41 PM
To: hkerner@osc.gov, Daniel Zwillenberg <dzwillenberg@bcsd.us>
Cc: EEPSTEIN@osc.gov, PBOULAY@osc.gov, BFONG@osc.gov, AGALINDO-MARRONE@osc.gov, leoconolaw <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, Lynne Spears
<conoleo089@gmail.com>, RVENIER@osc.gov, AWAGNER@osc.gov, BWHEELER@osc.gov, phartobey <phartobey@osc.gov>, Katherine
<kking@osc.gov>, Chauncey <clawson@osc.gov>, info@osc.gov, hatchact <hatchact@osc.gov>, userra@osc.gov, mdar@osc.gov, AMARRONE@osc.gov,
BGIPE@osc.gov, AGULLIcK@osc.gov, JJULIANO@osc.gov, KKAMMANN@osc.gov, ZKURZ@osc.gov, LLOPEZ@osc.gov, KMCDUFFIE@osc.gov,
CMCMULLEN@osc.gov, EMCMURRAY@osc.gov, TMILLSAPS@osc.gov, SMOAZED@osc.gov, DSHET@osc.gov, JSIEGELMAN@osc.gov,
FOIAappeal@osc.gov, KBAXTER@osc.gov, CTALL@osc.gov, MSHETH@osc.gov, SULLMAN@osc.gov, ECOLLIER@osc.gov, certification@osc.gov,
humphrey_vernon@yahoo.com, jennette_singson@ao.uscourts.gov, johnmalala@ucf.edu, keboepple@gmail.com, krassip@hotmail.com,
mcdaniela@uncw.edu, parkerj@apsu.edu, rbowler@pbtk.com, whimat@gmail.com, adouai@yahoo.com, biggers_jt@mercer.edu,
catkinson@hintonburdick.com, cengizerdal@sakarya.edu.tr, dpicirillo@vikings.northpark.edu, etaricani@yahoo.com, fazal.malik@hct.ac.ae,
jkorn@post.harvard.edu, joseph.swaba@domail.maricopa.edu, pdecaroster@gmail.com, philauter@gmail.com, sharaf.rehman@utb.edu,
theroundtrees@yahoo.com, employment@nordicsec.com, sales@nordicsec.com, Roberta LeSauvage <rlesauvage@bcsd.us>, Michael Griffin
<MGriffin@bcsd.us>, "mfjames733@yahoo.com" <mfjames733@yahoo.com>, mcarvalho711 <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, "BVAbstract@aol.com"
<BVAbstract@aol.com>, "teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com" <teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com>, mnestate2 <mnestate2@gmail.com>, millions12369
<millions12369@yahoo.com>, "flavmmu9@aol.com" <flavmmu9@aol.com>, "sagan1@verizon.net" <sagan1@verizon.net>, jnarbuntowicz
<jnarbuntowicz@yahoo.com>

FROM: “LEO CONO”
CONOLEO089@gmail.com (EMAIL ONLY - MY BACKBACK WAS STOLEN BY DEFENDANTS and LO-JACK Android App shows backpack was
shipped from Las Vegas to New Jersey)
TO:
HENRY KERNER
Special Counsel
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
FRAUDULENT INVESTIGATION FROM
CHAUNCEY LAWSON - OSC File No. MA-19-1540
U.S. OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
1730 M Street, N.W., Suite 218

Washington, D.C. 20036-4505
202-804-7000
SUBJECT: WRIT OF EXECUTION and DEMAND LETTER

REGARDING:
• INVADING, DAMAGING AND TRESPASSING LEO CONO'S HOUSE AT 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417,
• ABDUCTION AND KIDNAPPING OF LEO CONO'S CHILDREN - KETHELYN CARVALHO & KELVIN CARVALHO TSE JR.
• GRAND LARCENY OF HILTON GRAND VACATIONS TIME SHARES,
• GRAND THEFT AUTOs OF CADILLAC ESCALADE ESV, AND LEXUS RX350,
• FRAUDULENT EXTORTION, GRAND LARCENY AND GRAND EMBEZZLEMENT OF LEO CONO'S UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BY
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ, SCOTT RAMON SEGURO MASCUDI (KID CUDI), TOD COOPERMAN, MARIANI CARVALHO
RIBEIRO, BRUCE CHASE, TOM BYRNES, NICOLE (ANTHONY D'ARIENZO'S DAUGHTER), CRYSTAL/KIM/LEA (NY UI AGENT), ANNA
MARIE THERESA LOIACONO WALKER, JOSEPH LOIACONO
•

GRAND LARCENY OF LEO CONO's BANK SAVINGS AND CADILLAC ESCALADE NEW AUTO PARTS BY MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ, AND MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO, AND SIMONE CAGUA SILVA, JUNIOR CARVALHO, ANNA MARIE THERESA
WALKER, ANTHONY D'ARIENZO,

• GRAND LARCENY OF "LEO CONO's" FATHER'S WILL PROCEEDS with DEFENDANTS: "JOHN R. DE SHEPLO" (JERRY LOIACONO'S
WILLS ATTORNEY), "MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ" (NORDIC SECURITY SERVICES/AVALON BAY LUXURY APARTMENT
COMMUNITIES OWNER BY GRAND LARCENY FROM MR. KUME - CLASS NK, MARK WOOD, MARK MARROLETTI - GAMBINO CRIME
FAMILY), "ANNA MARIE THERESA LOIACONO WALKER", SIMONE CAGUA SILVA, JUNIOR CARVALHO, "DEBORAH JAMES" (aka
DEBBIE KING - IRS), MICHAEL JAMES aka MIKE JONES, "ANTHONY D'ARIENZO" (AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION),
"REBECCA JAMES" (OSC), "MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO" (NORDIC SECURITY SERVICES), AND "OTHER DEFENDANTS"
TRESPASSING AND INVADING LEO CONO'S
HOUSE AT:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
LAW-SUITS CASE NUMBERS:
Case Number Style / Defendant File Date

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=624c32bcf7&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar3181514315225534686%7Cmsg-a%3Ar765662803543...
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Case Number

Style / Defendant

File Date

A-19-791627-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. John De Sheplo, Defendant(s)

03/22/2019

A-19-791165-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mariani Ribeiro, Defendant(s)

03/14/2019

A-19-791169-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. LLoyd George, Defendant(s)

03/14/2019

A-19-791176-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Clark County DWSS Nevada, Defer 03/14/2019

A-19-791177-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Dom Scott, Defendant(s)

03/14/2019

A-19-791015-C

Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mark Zuckerberg, Defendant(s)

03/05/2019

G-18-050918-M

In the Matter of the Guardianship of: Kelvin Carvalho, Kethr 12/17/2018

DEFENDANTS:
Rebecca James aka Miss K. King , Deborah L James, Michael James aka Mike Jones, Julie Jones, Megan James, Joanna Narbuntowicz,
Mariani
Carvalho Ribeiro, Johanna Kossifos, MaryAnna/Julie El Taher, Louisa Carvalho, Arto (Nordic), Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Nagdalena
Narubuntowicz, Junior Carvalho, Simone Cagua Silva, Anthony D’Arienzo
& THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC), Nordic Security Services,
American Communications Association, Allied Universal, American Security Services, North American Communications, and Other
Defendants that are Aiding and Abetting in TERRORISM COLLUSION.
Hello HENRY KERNER Defendants named above work for you: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) either directly as
Employees or indirectly as Contractors or Preferred Vendors.
I am DEMANDING that you and also Defendants "CEASE and DESIST” and "EXIT" my House and Property
immediately at
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
You are damaging and destroying my house and also Deformation of Characted of a house by operating a brothel/whore house /
staging house without my permission. I will not be able to sell my house at a fair price because you are giving my house a bad
reputation. Furthermore, you are not paying rent or a lease and damaging my house.
This is a demand for RESTITUTION payment for your unlawful and criminal acts. Just because you are a FEDERAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY does not give you the right to receive my house as a kickback from Santo Gentile and GPB.com
Accountants for Tax Evasion. Also does not give you the right to conduct an undercover investigation at my loss and my enormous
debit. I have worked for over 30 years to pay for my house and also paid $26,500 in taxes for over 10 years. Cease & Desist and Exit
my house. Stop Trespassing, Damaging and Invading my house. Also pay for damages and rent. You are not above the law.
On March 19, 2019 2:11 PM, I sent a "DEMAND LETTER" to THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) :
• EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY AND AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT
and on "March 20, 2019 05:52, "CHAUNCEY LAWSON" - Responded that you are currently reviewing
the information with the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) - "Case Review Division" (cRd) - Case No. "OSC

File No. MA-19-1540".
• MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter
and on "March 20, 2019 3:50 PM, I sent a "RESPONSE LETTER" that I am
"INDIGENT/HARDSHIP/HOMELESS" because of the Crimes committed against me by OSC Employees,
Contractors, and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Organized Crime Ring "CREW". Therefore, I
DEMANDED IMMEDIATE FINANCIAL RELIEF for "RESTITUTION" AND "RECOVERY OF COSTS
AND DAMAGES".
• EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY AND AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT
and on "April 8, 2019 9:46 AM, Chauncey Lawson (OSC) responded to my Email. He DENIED of any Financial Relief Assistance to me
"WHATSOEVER"!
I am Indigent/Hardship/Homeless. I am also the "Prevailing Party" to a Racketeering Organized Crime Ring Law Suit against you - OSC.
OSC and Defendants have committed Crimes of Murder, of my 4 children and Crimes against my 2 step-children, for Grand Larceny.
The following is the Email Statement from Chauncey Lawson (OSC):
Re: OSC File No. MA-19-1540

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=624c32bcf7&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar3181514315225534686%7Cmsg-a%3Ar765662803543...
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• “This letter responds to the complaint you submitted to the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC). Case Review Division (CRD) has
carefully examined the information you provided and based on this information, we have made a final determination to close our
inquiry in this matter.”
I will PROSECUTE OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC) and DEFENDANTS both "CRIMINALLY" and "CIVILLY".
I am asking for ANY AMOUNT OF MONEY WHATSOEVER AS PARTIAL PAYMENT to NOT prosecute you for Attempted Murder-

Members of my family have not paid me any amount of money whatsoever and have already been incarcerated.
Why are you above the law Henry Kerner? Please make an immediate payment.

-

Nevada District Court FEDERAL and STATE OF NEW JERSEY ANNOTATED CODES:
New Jersey Statutes Annotated
United States Code Annotated
American Jurisprudence Pleading and Practice Forms Annotated

1.) § 112. Complaint in federal court—
DEFENDANT: "OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL" (OSC) AND CONTRACTORS —
Seeking civil penalty for violation of cease and desist order

2). 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345
§ 1345. United States as plaintiff
3.) New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Part 2. Offenses Against Property
Burglary and Other Criminal Intrusion (Refs & Annos)

N.J.S.A. 2C:18-6
2C:18-6. Offenses; penalties; restitution; liability for expenses
4.) Chapter 41. Racketeering (Refs & Annos)
N.J.S.A. 2C:41-2
2C:41-2. Prohibited activities
5.) N.J.S.A. 2C:46-4|
2C:46-4. Fines, assessments, penalties and restitution; collection; disposition

6.) N.J.S.A. 2C:43-2.1
2C:43-2.1. Motor vehicle theft or unlawful taking; restitution
7.) N.J.S.A. 2A:39-8
2A:39-8. Recovery of damages and possession of property; treble damages in lieu of possession

8.) N.J.S.A. 2C:21-17.4
2C:21-17.4. Action for damages resulting from use of personal identifying information; standard of proof; other remedies
9.) N.J.S.A. 30:4-123.59
30:4-123.59. Legal custody and supervision; conditions; signature on agreement; relief; release to state aid residential facility; assistance;
least restrictive available alternative for juveniles; disposition of fines
10.) N.J.S.A. 2C:30-8
2C:30-8. Public Corruption Profiteering Penalty Act
11.) N.J.S.A. Const. Art. 1, 22
22. Rights of victims of crimes
Regards,
Leo Cono
702-844-3726
ConoLeo089@gmail.com

LAICON8 USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com>
Sun, Jul 14, 2019 at 3:59 PM
Draft To: deptflc@clarkcountycourts.us, mcarvalho711 <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, homicide <homicide@lvmpd.com>, dept08lc@clarkcountycourts.us,
dept02lc@clarkcountycourts.us, dept09lc@clarkcountycourts.us, dept24lc@clarkcountycourts.us, dept28lc <dept28lc@clarkcountycourts.us>,
lloydm@darkcountycourts.us, Lynne Spears <conoleo089@gmail.com>, mfjames733@yahoo.com, mnestate2 <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
ICE.ForcedLabor@ice.dhs.gov, oec@hq.dhs.gov, csat@dhs.gov, mark.seidenberg@aol.com, mark7433@aol.com, nordicsec@aol.com,
pjensen@nordicsec.com, j.peter@nordicsec.com, mariani.carvalho@yahoo.com, "Blaine.Welsh" <blaine.welsh@usdoj.gov>, "stephen.bartell"
<stephen.bartell@usdoj.gov>, Michael Griffin <MGriffin@bcsd.us>, teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com, parkerj@apsu.edu, biggers_jt@mercer.edu,
jkorn@post.harvard.edu, kimberlyf@nvbar.org, shira_berk@yahoo.com, pdecaroster@gmail.com, kerry.gallagher@yahoo.com, Daniel Zwillenberg
<dzwillenberg@bcsd.us>, Roberta LeSauvage <rlesauvage@bcsd.us>, "AskDOJ@usdoj.gov" <AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>, "iris.lan3" <iris.lan3@usdoj.gov>,
itverp@usdoj.gov, cywatch <cywatch@fbi.gov>, csanders@admin.nv.gov, morgando@admin.nv.gov, salazar@admin.nv.gov,
"JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov" <JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>, steven.wolfson@clarkcountyda.com,
Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com, wei.zha@uc.edu, philauter@gmail.com, mcdaniela@uncw.edu, etaricani@yahoo.com, marilyn.c.rolf@irs.gov,
ltgov@ltgov.nv.gov, director@lcb.state.nv.us, "Stephen.A.Whitlock@irs.gov" <Stephen.A.Whitlock@irs.gov>, hkerner@osc.gov, PBOULAY@osc.gov,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=624c32bcf7&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar3181514315225534686%7Cmsg-a%3Ar765662803543...
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mdar@osc.gov, EEPSTEIN@osc.gov, BFONG@osc.gov, SULLMAN@osc.gov, JJULIANO@osc.gov, KBAXTER@osc.gov, RVENIER@osc.gov,
JSIEGELMAN@osc.gov, lpp7042@gw.njsp.org, mmclaughlin <mmclaughlin@dps.state.nv.us>, kbarrette <kbarrette@ag.nv.gov>,
barbara.underwood@ag.ny.gov, prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov, rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov, robert_conrad@ncwd.uscourts.gov,
bcegavske@sen.state.nv.us, employment@nordicsec.com, sales@nordicsec.com, jeansiebert@yahoo.com, jeansiebert@hotmail.com,
markseidenberg@yahoo.com, debbie.king@ci.irs.gov, agcomplaint <agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, ig <ig@doc.nv.gov>, theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov,
edward_damich <edward_damich@ao.uscourts.gov>, JDuff <jduff@ao.uscourts.gov>, margaret_sweeney <margaret_sweeney@ao.uscourts.gov>, pio
<pio@supremecourt.gov>, mmendoza <mmendoza@ag.nv.gov>, Joseph Loiacono <jloiacono@gmail.com>, lsimonesilval@hotmail.com,
CByrne@ag.state.nv.us, ttac@ovcttac.org, bjinkerson@nvcourts.nv.gov, msommermeyer@nvcourts.nv.gov, auditor <auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov>,
audit@lcb.state.nv.us, humphrey_vernon@yahoo.com, drjim@ethosevolved.com, DAInfo@clarkcountyda.com, "NHPSC-PIEO@State.NV.US" <nhpscpieo@state.nv.us>, dcallen@dps.state.nv.us, KDavoren@gov.nv.gov, wilsonk@ltgov.nv.gov, lopezc@ltgov.nv.gov, dzwillenberg@partners.org,
civil@bcsd.us, michelle.smith@njcourts.gov, SORegistry@gw.njsp.org, Feedback@sos.nj.gov, frank_schultz@menendez.senate.gov, wo@irs.gov
Hi Henry Kerner I am Leo Cono and a Victim of Crimes and Domestic Violence.
I am prosecuting my family as a Civil Plaintiff and also pressing criminal charges.
I recentlly discovered that they are Terrorists in Collusion with the Gambino/Gentile Crime Family.
Mr. Henry Kerner, are you also in Collusion with the Gambino/Gentile Crime Family giving my house as a kickback to the IRS Miss King aka James
related to the Newark, New Jersey Terrorist Network?

Please see attached files:
• GRAND-LARCENY-rebecca-deborah-iames-JLA FACES, INC.txt
• grand-larcenv-deborah-iames-debbie-king-irs-santo-gentile-kickbacks-irs-tax-evasion-JLA FACES, INC., 568505.pdf
Wether or not your are investigating and "under-cover", it gives you or your employees and/or contractors to be invading, trespassing and damaging
my house. Addiitonally you are also abducting, kidnapping, raping and molesting my step-children. You are also responsible for the murder of my 4
children: Kailey Cono, Kyle Cono, Krista Cono and Colin Cono.
Furthemore, you are in collusion with John R. De Sheplo and have committed Grand Larceny of my father's Jerry (Gennaro) Loiacono's: Wills and
Estates, Properties and All Assets.
Attached is my CEASE AND DESIST letter to Chauncey Lawson. Mr Lawson has committed a fraud investigation.
Please review Chauncey Lawson FRAUD INVESTIGATION LETTER. HE IS MAKING THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA a CRIMINAL.
MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter.pdf
I will also email this letter to President Donald J. Trump and THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - ATTORNEY GENERAL - WILLIAM BARR!
HENRY KERNER you must STOP these crimes where you are DISGRAZING and EMBARASSING THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA because of
your GREED!
Also review attached file: Ms Pamela L W Lawson, current address, phone, email and more - Fa.pdg
Where Chauncey Lawson received my sister's house as a kickback!
My sister's house:
29 Battista Ct
Savreville. NJ 08872-1659
Mr. Henry Kerner, I have also emailed you a Demand Letter. Since your are the leader of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF
SPECIAL COUNSEL (OSC), I expect you to immediately pay me RESTITUTION and EMERGENCY FINANCIAL RELIEF and RECOVERY OF MY
FINANCIAL LOSSES, such as my house at 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 that you and your personnel are invading, trespassing,
damaging and attempted arson. Furthermore you and your personnel have HIJACKED my life for 8 years.
I expect you to CEASE AND DESIST and EXIT MY HOUSE and IMMEDIATELY PAY ME MONEY You and your personnel have made me Indigent.
THIS IS ATTEMPTED MURDER!
Mr. Henry Kerner, you must take Emergency Financial Relief action and send me money immediately.
Mr. Henry Kerner, you are the leader and a Federal Public Peace Officer but you are "NOT ABOVE-THE-LAW",
If you choose to ignore this DEMAND LETTER and CEASE AND DESIST, I will PROSECUTE you: Henry Kerner (personnaly as a Criminal) and Press
Criminal charges with HOMICIDE@LVMPD.COM against you and also Serve you a Summons for Civil Law Suit: EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
- LAS VEGAS, NEVADA.
Case Information
A-19-791165-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mariani Ribeiro, Defendant(s)
Case Number

A-19-791165-C
Court
Department 2
Judicial Officer
Scotti, Richard F.
File Date
03/14/2019
Case Type
Other Civil Matters
Case Status
Open
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=624c32bcf7&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar3181514315225534686%7Cmsg-a%3Ar765662803543...
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[Quoted text hidden]

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
702-844-3726

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=624c32bcf7&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar3181514315225534686%7Cmsg-a%3Ar765662803543...
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M Gmail

Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>

EMAIL 2 WITH ATTACHEMENTS "SERVICE OF SUMMONS" TO "MAGDALENA
NARBUNTOWICZ" AT 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
1 message
Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>
Wed, Jul 10, 2019 at 4:35 PM
To: Daniel Zwillenberg <dzwillenberg@bcsd.us>, Roberta LeSauvage <rlesauvage@bcsd.us>, Michael Griffin
<mgriffin@bcsd.us>
Cc: leoconolaw <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, "CRCLOutreach@dhs.gov" <CRCLOutreach@dhs.gov>, "crcl@dhs.gov"
<crcl@dhs.gov>, "cert@dhs.gov" <cert@dhs.gov>, "i&aprivatesectorcoordinator@hq.dhs.gov"
<i&aprivatesectorcoordinator@hq.dhs.gov>, "oec@hq.dhs.gov" <oec@hq.dhs.gov>, "csat@dhs.gov" <csat@dhs.gov>,
"obp@dhs.gov" <obp@dhs.gov>, "AskDOJ@usdoj.gov" <AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>, "iris.lan3" <iris.lan3@usdoj.gov>,
"internal.affairs" <internal.affairs@usdoj.gov>, "itverp@usdoj.gov" <itverp@usdoj.gov>, cywatch <cywatch@fbi.gov>,
"JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov" <JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>, "Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov"
<Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov>, "lvcon1@ClarkCountyNV.gov" <lvcon1@clarkcountynv.gov>, "debbie.king@ci.irs.gov"
<debbie.king@ci.irs.gov>, agcomplaint <agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, ig <ig@doc.nv.gov>, oig <oig@dc.gov>, hatchact
<hatchact@osc.gov>, sgentile <sgentile@gpb.net>, info <info@gpb-cap.com>, mnestate2 <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
mcarvalho711 <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, phartobey <phartobey@osc.gov>, Chauncey <clawson@osc.gov>,
millions12369 <millions12369@yahoo.com>, "kerry.gallagher" <kerry.gallagher@yahoo.com>, "steven.wolfson"
<steven.wolfson@clarkcountyda.com>, "afeni.banks" <afeni.banks@hotmail.com>, "Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com"
<Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com>, "theresa.watson3" <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>, john_roberts
<john_roberts@cadc.uscourts.gov>, edward_damich <edward_damich@ao.uscourts.gov>, JDuff <jduff@ao.uscourts.gov>,
margaret_sweeney <margaret_sweeney@ao.uscourts.gov>, "asummers@dps.state.nv.us" <asummers@dps.state.nv.us>,
"NHPSC-PIEO@State.NV.US" <nhpsc-pieo@state.nv.us>, mmclaughlin <mmclaughlin@dps.state.nv.us>, pio
<pio@supremecourt.gov>, "dcallen@dps.state.nv.us" <dcallen@dps.state.nv.us>, kbarrette <kbarrette@ag.nv.gov>,
mmendoza <mmendoza@ag.nv.gov>, "Blaine.Welsh" <blaine.welsh@usdoj.gov>, "stephen.bartell"
<stephen.bartell@usdoj.gov>
Hi Daniel Zwillenberg, Roberta LeSauvage, Michael Griffin, and Michelle Cho Attached are the Email Conversations and Exhibits that I have been having with The Bergen County New Jersey
Sheriff Staff and Daniel Zwillenberg, Roberta LeSauvage, Michael Griffin, and Michelle Cho. Also from my
research on

https://www.fastpeoplesearch.com/
Also
attached is the Docket for Case No. A-19-791165-C | Leo Cono, Plaintiff(s) vs. Mariani Ribeiro,
Defendant(s)
I am sending this email, for the reason of, emailing Email Conversations Threads on a separate Email because of
size limitation concerns.
Thanks,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

exhibits-summons-magdalena-attachments-to-second-email.zip
13289K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar1264771691455983083%7Cmsg-a%3Ar48507276648...
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M Gmail

Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>

Fwd: "SERVICE OF SUMMONS" TO "MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ" AT 326 ROCK
RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
1 message
Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>
Fri, Jul 12, 2019 at 3:11 PM
To: wei.zha@uc.edu, biggers_jt@mercer.edu, philauter@gmail.com, mcdaniela@uncw.edu, etaricani@yahoo.com,
marilyn.c.rolf@irs.gov, ltgov@ltgov.nv.gov, director@lcb.state.nv.us, Stephen.A.Whitlock@irs.gov, G2930S@lvmpd.com,
hkerner@osc.gov, PBOULAY@osc.gov, mdar@osc.gov, EEPSTEIN@osc.gov, BFONG@osc.gov, SULLMAN@osc.gov,
JJULIANO@osc.gov, KBAXTER@osc.gov, RVENIER@osc.gov, JSIEGELMAN@osc.gov, lpp7042@gw.njsp.org,
mmclaughlin <mmclaughlin@dps.state.nv.us>, kbarrette <kbarrette@ag.nv.gov>, barbara.underwood@ag.ny.gov,
prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov, rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov, robert_conrad@ncwd.uscourts.gov,
bcegavske@sen.state.nv.us, employment@nordicsec.com, sales@nordicsec.com, jeansiebert@yahoo.com,
jeansiebert@hotmail.com, markseidenberg@yahoo.com, mseidenberg@sbcglobal.net, debbie.king@ci.irs.gov, agcomplaint
<agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, ig <ig@doc.nv.gov>, oig <oig@dc.gov>, "theresa.watson3" <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>,
edward_damich <edward_damich@ao.uscourts.gov>, JDuff <jduff@ao.uscourts.gov>, margaret_sweeney
<margaret_sweeney@ao.uscourts.gov>, pio <pio@supremecourt.gov>, mmendoza <mmendoza@ag.nv.gov>,
jloiacono@gmail.com, lsimonesilval@hotmail.com, CByrne@ag.state.nv.us, 2930S@lvmpd.com, SSisolak@gov.nv.gov,
randeebrems@gov.nv.gov, abcarrillo@gov.nv.gov, ttac@ovcttac.org, askovc@ncjrs.gov, systems.advocate@dcfs.nv.gov,
bjinkerson@nvcourts.nv.gov, msommermeyer@nvcourts.nv.gov, auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov, audit@lcb.state.nv.us,
humphrey_vernon@yahoo.com, drjim@ethosevolved.com, DAInfo@clarkcountyda.com,
YOLANDA.GIVENS@clarkcountyda.com, "NHPSC-PIEO@State.NV.US" <nhpsc-pieo@state.nv.us>,
dcallen@dps.state.nv.us, KDavoren@gov.nv.gov, wilsonk@ltgov.nv.gov, lopezc@ltgov.nv.gov, Prosecutor@bcpo.net,
dzwillenberg@partners.org, civil@bcsd.us, michelle.smith@njcourts.gov, SORegistry@gw.njsp.org, Feedback@sos.nj.gov,
frank_schultz@menendez.senate.gov, wo@irs.gov
FYI
--------- Forwarded message--------From: Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 12, 2019 at 9:27 AM
Subject: Re: "SERVICE OF SUMMONS" TO "MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ" AT 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT,
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
To: Daniel Zwillenberg <dzwillenberg@bcsd.us>, Roberta LeSauvage <rlesauvage@bcsd.us>, Michael Griffin
<mgriffin@bcsd.us>, Michelle Cho <mcho@bcsd.us>
Cc: leoconolaw <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, CRCLOutreach@dhs.gov <CRCLOutreach@dhs.gov>, crcl@dhs.gov
<crcl@dhs.gov>, cert@dhs.gov <cert@dhs.gov>, i&aprivatesectorcoordinator@hq.dhs.gov
<i&aprivatesectorcoordinator@hq.dhs.gov>, oec@hq.dhs.gov <oec@hq.dhs.gov>, csat@dhs.gov <csat@dhs.gov>,
obp@dhs.gov <obp@dhs.gov>, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov <AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>, iris.lan3 <iris.lan3@usdoj.gov>,
internal.affairs <internal.affairs@usdoj.gov>, itverp@usdoj.gov <itverp@usdoj.gov>, cywatch <cywatch@fbi.gov>,
JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov <JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>, Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov
<Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov>, lvcon1@ClarkCountyNV.gov <lvcon1@clarkcountynv.gov>, debbie.king@ci.irs.gov
<debbie.king@ci.irs.gov>, agcomplaint <agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, ig <ig@doc.nv.gov>, oig <oig@dc.gov>, hatchact
<hatchact@osc.gov>, sgentile <sgentile@gpb.net>, info <info@gpb-cap.com>, mnestate2 <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
mcarvalho711 <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, phartobey <phartobey@osc.gov>, Chauncey <clawson@osc.gov>,
millions12369 <millions12369@yahoo.com>, kerry.gallagher <kerry.gallagher@yahoo.com>, steven.wolfson
<steven.wolfson@clarkcountyda.com>, afeni.banks <afeni.banks@hotmail.com>, Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com
<Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com>, theresa.watson3 <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>, john_roberts
<john_roberts@cadc.uscourts.gov>, edward_damich <edward_damich@ao.uscourts.gov>, JDuff
<jduff@ao.uscourts.gov>, margaret_sweeney <margaret_sweeney@ao.uscourts.gov>, asummers@dps.state.nv.us
<asummers@dps.state.nv.us>, NHPSC-PIEO@State.NV.US <nhpsc-pieo@state.nv.us>, mmclaughlin
<mmclaughlin@dps.state.nv.us>, pio <pio@supremecourt.gov>, dcallen@dps.state.nv.us <dcallen@dps.state.nv.us>,
kbarrette <kbarrette@ag.nv.gov>, mmendoza <mmendoza@ag.nv.gov>, Blaine.Welsh <blaine.welsh@usdoj.gov>,
stephen.bartell <stephen.bartell@usdoj.gov>

Hi Roberta LeSauvage https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-2898962264863842927%7Cmsg-a%3Ar17359024197...
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Did the Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff - Serve Summons to Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro yet?
at my house:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Did the Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff - Serve Summons to Magdalena Narbuntowicz yet?
at my house:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Thanks,
Leo
On Thu, Jul 11,2019 at 12:47 PM Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Daniel Zwillenberg, Roberta LeSauvage, Michael Griffin, and Michelle Cho I have paid for "Service of Summons” to "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" with various aka names;
and "Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro” with various aka names.
If the "Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff" has not already done so months ago,
please "SERVE Summonses" to "Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro" and "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" at

my house:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Did the Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff - Serve Summons to Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro yet?
Did the Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff - Serve Summons to Magdalena Narbuntowicz yet?
Additionally, please conduct a
"Welfare Check" on "Kelvin Carvalho" (16 years old male) and "Kethelyn Carvalho" (15 years old
female)
at address: 326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417.
They are my children from my second marriage with Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro. I am also the
biological DNA father. I am in the process of getting a divorce.
For over 2 years, I was driving them to school and picking them up from school, feeding them, paid for a 3
bedroom apartment, and involved in parenting activities such as going to the movies, bowling, and dining at
restaurants such as Applebee's.

Here are "The State of New Jersey Annotated Code" on "ABANDONMENT, cruelty, molesting, raping and
neglect of children".
Also New Jersey Laws on "Transfer of Paternity Rights" and "Transfer the Children" to me for "100 %
Custody".
Furthermore, Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro is ether Out-On-Bail or Incarcerated. Therefore, please
transfer custody and guardianship of Kelvin and Kethelyn to me ASAP. My 4 children from my
first marriage have already been murdered by Mariana and Magdalena. Please stop this from
happening again with Kelvin and Kethelyn!
New Jersey Statutes Annotated
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-2898962264863842927%7Cmsg-a%3Ar17359024197...
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Title 9. Children--Juvenile and Domestic Relations Courts (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle 3. Protective Welfare Laws (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 6. Abandonment. Abuse, Cruelty and Neglect (Refs & Annos)
Article 1. General Provisions

A. Abuse. Abandonment. Cruelty and Neglect (Refs & Annos)
N.J.S.A. 9:6-1
9:6-1. Abuse. abandonment. cruelty and neglect of child; what constitutes
New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 2c. The New Jersey Code of Criminal Justice (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle 2. Definition of Specific Offenses
Part 3. Offenses Against Others

Chapter 24. Offenses Against the Family. Children and Incompetents (Refs & Annos)
N.J.S.A. 2C:24-4
2C:24-4. Endangering welfare of children
New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 2c. The New Jersey Code of Criminal Justice (Refs & Annos)

Subtitle 3. Sentencing
Chapter 44. Authority of Court in Sentencing (Refs & Annos)

N.J.S.A. 2C:44-6.2
2C:44-6.2. Incarceration of sole caretakers of minor children; assumption of responsibility for
care of children

New Jersey Statutes Annotated
Title 30. Institutions and Agencies
Subtitle 1a. Division of Family Development (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 4C. Dependent and Neglected Children (Refs & Annos)
Article II. Care. Custody and Guardianship (Refs & Annos)

N.J.S.A. 30:4C-12
30:4C-12. Complaint; investigation; hearing; order making child ward of court; duration of order;
extension

Mr. Daniel E. Zwillenberg. Esq.. Chief Counsel. Bergen County Sheriff’s Office. please see below
for the list of emails that you and I have been exchanging.
PROOF-OF-COURTESY-CREDIT-FOR-SERVICE-SUMMONS-MISTAKES:
1-

email-yandex-06072019-1156 AM-Daniel E. Zwillenberg-COURTESY-SERVICE-SUMMONS-CREDIT

2-

email-yandex-06112019-1550 AM-Daniel E. Zwillenberg-DUPLICATE-WITH-DELIBERATE-OMMISSION-of-COURTESY

3-

email-gmail-06122019-1254 PM-Leo Cono Response-Address-the issues stated-by-Mr. Daniel E. Zwillenberg

4-

email-yandex-06132019-1203 PM-Leo Cono Response-2nd sending from Yandex-Address-the issues-Daniel E. Zwillenberg

5-

email-gmail-06172019-0442 PM-Daniel E. Zwillenberg-DELIBERATE-INTENTIONAL-LEAVE-FOR-VACATION

6-

email-gmail-07062019-0317pm-Leo Cono Response-SERVICE-OF-SUMMONS-Mariana-Mr. Daniel E. Zwillenberg

7-

email-gmail-07062019-0326pm-Leo Cono Response-WITH-ATTACHMENTS-OF-EMAIL-conversation-Mariana-Daniel E.

Zwillenberg
8-email-gmail-07092019-0357pm-Leo Cono Response-2ND-EMAIL-TO-DANIEL-ZWILLENBERG-STATUS-RETURN-SERVICEMARIANA
9-email-gmail-07102019-0311pm-Leo Cono Response-SERVICE-OF-SUMMONS-Magdalena Narbuntowicz-Mr. Daniel E.
Zwillenberg
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10-email-gmail-07102019-0424pm-Leo Cono 2ND ATTEMPT-Response-SERVICE-OF-SUMMONS-Magdalena NarbuntowiczDaniel
11-email-gmail-07102019-0435pm-Leo Cono Reply-ATTACHMENTS-OF-EMAILS-to-SERVICE-MAGDALENA-Daniel E. Zwillenberg

Please refer to attachment: 1-email-yandex-06072019-1156 AM-Daniel E. Zwillenberg-COURTESY-SERVICESUMMONS-CREDIT.pdf

Note: Mr. Daniel E. Zwillenberg states: 'Ve are willing. in an extreme exercise of Courtesy"and good faith, to
make an additional reasonable attempt to serve your papers If, and only if, you provide us with the following in dear and
concise manner and format"

I have already paid for Service of Summonses via USPS Money OrderAttempts were made to Serve Summonses to the wrong addresses.
I have email proof that the addresses that were attempted for service are incorrect. Also my address is
incorrect.
Where did the Bergen County Sheriff get my address of:
7400 Center Avenue
Apartment 477
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
?
I never provided this address in any of my emails nor instructions to you?
Moreover, I was supposed to have been "Granted" Out-Of-State/Interstate Fee Waiver for Service of
Summonses because of legislation and court rules that apply to Indigent Services and Interstate Fee Waiver
Legislation.
Therefore, please reply back to this email with "Return of Service” (Affidavit of Service) to
Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro and Magdalena Narbuntowicz.

Did the Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff - Serve Summons to Magdalena Narbuntowicz ?
Or any of her aka names that she uses to impersonate persons with Aggravated Identity Theft
listed in attached document: NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-maadalena-osc-A-19-791165-C?
Please serve the following documents to "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" at "326 Rock Ridge Court, Franklin Lakes,
NJ 07417":
1. NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-magdalena-osc-A-19-791165-C
2. summons-PDF-magdalena-A-19-791165-DocumentFragment 33452459
3. docket-a-19-791165-c-osc-mariani-judge-Richard-F-Scotti-dept-2

Also attached are photos to help Identify what Magdalena Narbuntowicz looks like.
She is a Terrorist that changes her name every few months.
She also impersonates Men because she is a She-Male.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-2898962264863842927%7Cmsg-a%3Ar17359024197...
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According to web site: https://www.fastpeoplesearch.com/

Magdalena Narbuntowicz recently changed her name from Magdalena Narbuntowicz to Andrzej J
Narbuntowicz.
Please review attached document: "Andrzei J Narbuntowicz, current address, phone, email and mor
^Rdf

with phone numbers:
(646) 359-1617 - Wireless
(718) 383-3754 - LandLine/Services

Attached file names of photographs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

magdalena-narbuntowicz-alcoholic-and-drug-attic.jpeg
magdalena-narbuntowicz-mass-murderer-serial-killer-terrorist.jpeg
Maria-R-Loiacono-Kailey-Kyle-Krista-Colin-Cono.jpeg
Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-holding-Kathelyn-Carvalho-Phone.jpeg
Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-murdered-Claudia-and-Charlie-in-this-photo.jpeg
Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-murdered-young-black-man-and-Charlie-in-this-photo.jpeg

Notes on the photographs:
• magdalena-narbuntowicz-mass-murderer-serial-killer-terrorist.jpeg
Magdalena holding a carving knife with skill.
Perhaps a search warrant will show there is DNA Evidence present in her Cast Iron Large
Cooking Pots on her kitchen stove at Apartment 3R, 590 Leonard Street, Brooklyn, NY?
Perhaps she eats human flesh and stores it in her freezer like Serial Killer: Jeffrey Domer?
• Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-holding-Kathelvn-Carvalho-Phone.ipeg
This photo shows Magdalena holding Kethelyn Carvalho's Phone. Magdalena is abducting,
kidnapping and molesting Kethelyn Carvalho. This is human slavery because Magdalena
is forcing Kethelyn to work at a Strip Club while Kethelyn is a minor (15 years old).
Kethelyn is being drugged and raped by adults.
Magdalena has a history of raping and mutilating young girls and committing sex with
minors.
Plaintiff: Leo Cono is going to subpoena Chris Kossifos to testify as a Witness. Chris will
testify about what happened to his young daughter. Also my 4 children were murdered by
Magdalena. She must be reported to the NJ State Police and Registered on the Megan's
Law Registry. She is also out-on-bail and a fugitive from justice. She is a chronic drug
attic and sex offender. It is a CRIME for Persons hiding Magdalena because she is a
Fugitive from Justice and Escaped Jail in THE STATE OF NEVADA - NELLIS AIR FORCE
BASE.

• Maria-R-Loiacono-Kailev-Kvle-Krista-Colin-Cono■ipeg
This is a photograph of my mother: Maria R. Loiacono and my 4 children: Kailey, Kyle,
Krista, and Colin Cono that were murdered by Magdalena Narbuntowicz. I want justice!
• Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-murdered-Claudia-and-Charlie-in-this-photo.jpeg
and
Magdalena-Narbuntowicz-murdered-young-black-man-and-Charlie-in-this-photo.ipeg
These are 2 photographs that show Magdalena Narbuntowicz with Claudia, Charlie and a
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-2898962264863842927%7Cmsg-a%3Ar17359024197...
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Young Black Man. Magdalena Narbuntowicz has murdered these persons.
This is an example of persons that she has murdered on her Facebook Friends List.
Facebook has a maximum of 5,000 friends. Magdalena has multiple Facebook.com
Accounts. Therefore, she is committing horrific crimes of genocide and mass murder like
Jeffrey Domer and Son of Sam.

I noticed that she was "UN-FRIENDING" persons from her Facebook.com Friends List after
she murdered them.
In response, I spent over $300 at the Federal Express Store "PRINTING" out Magdalena's
Friends List and Facebook Timeline as "Evidence". These are "Exhibits" of the mass
murders that she has committed.
I have this evidence, as well as, DNA Evidence from my mattress top, kitchen utensils,
glasses, shower curtains, and laundry basket, that show Magdalena's DNA and DNA of
persons that she murdered.

She is a murderer, drug attic, nymphomaniac, and schizophrenic psychopath. This
"menace to society" is a danger to society. She needs to be incarcerated and awaiting
the death penalty on death row!

I have also paid for "Service of Summons to Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro" with various aka names.
Please refer to Attachment: NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-Mariana-osc-A-19-791165-C for various aka names she
uses.
Mariani Carvalho Ribeiro is a former Adult Sex Movies PORN Star featuring BESTIALITY (Sex with Animals), a heroin,
cocaine & crack addict, prostitute, Strip Dancer, and Brazilian Cannibal that eats little girls including "Emilia Briggs" and
probably has murdered:

1.
EMILIA BRIGGS
2.
MARK WOOD (Wealthy American)
3.
CHRIS CLIFTON (Washington DC Lawyer)
4.
NATALIA WALTERS (FBI Agent)

Mariana is transferring wealth, that she has stolen by murdering entire families for the motive of grand larceny of wills,
estates, properties, cars, financial accounts, companies, all assets, and aggravated identity theft;
to Brazil and draining wealth out of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

If the Bergen County New Jersey Sheriff has not already done so months ago,
please "SERVE Summonses" to "Mariana Carvalho Ribeiro" and "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" at
my house:
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

Thanks,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-2898962264863842927%7Cmsg-a%3Ar17359024197...
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Leo Cono
laiconUSA@gmail.com
Forwarded message
From: Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jul 10, 2019 at 4:24 PM
Subject: "SERVICE OF SUMMONS" TO "MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ" AT 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN
LAKES, NJ 07417
To: Daniel Zwillenberg <dzwillenberg@bcsd.us>, Roberta LeSauvage <rlesauvage@bcsd.us>, Michael Griffin
<mgriffin@bcsd.us>, Michelle Cho <mcho@bcsd.us>
Cc: leoconolaw <leoconolaw@gmail.com>, CRCLOutreach@dhs.gov <CRCLOutreach@dhs.gov>, crcl@dhs.gov
<crcl@dhs.gov>, cert@dhs.gov <cert@dhs.gov>, i&aprivatesectorcoordinator@hq.dhs.gov
<i&aprivatesectorcoordinator@hq.dhs.gov>, oec@hq.dhs.gov <oec@hq.dhs.gov>, csat@dhs.gov <csat@dhs.gov>,
obp@dhs.gov <obp@dhs.gov>, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov <AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>, iris.lan3 <iris.lan3@usdoj.gov>,
internal.affairs <internal.affairs@usdoj.gov>, itverp@usdoj.gov <itverp@usdoj.gov>, cywatch <cywatch@fbi.gov>,
JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov <JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov>, Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov
<Criminal.Division@usdoj.gov>, lvcon1@ClarkCountyNV.gov <lvcon1@clarkcountynv.gov>, debbie.king@ci.irs.gov
<debbie.king@ci.irs.gov>, agcomplaint <agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, ig <ig@doc.nv.gov>, oig <oig@dc.gov>, hatchact
<hatchact@osc.gov>, sgentile <sgentile@gpb.net>, info <info@gpb-cap.com>, mnestate2 <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
mcarvalho711 <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, phartobey <phartobey@osc.gov>, Chauncey <clawson@osc.gov>,
millions12369 <millions12369@yahoo.com>, kerry.gallagher <kerry.gallagher@yahoo.com>, steven.wolfson
<steven.wolfson@clarkcountyda.com>, afeni.banks <afeni.banks@hotmail.com>, Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com
<Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com>, theresa.watson3 <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>, john_roberts
<john_roberts@cadc.uscourts.gov>, edward_damich <edward_damich@ao.uscourts.gov>, JDuff
<jduff@ao.uscourts.gov>, margaret_sweeney <margaret_sweeney@ao.uscourts.gov>, asummers@dps.state.nv.us
<asummers@dps.state.nv.us>, NHPSC-PIEO@State.NV.US <nhpsc-pieo@state.nv.us>, mmclaughlin
<mmclaughlin@dps.state.nv.us>, pio <pio@supremecourt.gov>, dcallen@dps.state.nv.us <dcallen@dps.state.nv.us>,
kbarrette <kbarrette@ag.nv.gov>, mmendoza <mmendoza@ag.nv.gov>, Blaine.Welsh <blaine.welsh@usdoj.gov>,
stephen.bartell <stephen.bartell@usdoj.gov>

Hi Daniel Zwillenberg, Roberta LeSauvage, Michael Griffin, and Michelle Cho I have paid for "Service of Summons" to "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" with various aka names.
Please refer to

Attachment: NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-maadalena-osc-A-19-791165-C for various aka

names she uses.
Please serve the following documents to "Magdalena Narbuntowicz" at "326 Rock Ridae Court, Franklin Lakes,
NJ 07417":

1. NOTES TO PROCESS SERVER-magdalena-osc-A-19-791165-C
2. summons-PDF-magdalena-A-19-791165-DocumentFragment 33452459
3. summons-tiff-magdalena-A-19-791165-DocumentFragment 33452459
4. docket-a-19-791165-c-osc-mariani-judge-Richard-F-Scotti-dept-2
5. Mariani-Complaint

6. Mariani-Complaint-EXHIBIT-A
7. Mariani-Complaint-EXHIBIT-B
8. EMAIL-DEMAND-LETTER-JOANNA MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ - MEGAN'S LAW SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY
9. 2C 20-4. Theft by deception

Statutes

Westlaw

10. 205.380. Obtaining money, property, rent or labor by false pretenses

Statutes

Westlaw

11. SANTO-GENTILE-100
12. 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ

NJTaxrecords.net

13. 326 Rock Ridge Court Franklin Lakes Nj Address Search Results
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14. James E Humphrey-Rebecca-James-Katherine-King-OSC-Deborah-James-Debbie-Kinq-IRSSeverin-Brasil-Terrorism

Thanks,
Leo Cono

LeoCono@Yandex.com
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M Gmail

Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>

Mr. Henry Kerner, you must immediately "CEASE AND DESIST" and "EXIT MY
HOUSE" AND PAY ME EMERGENCY FINANCIAL RELIEF MONEY ASAP!
1 message
Leo Cono <laiconusa@gmail.com>
Sat, Jul 13, 2019 at 1:40 PM
To: deptflc@clarkcountycourts.us, mcarvalho711 <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, homicide@lvmpd.com,
dept08lc@clarkcountycourts.us, dept02lc@clarkcountycourts.us, dept09lc@clarkcountycourts.us,
dept24lc@clarkcountycourts.us, dept28lc@clarkcountycourts.us, lloydm@clarkcountycourts.us, conoleo089@gmail.com,
mfjames733@yahoo.com, mnestate2 <mnestate2@gmail.com>, ICE.ForcedLabor@ice.dhs.gov, oec@hq.dhs.gov,
csat@dhs.gov, mark.seidenberg@aol.com, mark7433@aol.com, nordicsec@aol.com, pjensen@nordicsec.com,
j.peter@nordicsec.com, mariani.carvalho@yahoo.com, "Blaine.Welsh" <blaine.welsh@usdoj.gov>, "stephen.bartell"
<stephen.bartell@usdoj.gov>, Michael Griffin <MGriffin@bcsd.us>, teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com, parkerj@apsu.edu,
biggers_jt@mercer.edu, jkorn@post.harvard.edu, kimberlyf@nvbar.org, shira_berk@yahoo.com, pdecaroster@gmail.com,
"kerry.gallagher" <kerry.gallagher@yahoo.com>, Daniel Zwillenberg <dzwillenberg@bcsd.us>, Roberta LeSauvage
<rlesauvage@bcsd.us>, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, "iris.lan3" <iris.lan3@usdoj.gov>, itverp@usdoj.gov, cywatch
<cywatch@fbi.gov>, csanders@admin.nv.gov, morgando@admin.nv.gov, salazar@admin.nv.gov,
JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov, "steven.wolfson" <steven.wolfson@clarkcountyda.com>,
Sherry.Ly@clarkcountyda.com, wei.zha@uc.edu, philauter@gmail.com, mcdaniela@uncw.edu, etaricani@yahoo.com,
marilyn.c.rolf@irs.gov, ltgov@ltgov.nv.gov, director@lcb.state.nv.us, Stephen.A.Whitlock@irs.gov, hkerner@osc.gov,
PBOULAY@osc.gov, mdar@osc.gov, EEPSTEIN@osc.gov, BFONG@osc.gov, SULLMAN@osc.gov, JJULIANO@osc.gov,
KBAXTER@osc.gov, RVENIER@osc.gov, JSIEGELMAN@osc.gov, lpp7042@gw.njsp.org, mmclaughlin
<mmclaughlin@dps.state.nv.us>, kbarrette <kbarrette@ag.nv.gov>, prosts@cafc.uscourts.gov,
rcj_chambers@nvd.uscourts.gov, robert_conrad@ncwd.uscourts.gov, bcegavske@sen.state.nv.us,
employment@nordicsec.com, sales@nordicsec.com, jeansiebert@yahoo.com, jeansiebert@hotmail.com,
markseidenberg@yahoo.com, debbie.king@ci.irs.gov, agcomplaint <agcomplaint@ag.nv.gov>, ig <ig@doc.nv.gov>,
"theresa.watson3" <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>, edward_damich <edward_damich@ao.uscourts.gov>, JDuff
<jduff@ao.uscourts.gov>, margaret_sweeney <margaret_sweeney@ao.uscourts.gov>, pio <pio@supremecourt.gov>,
mmendoza <mmendoza@ag.nv.gov>, jloiacono@gmail.com, lsimonesilval@hotmail.com, CByrne@ag.state.nv.us,
ttac@ovcttac.org, bjinkerson@nvcourts.nv.gov, msommermeyer@nvcourts.nv.gov, auditor@nvcourts.nv.gov,
humphrey_vernon@yahoo.com, drjim@ethosevolved.com, DAInfo@clarkcountyda.com, "NHPSC-PIEO@State.NV.US"
<nhpsc-pieo@state.nv.us>, dcallen@dps.state.nv.us, KDavoren@gov.nv.gov, wilsonk@ltgov.nv.gov, lopezc@ltgov.nv.gov,
dzwillenberg@partners.org, civil@bcsd.us, michelle.smith@njcourts.gov, SORegistry@gw.njsp.org, Feedback@sos.nj.gov,
frank_schultz@menendez.senate.gov, wo@irs.gov
Hi Henry Kerner I am Leo Cono and a Victim of Crimes and Domestic Violence.
I am PROSECUTING YOU CIVILLY as a Civil PRO/SE Plaintiff and also pressing criminal charges against you.
I recently discovered that "Terrorists in your Organization" are in Collusion with the Gambino/Gentile Crime Family.
Mr. Henry Kerner, are you also in Collusion with the Gambino/Gentile Crime Family?
They are giving my house as a kickback to the IRS - Miss King aka Miss James (related to the Newark, New
Jersey DON KING Terrorist Network).
Please see attached files:
• GRAND-LARCENY-rebecca-deborah-iames-JLA FACES, INC.txt

• grand-larcenv-deborah-iames-debbie-king-irs-santo-gentile-kickbacks-irs-tax-evasion-JLA
FACES. INC.. 568505.pdf
It makes no difference to me if you are investigating and "under-cover" or NOT. I am Indigent because of crimes
committed against me, from your Organization, and I am still suffering.
You are NOT "ABOVE-THE-LAW". You or your employees and/or contractors are invading, trespassing,
damaging my house and also attempted ARSON.
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Additionally you are also abducting, kidnapping, raping and molesting my step-children. You are also
responsible for the murder of my 4 children: Kailey Cono, Kyle Cono, Krista Cono and Colin Cono.

Furthermore, you are in collusion with "John R. De Sheplo" and have committed "Grand Larceny" of my father's
Jerry (Gennaro) Loiacono's: Wills and Estates, Properties and All Assets.
Attached is my "CEASE AND DESIST" Letter to "Chauncev Lawson". Mr Lawson has committed a fraud
investigation.
Please review Chauncey Lawson - FRAUD INVESTIGATION LETTER.
• MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leof-Closureletter.pdf
CHAUNCEY LAWSON IS MAKING THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA a CRIMINAL.
I will also email this letter to "President Donald J. Trump" and "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - ATTORNEY
GENERAL - WILLIAM BARR" !
MR. HENRY KERNER you must "IMMEDIATELY STOP" these crimes. You are DISGRACING and
EMBARRASSING THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA because of your GREED!
Also review attached file: Ms Pamela L W Lawson, current address, phone, email and more - Fa.pdF
Where Chauncey Lawson received my (MIRELLA LOIACONO SCHWABB) sister's house as a kickback!
My sister's house:
29 Battista Ct
Savreville. NJ 08872-1659

Mr. Henry Kerner, I have also emailed you a Demand Letter.
Since your are the leader of "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL" - (OSC), I
expect you to immediately pay me "RESTITUTION" and "EMERGENCY FINANCIAL RELIEF" and "RECOVERY OF
MY FINANCIAL LOSSES".
• Mv house at :
326 Rock Ridge Court
Franklin Lakes. NJ 07417
that you and your personnel are invading, trespassing, damaging and have committed "attempted arson".
Furthermore you and your personnel have "HIJACKED" my life for 8 years!
I expect you to "CEASE AND DESIST" and "EXIT MY HOUSE" and "IMMEDIATELY PAY ME EMERGENCY
FINANCIAL RELIEF AND RESTITUTION MONEY".
You and your personnel have made me "Indigent".
THIS IS ATTEMPTED MURDER!
Mr. Henry Kerner, you must take Emergency Financial Relief action and send me money immediately.
Mr. Henry Kerner, you are the leader and a Federal Public Peace Officer but you are "NOT ABOVE-THE-LAW".
If you choose to ignore this DEMAND LETTER and CEASE AND DESIST, I will PROSECUTE you: Henry Kerner
(personally as a Criminal) and Press Criminal charges with HOMICIDE@LVMPD.COM against you
and also "Serve vou a Summons” for Civil Law Suit: EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA.

Case Information
A-19-791165-C I Leo Cono. Plaintiff(s) vs. Mariani Ribeiro. Defendant(s)
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Case Number
A-19-791165-C

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
CONOLEO089@GMAIL.COM
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J MA-19-1540.pdf
383K
EMAIL-DEMAND-LETTER-JOANNA_MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ - MEGAN'S LAW SEX OFFENDER
J REGISTRY.pdf
141K
EMAIL-DEMAND LETTER TO OSC FOR PAYMENT OF RACKETEERING, MURDER, GRAND LARCENY AND
J AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.pdf
279K
email-MAGDALENA-DEMAND LETTER TO_ Magdalena Narbuntowicz, Dominique Stasiulis a.k.a. Dom Scott;
_J 50 Cent;.pdf
372K
EMAIL-MAGDALENA-WAIVER OF SERVICE.pdf
263K
EMAIL-OSC-CHAUNCEY-LAWSON-Re_ Sgt. Sanford.pdf
269K
grand-larceny-deborah-james-debbie-king-irs-santo-gentile-kickbacks-irs-tax-evasion-JLA_FACES, INC.,
J 568505.pdf
631K
j Henry Kerner-DEMAND-CEASE-DESIST-LETTER-OSC.docx
MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter.pdf
110K
—i Mary Premtaj-326 Rock Ridge Ct, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 _ Zillow.pdf
530K
Sales Information for 326 ROCK RIDGE COURT - NJParcels.com - New Jersey Property Data.pdf
257K
Ms Pamela L W Lawson, current address, phone, email and more - Fa.pdf
162K
Your fax to Mike Griffin has succeeded-Captain Mike Griffin.pdf
104K
TruePeopleSearch.com - Pamela L W Lawson - Sayreville, New Jersey - 100% Free People Search.pdf
228K
*0 EMAIL-Gmail-07132019-0129PM - Mr. Henry Kerner, you must immediately _CEASE AND DESIST_ and _EXIT
MY HOUSE_ AND PAY ME EMERGENCY FINANCIAL RELIEF MONEY ASAP!.pdf
https://maiLgoogle.com/maN/u/0?ik=d7c8564d76&view=pt&search=aN&permthid=thread-a%3Ar1271364398435033983%7Cmsg-a%3Ar82519373236...
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Gmail - Mr. Henry Kerner, you must immediately "CEASE AND DESIST" and "EXIT MY HOUSE" AND PAY ME EMERGENCY FINANCI...

175K
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M
Fwd: New Job Receipt
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
To: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 2, 2020 at 6:26 AM

From: Brandon Snesko <update@samedayprocess.com>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 9:30:06 AM
To: leocono89@outlook.com <leocono89@outlook.com>
Subject: New Job Receipt
Same Day Process Service Receipt Confirmation.
Same Day Process Service reference number: 258662
Clients Internal reference number: Leo Cono
Customer Internal reference number:
Court: Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles
Court County: Los Angeles
Plaintiff: Leo Cono aka Cono
Defendant: Elizabeth D'Arienzo, (aka Lizzy Gevers), (aka Lizzy Taylor)
Case Number: 20SMCV01096
Documents to be Served: Summons; Complaint; Exhibits; Motion to Enforce Sister State Judgment; Exhibit; Certificate
of Mailing; Service Ticket;
Servee:RE: Skiptrace upon Elizabeth D'Arienzo, (aka Lizzy Gevers), (aka Lizzy Taylor)

SAMEDAY PROCESS
Serving the impossible

Thank you for your Business!
Same Day Process Service team
Same Day Process Service
1413 K Street, NW 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 398-4200
Fax (202) 658-7925
www.samedayprocess.com
info@samedayprocess.com
CLICK HERE to log in!
PRIVACY NOTICE: This message is intended solely for the use of the individual and/or entity
to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable state and federal laws. If the reader of this message
is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message
to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,

forwarding or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this
communication in error, please notify sender immediately and delete the original message.

M
Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM
INC. ACCOUNTS
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com>
Fri, Oct 9, 2020 at 10:43 AM
To: case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com <case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>,
case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com <case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>,
records@facebook.com <records@facebook.com>, subpoena@facebook.com <subpoena@facebook.com>,
datarequests@support.facebook.com <datarequests@support.facebook.com>, etrump@trumporg.com
<etrump@trumporg.com>, mnestate2@gmail.com <mnestate2@gmail.com>, magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com
<magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com>, mcarvalho711@gmail.com <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, mariana.carvalho@gmail.com
<mariana.carvalho@gmail.com>, mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com <mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com>,
linda@bridgeviewabstract.com <linda@bridgeviewabstract.com>, ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov <ice-foia@dhs.gov>, james.lee@irs.gov
<james.lee@irs.gov>, kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov <kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov>, rpstorch@nsa.gov <rpstorch@nsa.gov>
Cc: sigtarp.hotline@do.treas.gov <sigtarp.hotline@do.treas.gov>, dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov <dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov>,
NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov <nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>, robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com
<robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com>, molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com <molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com>, bvabstract@aol.com
<bvabstract@aol.com>, info@bridgeviewabstract.com <info@bridgeviewabstract.com>, lsimonesilval@hotmail.com
<lsimonesilval@hotmail.com>, therealdonaldtrump@gmail.com <therealdonaldtrump@gmail.com>,
silvasimone71@gmail.com <silvasimone71@gmail.com>, robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com
<robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com>, joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com <joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com>,
AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov <agelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov>, piu@doj.ca.gov <piu@doj.ca.gov>,
robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov <robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov>, xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov <xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov>,
ahorowitz@gmail.com <ahorowitz@gmail.com>, Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov <michael.mongan@doj.ca.gov>,
AskDOJ@usdoj.gov <askdoj@usdoj.gov>, Leondra.Kruger@doj.ca.gov <leondra.kruger@doj.ca.gov>,
agpressoffice@doj.ca.gov <agpressoffice@doj.ca.gov>, Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov <brian.klebba@usdoj.gov>,
jim.letten@butlersnow.com <jim.letten@butlersnow.com>, plaintiff89@gmail.com <plaintiff89@gmail.com>,
leocono89@outlook.com <leocono89@outlook.com>, theresa.watson3 <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>,
JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov <jcd_petitionforreview@ao.uscourts.gov>
+ ICE-FOIA@, linda@
- adiamond@, janill.richards@, michael.j.mongan@, securityclearance@
To Federal Law Enforcement Authorities Facebook has not responded.
Additionally, Linda McKenna - Bridgeview Abstract, Fort Lee, New Jersey, John DeSheplo have not responded for Motion to
Produce Will of my father Jerry Loiacono Aka Gennaro Loiacono.
Please review the attachment.
I want to press Criminal Charges and initiate a Criminal Lawsuit, and a Criminal Investigation.
Please advise.
Thanks,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com
06.10.2020, 11:29, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:
From:
Leo Cono

1055 N. Vigness Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-280-1058
LeoCono89@outlook.com
To:
Facebook.com, Inc.
ATTN:
Privacy Operations
&
Legal Department
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/loginl/identify
DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM &
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM & LEGAL DEPARTMENT FACEBOOK.COM has Locked me Out of my previous Facebook Accounts for ID Theft.
My current Facebook Account is
https://www.Facebook.com/leocono8
This is a Cease & Desist Letter, and Demand Letter for RESTITUTION & RECOVERY of my previous and now
locked-out Facebook Accounts.
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO RESPOND.
PREVIOUSLY, YOU IGNORED MY DEMAND LETTERS.
I AM WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE WITH FACEBOOK EXECUTIVES.
HOWEVER IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO RESPOND AGAIN, THE SAN MATEO COUNTY SHERIFF WILL CONDUCT
PROCESS OF SERVICE.
WHAT IS THE BEST LAW ENFORCEMENT US POSTAL ADDRESS TO SERVE: FACEBOOK.COM, ?
I have already contacted The Palo Alto, San Mateo County Sheriff for Service of Summons, Complaint, and
Deposition Subpoenas to Facebook Executives.
Previously, I had no money to execute the process of service. Howey, now I have money to Prosecute you.
Today, October 6, 2020 at approximately 09:30 PST, my post was rejected and denied for no good apparent
reason. There are Facebook Workers that are RICO CREW to Defendants in my Racketeering Law Suits.
They have Obstructed me now as did Obstructed me in the past.
This is an initial attempt to LOCK me out of this LeoCono8 Account.
I will contact The Homeland Security - Civil Harassment & Discrimination ICE Office, and also
The Attorney General to Report a Complaint of Treason and Racketeering.
The following is the Message that I sent to Facebook via The Facebook App - Bug Reporting with Feeds.
"I posted a legal educational post and it was denied. What was wrong with the post?
Perhaps, the person that rejected my post is in Racketeering Collusion and Obstructing me?

I need the telephone number or postal address of The Facebook Legal Department for the motive of Serving
a Deposition Subpoena.
I want a Login History Report and IP Addresses and/or name of the Facebook Employee or Sub-Contractor
that Obstructed me.
For Accountability Reasons.
Perhaps the Facebook Customer Service is Nordic Security, Allied Universal, US OSC, CONDUENT Inc.,
Endurance International, TTEC, and/or American Communications Association?
They are Defendants in my lawsuits.
Please advise.
Leo Cono
213-280-1058"

The following is a letter to Facebook from several months ago.
I am now prepared financially to Prosecute both Civilly and Criminally.

I'm Leo Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts.
Alphabet Inc./Google.com/Gmail.com and Microsoft Outlook, and Customer Service in Manilla, Philippines
(conducting and operating an ANTI-TRUST MONOPOLY & RACKETEERING) have locked me out of my
gmail.com, drive, outlook.com, and authenticator accounts.
Below is my email to Alphabet Inc./Gmail/Google Drive.
With email login ID: conoleo089@gmail.com
and
conoleo089@outlook.com
I can upload my
TRUE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ID
to Facebook.com, Inc. to prove my identity.
In the Month of May 2020, I emailed Facebook.com Inc.
However, Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login.
Facebook.com is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken
SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL
and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT.
United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft
PLEASE RESTORE ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM, INC. ACCOUNTS AND RESET MY PASSWORDS.
I AM A PLAINTIFF IN
CASE 20STCV00088 - DEPT 40

If you choose to not respond and continue to deny me access to my Facebook Accounts and my Electronic
Digital Multimedia, I will
SERVE SUBPOENAS TO FACEBOOK.COM, INC. THROUGH THE PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, SHERIFF and also Initiate a new THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - SUPERIOR COURT LAWSUIT
against Facebook.com, Inc.
Please advise.
Attached is a zip file with litigation documents and artifacts, exhibits, and evidence. I also have additional
exhibits to large in file size not included in this email that exhibit a fake law suit vs Mark Zuckerberg,
Constance - Eight Judicial District Court Clerk and her fraudulent Constable Father (B. Lindquist)
impersonating Leo Cono with a Fraudulent Case Number.
Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com
, 21:23, "Leo Cono" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
> Hi Alphabet Inc./Google.Com/Gmail Law Enforcement and Legal Department > This is Leo Cono.
>
> I have tried to restore accounts:
>
> conoleo089@gmail.com
> And
> laicon88888@gmail.com
>
> Perhaps Alphabet Inc is committing crimes of Aggregated Identity Theft and Racketeering?
>
> I tried the Gmail recover web page in desktop mode, received a phone text confirmation text message,
confirmed the text message code, provided alternate email address
> leoacono8@gmail.com,
> Received a confirmation code
> And after 3 weeks
> I still get a results page from gmail stating we cannot confirm that this goggle account belongs to you.
>
> Google drive conoleo089@gmail.com contains much exhibits and evidence litigation documents to my
lawsuits.
>
> Including
> 20stcv00088
>
> The State of California - Superior Court
>
> Leo Cono vs. Tod Cooperman, et al.
>
> Represented by Counsel: Diamond McCarthy Law Firm - Robert Mockler, and Escrow Holders/Auditors:
KPMG - San Francisco and Office of Personnel Management (OPM) for the FBI.
>
> The Superior Court of California has issued SUBPOENAS that I may or may not serve via the Sheriff to
Sundae Pinchai and Alphabet Inc. for restoring access to all of my Gmail and Google Drive Accounts.
>
> Please note: Sundar Pinchai and Alphabet Inc./Google.com that if you choose to ignore this email and not
restore my accounts, I will a initiate a new Civil Lawsuit against you and also Sundar Pinchai (personally) for
accountability reasons.
>
> Also I am working with Detective Zapeda of LAPD Rampart, The Los Angeles FBI, and The United States
of America - Homeland Security ICE.
>
> I am a Plaintiff and require my litigation documents stored in Google Drive and Gmail for all of my Google
Accounts.
>

> This is Obstruction of Justice, Tampering with Evidence, Tampering With a Witness, Grand Larceny,
Aggravated Identity Theft, Treason, Racketeering, and TERRORISM.
>
> I will also file a Complaint with The FTC, and The FCC to advise The People of THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA to stop using Gmail.
>
> This is similar to a Travel Advisory announced by The USA Government to its people.
>
> Please advise.
>
> Thanks,
> Leo Cono
> 818-694-0611
> LeoACono8@gmail.com
>
> 14.05.2020, 12:29, "USA TASK FORCE" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
>
>> Hi Google Legal Support and Google Law Enforcement >> Yesterday, I sent you an email regarding
>> Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days ago asking for a refund and to
cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>>
>> Please undelete this email.
>> It has many attachments.
>>
>> I have zero money right now and need to get a refund from 24 hours fitness to be used for buying food
till the end of the month. I am only receiving $194/month for food.
>>
>> What is the status of the UNDELETE EMAIL?
>>
>> Please advise.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Leo Cono
>> 818-694-0611
>> conoleo089@gmail.com
>>
>> On Wed, May 13, 2020, 2:13 PM USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> Hi Google / Alphabet Inc. US Law Enforcement and Legal Department >>>
>>> Attached are 2 previous email conversation threads from you.
>>>
>>> You have stated:
>>>
>>>> If you think that a crime has been committed, you may wish to contact law enforcement, and law
enforcement can contact Google.
>>>
>>> I Leo Cono - Superior Court of The State of California - Los Angeles County - Central District - Self
Represented Plaintiff have visited LAPD and I have a Police Report.
>>>
>>> Additionally, I have visited The Los Angeles FBI located at 11000 Wilshire Blvd and The Homeland
Security ICE located at Los Angeles Street. I am also planning on pressing criminal charges with AUSA - US
Attorneys in Los Angeles, California.
>>>
>>> LAPD gave me a Police Report. They asked me to give you the Police Report instead of LAPD
contacting you.
>>>
>>> Alternatively, you may reply back to this email with the Email Address, Phone Number, Fax Number, and
USPS Postal Address of your Legal Department.
>>>
>>> Additionally, I am an Attorney and exercising my right to the US Constitution - Fifth Amendment to The
Bill of Rights - Due Process of Law and the First Amendment - The Right to Privacy.
>>>

>>> Google/Alphabet Inc. employees and contractors do not have the right to hack into my
conoleo089@gmail.com Gmail and Drive Accounts and unlawfully login and delete my emails and draft
emails. This is criminal.
>>>
>>> Obstruction of Justice
>>> Tampering with Evidence
>>> Tampering with a Witness
>>> Attempted Murder
>>> Aggravated Identify Theft
>>> Pillaging
>>> Murder for the Motive of Grand Larceny
>>> Tax Evasion
>>> Money Laundering
>>> Criminal Entrapment
>>> Criminal Extortion
>>> Sabotage
>>> Racketeering
>>> Treason
>>> Terrorism
>>>
>>> I am demanding 2 things:
>>>
>>> 1.) Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days ago asking for a refund and
to cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>>>
>>> Please undelete this email.
>>>
>>> It has many attachments, approximately over 8 attachments. Please go to the trash bin and undelete
this email. The GMAIL Policy for deleted emails is 30 days. Hackers unlawfully logged into my account and
deleted my draft email to 24 hours fitness.
>>>
>>> This is Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise Collusion being committed by Google / Alphabet Inc
Personell aiding and abetting with Terrorists.
>>>
>>> I am a victim of crimes and I am now indigent, homeless, and hardship because of violent crimes
committed against me. I used to be a successful Independent Computer Consultant and millionaire. Now I
have zero money and I desperately need the 24 hours fitness cancellation refund for survival to buy food
and water.
>>>
>>> Terrorist employees and/or contractors working for Google/ Alphabet Inc. deleted my refund email.
>>>
>>> This is aiding and abetting in Terrorism and attempted murder of my life, i.e
>>> attempted homicide of Leo Cono for the motive of Aggravated Identify Theft of my persona, digital
assets, properties, cash, cars, and wills & estates.
>>>
>>> Now therefore, please UNDELETE my REFUND EMAIL TO 24 HOURS FITNESS or I will file a
>>>
>>> Motion to Join Necessary Party
>>>
>>> to my lawsuit and also initiate a
>>> new lawsuit against Google/Alphabet Inc.
>>>
>>>I have a subpoena >>> SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
>>> Case 20STCV00088
>>>
>>> Please undelete and
>>> Recover my Email from 2 days ago for cancellation and refund from 24 hours
>>> fitness.
>>>
>>> Hackers unlawfully logged into my account conoleo089@gmail.com
>>> and deleted my email with many attachments.
>>>
>>> I also have a subpoena to discover the
>>>IP Addresses

>>> of the persons that unlawfully deleted my draft email and are hacking into my Gmail and Drive
accounts.
>>>
>>> 2.)
>>> Also I am officially requesting,
>>> by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), SUBPOENA, Brafy Rule and Wiretap
>>>
>>> a LOGIN HISTORY REPORT
>>>
>>> with Date Time Stamp and IP Addresses of persons hacking into my account and unlawfully logging
into my account -conoleo089@gmail.com
>>>
>>> If the LOGIN HISTORY REPORT will take a while to produce, please undelete my draft email immediately.
I need the 24 hours fitness refund for survival, food and water.
>>>
>>> I will cc Larry Page, Susan Wojcicki, Katherine Wood, Sundar Pichai, The
>>> HOMELAND SECURITY ICE and The FBI.
>>>
>>> Superior Court of California
>>> 20stcv00088
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Leo Cono
>>> 818-694-0611
>>> ConoLeo089@gmail.com
>
> -> Best Regards,
> Leo Cono
> LeoCono@Yandex.com

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
203-280-1058
LeoCono@Yandex.com

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

M
eminent matter
1 message
Plaintiff ProPer <plaintiff89@gmail.com>
Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 1:44 PM
To: records@facebook.com, theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov, case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com,
case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com, subpoena@facebook.com, datarequests@support.facebook.com
Please respond before I take legal action.
Leo Cono
213 280 1058
leocono89@outlook.com
--------Forwarded message-------From: Plaintiff ProPer <plaintiff89@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Oct 19, 2020, 12:16 PM
Subject: Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM &
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
To: Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com>
Cc: <case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com>, <case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com>,
records@facebook.com <records@facebook.com>, subpoena@facebook.com <subpoena@facebook.com>,
datarequests@support.facebook.com <datarequests@support.facebook.com>, etrump@trumporg.com
<etrump@trumporg.com>, mnestate2@gmail.com <mnestate2@gmail.com>, magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com
<magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com>, mcarvalho711@gmail.com <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>,
mariana.carvalho@gmail.com <mariana.carvalho@gmail.com>, mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com
<mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com>, linda@bridgeviewabstract.com <linda@bridgeviewabstract.com>, ICEFOIA@dhs.gov <ice-foia@dhs.gov>, james.lee@irs.gov <james.lee@irs.gov>, kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov
<kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov>, rpstorch@nsa.gov <rpstorch@nsa.gov>, sigtarp.hotline@do.treas.gov
<sigtarp.hotline@do.treas.gov>, dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov <dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov>, NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov
<nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>, robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com <robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com>,
molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com <molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com>, bvabstract@aol.com <bvabstract@aol.com>,
info@bridgeviewabstract.com <info@bridgeviewabstract.com>, lsimonesilval@hotmail.com
<lsimonesilval@hotmail.com>, therealdonaldtrump@gmail.com <therealdonaldtrump@gmail.com>,
silvasimone71@gmail.com <silvasimone71@gmail.com>, robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com <robert.mockler@
diamondmccarthy.com>, joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com <joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com>,
AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov <agelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov>, piu@doj.ca.gov <piu@doj.ca.gov>,
robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov <robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov>, xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov <xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov>,
ahorowitz@gmail.com <ahorowitz@gmail.com>, Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov <michael.mongan@doj.ca.gov>,
AskDOJ@usdoj.gov <askdoj@usdoj.gov>, Leondra.Kruger@doj.ca.gov <leondra.kruger@doj.ca.gov>,
agpressoffice@doj.ca.gov <agpressoffice@doj.ca.gov>, Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov <brian.klebba@usdoj.gov>,
jim.letten@butlersnow.com <jim.letten@butlersnow.com>, leocono89@outlook.com <leocono89@outlook.com>,
theresa.watson3 <theresa.watson3@usdoj.gov>, JCD_PetitionforReview@ao.uscourts.gov <jcd_petitionforreview@ao.
uscourts.gov>
FACEBOOK.COM INC. - LEGAL DEPARTMENT,
PLEASE RESPOND TO MY RESTITUTION AND CEASE & DESIST DEMAND LETTERS.
REGARDS,
LEO CONO
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com
On Fri, Oct 9, 2020, 10:43 AM Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com> wrote:
+ ICE-FOIA@, linda@
- adiamond@, janill.richards@, michael.j.mongan@, securityclearance@
To Federal Law Enforcement Authorities -

Facebook has not responded.
Additionally, Linda McKenna - Bridgeview Abstract, Fort Lee, New Jersey, John DeShepIo have not responded for Motion
to Produce Will of my father Jerry Loiacono Aka Gennaro Loiacono.
Please review the attachment.
I want to press Criminal Charges and initiate a Criminal Lawsuit, and a Criminal Investigation.
Please advise.
Thanks,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com
06.10.2020, 11:29, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:
From:
Leo Cono
1055 N. Vigness Street
General Delivery
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-280-1058
LeoCono89@outlook.com
To:
Facebook.com, Inc.
ATTN:
Privacy Operations
&
Legal Department
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
records@facebook.com
subpoena@facebook.com
datarequests@support.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/loginl/identify
DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM &
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM & LEGAL DEPARTMENT FACEBOOK.COM has Locked me Out of my previous Facebook Accounts for ID Theft.
My current Facebook Account is
https://www.Facebook.com/leocono8
This is a Cease & Desist Letter, and Demand Letter for RESTITUTION & RECOVERY of my previous and
now locked-out Facebook Accounts.
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO RESPOND.
PREVIOUSLY, YOU IGNORED MY DEMAND LETTERS.
I AM WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE WITH FACEBOOK EXECUTIVES.

HOWEVER IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO RESPOND AGAIN, THE SAN MATEO COUNTY SHERIFF WILL
CONDUCT PROCESS OF SERVICE.
WHAT IS THE BEST LAW ENFORCEMENT US POSTAL ADDRESS TO SERVE: FACEBOOK.COM, ?
I have already contacted The Palo Alto, San Mateo County Sheriff for Service of Summons, Complaint,
and Deposition Subpoenas to Facebook Executives.
Previously, I had no money to execute the process of service. Howey, now I have money to Prosecute
you.
Today, October 6, 2020 at approximately 09:30 PST, my post was rejected and denied for no good
apparent reason. There are Facebook Workers that are RICO CREW to Defendants in my Racketeering
Law Suits. They have Obstructed me now as did Obstructed me in the past.
This is an initial attempt to LOCK me out of this LeoCono8 Account.
I will contact The Homeland Security - Civil Harassment & Discrimination ICE Office, and also
The Attorney General to Report a Complaint of Treason and Racketeering.
The following is the Message that I sent to Facebook via The Facebook App - Bug Reporting with Feeds.
"I posted a legal educational post and it was denied. What was wrong with the post?
Perhaps, the person that rejected my post is in Racketeering Collusion and Obstructing me?
I need the telephone number or postal address of The Facebook Legal Department for the motive of
Serving a Deposition Subpoena.
I want a Login History Report and IP Addresses and/or name of the Facebook Employee or Sub
Contractor that Obstructed me.
For Accountability Reasons.
Perhaps the Facebook Customer Service is Nordic Security, Allied Universal, US OSC, CONDUENT Inc.,
Endurance International, TTEC, and/or American Communications Association?
They are Defendants in my lawsuits.
Please advise.
Leo Cono
213-280-1058"

The following is a letter to Facebook from several months ago.
I am now prepared financially to Prosecute both Civilly and Criminally.

I'm Leo Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts.
Alphabet Inc./Google.com/Gmail.com and Microsoft Outlook, and Customer Service in Manilla,
Philippines (conducting and operating an ANTI-TRUST MONOPOLY & RACKETEERING) have locked me
out of my gmail.com, drive, outlook.com, and authenticator accounts.
Below is my email to Alphabet Inc./Gmail/Google Drive.
With email login ID: conoleo089@gmail.com
and
conoleo089@outlook.com
I can upload my

TRUE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ID
to Facebook.com, Inc. to prove my identity.
In the Month of May 2020, I emailed Facebook.com Inc.
However, Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login.
Facebook.com is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken
SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL
INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of
AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
§ 1028A. Aggravated identity theft
PLEASE RESTORE ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM, INC. ACCOUNTS AND RESET MY PASSWORDS.
I AM A PLAINTIFF IN
CASE 20STCV00088 - DEPT 40
If you choose to not respond and continue to deny me access to my Facebook Accounts and my
Electronic Digital Multimedia, I will
SERVE SUBPOENAS TO FACEBOOK.COM, INC. THROUGH THE PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, SHERIFF and also Initiate a new THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA - SUPERIOR COURT LAWSUIT
against Facebook.com, Inc.
Please advise.
Attached is a zip file with litigation documents and artifacts, exhibits, and evidence. I also have additional
exhibits to large in file size not included in this email that exhibit a fake law suit vs Mark Zuckerberg,
Constance - Eight Judicial District Court Clerk and her fraudulent Constable Father (B. Lindquist)
impersonating Leo Cono with a Fraudulent Case Number.
Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com
, 21:23, "Leo Cono" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
> Hi Alphabet Inc./Google.Com/Gmail Law Enforcement and Legal Department > This is Leo Cono.
>
> I have tried to restore accounts:
>
> conoleo089@gmail.com
> And
> laicon88888@gmail.com
>
> Perhaps Alphabet Inc is committing crimes of Aggregated Identity Theft and Racketeering?
>
> I tried the Gmail recover web page in desktop mode, received a phone text confirmation text message,
confirmed the text message code, provided alternate email address
> leoacono8@gmail.com,
> Received a confirmation code
> And after 3 weeks
> I still get a results page from gmail stating we cannot confirm that this goggle account belongs to you.
>
> Google drive conoleo089@gmail.com contains much exhibits and evidence litigation documents to my
lawsuits.

>
> Including
> 20stcv00088
>
> The State of California - Superior Court
>
> Leo Cono vs. Tod Cooperman, et al.
>
> Represented by Counsel: Diamond McCarthy Law Firm - Robert Mockler, and Escrow Holders/Auditors:
KPMG - San Francisco and Office of Personnel Management (OPM) for the FBI.
>
> The Superior Court of California has issued SUBPOENAS that I may or may not serve via the Sheriff to
Sundae Pinchai and Alphabet Inc. for restoring access to all of my Gmail and Google Drive Accounts.
>
> Please note: Sundar Pinchai and Alphabet IncVGoogle.com that if you choose to ignore this email and
not restore my accounts, I will a initiate a new Civil Lawsuit against you and also Sundar Pinchai
(personally) for accountability reasons.
>
> Also I am working with Detective Zapeda of LAPD Rampart, The Los Angeles FBI, and The United States
of America - Homeland Security ICE.
>
> I am a Plaintiff and require my litigation documents stored in Google Drive and Gmail for all of my
Google Accounts.
>
> This is Obstruction of Justice, Tampering with Evidence, Tampering With a Witness, Grand Larceny,
Aggravated Identity Theft, Treason, Racketeering, and TERRORISM.
>
> I will also file a Complaint with The FTC, and The FCC to advise The People of THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA to stop using Gmail.
>
> This is similar to a Travel Advisory announced by The USA Government to its people.
>
> Please advise.
>
> Thanks,
> Leo Cono
> 818-694-0611
> LeoACono8@gmail.com
>
> 14.05.2020, 12:29, "USA TASK FORCE" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
>
>> Hi Google Legal Support and Google Law Enforcement >> Yesterday, I sent you an email regarding
>> Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days ago asking for a refund and to
cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>>
>> Please undelete this email.
>> It has many attachments.
>>
>> I have zero money right now and need to get a refund from 24 hours fitness to be used for buying food
till the end of the month. I am only receiving $194/month for food.
>>
>> What is the status of the UNDELETE EMAIL?
>>
>> Please advise.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Leo Cono
>> 818-694-0611
>> conoleo089@gmail.com
>>
>> On Wed, May 13, 2020, 2:13 PM USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>>> Hi Google / Alphabet Inc. US Law Enforcement and Legal Department >>>

>>> Attached are 2 previous email conversation threads from you.
>>>
>>> You have stated:
>>>
>>>> If you think that a crime has been committed, you may wish to contact law enforcement, and law
enforcement can contact Google.
>>>
>>> I Leo Cono - Superior Court of The State of California - Los Angeles County - Central District - Self
Represented Plaintiff have visited LAPD and I have a Police Report.
>>>
>>> Additionally, I have visited The Los Angeles FBI located at 11000 Wilshire Blvd and The Homeland
Security ICE located at Los Angeles Street. I am also planning on pressing criminal charges with AUSA US Attorneys in Los Angeles, California.
>>>
>>> LAPD gave me a Police Report. They asked me to give you the Police Report instead of LAPD
contacting you.
>>>
>>> Alternatively, you may reply back to this email with the Email Address, Phone Number, Fax Number,
and USPS Postal Address of your Legal Department.
>>>
>>> Additionally, I am an Attorney and exercising my right to the US Constitution - Fifth Amendment to
The Bill of Rights - Due Process of Law and the First Amendment - The Right to Privacy.
>>>
>>> Google/Alphabet Inc. employees and contractors do not have the right to hack into my
conoleo089@gmail.com Gmail and Drive Accounts and unlawfully login and delete my emails and draft
emails. This is criminal.
>>>
>>> Obstruction of Justice
>>> Tampering with Evidence
>>> Tampering with a Witness
>>> Attempted Murder
>>> Aggravated Identify Theft
>>> Pillaging
>>> Murder for the Motive of Grand Larceny
>>> Tax Evasion
>>> Money Laundering
>>> Criminal Entrapment
>>> Criminal Extortion
>>> Sabotage
>>> Racketeering
>>> Treason
>>> Terrorism
>>>
>>> I am demanding 2 things:
>>>
>>> 1.) Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days ago asking for a refund
and to cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>>>
>>> Please undelete this email.
>>>
>>> It has many attachments, approximately over 8 attachments. Please go to the trash bin and undelete
this email. The GMAIL Policy for deleted emails is 30 days. Hackers unlawfully logged into my account
and deleted my draft email to 24 hours fitness.
>>>
>>> This is Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise Collusion being committed by Google / Alphabet Inc
Personell aiding and abetting with Terrorists.
>>>
>>> I am a victim of crimes and I am now indigent, homeless, and hardship because of violent crimes
committed against me. I used to be a successful Independent Computer Consultant and millionaire. Now
I have zero money and I desperately need the 24 hours fitness cancellation refund for survival to buy food
and water.
>>>
>>> Terrorist employees and/or contractors working for Google/ Alphabet Inc. deleted my refund email.
>>>
>>> This is aiding and abetting in Terrorism and attempted murder of my life, i.e

>>> attempted homicide of Leo Cono for the motive of Aggravated Identify Theft of my persona, digital
assets, properties, cash, cars, and wills & estates.
>>>
>>> Now therefore, please UNDELETE my REFUND EMAIL TO 24 HOURS FITNESS or I will file a
>>>
>>> Motion to Join Necessary Party
>>>
>>> to my lawsuit and also initiate a
>>> new lawsuit against Google/Alphabet Inc.
>>>
>>>I have a subpoena >>> SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
>>> Case 20STCV00088
>>>
>>> Please undelete and
>>> Recover my Email from 2 days ago for cancellation and refund from 24 hours
>>> fitness.
>>>
>>> Hackers unlawfully logged into my account conoleo089@gmail.com
>>> and deleted my email with many attachments.
>>>
>>> I also have a subpoena to discover the
>>> IP Addresses
>>> of the persons that unlawfully deleted my draft email and are hacking into my Gmail and Drive
accounts.
>>>
>>> 2.)
>>> Also I am officially requesting,
>>> by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), SUBPOENA, Brafy Rule and Wiretap
>>>
>>> a LOGIN HISTORY REPORT
>>>
>>> with Date Time Stamp and IP Addresses of persons hacking into my account and unlawfully logging
into my account -conoleo089@gmail.com
>>>
>>> If the LOGIN HISTORY REPORT will take a while to produce, please undelete my draft email
immediately. I need the 24 hours fitness refund for survival, food and water.
>>>
>>> I will cc Larry Page, Susan Wojcicki, Katherine Wood, Sundar Pichai, The
>>> HOMELAND SECURITY ICE and The FBI.
>>>
>>> Superior Court of California
>>> 20stcv00088
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Leo Cono
>>> 818-694-0611
>>> ConoLeo089@gmail.com
>
> -> Best Regards,
> Leo Cono
> LeoCono@Yandex.com

M
Thank you for contacting Facebook [Case 5406113]
1 message
Records <records@records.facebook.com>
Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 1:45 PM
Reply-to: Reply Handler <records+2GXWOHP7IEAQAA4B5UVJWTOJPBCKO@records.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com
This is an automated response. Your case number is 5406113.
Thank you for contacting the Law Enforcement Response Team.
Information for Law Enforcement Authorities: Operational guidelines and answers to general questions can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines/
Information for Attorneys and others: We will not respond to your request if you are not a member of a law enforcement
agency or an attorney representing a third party. Please review the following Help Center pages, or have your local law
enforcement or legal representative contact us.
Accessing Facebook Data for Account Owners: https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992/
FAQs for Law Enforcement and Third Parties: https://www.facebook.com/help/473784375984502/
Facebook Safety Center: https://www.facebook.com/safety/
Please submit all requests via the Law Enforcement Online Request System (https://www.facebook.com/records).
Please reply to this email if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Law Enforcement Response Team

M
Thank you for contacting Facebook [Case 5405873]
1 message
Records <records@records.facebook.com>
Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 12:17 PM
Reply-to: Reply Handler <records+R43AARFKSQCQAG5523OS5KQR7FLJE@records.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com
This is an automated response. Your case number is 5405873.
Thank you for contacting the Law Enforcement Response Team.
Information for Law Enforcement Authorities: Operational guidelines and answers to general questions can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines/
Information for Attorneys and others: We will not respond to your request if you are not a member of a law enforcement
agency or an attorney representing a third party. Please review the following Help Center pages, or have your local law
enforcement or legal representative contact us.
Accessing Facebook Data for Account Owners: https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992/
FAQs for Law Enforcement and Third Parties: https://www.facebook.com/help/473784375984502/
Facebook Safety Center: https://www.facebook.com/safety/
Please submit all requests via the Law Enforcement Online Request System (https://www.facebook.com/records).
Please reply to this email if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Law Enforcement Response Team

M
Thank you for contacting Facebook [Case 5405873]
1 message
Records <records@records.facebook.com>
Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 12:17 PM
Reply-to: Reply Handler <records+R43AARFKSQCQAG5523OS5KQR7FLJE@records.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com
This is an automated response. Your case number is 5405873.
Thank you for contacting the Law Enforcement Response Team.
Information for Law Enforcement Authorities: Operational guidelines and answers to general questions can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines/
Information for Attorneys and others: We will not respond to your request if you are not a member of a law enforcement
agency or an attorney representing a third party. Please review the following Help Center pages, or have your local law
enforcement or legal representative contact us.
Accessing Facebook Data for Account Owners: https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992/
FAQs for Law Enforcement and Third Parties: https://www.facebook.com/help/473784375984502/
Facebook Safety Center: https://www.facebook.com/safety/
Please submit all requests via the Law Enforcement Online Request System (https://www.facebook.com/records).
Please reply to this email if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Law Enforcement Response Team

M
Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM
INC. ACCOUNTS
1 message
Facebook <case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com>
Reply-to: Facebook <case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com

Tue, Oct 20, 2020 at 5:37 AM

Hi,
Thanks for contacting us. We want to help, but we need a bit more information from you first.
Please provide a detailed description of the problem you're experiencing and include any relevant links (URLs) or
screenshots. The more detailed you are, the easier it'll be for us to help.
We apologise for any inconvenience and hope to hear from you soon so we can help.
Thanks,
Privacy Operations
Facebook
>On Mon Oct 19, 2020 12:17:18, Plaintiff ProPer wrote:
>FACEBOOK.COM INC. - LEGAL DEPARTMENT,
>PLEASE RESPOND TO MY RESTITUTION AND CEASE & DESIST DEMAND LETTERS.
>REGARDS,
>LEO CONO
>213-280-1058
>leocono89@outlook.com
>On Fri, Oct 9, 2020, 10:43 AM Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com> wrote:
>> + ICE-FOIA@, linda@
>> - adiamond@, janill.richards@, michael.j.mongan@, securityclearance@
>>
>> To Federal Law Enforcement Authorities >>

>> Facebook has not responded.
>>
>> Additionally, Linda McKenna - Bridgeview Abstract, Fort Lee, New Jersey,
>> John DeSheplo have not responded for Motion to Produce Will of my father
>> Jerry Loiacono Aka Gennaro Loiacono.
>>
>> Please review the attachment.
>>
>> I want to press Criminal Charges and initiate a Criminal Lawsuit, and a
>> Criminal Investigation.
>>
>> Please advise.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Leo Cono
>> 213-280-1058
>> leocono89@outlook.com
>>
>>
>> 06.10.2020, 11:29, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:
>>
>>
>> From:

>> Leo Cono
>> 1055 N. Vigness Street
>> General Delivery
>> Los Angeles, CA 90012
>> 213-280-1058
>> LeoCono89@outlook.com
>>
>> To:
>> Facebook.com, Inc.
>> ATTN:
>> Privacy Operations
>> &
>> Legal Department
>>
>> 1601 Willow Road
>> Menlo Park, CA 94025
>>
>> records@facebook.com
>> subpoena@facebook.com
>> datarequests@support.facebook.com
>>
>> https://www.facebook.com/loginl/identify
>>
>> DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
>> FACEBOOK.COM &
>> DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
>>
>> Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM & LEGAL DEPARTMENT >>
>> FACEBOOK.COM has Locked me Out of my previous Facebook Accounts for ID
>> Theft.
>>
>> My current Facebook Account is
>> https://www.Facebook.com/leocono8 <https://www.facebook.com/leocono8>
>>
>> This is a Cease & Desist Letter, and Demand Letter for RESTITUTION &
>> RECOVERY of my previous and now locked-out Facebook Accounts.
>>
>> THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO RESPOND.
>>
>> PREVIOUSLY, YOU IGNORED MY DEMAND LETTERS.
>>
>> I AM WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE WITH FACEBOOK
>> EXECUTIVES.
>>
>> HOWEVER IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO RESPOND AGAIN, THE SAN MATEO COUNTY SHERIFF
>> WILL CONDUCT PROCESS OF SERVICE.
>>
>> WHAT IS THE BEST LAW ENFORCEMENT US POSTAL ADDRESS TO SERVE: FACEBOOK.COM,
>> ?
>>
>> I have already contacted The Palo Alto, San Mateo County Sheriff for
>> Service of Summons, Complaint, and Deposition Subpoenas to Facebook
>> Executives.
>>
>> Previously, I had no money to execute the process of service. Howey, now
>> I have money to Prosecute you.
>>
>> Today, October 6, 2020 at approximately 09:30 PST, my post was rejected
>> and denied for no good apparent reason. There are Facebook Workers that
>> are RICO CREW to Defendants in my Racketeering Law Suits. They have
>> Obstructed me now as did Obstructed me in the past.
>>
>> This is an initial attempt to LOCK me out of this LeoCono8 Account.
>>

>> I will contact The Homeland Security - Civil Harassment & Discrimination
>> ICE Office, and also
>> The Attorney General to Report a Complaint of Treason and Racketeering.
>>
>> The following is the Message that I sent to Facebook via The Facebook App
>> - Bug Reporting with Feeds.
>>
>> "I posted a legal educational post and it was denied. What was wrong with
>> the post?
>>
>> Perhaps, the person that rejected my post is in Racketeering Collusion and
>> Obstructing me?
>>
>> I need the telephone number or postal address of The Facebook Legal
>> Department for the motive of Serving a Deposition Subpoena.
>>
>> I want a Login History Report and IP Addresses and/or name of the Facebook
>> Employee or Sub-Contractor that Obstructed me.
>>
>> For Accountability Reasons.
>>
>> Perhaps the Facebook Customer Service is Nordic Security, Allied
>> Universal, US OSC, CONDUENT Inc., Endurance International, TTEC, and/or
>> American Communications Association?
>>
>> They are Defendants in my lawsuits.
>>
>> Please advise.
>>
>> Leo Cono
>> 213-280-1058"
>>
>>
>>
>> The following is a letter to Facebook from several months ago.
>>
>> I am now prepared financially to Prosecute both Civilly and Criminally.
>>
>> ->>
>> I'm Leo Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts.
>>
>> Alphabet Inc./Google.com/Gmail.com and Microsoft Outlook, and Customer
>> Service in Manilla, Philippines (conducting and operating an ANTI-TRUST
>> MONOPOLY & RACKETEERING) have locked me out of my gmail.com, drive,
>> outlook.com, and authenticator accounts.
>>
>> Below is my email to Alphabet Inc./Gmail/Google Drive.
>>
>> With email login ID: conoleo089@gmail.com
>> and
>> conoleo089@outlook.com
>>
>> I can upload my
>>
>> TRUE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ID
>>
>> to Facebook.com, Inc. to prove my identity.
>>
>> In the Month of May 2020, I emailed Facebook.com Inc.
>>
>> However, Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to
>> login.
>>
>> Facebook.com is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every

>> attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE
>> that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS,
>> and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
>>
>> United States Code Annotated
>> Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
>> Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
>> Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
>> 18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
>> § 1028A. Aggravated identity theft
>>
>> PLEASE RESTORE ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM, INC. ACCOUNTS AND RESET MY
>> PASSWORDS.
>>
>> I AM A PLAINTIFF IN
>> CASE 20STCV00088 - DEPT 40
>>
>> If you choose to not respond and continue to deny me access to my Facebook
>> Accounts and my Electronic Digital Multimedia, I will
>>
>> SERVE SUBPOENAS TO FACEBOOK.COM, INC. THROUGH THE PALO ALTO, SAN MATEO
>> COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, SHERIFF and also Initiate a new THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
>> - SUPERIOR COURT LAWSUIT against Facebook.com, Inc.
>>
>> Please advise.
>>
>> Attached is a zip file with litigation documents and artifacts, exhibits,
>> and evidence. I also have additional exhibits to large in file size not
>> included in this email that exhibit a fake law suit vs Mark Zuckerberg,
>> Constance - Eight Judicial District Court Clerk and her fraudulent
>> Constable Father (B. Lindquist) impersonating Leo Cono with a Fraudulent
>> Case Number.
>>
>> --

>> Best Regards,
>> Leo Cono
>> LeoCono@Yandex.com
>> , 21:23, "Leo Cono" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
>> > Hi Alphabet Inc./Google.Com/Gmail Law Enforcement and Legal Department >> > This is Leo Cono.
>> >
>> > I have tried to restore accounts:
>> >
>> > conoleo089@gmail.com
>> > And
>> > laicon88888@gmail.com
>> >
>> > Perhaps Alphabet Inc is committing crimes of Aggregated Identity Theft
>> and Racketeering?
>> >
>> > I tried the Gmail recover web page in desktop mode, received a phone
>> text confirmation text message, confirmed the text message code, provided
>> alternate email address
>> > leoacono8@gmail.com,
>> > Received a confirmation code
>> > And after 3 weeks
>> > I still get a results page from gmail stating we cannot confirm that
>> this goggle account belongs to you.
>> >
>> > Google drive conoleo089@gmail.com contains much exhibits and evidence
>> litigation documents to my lawsuits.
>> >

>> > Including
>> > 20stcv00088
>> >

>> > The State of California - Superior Court
>> >
>> > Leo Cono vs. Tod Cooperman, et al.
>> >
>> > Represented by Counsel: Diamond McCarthy Law Firm - Robert Mockler, and
>> Escrow Holders/Auditors: KPMG - San Francisco and Office of Personnel
>> Management (OPM) for the FBI.
>> >
>> > The Superior Court of California has issued SUBPOENAS that I may or may
>> not serve via the Sheriff to Sundae Pinchai and Alphabet Inc. for restoring
>> access to all of my Gmail and Google Drive Accounts.
>> >
>> > Please note: Sundar Pinchai and Alphabet Inc./Google.com that if you
>> choose to ignore this email and not restore my accounts, I will a initiate
>> a new Civil Lawsuit against you and also Sundar Pinchai (personally) for
>> accountability reasons.
>> >
>> > Also I am working with Detective Zapeda of LAPD Rampart, The Los Angeles
>> FBI, and The United States of America - Homeland Security ICE.
>> >
>> > I am a Plaintiff and require my litigation documents stored in Google
>> Drive and Gmail for all of my Google Accounts.
>> >
>> > This is Obstruction of Justice, Tampering with Evidence, Tampering With
>> a Witness, Grand Larceny, Aggravated Identity Theft, Treason, Racketeering,
>> and TERRORISM.
>> >
>> > I will also file a Complaint with The FTC, and The FCC to advise The
>> People of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA to stop using Gmail.
>> >
>> > This is similar to a Travel Advisory announced by The USA Government to
>> its people.
>> >
>> > Please advise.
>> >
>> > Thanks,

>> > Leo Cono
>> > 818-694-0611
>> > LeoACono8@gmail.com
>> >
>> > 14.05.2020, 12:29, "USA TASK FORCE" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
>> >
>> >> Hi Google Legal Support and Google Law Enforcement >> >> Yesterday, I sent you an email regarding
>> >> Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days
>> ago asking for a refund and to cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>> >>
>> >> Please undelete this email.
>> >> It has many attachments.
>> >>
>> >> I have zero money right now and need to get a refund from 24 hours
>> fitness to be used for buying food till the end of the month. I am only
>> receiving $194/month for food.
>> >>
>> >> What is the status of the UNDELETE EMAIL?
>> >>
>> >> Please advise.
>> >>
>> >> Thanks,
>> >> Leo Cono
>> >> 818-694-0611
>> >> conoleo089@gmail.com
>> >>
>> >> On Wed, May 13, 2020, 2:13 PM USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com>
>> wrote:

>> >>
>> >>> Hi Google / Alphabet Inc. US Law Enforcement and Legal Department >> >>>
>> >>> Attached are 2 previous email conversation threads from you.
>> >>>
>> >>> You have stated:
>> >>>
>> >>>> If you think that a crime has been committed, you may wish to contact
>> law enforcement, and law enforcement can contact Google.
>> >>>
>> >>> I Leo Cono - Superior Court of The State of California - Los Angeles
>> County - Central District - Self Represented Plaintiff have visited LAPD
>> and I have a Police Report.
>> >>>
>> >>> Additionally, I have visited The Los Angeles FBI located at 11000
>> Wilshire Blvd and The Homeland Security ICE located at Los Angeles Street.
>> I am also planning on pressing criminal charges with AUSA - US Attorneys in
>> Los Angeles, California.
>> >>>
>> >>> LAPD gave me a Police Report. They asked me to give you the Police
>> Report instead of LAPD contacting you.
>> >>>
>> >>> Alternatively, you may reply back to this email with the Email
>> Address, Phone Number, Fax Number, and USPS Postal Address of your Legal
>> Department.
>> >>>
>> >>> Additionally, I am an Attorney and exercising my right to the US
>> Constitution - Fifth Amendment to The Bill of Rights - Due Process of Law
>> and the First Amendment - The Right to Privacy.
>> >>>
>> >>> Google/Alphabet Inc. employees and contractors do not have the right
>> to hack into my conoleo089@gmail.com Gmail and Drive Accounts and
>> unlawfully login and delete my emails and draft emails. This is criminal.
>> >>>
>> >>> Obstruction of Justice
>> >>> Tampering with Evidence
>> >>> Tampering with a Witness
>> >>> Attempted Murder
>> >>> Aggravated Identify Theft
>> >>> Pillaging
>> >>> Murder for the Motive of Grand Larceny
>> >>> Tax Evasion
>> >>> Money Laundering
>> >>> Criminal Entrapment
>> >>> Criminal Extortion
>> >>> Sabotage
>> >>> Racketeering
>> >>> Treason
>> >>> Terrorism
>> >>>
>> >>> I am demanding 2 things:
>> >>>
>> >>> 1.) Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few
>> days ago asking for a refund and to cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>> >>>
>> >>> Please undelete this email.
>> >>>
>> >>> It has many attachments, approximately over 8 attachments. Please go
>> to the trash bin and undelete this email. The GMAIL Policy for deleted
>> emails is 30 days. Hackers unlawfully logged into my account and deleted my
>> draft email to 24 hours fitness.
>> >>>
>> >>> This is Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise Collusion being committed by
>> Google / Alphabet Inc Personell aiding and abetting with Terrorists.
>> >>>

>> >>> I am a victim of crimes and I am now indigent, homeless, and hardship
>> because of violent crimes committed against me. I used to be a successful
>> Independent Computer Consultant and millionaire. Now I have zero money and
>> I desperately need the 24 hours fitness cancellation refund for survival to
>> buy food and water.
>> >>>
>> >>> Terrorist employees and/or contractors working for Google/ Alphabet
>> Inc. deleted my refund email.
>> >>>
>> >>> This is aiding and abetting in Terrorism and attempted murder of my
>> life, i.e
>> >>> attempted homicide of Leo Cono for the motive of Aggravated Identify
>> Theft of my persona, digital assets, properties, cash, cars, and wills &
>> estates.
>> >>>
>> >>> Now therefore, please UNDELETE my REFUND EMAIL TO 24 HOURS FITNESS or
>> I will file a
>> >>>
>> >>> Motion to Join Necessary Party
>> >>>
>> >>> to my lawsuit and also initiate a
>> >>> new lawsuit against Google/Alphabet Inc.
>> >>>
>> >>> I have a subpoena >> >>> SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
>> >>> Case 20STCV00088
>> >>>
>> >>> Please undelete and
>> >>> Recover my Email from 2 days ago for cancellation and refund from 24
>> hours
>> >>> fitness.
>> >>>
>> >>> Hackers unlawfully logged into my account conoleo089@gmail.com
>> >>> and deleted my email with many attachments.
>> >>>
>> >>> I also have a subpoena to discover the
>> >>> IP Addresses
>> >>> of the persons that unlawfully deleted my draft email and are hacking
>> into my Gmail and Drive accounts.
>> >>>
>> >>> 2.)
>> >>> Also I am officially requesting,
>> >>> by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), SUBPOENA, Brafy Rule and Wiretap
>> >>>
>> >>> a LOGIN HISTORY REPORT
>> >>>
>> >>> with Date Time Stamp and IP Addresses of persons hacking into my
>> account and unlawfully logging into my account -conoleo089@gmail.com
>> >>>
>> >>> If the LOGIN HISTORY REPORT will take a while to produce, please
>> undelete my draft email immediately. I need the 24 hours fitness refund for
>> survival, food and water.
>> >>>
>> >>> I will cc Larry Page, Susan Wojcicki, Katherine Wood, Sundar Pichai,
>> The
>> >>> HOMELAND SECURITY ICE and The FBI.
>> >>>
>> >>> Superior Court of California
>> >>> 20stcv00088
>> >>>
>> >>> Thanks,
>> >>> Leo Cono

>> >>> 818-694-0611
>> >>> ConoLeo089@gmail.com
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>
> -> Best Regards,
> Leo Cono

>> > LeoCono@Yandex.com
>>
>>

>> ->> Best Regards,
>> Leo Cono
>> 203-280-1058
>> LeoCono@Yandex.com
>>
>>
>>

>> ->> Best Regards,
>> Leo Cono
>> LeoCono@Yandex.com
>>
>>
>

M
Fwd: Leo Cono's Account
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
To: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>

Wed, Oct 21, 2020 at 6:12 AM

From: Leo Cono
Sent: Wednesday, October 21,2020 6:11:58 AM
To: info@tylertech.com <info@tylertech.com>
Subject: Leo Cono's Account
Hi My phone was stolen by
Junior Carvalho and Garrett from People Ready and Simone Cagua Edwards D'Arienzo SILVA.
This is my new email address.
My new phone number is 213-280-1058
Please reset my account with my new email address and phone number.
Additionally, may I have a
LOGIN HISTORY REPORT
with IP Addresses and Date / Time Stamps
of The SILVA CAGUA D'ARIENZO CRIMINAL PROFITEERING CREW that has FRAUDULENTLY logged in to my Tyler Tech
Odyssey Account?
Thanks,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

M
Fwd: Leo Cono's Account
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
To: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>

Wed, Oct 21, 2020 at 6:12 AM

From: Leo Cono
Sent: Wednesday, October 21,2020 6:11:58 AM
To: info@tylertech.com <info@tylertech.com>
Subject: Leo Cono's Account
Hi My phone was stolen by
Junior Carvalho and Garrett from People Ready and Simone Cagua Edwards D'Arienzo SILVA.
This is my new email address.
My new phone number is 213-280-1058
Please reset my account with my new email address and phone number.
Additionally, may I have a
LOGIN HISTORY REPORT
with IP Addresses and Date / Time Stamps
of The SILVA CAGUA D'ARIENZO CRIMINAL PROFITEERING CREW that has FRAUDULENTLY logged in to my Tyler Tech
Odyssey Account?
Thanks,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

M
Re: [Tyler Technologies] Re: Office Address
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
Sat, Oct 24, 2020 at 1:06 AM
To: Tyler Technologies <support+id12262@odysseyfileandserve.zendesk.com>
Cc: cywatch@ic.fbi.gov <cywatch@ic.fbi.gov>, securityclearance@state.gov <securityclearance@state.gov>,
robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov <robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov>, xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov <xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov>,
ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov <ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov>, AskIA@fema.dhs.gov <AskIA@fema.dhs.gov>,
FEMA-NEWS-DESK@fema.dhs.gov <FEMA-NEWS-DESK@fema.dhs.gov>, HSIN.HelpDesk@hq.dhs.gov
<HSIN.HelpDesk@hq.dhs.gov>, support@cdpemail.dhs.gov <support@cdpemail.dhs.gov>, gurbir.grewal@njoag.gov
<gurbir.grewal@njoag.gov>, eslmom629@aol.com <eslmom629@aol.com>, pilotony@aol.com <pilotony@aol.com>,
ahorowitz@gmail.com <ahorowitz@gmail.com>, Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov <Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov>,
Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov <Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov>, Michael.J.Mongan@doj.ca.gov
<Michael.J.Mongan@doj.ca.gov>, David.Nanz@ic.fbi.gov <David.Nanz@ic.fbi.gov>, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov
<AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>, Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov <Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov>, ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov <ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov>,
tony.h.pham@ i ce.dhs.gov <tony.h.pham@ice.dhs.gov>, dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov <dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov>, james.lee@irs.gov
<james.lee@irs.gov>, kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov <kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov>, jim.letten@butlersnow.com
<jim.letten@butlersnow.com>, douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov <douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov>, NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov
<NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>, robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com <robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com>,
molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com <molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com>, bvabstract@aol.com <bvabstract@aol.com>,
info@bridgeviewabstract.com <info@bridgeviewabstract.com>, gizy@optonline.net <gizy@optonline.net>,
lsimonesilval@hotmail.com <lsimonesilval@hotmail.com>, mnestate2@gmail.com <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com <magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com>, mcarvalho711@gmail.com
<mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, mariana.carvalho@gmail.com <mariana.carvalho@gmail.com>,
mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com <mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com>, jcortez@lacourt.org <jcortez@lacourt.org>,
acureton@bcsd.us <acureton@bcsd.us>, civil@bcsd.us <civil@bcsd.us>, bjohnson@lacourt.org <bjohnson@lacourt.org>,
brjohnson@lacourt.org <brjohnson@lacourt.org>, sscdept11@lacourt.org <SSCDEPT11@lacourt.org>,
linda@bridgeviewabstract.com <linda@bridgeviewabstract.com>, lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com
<lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com>, teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com <teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com>, DZwillenberg@bcsd.us
<DZwillenberg@bcsd.us>, info@pharmacychecker.com <info@pharmacychecker.com>, cruppert@cia.gov
<cruppert@cia.gov>, MediaRelations@nsa.gov <MediaRelations@nsa.gov>, Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov
<Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov>, Auditors@nsa.gov <Auditors@nsa.gov>, rpstorch@nsa.gov <rpstorch@nsa.gov>,
ighotline@nsa.gov <ighotline@nsa.gov>, robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com <robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com>,
joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com <joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com>, leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>,
conoleo089@outlook.com <conoleo089@outlook.com>, leocono@yandex.com <leocono@yandex.com>,
info@whistleblower.org <info@whistleblower.org>, AndrewH@whistleblower.org <AndrewH@whistleblower.org>,
piu@doj.ca.gov <piu@doj.ca.gov>, senator@harris.senate.gov <senator@harris.senate.gov>, Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov
<Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov>, crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov <crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov>, usacac.civiltronotice@usdoj.gov <usacac.civil-tronotice@usdoj.gov>, pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov <pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov>,
USACAC.CV-CivilRights@usdoj.gov <USACAC.CV-CivilRights@usdoj.gov>, liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov
<liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov>, scco.mbx@njcourts.gov <scco.mbx@njcourts.gov>, SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov
<SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov>, appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov <appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov>,
askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us <askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us>, Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov
<Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov>, AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov <AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov>
Chayce I do not want to RE-REGISTER for the reasons of preserving IP ADDRESSES and login history Reports of persons
committing ID Theft against me.
I used to be an Applications Programmer, UI Programmer, and SQL Server, Oracle, and MongoDB DBA.
You can very easily update my email address in the email address UI or Database field.
Moreover, you have already set "Precedence".

You have already changed and updated my email address "in the past" to a new email address
when I used to live in Las Vegas.

However because now I live in Los Angeles and Steven Buskin and others are Impersonating me with ID Theft, you want
me to RE-REGISTER instead of updating the email Field. This RE-REGISTER will cause loss of IP ADDRESSES and "AUDIT
LOG" HISTORY.
Perhaps you are being extorted and threatened by RICO BOSSES and CREW?
Perhaps this is the real reason why you are OBSTRUCTING me from using E-FILE TYLER TECH ODYSSEY for EJDC - LAS
VEGAS, NEVADA?
Chayce, I am not looking to litigate with you.
However with that said, you do what you have to do, and I will do what I have to do accordingly.
And make no mistake about it, I will be true to my word.
Regards,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

From: Chayce (Tyler Technologies) <support@odysseyfileandserve.zendesk.com>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:54:41 PM
To: leocono89 <leocono89@outlook.com>
Subject: [Tyler Technologies] Re: Office Address

Your request (12262) has been updated. To add additional comments, reply to this email.

Chayce (Odyssey File and Serve)
Oct 23, 2020, 2:54 PM CDT
Good Afternoon Leo,
We are simply offering you viable alternatives so that you may submit your information to the court in a more
timely manner. If you prefer to take the additional legal steps required to submit a subpoena for the requested
information, we will be happy to review this request as I previously mentioned.
Thank you,
Chayce
Odyssey File and Serve Technical Support

leocono89
Oct 21, 2020, 9:00 PM CDT
Chayce perhaps members of your staff have also attempted to Impersonate me with ID Theft Duplicate Works
Lawsuits?
Perhaps this is why you want me to RE-REGISTER so anxiously?

I will contact Same Day Process to Serve you a Deposition Subpoena.
Thanks,
Leo

Chayce (Odyssey File and Serve)
Oct 21, 2020, 8:33 PM CDT
Hello Leo,
User Login History is something that is not readily accessible to the general public, and we would require a
subpoena in order to provide that information (if it is something we document). If you choose to persue this
route, please feel free to send the subpoena to the aformentioned physical address, or you can simply attach
a PDF copy of the subpoena to this email and we will review your request.
In the interim, it would be in your own best interest to re-register if you would like the ability to eFile your
information to the court in a timely manner, and ensure you do not miss any of your deadlines on your case.
Let me know if you have additional questions. Our normal operating hours are from 7am-7pm CST.
Thank you,
Chayce
Odyssey File and Serve Technical Support

leocono89
Oct 21, 2020, 7:50 PM CDT
OKAY PRODUCE THE LOGIN HISTORY REPORT ON MY ACCOUNT,
AND THEN I'LL RE-REGISTER.
DISMISS THIS EMAIL AND I WILL CONDUCT DUE DILIGENCE ASAP

Chayce (Odyssey File and Serve)
Oct 21, 2020, 5:49 PM CDT
Good Evening Leo,
As one of the managers for the eFiling Technical Support team, I felt it prudent to reach out to you myself to
clarify the points my team has already touched on.
For legal and security purposes, we are strictly prohibited from changing account information in the manner
you are requesting. We strongly urge you to simply register a new eFiling Account if you no longer have

access to your old email address, as this will not prohibit you from filing your information to the court.
Additionally, you are welcome to serve us at the aforementioned address, 5101 Tennyson Pkwy, Plano TX,
75024 , if you feel it necessary. If it is deemed warranted, our legal team will address your concerns.
Let us know if you experience any further technical issues with the eFiling website.
Thank you,
Chayce
Odyssey File and Serve Technical Support

leocono89
Oct 21, 2020, 5:25 PM CDT
Hi Jeremy,
As per our telephone conversation and previous email that you did not respond to, you "refuse to change my email
address" in my Odyssey EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT CIVIL E-FILING USER PROFILE.
I told you that Garrett - People Ready, Steven Buskin - JDM ASSOCIATES, Bridgeview Associates, Buskin Records, JLA
/ FACES INT'L, KAMALA HARRIS, CAGUA EDWARDS SILVA KPMG SAN FRANCISCO, DAN CARVALHO - RMCM LAW
FIRM, EJDC JUDGES & CLERKS, MILAN, SANDY JEANTETE & AARON FORD, and B. LINDQUIST have attempted to
Impersonate me: Leo Cono and have COMMITTED ID THEFT.
I AM ASKING FOR A LOGIN HISTORY REPORT WITH IP ADDRESSES and DATE / TIME STAMPS.
ADDITIONALLY, DATABASE AUDIT LOG OF USER PROFILE FIELDS, FRAUDULENT FIINGS, AND/OR OTHER
INSERTS/DELETES/READS/UPDATES i.e. CRUD Operations of Web Services, API, and/or Database Operations
conducted/executed on my account or related "DUPLICATE WORKS" accounts.
Please change my email address. I have 3 Police Reports of stolen phones. I was using 2 step / 2 factor
authentication.
I am suing Alphabet inc Google for ID Theft.
If you will not comply Jeremy, I will have
The Superior Court of California issue a Deposition Subpoena, &
Subpoena Duces Tecum for
Mandatory COURT Hearing Appearance.
You will then be sworn in and answer to
The State of California, and The United States.
Regards,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

Jeremy (Odyssey File and Serve)
Oct 21, 2020, 4:57 PM CDT
Hello Leo,
Our office is located at 5101 Tennyson Pkwy, Plano TX, 75024.
Please let us know if we can assist in any other way.
Thank you,
Jeremy
Odyssey File and Serve Technical Support

Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY
Yandex.Mail
PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO
ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
October 24, 2020 9:48 AM
From: «Leo Cono» <leocono89@outlook.com>
To: case++aazqza3at66dj6@support.facebook.com
Cc: Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov, AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov,
Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov, ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov, dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov,
james.lee@irs.gov, kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov, jim.letten@butlersnow.com,
douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov, NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov,
robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com, molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com,
bvabstract@aol.com, info@bridgeviewabstract.com, gizy@optonline.net,
lsimonesilval@hotmail.com, mnestate2@gmail.com,
magdanarbuntowicz@gmail.com, mcarvalho711@gmail.com,
mariana.carvalho@gmail.com, mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com,
jcortez@lacourt.org, civil@bcsd.us, bjohnson@lacourt.org,
brjohnson@lacourt.org, «sscdept11@lacourt.org»
<SSCDEPT11@lacourt.org>, linda@bridgeviewabstract.com,
lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com, teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com,
DZwillenberg@bcsd.us, info@pharmacychecker.com, cruppert@cia.gov,
MediaRelations@nsa.gov, Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov,
Auditors@nsa.gov, rpstorch@nsa.gov, ighotline@nsa.gov,
robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com,
joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com, leolaicon@gmail.com,
conoleo089@outlook.com, leocono@yandex.com,
info@whistleblower.org, AndrewH@whistleblower.org,
senator@harris.senate.gov, Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov,
Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov, crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov, usacac.civiltronotice@usdoj.gov, pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov, USACAC.CVCivilRights@usdoj.gov, liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov,
scco.mbx@njcourts.gov, SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov,
appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov, askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us,
AskDOJ@usdoj.gov, robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov,
xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov, ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov,
AskIA@fema.dhs.gov, piu@doj.ca.gov, securityclearance@state.gov

That is an automated and "canned response".
Pretending ignorance and illiterate role playing is not acceptable.
For Accountability Reasons, I want the name and company of who is responding to this

email.
Please advise on who is the proper person and postal address at
Facebook.com Inc.
LEGAL DEPARTMENT
that I can
Serve a Deposition Subpoena
and Court Appearance Subpoena
to the
Hollywood COURTHOUSE The Superior Court of California Los Angeles County?
Looks like you are forcing my hand for Service of Process.
Now therefore, what is the address to your Legal Department?
What is the name of your Legal Department COUNSEL?
Regards,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058

leocono89@outlook.com

On Sat, Oct 24, 2020, 8:50 AM Facebook <case++aazqza3at66di6@support.facebook.com>
wrote:
Hi,
We're sorry to hear that you're having trouble logging into Facebook.

- If you can't find your account, visit the Help Center for tips on how to find it:
https://www.facebook.com/help/277898572230446?ref=cr
- Try resetting your password. If you know the email address, username or phone number
associated with your account, you can request a new password:
https://www.facebook.com/login/identify?ref=cr
- If you don't have access to the email address on the account, you may be prompted to
answer a security question or be asked to recover your account through your friends.
Please keep in mind that not all Facebook accounts will meet the requirements for these
options.
Still having trouble logging in? Find more information in the Help Center:
- Login and password:

https://www.facebook.com/help/login?ref=cr
- Recovering your account through friends:
https://www.facebook.com/help/215543298568604?ref=cr
Thanks,
Privacy Operations
Facebook
>On Tue Oct 20, 2020 06:04:07, Plaintiff ProPer wrote:
>There are several complaints.

>First complaint is that I am locked out of my accounts.
>Perhaps for Reasons of ID Theft.
>Here is a list:
>Https://www.facebook.com/usataskforce

>Https://www.facebook.com/LAIcon2
>Https://www.facebook.com/LAIcon8
>Https://www.facebook.com/LVIcon
>Https://www.facebook.com/LV.Icon
>Https://www.facebook.com/LADA
>PLEASE ADVISE.
>REGARDS,
>LEO CONO
>213-280-1058

>leocono89@outlook.com
>On Tue, Oct 20, 2020, 5:37 AM Facebook <
>case++aazqza3at66di6@support.facebook.com> wrote:
>> Hi,
>>
>> Thanks for contacting us. We want to help, but we need a bit more
>> information from you first.
>>
>> Please provide a detailed description of the problem you're experiencing
>> and include any relevant links (URLs) or screenshots. The more detailed you
>> are, the easier it'll be for us to help.
>>
>> We apologise for any inconvenience and hope to hear from you soon so we
>> can help.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Privacy Operations
>> Facebook
>>
>> >On Mon Oct 19, 2020 12:17:18, Plaintiff ProPer wrote:

>> >FACEBOOK.COM INC. - LEGAL DEPARTMENT,
>> >PLEASE RESPOND TO MY RESTITUTION AND CEASE & DESIST DEMAND LETTERS.
>> >REGARDS,
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>LEO CONO
>213-280-1058
>leocono89@outlook.com
>On Fri, Oct 9, 2020, 10:43 AM Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com> wrote:
>> + ICE-FOIA@, linda@
>> - adiamond@, janill.richards@, michael.j.mongan@, securityclearance@
>>
>> To Federal Law Enforcement Authorities >>
>> Facebook has not responded.
>>
>> Additionally, Linda McKenna - Bridgeview Abstract, Fort Lee, New Jersey,
>> John DeSheplo have not responded for Motion to Produce Will of my father
>> Jerry Loiacono Aka Gennaro Loiacono.
>>
>> Please review the attachment.
>>
>> I want to press Criminal Charges and initiate a Criminal Lawsuit, and a
>> Criminal Investigation.
>>

>> >> Please advise.
>> >>
>> >> Thanks,

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> Leo Cono
>> 213-280-1058
>> leocono89@outlook.com
>>
>>
>> 06.10.2020, 11:29, "Leo Cono" <leocono@yandex.com>:
>>
>>
>> From:
>> Leo Cono

>> >> 1055 N. Vigness Street
>> >> General Delivery
>> >> Los Angeles, CA 90012

>> >> 213-280-1058
>> >> LeoCono89@outlook.com
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>> To:
>> Facebook.com, Inc.
>> ATTN:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Privacy Operations
&
Legal Department
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

>> >> records@facebook.com
>> >> subpoena@facebook.com
>> >> datarequests@support.facebook.com
>> >>
>> >> https://www.facebook.com/loginl/identify
>> >>
>> >> DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
>> >> FACEBOOK.COM &
>> >> DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS
>> >>
>> >> Hi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM & LEGAL DEPARTMENT >> >>
>> >> FACEBOOK.COM has Locked me Out of my previous Facebook Accounts for ID
>> >> Theft.
>> >>
>> >> My current Facebook Account is

>> >> https://www.Facebook.com/leocono8 <https://www.facebook.com/leocono8>
>> >>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> This is a Cease & Desist Letter, and Demand Letter for RESTITUTION &
>> RECOVERY of my previous and now locked-out Facebook Accounts.
>>
>> THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO RESPOND.
>>
>> PREVIOUSLY, YOU IGNORED MY DEMAND LETTERS.
>>
>> I AM WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE WITH FACEBOOK

>> >> EXECUTIVES.
>> >>
>> >> HOWEVER IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO RESPOND AGAIN, THE SAN MATEO COUNTY
SHERIFF
>> >> WILL CONDUCT PROCESS OF SERVICE.
>> >>
>> >> WHAT IS THE BEST LAW ENFORCEMENT US POSTAL ADDRESS TO SERVE:
>> FACEBOOK.COM,
>> >> ?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>> I have already contacted The Palo Alto, San Mateo County Sheriff for
>> Service of Summons, Complaint, and Deposition Subpoenas to Facebook
>> Executives.
>>
>> Previously, I had no money to execute the process of service. Howey,
now
>> I have money to Prosecute you.
>>
>> Today, October 6, 2020 at approximately 09:30 PST, my post was rejected
>> and denied for no good apparent reason. There are Facebook Workers that
>> are RICO CREW to Defendants in my Racketeering Law Suits. They have
>> Obstructed me now as did Obstructed me in the past.
>>
>> This is an initial attempt to LOCK me out of this LeoCono8 Account.
>>
>> I will contact The Homeland Security - Civil Harassment & Discrimination
>> ICE Office, and also
>> The Attorney General to Report a Complaint of Treason and Racketeering.
>>
>> The following is the Message that I sent to Facebook via The Facebook
App
>> - Bug Reporting with Feeds.
>>
>> "I posted a legal educational post and it was denied. What was wrong
with
>> the post?
>>
>> Perhaps, the person that rejected my post is in Racketeering Collusion
and
>> Obstructing me?
>>
>> I need the telephone number or postal address of The Facebook Legal
>> Department for the motive of Serving a Deposition Subpoena.
>>
>> I want a Login History Report and IP Addresses and/or name of the
Facebook
>> Employee or Sub-Contractor that Obstructed me.
>>
>> For Accountability Reasons.
>>
>> Perhaps the Facebook Customer Service is Nordic Security, Allied
>> Universal, US OSC, CONDUENT Inc., Endurance International, TTEC, and/or
>> American Communications Association?
>>
>> They are Defendants in my lawsuits.
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> Please advise.
>>
>> Leo Cono
>> 213-280-1058"
>>
>> _
>>
>> The following is a letter to Facebook from several months ago.
>>
>> I am now prepared financially to Prosecute both Civilly and Criminally.
>>
>> ->>
>> I'm Leo Cono and I have been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts.
>>
>> Alphabet Inc./Google.com/Gmail.com and Microsoft Outlook, and Customer
>> Service in Manilla, Philippines (conducting and operating an ANTI-TRUST
>> MONOPOLY & RACKETEERING) have locked me out of my gmail.com, drive,
>> outlook.com, and authenticator accounts.
>>
>> Below is my email to Alphabet Inc./Gmail/Google Drive.
>>
>> With email login ID: conoleo089@gmail.com
>> and
>> conoleo089@outlook.com
>>
>> I can upload my
>>
>> TRUE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ID
>>
>> to Facebook.com, Inc. to prove my identity.
>>
>> In the Month of May 2020, I emailed Facebook.com Inc.
>>
>> However, Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to
>> login.
>>
>> Facebook.com is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On
every
>> attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and
EVIDENCE
>> that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE,
DEFECTS,
>> and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
>>
>> United States Code Annotated
>> Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
>> Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)
>> Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)
>> 18 U.S.C.A. § 1028A
>> § 1028A. Aggravated identity theft
>>
>> PLEASE RESTORE ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM, INC. ACCOUNTS AND RESET MY
>> PASSWORDS.
>>
>> I AM A PLAINTIFF IN

>> >> CASE 20STCV00088 - DEPT 40
>> >>
>> >> If you choose to not respond and continue to deny me access to my
>> Facebook
>> >> Accounts and my Electronic Digital Multimedia, I will
>> >>
>> >> SERVE SUBPOENAS TO FACEBOOK.COM, INC. THROUGH THE PALO ALTO, SAN
MATEO
>> >> COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, SHERIFF and also Initiate a new THE STATE OF
>> CALIFORNIA
>> >> - SUPERIOR COURT LAWSUIT against Facebook.com, Inc.
>> >>
>> >> Please advise.
>> >>
>> >> Attached is a zip file with litigation documents and artifacts,
>> exhibits,
>> >> and evidence. I also have additional exhibits to large in file size not
>> >> included in this email that exhibit a fake law suit vs Mark Zuckerberg,
>> >> Constance - Eight Judicial District Court Clerk and her fraudulent
>> >> Constable Father (B. Lindquist) impersonating Leo Cono with a Fraudulent
>> >> Case Number.
>> >>
>> >> --

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> Best Regards,
>> Leo Cono
>> LeoCono@Yandex.com
>> , 21:23, "Leo Cono" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> > Hi Alphabet Inc./Google.Com/Gmail Law Enforcement and Legal
Department >> > This is Leo Cono.
>> >
>> > I have tried to restore accounts:
>> >

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> > conoleo089@gmail.com
>> > And
>> > laicon88888@gmail.com
>> >

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> > Perhaps Alphabet Inc is committing crimes of Aggregated Identity Theft
>> and Racketeering?
>> >
>> > I tried the Gmail recover web page in desktop mode, received a phone
>> text confirmation text message, confirmed the text message code,
provided

>> >> alternate email address
>> >> > leoacono8@gmail.com,
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> > Received a confirmation code
>> > And after 3 weeks
>> > I still get a results page from gmail stating we cannot confirm that
>> this goggle account belongs to you.
>> >
>> > Google drive conoleo089@gmail.com contains much exhibits and evidence
>> litigation documents to my lawsuits.
>> >

>> >> > Including
>> >> > 20stcv00088
>> >> >

>> >> > The State of California - Superior Court
>> >> >

>> >> > Leo Cono vs. Tod Cooperman, et al.
>> >> >
>> >> > Represented by Counsel: Diamond McCarthy Law Firm - Robert Mockler,
>> and
>> >> Escrow Holders/Auditors: KPMG - San Francisco and Office of Personnel
>> >> Management (OPM) for the FBI.
>> >> >
>> >> > The Superior Court of California has issued SUBPOENAS that I may or
>> may
>> >> not serve via the Sheriff to Sundae Pinchai and Alphabet Inc. for
>> restoring
>> >> access to all of my Gmail and Google Drive Accounts.
>> >> >
>> >> > Please note: Sundar Pinchai and Alphabet Inc./Google.com that if you
>> >> choose to ignore this email and not restore my accounts, I will a
>> initiate
>> >> a new Civil Lawsuit against you and also Sundar Pinchai (personally) for
>> >> accountability reasons.
>> >> >
>> >> > Also I am working with Detective Zapeda of LAPD Rampart, The Los
>> Angeles
>> >> FBI, and The United States of America - Homeland Security ICE.
>> >> >
>> >> > I am a Plaintiff and require my litigation documents stored in Google
>> >> Drive and Gmail for all of my Google Accounts.
>> >> >
>> >> > This is Obstruction of Justice, Tampering with Evidence, Tampering
>> With
>> >> a Witness, Grand Larceny, Aggravated Identity Theft, Treason,
>> Racketeering,
>> >> and TERRORISM.
>> >> >
>> >> > I will also file a Complaint with The FTC, and The FCC to advise The
>> >> People of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA to stop using Gmail.
>> >> >
>> >> > This is similar to a Travel Advisory announced by The USA Government
>> to
>> >> its people.
>> >> >
>> >> > Please advise.
>> >> >
>> >> > Thanks,
>> >> > Leo Cono
>> >> > 818-694-0611
>> >> > LeoACono8@gmail.com
>> >> >
>> >> > 14.05.2020, 12:29, "USA TASK FORCE" <conoleo089@gmail.com>:
>> >> >
>> >> >> Hi Google Legal Support and Google Law Enforcement >> >> >> Yesterday, I sent you an email regarding
>> >> >> Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few days
>> >> ago asking for a refund and to cancel my account with 24 hours fitness.
>> >> >>
>> >> >> Please undelete this email.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> >> It has many attachments.
>> >>
>> >> I have zero money right now and need to get a refund from 24 hours
>> fitness to be used for buying food till the end of the month. I am only
>> receiving $194/month for food.
>> >>
>> >> What is the status of the UNDELETE EMAIL?
>> >>
>> >> Please advise.
>> >>
>> >> Thanks,

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> >> Leo Cono
>> >> 818-694-0611
>> >> conoleo089@gmail.com
>> >>

>> >> >> On Wed, May 13, 2020, 2:13 PM USA TASK FORCE <conoleo089@gmail.com>
>> >> wrote:
>> >> >>
>> >> >>> Hi Google / Alphabet Inc. US Law Enforcement and Legal Department >> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Attached are 2 previous email conversation threads from you.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> You have stated:
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>>> If you think that a crime has been committed, you may wish to
>> contact
>> >> law enforcement, and law enforcement can contact Google.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> I Leo Cono - Superior Court of The State of California - Los Angeles
>> >> County - Central District - Self Represented Plaintiff have visited LAPD
>> >> and I have a Police Report.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Additionally, I have visited The Los Angeles FBI located at 11000
>> >> Wilshire Blvd and The Homeland Security ICE located at Los Angeles
>> Street.
>> >> I am also planning on pressing criminal charges with AUSA - US
>> Attorneys in
>> >> Los Angeles, California.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> LAPD gave me a Police Report. They asked me to give you the Police
>> >> Report instead of LAPD contacting you.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Alternatively, you may reply back to this email with the Email
>> >> Address, Phone Number, Fax Number, and USPS Postal Address of your Legal
>> >> Department.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Additionally, I am an Attorney and exercising my right to the US
>> >> Constitution - Fifth Amendment to The Bill of Rights - Due Process of
>> Law
>> >> and the First Amendment - The Right to Privacy.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Google/Alphabet Inc. employees and contractors do not have the right
>> >> to hack into my conoleo089@gmail.com Gmail and Drive Accounts and
>> >> unlawfully login and delete my emails and draft emails. This is
>> criminal.
>> >> >>>

>> >> >>> Obstruction of Justice
>> >> >>> Tampering with Evidence
>> >> >>> Tampering with a Witness
>> >> >>> Attempted Murder
>> >> >>> Aggravated Identify Theft
>> >> >>> Pillaging
>> >> >>> Murder for the Motive of Grand Larceny
>> >> >>> Tax Evasion
>> >> >>> Money Laundering
>> >> >>> Criminal Entrapment
>> >> >>> Criminal Extortion
>> >> >>> Sabotage
>> >> >>> Racketeering
>> >> >>> Treason
>> >> >>> Terrorism
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> I am demanding 2 things:
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> 1.) Undelete / Restore my Draft Email to 24 Hours Fitness from a few
>> >> days ago asking for a refund and to cancel my account with 24 hours
>> fitness.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Please undelete this email.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> It has many attachments, approximately over 8 attachments. Please go
>> >> to the trash bin and undelete this email. The GMAIL Policy for deleted
>> >> emails is 30 days. Hackers unlawfully logged into my account and
>> deleted my
>> >> draft email to 24 hours fitness.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> This is Terrorism Racketeering Enterprise Collusion being committed
>> by
>> >> Google / Alphabet Inc Personell aiding and abetting with Terrorists.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> I am a victim of crimes and I am now indigent, homeless, and
>> hardship
>> >> because of violent crimes committed against me. I used to be a
>> successful
>> >> Independent Computer Consultant and millionaire. Now I have zero money
>> and
>> >> I desperately need the 24 hours fitness cancellation refund for
>> survival to
>> >> buy food and water.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Terrorist employees and/or contractors working for Google/ Alphabet
>> >> Inc. deleted my refund email.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> This is aiding and abetting in Terrorism and attempted murder of my
>> >> life, i.e
>> >> >>> attempted homicide of Leo Cono for the motive of Aggravated Identify
>> >> Theft of my persona, digital assets, properties, cash, cars, and wills &
>> >> estates.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Now therefore, please UNDELETE my REFUND EMAIL TO 24 HOURS FITNESS
>> or
>> >> I will file a

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>>
>>> Motion to Join Necessary Party
>>>
>>> to my lawsuit and also initiate a
>>> new lawsuit against Google/Alphabet Inc.
>>>
>>>I have a subpoena >>> SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
>>> Case 20STCV00088
>>>
>>> Please undelete and
>>> Recover my Email from 2 days ago for cancellation and refund from 24
hours
>>> fitness.
>>>

>> >> >>> Hackers unlawfully logged into my account conoleo089@gmail.com
>> >> >>> and deleted my email with many attachments.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> I also have a subpoena to discover the
>> >> >>> ip Addresses
>> >> >>> of the persons that unlawfully deleted my draft email and are
>> hacking
>> >> into my Gmail and Drive accounts.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> 2.)
>> >> >>> Also I am officially requesting,
>> >> >>> by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), SUBPOENA, Brafy Rule and
>> Wiretap
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> a LOGIN HISTORY REPORT
>> >> >>>

>> >> >>> with Date Time Stamp and IP Addresses of persons hacking into my
>> >> account and unlawfully logging into my account -conoleo089@gmail.com
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> If the LOGIN HISTORY REPORT will take a while to produce, please
>> >> undelete my draft email immediately. I need the 24 hours fitness refund
>> for
>> >> survival, food and water.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> | will cc Larry Page, Susan Wojcicki, Katherine Wood, Sundar Pichai,
>> >> The
>> >> >>> HOMELAND SECURITY ICE and The FBI.
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Superior Court of California
>> >> >>> 20stcv00088
>> >> >>>
>> >> >>> Thanks,

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> >>> Leo Cono
>> >>> 818-694-0611
>> >>> ConoLeo089@gmail.com
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>
> -> Best Regards,
> Leo Cono

>> >> > LeoCono@Yandex.com

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>> ->> Best Regards,
>> Leo Cono
>> 203-280-1058
>> LeoCono@Yandex.com
>>
>>
>>
>> ->> Best Regards,
>> Leo Cono

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> LeoCono@Yandex.com
>>
>>
>

>>
>>
>

• Gmail - Fwd_ DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND
LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS.pdf

M
Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
1 message
Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com>
To: plaintiff89@gmail.com

W

Sat, Oct 24, 2020 at 10:08 AM

Address not found
Your message wasn't delivered to conoleo89@outlook.com
because the address couldn't be found, or is unable to receive
mail.

The response from the remote server was:

550 5.5.0 Requested action not taken: mailbox unavailable (S2017062302).
[VIIEUR06FT037.eop-eur06.prod.protection.outlook.com]

--------Forwarded message--------From: Plaintiff ProPer <plaintiff89@gmail.com>
To: Facebook <case++aazqg2dovtm5jq@support.facebook.com>
Cc: leocono89@outlook.com, Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com>, conoleo89@outlook.com
Bcc:
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 2020 10:01:31 -0700
Subject: Re: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM &
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
— Message truncated —

Fwd: DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY
Yandex.Mail
PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO
ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTS
October 24, 2020 10:21 AM

From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: case++aazqg2dovtm5jq@support.facebook.com,
case++aazqmo7rck67vg@support.facebook.com,
case++aazrsymsanyw5f@support.facebook.com,
records@facebook.com, subpoena@facebook.com,
datarequests@support.facebook.com
Cc: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>, leocono89@outlook.com,
leocono89@gmail.com, conoleo89@outlook.com
First Email bounced.
Now therefore, this is a return receipt Certification of Email DELIVERY.

------Beginning of forwarded message------24.10.2020, 10:01, "Plaintiff ProPer" <plaintiff89@gmail.com>:
That is an automated and "canned response".
Pretending ignorance and illiterate role playing is not acceptable.
For Accountability Reasons, I want the name and company of who is
responding to this email.
Please advise on who is the proper person and postal address at
Facebook.com Inc.
LEGAL DEPARTMENT
that I can
Serve a Deposition Subpoena
and Court Appearance Subpoena
to the
Hollywood COURTHOUSE The Superior Court of California Los Angeles County?
Looks like you are forcing my hand for Service of Process.

Now therefore, what is the address to your Legal Department?

What is the name of your Legal Department COUNSEL?
Regards,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058

leocono89@outlook.com

On Sat, Oct 24, 2020, 8:58 AM Facebook
<case++aazqg2dovtm5iq@support.facebook.com> wrote:
Hi,

It looks like you're asking a question about something we can't support.
If you're trying to report something, please follow the directions here:
https://www.facebook.com/help/975828035803295
If you're looking for information about Facebook features and how to
use them, please visit the help center:
https://www.facebook.com/help/?ref=CR
Thanks,
Privacy Operations
Facebook
>On Thu Oct 22, 2020 09:43:38, Plaintiff ProPer wrote:
>Please review the attachments.
>Ignorance and false "illiterate" pretenses will not work with a JUDGE IN
>THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA.
>READ MY EMAIL from a few days ago.
>I am locked out of my PREVIOUS AND/OR EARLIER FACEBOOK
ACCOUNTS. I WAS
>FORCED TO CREATE NEW ACCOUNTS BECAUSE OF THIS
OBSTRUCTION.
>Perhaps locking me out of my previous and earlier Accounts was for
Reasons
>of "ID Theft" against me LAICON aka Leo Cono?
>Here is a list of my previous and/or earlier Facebook Accounts with my
>Privacy Electronic Content.
>Https://www.facebook.com/usataskforce
><https://www.facebook.com/usataskforce>
>Https://www.facebook.com/LAIcon2 <https://www.facebook.com

/LAIcon2>

>Https://www.facebook.com/LAIcon8 <https://www.facebook.com
/LAIcon8>

>Https://www.facebook.com/LVIcon <https://www.facebook.com
/LVIcon>

>Https://www.facebook.com/LV.Icon <https://www.facebook.com
/LV.Icon>

>Https://www.facebook.com/LADA <https://www.facebook.com/LADA>
>For The Superior Court of California >Court Record and for
>Reasons of ACCOUNTABILITY >what is the name of The Facebook.com Employee and/or Contractor
and/or
>Sub-Contractor that answered this email with signature and name >Privacy Operations
>Facebook
>WHO ARE YOU? WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

>Is the customer service conducted by CONDUENT INC, TTEC, ALLIED
UNIVERSAL,
>NORDIC SECURITY?
>OR
>Customer Service conducted directly by Facebook.com Inc.
>This is the last Request in more than 3 years.
>This week I will have The Superior Court of California issue a
Subpoena For

>Mandatory Court Appearance in Santa Monica Courthouse.
>I will have The Palo Alto, San Mateo County Sheriff serve the
Subpoena.
>Mark Zuckerberg's Family Relationships Including Tod Cooperman, and
Robert
>Mockler were Financially Suffocating me by stealing and embezzling
my

Unemployment Insurance, Grand Larceny of my Wills and Estates, All
Assets,
>and MURDERED my children.
>Smoking gun of Criminal Profiteering is an attempt to impersonate
CONO with
>aggravated identity theft with clerk Courtney that has been fired or has
>been incarcerated because of judicial fraud CONO has fake Facebook >Zuckerberg case dismissal. B. Lindquist and his daughter clerk
Courtney
simultaneously filed a duplicate works case against Facebook where
>Courtney's father: B. Lindquist pretended to be Leo Cono.
>I had zero money to pay The San Mateo County Sheriff for PROCESS
OF SERVICE

>in the past. I no longer have that Obstruction.
>I now have money to serve you this week.
>Please Advise unless you want to proceed with this lawsuit in an
UNPEACEFUL
>MANNER.
Additionally, I have hard evidence of a Las Vegas KICKBACK
FRADULENT
>LAWSUIT committed by COURTNEY aka SHELBY, and B. LINDQUIST.
>A no reply will trigger Service by the Sheriff this week.
>Regards,
>Leo Cono
>On Wed, Oct 21,2020, 3:04 AM Facebook <
>case++aazqg2dovtm5iq@support.facebook.com> wrote:
>> Hi,
>>

>> Thanks for contacting us. Based on the information you provided, it
looks
>> like you're trying to request access to your personal data stored by
>> Facebook. If you have a Facebook account, you can access specific
types of
>> information such as photos, posts, reactions and comments using
the Access
>> Your Information tool.
>>

>> To learn where to find the Access Your Information tool, please visit
the
>> Help Center:
>> https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992?ref=cr
>>

>> You can also download a copy of your Facebook information using
the
>> Download Your Information tool. Learn how to use the Download
Your
>> Information tool in the Help Center:
>> https://www.facebook.com/help/212802592074644?ref=cr
>>

>> If you don't have a Facebook account but believe Facebook may have
>> information about you, you can contact us using the form below to
request a
>> copy of your information:
>> https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/180237885820953?ref=cr
>>

>> Thanks,
>> Privacy Operations
>> Facebook

>>
>>
>>
>

End of forwarded message

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com

• Gmail - Re_ DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND
LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS (3).pdf
• Gmail - eminent matter.pdf
• Gmail - Re_ DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND
LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS (1).pdf
• Gmail - Re_ DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND
LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS.pdf
• smoking gun FRADULENT duplicate works judicial Treason denialfacebook-different-case-number-A-19-786862-P-dept-7-zucke.pdf
• Gmail - Re_ DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND
LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS (2).pdf
• MA-19-1540 - (Cono, Leo)-Closureletter.pdf
• Gmail - Fwd_ DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND
LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC.
ACCOUNTS.pdf
• docket-a-19-791015-c-mark-zuckerberg-fb-other-online-judgewilliam-kephart-dept-19(2).pdf

Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender

Yandex.Mail

October 24, 2020 10:22 AM
From: mailer-daemon@yandex.ru
To: leocono@yandex.com

This is the mail system at host yandex.ru.
I'm sorry to have to inform you that your message could not
be delivered to one or more recipients. It's attached below.
You can find the the possible reasons of the undelivered message letter
here:
https://yandex.com/support/mail-new/wizard/zout_send/not-got-reportyes-other.html
Please, do not reply to this message.

<conoleo89@outlook.com>: host
outlook-com.olc.protection.outlook.com[104.47.18.161] said: 550 5.5.0
Requested action not taken: mailbox unavailable (S2017062302). (in
reply to
RCPT TO command)
Reporting-MTA: dns; forward500p.mail.yandex.net
X-Yandex-Queue-ID: D769094005A
X-Yandex-Sender: rfc822; leocono@yandex.com
Arrival-Date: Sat, 24 Oct 2020 20:21:57 +0300 (MSK)
Final-Recipient: rfc822; conoleo89@outlook.com
Original-Recipient: rfc822:conoleo89@outlook.com
Action: failed
Status: 5.5.0
Remote-MTA: dns; outlook-com.olc.protection.outlook.com
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 5.5.0 Requested action not taken: mailbox
unavailable (S2017062302).
Help: Please visit https://yandex.ru/support/mail-new/wizard/zout_send
/not-got-report-yes-other/no-such-user.html
• no_name

M
PROCESS OF SERVICE
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
Sun, Oct 25, 2020 at 5:56 PM
To: admissions@theprimaryschool.org <admissions@theprimaryschool.org>, priscilla.chan@theprimaryschool.org
<priscilla.chan@theprimaryschool.org>, cilla.chan@gmail.com <cilla.chan@gmail.com>, priscillachan@sfgh.com
<priscillachan@sfgh.com>
Cc: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>, leocono89@gmail.com <leocono89@gmail.com>,
conoleo89@outlook.com <conoleo89@outlook.com>, leocono@yandex.com <leocono@yandex.com>, Plaintiff ProPer
<plaintiff89@gmail.com>, piu@doj.ca.gov <piu@doj.ca.gov>, securityclearance@state.gov <securityclearance@state.gov>,
robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov <robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov>, xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov <xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov>,
ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov <ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov>, AskIA@fema.dhs.gov <AskIA@fema.dhs.gov>,
FEMA-NEWS-DESK@fema.dhs.gov <FEMA-NEWS-DESK@fema.dhs.gov>, HSIN.HelpDesk@hq.dhs.gov
<HSIN.HelpDesk@hq.dhs.gov>, support@cdpemail.dhs.gov <support@cdpemail.dhs.gov>, gurbir.grewal@njoag.gov
<gurbir.grewal@njoag.gov>, eslmom629@aol.com <eslmom629@aol.com>, pilotony@aol.com <pilotony@aol.com>,
ahorowitz@gmail.com <ahorowitz@gmail.com>, Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov <Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov>,
Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov <Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov>, Michael.J.Mongan@doj.ca.gov
<Michael.J.Mongan@doj.ca.gov>, David.Nanz@ic.fbi.gov <David.Nanz@ic.fbi.gov>, AskDOJ@usdoj.gov
<AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>, Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov <Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov>, ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov <ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov>,
tony.h.pham@ i ce.dhs.gov <tony.h.pham@ice.dhs.gov>, dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov <dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov>, james.lee@irs.gov
<james.lee@irs.gov>, kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov <kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov>, jim.letten@butlersnow.com
<jim.letten@butlersnow.com>, douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov <douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov>, NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov
<NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>, robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com <robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com>,
molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com <molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com>, bvabstract@aol.com <bvabstract@aol.com>,
info@bridgeviewabstract.com <info@bridgeviewabstract.com>, gizy@optonline.net <gizy@optonline.net>,
lsimonesilval@hotmail.com <lsimonesilval@hotmail.com>, mnestate2@gmail.com <mnestate2@gmail.com>,
mcarvalho711@gmail.com <mcarvalho711@gmail.com>, mariana.carvalho@gmail.com <mariana.carvalho@gmail.com>,
mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com <mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com>, jcortez@lacourt.org <jcortez@lacourt.org>,
acureton@bcsd.us <acureton@bcsd.us>, civil@bcsd.us <civil@bcsd.us>, bjohnson@lacourt.org <bjohnson@lacourt.org>,
brjohnson@lacourt.org <brjohnson@lacourt.org>, sscdept11@lacourt.org <SSCDEPT11@lacourt.org>,
linda@bridgeviewabstract.com <linda@bridgeviewabstract.com>, lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com
<lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com>, teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com <teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com>, DZwillenberg@bcsd.us
<DZwillenberg@bcsd.us>, info@pharmacychecker.com <info@pharmacychecker.com>, cruppert@cia.gov
<cruppert@cia.gov>, MediaRelations@nsa.gov <MediaRelations@nsa.gov>, Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov
<Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov>, Auditors@nsa.gov <Auditors@nsa.gov>, rpstorch@nsa.gov <rpstorch@nsa.gov>,
ighotline@nsa.gov <ighotline@nsa.gov>, robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com <robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com>,
joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com <joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com>, conoleo089@outlook.com
<conoleo089@outlook.com>, info@whistleblower.org <info@whistleblower.org>, AndrewH@whistleblower.org
<AndrewH@whistleblower.org>, senator@harris.senate.gov <senator@harris.senate.gov>, Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov
<Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov>, Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov <Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov>,
crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov <crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov>, usacac.civil-tronotice@usdoj.gov <usacac.civiltronotice@usdoj.gov>, pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov <pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov>, USACAC.CV-CivilRights@usdoj.gov
<USACAC.CV-CivilRights@usdoj.gov>, liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov <liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov>, scco.mbx@njcourts.gov
<scco.mbx@njcourts.gov>, SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov <SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov>,
appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov <appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov>, askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us
<askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us>, AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov <AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov>,
cywatch@ic.fbi.gov <cywatch@ic.fbi.gov>
Hi Priscilla This is Leo Cono - 213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com
Via discovery, I have collected EXHIBITS that you are responsible for locking me out of my Facebook Accounts Including
www.Facebook.com/LVIcon
Attached are some EXHIBITS.

Additionally, my software code, algorithms, UI Design and UI Code, and Database Stored Procedures & Database ERD
Schema Design, and DDL, DML were stolen with the Crime of GRAND LARCENY, and ID THEFT.
I have prepared litigation documents including Summons, Complaint, and Deposition Subpoena to Serve to you via a
Private PROCESS OF SERVICE Third Party Company that also includes FOIA REQUEST and WIRETAP
I have contacted records@facebook.com and I have a ticket number but you are Denying and not responding.
You have given me no amount of money whatsoever for RESTITUTION, RECOVERY, and/or access to my accounts with
my digital property.
This is a last attempt for a Peaceful Settlement between us.
Please advise.
If no response, this week I am Serving you: Priscilla Chan aka Nancy Jiang, Jennifer Newstead, and Mark Zuckerberg.
Best Regards,
Leo Cono
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

M
Fwd: PROCESS OF SERVICE
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
To: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 2, 2020 at 6:07 AM

From: Leo Cono <leocono89@outlook.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 25, 2020 6:48:06 PM
To: zuckerberg@fb.com <zuckerberg@fb.com>; mzuckerb@fas.harvard.edu <mzuckerb@fas.harvard.edu>;
mark@chanzuckerberg.com <mark@chanzuckerberg.com>
Cc: leocono89@gmail.com <leocono89@gmail.com>; leocono@yandex.com <leocono@yandex.com>
Subject: Fwd: PROCESS OF SERVICE
FYI MR. MARK ZUCKERBERG PLEASE ADVISE ON A PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT BEFORE FILING A LAWSUIT.
THANKS,
LEO CONO
213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

From: Leo Cono
Sent: Sunday, October 25, 2020 5:56:04 PM
To: admissions@theprimaryschool.org <admissions@theprimaryschool.org>; priscilla.chan@
theprimaryschool.org <priscilla.chan@theprimaryschool.org>; cilla.chan@gmail.com
<cilla.chan@gmail.com>; priscillachan@sfgh.com <priscillachan@sfgh.com>
Cc: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>; leocono89@gmail.com <leocono89@gmail.com>;
conoleo89@outlook.com <conoleo89@outlook.com>; leocono@yandex.com <leocono@yandex.com>;
Plaintiff ProPer <plaintiff89@gmail.com>; piu@doj.ca.gov <piu@doj.ca.gov>; securityclearance@state.gov
<securityclearance@state.gov>; robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov <robert.gaydosh@njoag.gov>;
xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov <xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov>; ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov
<ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov>; AskIA@fema.dhs.gov <AskIA@fema.dhs.gov>; FEMA-NEWSDESK@fema.dhs.gov <FEMA-NEWS-DESK@fema.dhs.gov>; HSIN.HelpDesk@hq.dhs.gov
<HSIN.HelpDesk@hq.dhs.gov>; support@cdpemail.dhs.gov <support@cdpemail.dhs.gov>;
gurbir.grewal@njoag.gov <gurbir.grewal@njoag.gov>; eslmom629@aol.com <eslmom629@aol.com>;
pilotony@aol.com <pilotony@aol.com>; ahorowitz@gmail.com <ahorowitz@gmail.com>;
Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov <Janill.Richards@doj.ca.gov>; Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov
<Michael.Mongan@doj.ca.gov>; Michael.J.Mongan@doj.ca.gov <Michael.J.Mongan@doj.ca.gov>;
David.Nanz@ic.fbi.gov <David.Nanz@ic.fbi.gov>; AskDOJ@usdoj.gov <AskDOJ@usdoj.gov>;
Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov <Brian.Klebba@usdoj.gov>; ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov <ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov>;
tony.h.pham@ice.dhs.gov <tony.h.pham@ice.dhs.gov>; dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov <dan.j.lafortune@irs.gov>;
james.lee@irs.gov <james.lee@irs.gov>; kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov <kelly.carpenter@ci.irs.gov>;
jim.letten@butlersnow.com <jim.letten@butlersnow.com>; douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov
<douglas.leff@ic.fbi.gov>; NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov <NYAG.Pressoffice@ag.ny.gov>;

robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com <robert.mueller@wilmerhale.com>; molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com
<molly.nunes@wilmerhale.com>; bvabstract@aol.com <bvabstract@aol.com>;
info@bridgeviewabstract.com <info@bridgeviewabstract.com>; gizy@optonline.net <gizy@optonline.net>;
lsimonesilval@hotmail.com <lsimonesilval@hotmail.com>; mnestate2@gmail.com
<mnestate2@gmail.com>; mcarvalho711 @gmail.com <mcarvalho711 @gmail.com>;
mariana.carvalho@gmail.com <mariana.carvalho@gmail.com>; mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com
<mary.premtaj@sothebysrealty.com>; jcortez@lacourt.org <jcortez@lacourt.org>; acureton@bcsd.us
<acureton@bcsd.us>; civil@bcsd.us <civil@bcsd.us>; bjohnson@lacourt.org <bjohnson@lacourt.org>;
brjohnson@lacourt.org <brjohnson@lacourt.org>; sscdept11 @lacourt.org <SSCDEPT11 @lacourt.org>;
linda@bridgeviewabstract.com <linda@bridgeviewabstract.com>; lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com
<lisa@bridgeviewabstract.com>; teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com <teresa@bridgeviewabstract.com>;
DZwillenberg@bcsd.us <DZwillenberg@bcsd.us>; info@pharmacychecker.com
<info@pharmacychecker.com>; cruppert@cia.gov <cruppert@cia.gov>; MediaRelations@nsa.gov
<MediaRelations@nsa.gov>; Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov <Cybersecurity_Requests@nsa.gov>;
Auditors@nsa.gov <Auditors@nsa.gov>; rpstorch@nsa.gov <rpstorch@nsa.gov>; ighotline@nsa.gov
<ighotline@nsa.gov>; robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com <robert.mockler@diamondmccarthy.com>;
joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com <joshua.herr@diamondmccarthy.com>; conoleo089@outlook.com
<conoleo089@outlook.com>; info@whistleblower.org <info@whistleblower.org>;
AndrewH@whistleblower.org <AndrewH@whistleblower.org>; senator@harris.senate.gov
<senator@harris.senate.gov>; Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov <Michelle.Smith@njcourts.gov>;
Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov <Laura.Simoldoni@njcourts.gov>; crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov
<crclcompliance@hq.dhs.gov>; usacac.civil-tronotice@usdoj.gov <usacac.civil-tronotice@usdoj.gov>;
pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov <pctipslosangeles@fbi.gov>; USACAC.CV-CivilRights@usdoj.gov <USACAC.CVCivilRights@usdoj.gov>; liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov <liana.dinallo@njcourts.gov>; scco.mbx@njcourts.gov
<scco.mbx@njcourts.gov>; SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov <SCCOOmbudsman.Mbx@njcourts.gov>;
appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov <appinfo.mbx@njcourts.gov>; askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us
<askconsumeraffairs@lps.state.nj.us>; AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov <AGelectronicservice@doj.ca.gov>;
cywatch@ic.fbi.gov <cywatch@ic.fbi.gov>
Subject: PROCESS OF SERVICE
Hi Priscilla This is Leo Cono - 213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com
Via discovery, I have collected EXHIBITS that you are responsible for locking me out of my Facebook Accounts Including
www.Facebook.com/LVIcon
Attached are some EXHIBITS.
Additionally, my software code, algorithms, UI Design and UI Code, and Database Stored Procedures & Database ERD
Schema Design, and DDL, DML were stolen with the Crime of GRAND LARCENY, and ID THEFT.
I have prepared litigation documents including Summons, Complaint, and Deposition Subpoena to Serve to you via a
Private PROCESS OF SERVICE Third Party Company that also includes FOIA REQUEST and WIRETAP.
I have contacted records@facebook.com and I have a ticket number but you are Denying and not responding.
You have given me no amount of money whatsoever for RESTITUTION, RECOVERY, and/or access to my accounts with
my digital property.
This is a last attempt for a Peaceful Settlement between us.
Please advise.
If no response, this week I am Serving you: Priscilla Chan aka Nancy Jiang, Jennifer Newstead, and Mark Zuckerberg.
Best Regards,
Leo Cono

213-280-1058
leocono89@outlook.com

M
Fwd: Cono v Zuckerberg, Lindquist - A-19-791015-C - Answer filed on behalf of B Lindquist 6-11-10
1 message
Leo Cono <leocono@yandex.com>
To: leolaicon@gmail.com <leolaicon@gmail.com>

Wed, Oct 21, 2020 at 4:08 AM

-------Beginning of forwarded message-------11.06.2019, 16:42, "Kelley, Cynthia H." <cynthia.kelley@wilsonelser.com>:

Good Afternoon,
Attached please find a courtesy copy of the Answer filed on behalf of Defendant B Lindquist and Initial Appearance Fee
Disclosure. Please also note that a copy has been mailed to you today.
Cynthia H. Kelley
Paralegal Clerk
Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP
300 South 4th Street - 11th Floor
Las Vegas, NV 89101-6014
702.727.1237 (Direct)
702.727.1400 (Main)
702.727.1401 (Fax)
cynthia.kelley@wilsonelser.com
Ref No. 20149.09

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message is intended to be
viewed only by the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.
It may contain information that is privileged, confidential and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited
without our prior permission. If the reader of this message is not
the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, or if you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by
return e-mail and delete the original message and any copies of it
from your computer system.
For further information about Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman &
Dicker LLP, please see our website at www.wilsonelser.com or refer to
any of our offices.
Thank you.
End of forwarded message

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.com
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Re: Accessing and Downloading Your Facebaok Information #1107445647090085

Yandex. Mai I

Re: Accessing and Downloading Your Faecbook Information #1197445647090085

March 2, 2019 3:52 PM
From: id.eo Canon <leiraconoffiyandex.com>
To: «Facehnok» -ccaxifH-aazrsy m s anyw5f@s upportfacebook.com>, j ay_bybeeffica9 .u s courts. go v, j cdjetiti onfoirevi cwffirao. us courts, gov, «cywatc h»
<cywateh@lbL.gov>, dainfo@clarkcountyda.com, deptqlc@darkcountycourts.us, crimiital.division@usdoj.gov, consumercomplaints@fcc.gov, ic_ccmpiaints@ic.fbi.gov,
«ig» <ig@doc.riv.gov>, «info» <infoffi:osc gov>, internal.affairs@usdpi.gov, us.marshals@usdnj.gov, «mg» <oig@de.gov>
Cc: «prostsn <prnsts@cafc.uscouifs.gov>, usanv.wcbadmin@usdpj.gov, usms.foia@usdoj.gcv, usms.wantcd@usdDj.guv, usms-ild-imb-serveropcrations@usms.doj.gcv,
scrvernpcratums@usnis.doj.gov, «specialcounselpress» <5pecialcounselpress@usdoj.gov>, (dccconoiaw)) <lcoconolaw@gmail.com>, «lcoacono)>
<1 eoaco no@o utl oo k. com>
from;
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/L £ K t
J)<li\fl fj [) c^rrc/i
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Sfl41 E. Charleston Blvd.

230-165
Lb* Vagfts, NV BB142
LEOACDNOiCYANOEX,COM
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ATTN: Privacy Operations
1 EDI Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94DZ5

^^ i '< ^
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DEMAND LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODE
and SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from mo via
t

RICO GRAND LARCENY

&
DEMAND LETTER TO R EC OVER MY PERS O N AL MULTIMEDIA CON TENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM

3/9 r

Ar_
DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK,COM INC. ACCOUNTS

Hi FACKBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM ■
11 m 1 .go A. C Diio a nd I have h et n 1 o eked out of al 1 of my Faceh a uk A c counts, On mu Itip l e attempts tn LO GIN ,1 u p [ o aded my TRUE STATE O F N EVA DA ID to
Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login and many uploads of my ID. Faccbock is denying me access to all of my
Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.
United States Coda Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Kefs A Annas)
Part I, Crimes (ftefe & Annas)

•

Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements {RcftS A Annan)
18U.S.C.A.§ 1028A
§ 1B28A. Aggravated Identity theft

FA ("EBOOK, com software programming of Login/Pass word processing is committing crimes of EXTORTION and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY TUEFT. Also I am a
programmer and by reviewing the Faeehook.com programming language code, T can identity .software code that is CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE FACEBOOK.COM INC,
for these crimes targeted tn THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED. STATES OF AMERICA.
My Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE. TUTS IS GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT of
my LAS VEGAS, NV FACIZDOOK DIARY PAGE containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO, MAGDALENA NARBIJNTOWICZ,
KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THKRESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Step-Children (second mairiagc).
Here is the information on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL;
About Lv /con
WORK 1
Knowledge Universe Singapore
EDUCATION
Singapore Polytechnic
j

CURRENT CITYAND HOMETOWN
Jurong, Singapore

LV.ICON AND/OR I.VICON are redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT). I'm Leo Anthony Co no and Pro/S e Plaintiff'in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL
UKCO.URTS CASE. There is aiding and abetting in RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from [Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and Mexico.
My I.V ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need in
'
FEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA.
More specifically, my I .V ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiance - MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.
MARK ZIJCKERBERU had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ (my previous Fiancd), also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current
wife and now separated and executing a divorce), and KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE CONO that
https://mail.yandex.com/u2703/print?rnid=168322036072972335&_ui(I=8367B6819

1/5

I

3/26/2019

Re: Accessing and Downloading Your Facebook Information #1197445647090085

resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG) DNA Evidence might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE CONO’s biological father and also my son. My first wife
KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge, i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps KAREN
CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBER. My brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of
my computer programming code and SQL Server Database DDL and DML, Stored Procedures and SQL Coder My brother gave my software code to Karen/Theresa and
she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.
THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE,
Wemt'm Nevada Reviwod Statute* Annotated
TItto IS, Crimea and FUniahmonta {Chapterm 193-202}
Chapter205, Crimea Agateat Properly (ftefa A Annoa)
Larceny (Rate A Annoa)
N.RS, 20522Q
205,220, Grandlarceny

Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e, MARIAM ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of
MARK ZUCKERBER), MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having sex
with MARK ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBERG,
I (LEO A CONO) posted information on Facebook and therefore making a Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and
MENACE TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire Estate,
Will(s), Property and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono) access to all of my Facebook
Accounts. MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/she-male in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO,
MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny me (Lee Cone) from logging Into my LV ICON FACEBOOK
ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous Finned (Engagement Relationship) with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ.

MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in Federal Court. MARK ZUCKERBERG is aiding and abetting in RICO
Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access to my Facebook Accounts.
mm Fonn,$20&i5
Fodamt Procedural Forma f June 2018 Update
Chapter20, Criminal Precedum
V. indictment aod Information
A Procedural Forma
2, immunnea of indictment or Information
§ 20215, Information—Criminal entorprime and conspiracy [18 UL8.CJL §§ 1950,1381}

The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be linked to PRISCILLA CILAN owner orFACEBOOK.COM
INC. Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal and rogue and Is now committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion with the
RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS belonging to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
for TRIBUTE.
I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and Subpoena THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on MARK ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER
their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.

1. 1 Contpteto Manual of Criming Form, § iA^IO.SO
Part 1 Diacovary

.

Chapter 14, Gmntbtta and GanaratMotion*
§ 14i1O^0. motion in compel dJacovery
2, United Statom Code Annotated
1

10 U.S.CJL § 2328
§2323, MOTION to re fomaa of technical date tinder Fnredont ofinformation Act: recovery of carta
3, Code of Federal Rogufatfona
Tttlo 32- Patent*, Trademark*, and Copyright*
Chapter t. United State* Patent and Trademark Offico, Department of Commerce (Ref* & Annoa)
Subchapter R. Admfnlatration (Raft A Anno*)
Part 102. Diactoaum of Government information (Rofa A Annoa)
Subpart A. Freedom of information Act
3TCtF,R.§1323
§ 102*3 Raaorda under FOtA.

Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal lo keep stock market revenues up?
My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-stcp authentication codes and IDs. I have a LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to submit to FACEBOOK COM
Furthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to receive LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my
FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my exhibits, evidence, personal multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that was
stolen from me. Therefore, Facebook com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of the
WWW FA CEBOOK COM Web Site. I have evidence to prove this. In addition, I ant a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants in
UNITED STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA:
in
I am also in the process of submitting a complaint in a new "STATE OF NEVADA CASE" in the
EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA
https ://m a il .ya nd ex. ccm/u2709/pri nt? m id=168322036072972335&jJid=836766819
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LEO CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other people involved in these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER, TERRORISM AND TREASON to
THE GOVERNMENT OF T1IE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

Han art my FA CEBOOKACCOUNTS:
1.) L IT ICON containing exfHttta ami avUnncm an UAODALEHA HAHBUHTOWtCZ
* httofzfhvmv.frcQbvokaCom'tv,toon
l

to tvfeon
Z) LAfCONB • LEO ANTHONY CONO - fift/L TUREOtA DIARYOF MY LIFE

i

3a) UUCDN2-FBoo JLA - HUt T7MEDIA DfSK JOCKEY
4a) LADA - eorttotnlng infomtmtiot* and content foe the DfSTRICTATTORNEY fOA)
Mybmckpmekwam wtofan und I tout my phonmm and pommworda notebook.
However, Aero mm aotno of the mwRpddmmaeat

2.11
3a

•sea

4. lr-111201Tenm*IIJUrm
5. L&oLolacanoSBBBG^ittoft-com

!
I DEMAND ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN.
FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF;
About tv Non
WORK

Knawtedga (Jnfvtmm Singapore
EDUCATION
I

Singapore Polytechnic
CURRENT CITYAND HOMETOWN
Jtifmiff, Singapore

LVICON from .lurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito'1 ora friend, family
member or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG.
I need access to my EXHIBITS and Evidence.
ALSOil WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES!
BEST'REGARDS,
LEO A CONO
1 ,F.OAC'ONoaVANDEX COM
02.03.2019,12:11, "Facebook" Ccase-H-aa/rsvmsanvw5f@supnort fa cehnok. cnni>:

S “•
iiji
ii
,

fi

1p

Thanks for contacting us to learn more about your Facebook information. However, we couldn't find a Facebook account associated with the email address
you’re using to contact us.
If you have a Facebook account associated with a different email address, please submit a new report using that email address. You can file a new report here:
https:/Avww facebook cnm/help/coniact/l S0237SS5S20953/?ref-cr

•V

If you have a Facebook account, you should be able to access specific types ofyour Facebook information, such as photos, posts, reactions and comments, using
the Access Your Information tool:
https://www. facebook

1 You should also be able to download a copy of your Facebook information using the Download Your Information tool:
r
s hii’ns://www facebook cnm/rivi/?ref=cr

i

You can download your information in an HTML format that is easy to view, or in a ISON format, which will allow you to transfer your information to another

' service
g For more information on how to download your information and what's in your downloaded file, please visit the Help Center
https://www facebook enm/heln/212ftf)2 592074 544 /?ref=cr
| Downloading your information is a password-protected process that only you will have access to. Once you've created a file, it will be available for download for
| a few days.
i'
https ://mait.ya nd ex. com/u2709/print?mi d=168322036072972335&_uid=836766819
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Re: Accessing and Downloading Your Facebook information #1197445647090085

j, Your downloaded file may contain sensitive information. You should keep it secure and take precautions when storing, sending or uploading it to any other
Ep services.
» For a full overview of the categories of your Facebook information available to you, please visit the Help Center:

5f
i:

httos://www.faceh o o k. oo m 'help,'93039616 708 57 62/?rcfH:r

ii Finally, we also encourage you to review our Data Policy, which provides a description of the information we collect and how it is used and shared:
" tj

; Thanks,

.

ji Maxson
!; Privacy Operations
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: On Fri Mar 1,2019 17:19:15, Leo Cono wrote
P I have submitted my real Nevada ID 5 times. You have not responded at all till now. Also I have submitted the following DEMAND LETTER: From:
Las Vegas, NV 89142
1 .EOACONO@YANDEX
5841 E. Charleston
Blvd.
j! Leo A Cono
““
- ’
230-165
~ COMTn:
Facebook,
ii Inc.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA
subti oena@.fa rcb nok enm
| 94025
datarenuestsrgsupnortlacellnok.com
httns.'/Avww.facehook coni/loem/identitv D
i; LETTER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING CODEand SQL SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me viaRICO
i! GRAND LARCENY&DEMAND LETTER TO RECOVER MY PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON
| FACEBOOK COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTSHi FACEBOOK
I SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM -I’m Leo A.Cono and I have been locked outof all of my Facebook Accounts.On multiple attempts to
[ LOGIN, I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF NEVADA ID to Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login
and many uploads of my ID. Facebook is denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL - INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS,
and/or LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT United States Code AnnotatedTitle 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure
(Refs & Annos)Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos}Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Annos)l 8 U.S.C.A. J 1028A§ 1028A. Aggravated
identity thetlFACEBOOK.com software programming of Login/Password processing is committing crimes of EXTORTION and AGGRAVATED
IDENTITY THEFT. Also I am a programmer and by reviewing the Faccbook.com programming language code, I can identity software code that is
CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE FACEBOOK.COM INC. for these crimes targeted to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.My
ii Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO SAME PAGE. THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
J THEFT of my LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY PAGE containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIAN! CARVALHO RIBEIRO,
j MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ, KAREN CASTORINO CONO/THERESA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Stepchildren (second
I marriage).Here is the information on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL: About Lv IconWORKKnowledge
p Universe SingaporeEDUCATIONSingapore PclytechnicCURRENT CITY AND HOMETOWNJurong, SingaporeLV.ICON AND/OR LVICON are
| redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS A DOT). I'm Leo Anthony Cono and Pro/Se Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL USCOURTS
| CASE. There is aiding and abetting in RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (Jurong, Singapore) and
Mexico.My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need inFEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF NEVADA. More specifically,
my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiancd - MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ .MARK ZUCKERBERG
had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ {my previous Fianed), also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current wife and
s now separated and executing a divorce), and KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE
|j CONO that resembles MARK ZUCKERBERG), DNA Evidence might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE CONO’s biological father and
is also my son. My first wife KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge,
i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBER. My
brother JOSEPH LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of my computer programming code and SQL Server Database DDL and DML, Stored
s’ Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to Karen/Theresa and she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.THIS IS GRAND
■j LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE West's Nevada Revised Statutes AnnotatedTitle 15. Crimes and Punishments (Chapters I93-202)Chapter
205. Crimes Against Property (Refs & Annos)Larceny (Refs & Annos)N.R.S 205.220205.220 Grand larceny Furthermore, MARIANI CARVALHO
RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e. MARIAM ZUCKERBERG of DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of MARK ZUCKERBER).
■ MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady for the family. However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having sex with
i MARK ZUCKERBERG. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO may be in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBERG.I (LEO A CONO) posted
information on Facebook and therefore making a Citizen's Arrest an MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO for being a SERIAL KILLER and MENACE
1 TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire
Estate, Will(s), Property and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono)
I access to all of my Facebook Accounts. MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a lesbian/shc-male in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI
I CARVALHO RIBEIRO. MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny mo (Leo Cono) from
logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous Fiancd (Engagement Relationship) with MAGDALENA
| NARBUNTOWICZ.MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in Federal Court. MARK ZUCKERBERG
is aiding and abetting in RICO Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access to my Facebook Accounts.7 Fed, Proc. Forms §
si 2G:215Federal Procedural Forms | June 201S UpdateChapter 20. Criminal ProcedureV Indictment and Informations. Procedural Forms2. Issuance of
1 Indictment or Infermation § 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and conspiracy [18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1959, 1961 [The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY
1 THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be linked to PRISCILLA CHAN owner ofFACEBOOK.COM INC. Perhaps,
FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal and rogue and is now committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion with the
ji RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of USA FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS belonging to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
ii AMERICA for TRIBUTE.I will exercise my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and Subpoena THE
;! UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these crimes. I wiil also Subpoena the file on MARK
s ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA CHAN to DISCOVER their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
I« THEFT. 1 Complete Manual of Criminal Forms J I4:I0.50Part 3. Discovery Chapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions^ 14:10.50. Motion to compel
! discoveryUnited States Code Annotated 10 U.S.C.A. § 2328§ 2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of Information Act: recovery
:: of costsCode of Federal Regulation sTitie 37. Patents, Trademarks, and CopyrightsChapter I. United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department of
| Commerce (Refs & Annos)Subchapter B. Administration (Refs & Annos)Part 102. Disclosure of Government Information (Refs & Annos)Subpart A.
Freedom of Information Act37 C.F.R, 5 102.35 102.3 Records under FOIA.Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market
revenues up?My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones, email accounts, 2-step authentication codes and IDs. 3 have a LAS VEGAS,
jj NEVADA METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT to submit to FACEBOOK.COMFurthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY
i; GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to receive LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my
exhibits, evidence, personal multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that was stolen from me. Therefore,
| Facebook.com Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of
■! the WWW. FACEBOOK CflMWeh Site. I have evidence to prove this. In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants inUNITED STATES

h ttps ://ma il .y a nd ex. cam/u2709/print?mi d=168322036072972335&_u id=836766819
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COURTS - DISTRICT OF NEVADA rhtlps //wwwnacermonitnrcom/i)uh]ic/case/2j734192/Cnno v Richards ct allamalso in the process of
submitting a complaint in a new "STATE OF NEVADA CASE” in IheEIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA. LEO
CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CHAN and all other people involved in these RICO ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY
THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER, TERRORISM AND TREASON toTHE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA! Here are my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS: 1.) LV ICON containing exhibits and evidence on MAGDALENA
NARBUN TOWICZhtI ns //www fa nebnnk com/lv icon routes to lvicon2-J LAICONS - LEO ANTHONY CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY
LIFE3.) LAICON2 - F Boo I LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY4.) LADA - containing information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY
(DA)My backpack was stolen and I lost my phones and passwords notebook. However, here are some of the email
ill, com I
iro
co
1st]

I

MY FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY LOGIN,FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN
INVESTIGATION OF:About Lv IconWORKKnowledgc Universe SingaporeEDUCATIONSingapore PolytechnicCURRENT CITY AND
HOMETOWNJurong, SingaporeLVICON from Jurong, Singapore is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be
PRISCILLA CHANG "Incognito” or a friend, family member or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG. I need access to my EXHIBITS and
Evidence.ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO RECOVER MY LOSSES! BEST REGARDS,LEO A
ITT?
hi
IT
CONOLEOACONO@YANDEy COM 01.03.2019,11:48,''Facebook" <<
_
us. If you have a Facebook account, you can access specific types of your Facebook information such as photos, posts, reactions and comments using
tire Access Your Information tool ilitt ns ://wmv.facehn ok enm/vour information/? rcf=c rYou can also download a copy of your Facebook information
using the Download Your Information too I: https://www.facebook.com/dy i /'Jref=crTf vnu can’t access your account because it has been disabled, please
respond to this email and we'll investigate further.Ifyour account is currently deactivated, to access your personal data, you must reactivate your
account To reactivate your account, log into Facebook with your email and password.If you have trouble reactivating, please visit the Help
Centerhltns://www facebook cnm/heln/2126651854221 ti9/Vrel=iirTf von can't access your Facebook account, please follow the instructions you see
when you try to log in. Our team is unable to help with account access issues.For help logging into Facebook, please visit the Help
Center: https1 //www fncehonk com /li oi p/2K31004886 94 834/2ref=erF in-il'v to learn more about your data on Facebook, please review our Data
Policy: liltns://www facebook.com/ahont/nrivncvlf vnu have more questions or concerns, please reply to this message.Thanks.The Facebook Team -

It

;

mi

.com

i

i

Best Regards,
Leo Cono
201-388-5928
LeoConoLaw@amail.com
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Data Policy Questions #409723099837353

Vbndex.M'ail

Data Policy Questions #409729899837353
March 2, 2019 10:31 AM
From: «Facebook» <case++aazq3n2ms3kc73@suppart.faccbook.com>
To: I.coACono@Yandcx.com

T - S

Dc7hrt/uo LErTert
Hi,

‘-fiCe i'.vok

rcx'y /.. .

We will do our best to assist you with this matter. Please describe the problem you arc experiencing with Facebook in as much detail as possible and'
include any relevant weh addresses (URI.s). More detailed information will help us investigate the issue furtjicr.
Thanks for contacting Facehnok,
Maxson
Privacy Operations
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On Fri Mar I, 2019 17:18:08, Leo Cono wrote:
I have submitted my real Nevada ID 5 times. You have not responded at all till now. Also I have submitted the following DEM/^D
LETTER: From: Leo A Cono
5841 E. Charleston Blvd.
230-155
Las Vegas, NV 89142
T ,EO A CONO@YANDKX.CO MTo:
Facebook, Ine.
ATTN: Privacy Operations
1601 Willow Road
Menlo Park,
CA 94025
re cord s @ facebook. c o m
subpoena@facebook.com
d atareq u ets ts @.s upp 0 rt. fac e h 0 0 k_c_qm
https://www.facebook.com/loeiii/ideTitifv DEMAND LET TER FOR PAYMENT OF MY SOFTWARE. PROGRAMMING CODEand SQL
SERVER CODE that was unlawfully stolen from me viaRICO GRAND I .ARCENY&DEMAND LE T TER TO RECOVER MY
PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA CONTENT STORED ON FACEBOOK.COM & DEMAND LETTER TO GRANT ACCESS TO AI.I, OF
MY FACEROOK.COM INC. ACCOUNTSHi FACEBOOK SECURITY LAW ENFORCEMENT TEAM -I’m Leo A. Cono and I have
been locked out of all of my Facebook Accounts, On multiple attempts to LOGIN, I uploaded my TRUE STATE OF' NEVADA ID to
Facebook. However Facebook did not respond to my requests after many attempts to login and many uploads of my ID. Facebook is
denying me access to all of my Facebook Accounts. On every attempt I have taken SCREENSHOTS FOR THF, PURPOSE OF
EXHIBITS and EVIDENCE that clearly show CRIMINAL - INTENTIONAL and DELIBERATE NEGLIGENCE, DEFECTS, and/or
LIABILITY for the MOTIVE of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT.United States Code Annotated Title 18. Crimes and Criminal
Procedure (Refs & Annos)Part I. Crimes (Refs & Annos)Chapter 47. Fraud and False Statements (Refs & Armos)18 U.S.C.A. 5; I028Aij
1028A. Aggravated identity thcftFACEBOOK.com software programming of I.ogin/Password processing is committing crimes of
EXTORTION and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. Also I am a programmer and by reviewing the Faccbook.com programming
language code, I can identity software code that is CRIMINAL! I will EXPOSE FACFROOK.COM INC. for these crimes targeted to
THE PEOPLE OF HIE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.My Facebook Accounts: LV.ICON OR LVICON ARE REDIRECTING TO
SAME PAGE. THIS IS GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT of my LAS VEGAS, NV FACEBOOK DIARY
PAGE containing COURT EXHIBITS OF MARIANI CARVALHO RIREIRO, MAGDALENA NARRUNTOWICZ, KAREN
CASTORTNO CONO/THF.RF.SA WOOD, my 4 Children (first marriage) and 2 Step-Children (second marriage).Here is the information
on the GRAND LARSONY & AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL:About Lv IconWORKKnowlcdge Universe
S ingap orcEDUCATT ON S ing ap 0 re PolytechnicCURRF.NT CITY AND HO METO WNJuro n g, Singapore LV.ICON AND/OR LVICON are
redirecting to the same page (ONE HAS ADOT). I'm Leo Anthony Cono and Pro/S e Plaintiff in Racketeering (RICO) - FEDERAL
USCOURTS CASE. There is aiding and abetting in RICO Organized Crime Collusion with “CREW” from (Manila, Philippines), (lurong,
Singapore) and Mexico.My LV ICON Facebook Page contains pictures and evidence that I need inFEDERAL COURT - DISTRICT OF
NEVADA. More specifically, my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT contains pictures of my previous Fiance - MAGDALENA
NARBIJNTOWICZ.MARK ZIJCKERBERG had/has sexual relations with MAGDALENA NARRUNTOWICZ (my previous Fiance),
also MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO (my current wife and now separated and executing a divorce), and KAREN CASTORTNO CONO
THERESA WOOD (mother of my 4 children and oldest son KYLE CONO that resembles MARK ZUCKERRERG). DNA Evidence
might prove that MARK ZUCKERBERG is KYLE CONO’s biological father and also my son. My first wife KAREN CASTORINO
CONO THERESA WOOD was having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG without my knowledge, i.e. Adultery. Furthermore, perhaps
KAREN CASTORINO CONO THERESA WOOD is in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERRF.R. My brother JOSEPH
LOIACONO committed GRAND LARCENY of my computer programming code and SQL Server Database DDL and DML, Stored
Procedures and SQL Code. My brother gave my software code to Karen/Thcrcsa and she gave it to MARK ZUCKERBERG.THIS IS
GRAND LARCENY and also a CAPITOL OFFENSE.West's Nevada Revised Statutes AnnotatedTitle 15. Crimes and Punishments
(Chapters 193-202) Chapter 205. Crimes Against Property (Refs & Annos)Larceny (Refs & Annos)N.R.S. 205.220205.220. Grand
larceny Furthermore, MARIAN! CARVALHO RIBEIRO worked for MISS MARIAM LITTLE (i.e. MARIAM ZUCKERBERG of
DOBBS FERRY, NY and mother of MARK ZUCKERRF.R). MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was the cleaning lady Tor the family.
However, MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO was also having sex with MARK ZUCKERBERG MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO
may be in a bigamous marriage with MARK ZUCKERBERG.I (LEO A CONO) posted information on Facebook and therefore making a
Citizen's Arrest on MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO lor being a SERIAL KILLER and MENACE TO SOCIETY for the MOTIVE of
GRAND LARCENY and AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. She committed acts of stealing a Person's entire Estate, WiII(s). Property
and all Assets. MARIANI CARVALHO RIBEIRO recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to deny me (Leo A Cono) access to all of
my Facebook Accounts. MAGDALENA NARRUNTOWICZ is also a Icsbian/shc-mafc in a bigamous marriage with MARIANI
CARVALHO RIBEIRO. MAGDALENA NARRUNTOWICZ recently contacted MARK ZUCKERBERG to block and deny me (Leo
Cono) from logging into my LV ICON FACEBOOK ACCOUNT that contained photos of my previous Fiance (Engagement Relationship)
with MAGDALENA NARBUNTOWICZ. MAGDALENA NARBUNT0WIC7. is also a SERIAL KILLER that I am prosecuting in
Federal Court. MARK ZUCKERBERG is aiding and abetting in RICO Collusion and Aggravated Identity Theft by denying me access to
my Facebook Accounts. 7 Fed. Proc. Forms § 20:2I5FcdcraI Procedural Forms | June 201R UpdatcChaptcr 20. Criminal ProccdurcV.
Indictment and Informations. Procedural Fonns2. Issuance of Indictment nr Information^ 20:215. Information—Criminal enterprise and
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conspiracy [IK U.S.U.A. §§ 1959, 1 9fil]The Jurong, Singapore IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINAL that took over my LV ICON page may be
linked to PRISCILLA CIIAN owner ofFACRROOK.COM INC. Perhaps, FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal and rogue and is now
committing crimes of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, in Collusion with the RACKETEERING ORGANIZED CRIME RING, of
USA FACEROOK ACCOUNTS belonging to THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA for TRIBUTE,I will exercise
my right to the BRADY RULE and FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) and Subpoena THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ATTORNEY GENERAL to Demand Relief for these crimes. I will also Subpoena the file on MARK ZUCKERBER AND PRISCILLA
CHAN to DISCOVER their extent, in collusion with criminals from ASIA, committing AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT. I
Complete Manual of Criminal Forms § 14:10.50Part 3. Discovery Chapter 14. Omnibus and General Motions® 14:10.50. Motion to compel
discovery United States Code Annotated 10 U.S.C.A. ij 2328® 2328. MOTION to release of technical data under Freedom of Information
Act: recovery of cnstsCodc of Federal Regular ions Title 37. Patents, Trademarks, and Copy rights Chapter I. United States Patent and
Trademark Office, Department of Commerce (Refs & Anno s) Sub chapter B. Administration (Refs & Annos)Part 102. Disclosure of
Government Information (Refs & Annos) Subpart A. Freedom oflnformation Aet37 C.F.R. ® 102.3® 102.3 Records under FOIA .Perhaps,
FACEBOOK.COM has become criminal to keep stock market revenues up?My backpack was stolen from me containing my phones,
email accounts, 2-step authentication codes and IDs. I have a LAS VEGAS, NEVADA METROPOLITAN POLICE - POLICE REPORT
to submit to FACEBOOK.COMFurthermore, I am visiting the NEVADA, ATTORNEY GENERAL and INSPECTOR GENERAL to
receive LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE to access my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS and recover my exhibits, evidence, personal
multi-media content, as well as, payment for my software code and SQL Server code that was stolen from me. Therefore, Facehnok.com
Inc. committed the Capitol Offense Crime of GRAND LARCENY. My code was used to program the current version of the
W W W. FA CEB 0 OK. C 0 M Web Site. I have evidence to prove this. In addition, I am a Plaintiff against RICO Defendants inUNITED
STATES COURTS - DISTRICT OFNKVADA:lntns://www.pacermomtoi~.com/mib1ic/case/25734192/Corio_v Richards et all am also in
the process of submitting a complaint in a new “STATE OF NEVADA CASE” in the EIGHT JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT of CLARK
COUNTY, NEVADA .LEO CONO is suing MARK ZUCKERBER and PRISCILLA CIIAN and all other people involved in these RICO
ACTS of AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT, GRAND LARCENY and perhaps MURDER, TERRORISM AND TREASON to THE
GOVERNMENT OE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! Here arc my FACEBOOK ACCOUNTS:1.) LV ICON containing exhibits
and evidence on M AGPAL ENA NARBU NTOWI CZh tto s://www.facebook.com/lv.ierinrotites to Ivicon2.) LAICON8 - LEO ANTHONY
CONO - MULTIMEDIA DIARY OF MY LIFE3.) LAICON2 - F Boo J LA - MULTIMEDIA DISK JOCKEY4.) LADA - containing
information and content for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY (DA)My backpack was stolen and I lost my phones and passwords
notebook. However, here are some of the email
addresses: lv03 04201 S@.outlonk-cnml***'l‘*'t:*7@g mail.coml********K@o ****** cornlcl niQ^lSgmai'l.coiriT.aoT.oiaconoS^Sfi^Rmatl.comatid
I received the “Account Disabled” message from Faccbook.com with email address: mailtn :I,cnConn78(jjiginai1.comI DEMAND
ACCESS TO ALL OF MY FACEBOOK ACCOUN TS, THAT HAVE BEEN DENIED FROM ME, TO SUCCESSFULLY
LOGIN .FURTHERMORE, I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF About Lv IconWORKKnowledgc Universe
S ingapo reEDUCATI ON S ing ap o re Polytechnic CUR RENT CITY AND IIOMETOWNJurnng, KmgaporeLVICON from Jurong, Singapore
is an AGGRAVATED IDENTITY THEFT CRIMINA. This person may be PRISCILLA CHANG “Incognito" or a friend, family member
or person related to PRISCILLA CHANG. I need access to my EXHIBITS and Evidence. ALSO I WANT IMMEDIATE PAYMENT TO
RECOVER MY LOSSES! BEST REG ARDS,LEO A CONOLFOACONO@YANDEX.COM 01.03.2019, 15:54, Taccbook"
<ease++aa7q3 ii2ms3ke73@suppm~t.facehook.com>: Hi.Thanks for your question about how you can manage or delete information about
yourself. Please read the section of our Data Policy below to learn more: We provide you with the ability to access, rectify, port and erase
your data. Learn more in the Facebook Settings and Instagram Privacy and Security Settings.We store data until it is no longer necessary to
provide our services and Facebook Products, or until your account is deleted, whichever comes first. This is a case-by-case determination
that depends on things like the nature of the data, why it is collected and processed, and relevant legal or operational retention needs, For
example, when you search for something on Facebook, you can access and delete that query from within your search history at any time,
but the log of that search is deleted after 6 months. If you submit a copy of your government-issued ID for account verification purposes,
we delete that copy 30 days after submission. Learn more about deletion of content yuu have shared
fhttt)s://www.facchonk.cnin/help/35fi107B510841 OKI and cookie data obtained through social plugins
fhttps://www. facebook. coin/hcln/206635 8.39404055VWhen you delete your account, we delete tilings you have posted, such as your
photos and status updates, and you wun't be able to recover that information later. Information that others have shared about you isn't part
of your account and won't be deleted. If you don't want to delete your account but want to temporarily stop using the Products, you can
deactivate your account instead. To delete your account at any time, please visit the Facebook Settings or Instagram Scttings.Ifynu have
another question or concern, please visit Privacy .Basics fhttrvi://www. face hnnk.cnm/ahnutftiasicsl or our Help Center
fhttps://www.facebook.com/help-! for additional infnrmatinn.Ifyou have more questions about our Data Policy
f1 i tto s: //www. fa echo n k. com/p o 1 i cv. php). please reply to this cmaiI.Thanks,The Facebook Team --Best Regards, Leo Cnno2Q 1-3885928LeoConof .aw@etnail.coTn
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Re: [5-0747000026618] Recover Lee Cono's Gmail Acconts

Yandex.Mail

Re: [5-0747000025618] Recover Leo Cono's Gmail Acconts
March 17, 2019 7:39 PM
From: uslawenforcement@google.com
To: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex,com>

Google has procedures in place that allow users to report violations of Gmail's Program Policies and/or Terms of
Use. We kindly ask that you refer to the link below:

Compromised Gmail Account:
https://www.google.com/accounts/recovery/
For more information, please visit:
Gmail’s Program Policies and Terms of Use:
.
https://www.goog le.com/intl/en_us/mail/help/program_poli cies.html
The Gmail Security Center:
https://support.google.com/mail/topic/3394218?hl=en
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3/26/2019

Recover Leo Cone's Gmail Acconts

Recover Leo Cono's Gmail Acconts

Yandex.Mai!

March 17, 2019 5:15 PM
From: «Leo Cono» <leocono@yandex.com>
To: slawenforcement@google.com, «USLawEnforcement@google.com» <uslawenforcement@google.com>
Bcc: leoacono@outlook.com, leoconolaw@gmail.com
Hi Google Attached is an Email Conversation Thread that I am having with The State of Nevada - Eight Judicial District
Court.
Please read the attachment where I CCed the Attorney General.

My IDs and Android Phones were stolen. Phone numbers are 2-Step Authentication Access Keys to my Online
Accounts.

i

Please restore my accounts
LeoCono78@qmail.com
LeoConoLaw@amail.com
Neolaicon@amail.com
leol6iacono8888@gmail.com
Iaic6n1978@gmail.cm

!

Best Regards,
Leo.Cono
LeoCono@Yandex.cofn
I
i

T Email-AG-Forward-STATUS OF FORMA PAUPERIS _ FEE WAIVER (SINCE 12 17 2019 I
ALMOST 3 MONTHS)! RULE 24 IS MAX 10 DAYS.pdf
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PENAL CODE - PEN
PART 1. OF CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS [25 - 680.4] ( Part 1 enacted 1872. )
TITLE 13. OF CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY [450 - 593g] ( Title 13 enacted 1872. )

CHAPTER 5. Larceny [484 - 502.9] (Chapter 5 enacted 1872.)

484- (a) Every person who shall feloniously steal, take, carry, lead, or drive away the personal property of another, or who shall
fraudulently appropriate property which has been entrusted to him or her, or who shall knowingly and designedly, by any false or
fraudulent representation or pretense, defraud any other person of money, labor or real or personal property, or who causes or
procures others to report falsely of his or her wealth or mercantile character and by thus imposing upon any person, obtains credit
and thereby fraudulently gets or obtains possession of money, or property or obtains the labor or service of another, is guilty of theft.
In determining the value of the property obtained, for the purposes of this section, the reasonable and fair market value shall be the
test, and in determining the value of services received the contract price shall be the test. If there be no contract price, the reasonable
and going wage for the service rendered shall govern. For the purposes of this section, any false or fraudulent representation or
pretense made shall be treated as continuing, so as to cover any money, property or service received as a result thereof, and the
complaint, information or indictment may charge that the crime was committed on any date during the particular period in question.
The hiring of any additional employee or employees without advising each of them of every labor claim due and unpaid and every
judgment that the employer has been unable to meet shall be prima facie evidence of intent to defraud.
(b) (1) Except as provided in Section 10855 of the Vehicle Code, where a person has leased or rented the personal property of another
person pursuant to a written contract, and that property has a value greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000) and is not a
commonly used household item, intent to commit theft by fraud shall be rebuttably presumed if the person fails to return the personal
property to its owner within 10 days after the owner has made written demand by certified or registered mail following the expiration
of the lease or rental agreement for return of the property so leased or rented.
(2) Except as provided in Section 10855 of the Vehicle Code, where a person has leased or rented the personal property of another
person pursuant to a written contract, and where the property has a value no greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000), or where the
property is a commonly used household item, intent to commit theft by fraud shall be rebuttably presumed if the person fails to return
the personal property to its owner within 20 days after the owner has made written demand by certified or registered mail following
the expiration of the lease or rental agreement for return of the property so leased or rented.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (b), if one presents with criminal intent identification which bears a false or fictitious
name or address for the purpose of obtaining the lease or rental of the personal property of another, the presumption created herein
shall apply upon the failure of the lessee to return the rental property at the expiration of the lease or rental agreement, and no written
demand for the return of the leased or rented property shall be required.
(d) The presumptions created by subdivisions (b) and (c) are presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence.
(e) Within 30 days after the lease or rental agreement has expired, the owner shall make written demand for return of the property so
leased or rented. Notice addressed and mailed to the lessee or renter at the address given at the time of the making of the lease or
rental agreement and to any other known address shall constitute proper demand. Where the owner fails to make such written
demand the presumption created by subdivision (b) shall not apply.
(Amended by Stats. 2000, Ch. 176, Sec. 1. Effective January 1, 2001.)

484-1- (a) Any person who knowingly gives false information or provides false verification as to the person's true identity or as to the
person's ownership interest in property or the person's authority to sell property in order to receive money or other valuable
consideration from a pawnbroker or secondhand dealer and who receives money or other valuable consideration from the
pawnbroker or secondhand dealer is guilty of theft.
(b) Upon conviction of the offense described in subdivision (a), the court may require, in addition to any sentence or fine imposed, that
the defendant make restitution to the pawnbroker or secondhand dealer in an amount not exceeding the actual losses sustained
pursuant to the provisions of subdivision (c) of Section 13967 of the Government Code, as operative on or before September 28, 1994,
if the defendant is denied probation, or Section 1203.04, as operative on or before August 2, 1995, if the defendant is granted
probation or Section 1202.4.
(c) Upon the setting of a court hearing date for sentencing of any person convicted under this section, the probation officer, if one is
assigned, shall notify the pawnbroker or secondhand dealer or coin dealer of the time and place of the hearing.
(Amended by Stats. 1996, Ch. 1077, Sec. 18.5. Effective January 1, 1997.)

484b- Any person who receives money for the purpose of obtaining or paying for services, labor, materials or equipment and willfully
fails to apply such money for such purpose by either willfully failing to complete the improvements for which funds were provided or
willfully failing to pay for services, labor, materials or equipment provided incident to such construction, and wrongfully diverts the
funds to a use other than that for which the funds were received, shall be guilty of a public offense and shall be punishable by a fine
not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by imprisonment
pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170, or by both that fine and that imprisonment if the amount diverted is in excess of two
thousand three hundred fifty dollars ($2,350). If the amount diverted is less than or equal to two thousand three hundred fifty dollars
($2,350), the person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Amended by Stats. 2011, Ch. 15, Sec. 367. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

484c- Any person who submits a false voucher to obtain construction loan funds and does not use the funds for the purpose for
which the claim was submitted is guilty of embezzlement.
(Added by Stats. 1965, Ch. 1145.)

O

484d- As used in this section and Sections 484e to 484j, inclusive:
(1) "Cardholder" means any person to whom an access card is issued or any person who has agreed with the card issuer to pay
obligations arising from the issuance of an access card to another person.
(2) "Access card" means any card, plate, code, account number, or other means of account access that can be used, alone or in
conjunction with another access card, to obtain money, goods, services, or any other thing of value, or that can be used to initiate a
transfer of funds, other than a transfer originated solely by a paper instrument.
(3) "Expired access card" means an access card which shows on its face it has elapsed.
(4) "Card issuer" means any person who issues an access card or the agent of that person with respect to that card.
(5) "Retailer" means every person who is authorized by an issuer to furnish money, goods, services, or anything else of value upon
presentation of an access card by a cardholder.
(6) An access card is "incomplete" if part of the matter other than the signature of the cardholder which an issuer requires to appear
on the access card before it can be used by a cardholder has not been stamped, embossed, imprinted, or written on it.
(7) "Revoked access card" means an access card which is no longer authorized for use by the issuer, that authorization having been
suspended or terminated and written notice thereof having been given to the cardholder.
(8) "Counterfeit access card" means any access card that is counterfeit, fictitious, altered, or forged, or any false representation or
depiction of an access card or a component thereof.
(9) "Traffic" means to transfer or otherwise dispose of property to another, or to obtain control of property with intent to transfer or
dispose of it to another.
(10) "Card making equipment" means any equipment, machine, plate, mechanism, impression, or other device designed, used, or
intended to be used to produce an access card.
(Amended by Stats. 7986, Ch. 1436, Sec. 1.)

484e- (a) Every person who, with intent to defraud, sells, transfers, or conveys, an access card, without the cardholder's or issuer's
consent, is guilty of grand theft.
(b) Every person, other than the issuer, who within any consecutive 12-month period, acquires access cards issued in the names of
four or more persons which he or she has reason to know were taken or retained under circumstances which constitute a violation of
subdivision (a), (c), or (d) is guilty of grand theft.
(c) Every person who, with the intent to defraud, acquires or retains possession of an access card without the cardholder's or issuer's
consent, with intent to use, sell, or transfer it to a person other than the cardholder or issuer is guilty of petty theft.
(d) Every person who acquires or retains possession of access card account information with respect to an access card validly issued
to another person, without the cardholder's or issuer's consent, with the intent to use it fraudulently, is guilty of grand theft.
(Repealed and added by Stats. 1998, Ch. 468, Sec. 9. Effective January 1, 1999.)

484f- (a) Every person who, with the intent to defraud, designs, makes, alters, or embosses a counterfeit access card or utters or
otherwise attempts to use a counterfeit access card is guilty of forgery.
(b) A person other than the cardholder or a person authorized by him or her who, with the intent to defraud, signs the name of another
or of a fictitious person to an access card, sales slip, sales draft, or instrument for the payment of money which evidences an access
card transaction, is guilty of forgery.
(Repealed and added by Stats. 1998, Ch. 468, Sec. 11. Effective January 1, 1999.)

484g- Every person who, with the intent to defraud, (a) uses, for the purpose of obtaining money, goods, services, or anything else of
value, an access card or access card account information that has been altered, obtained, or retained in violation of Section 484e or
484f, or an access card which he or she knows is forged, expired, or revoked, or (b) obtains money, goods, services, or anything else
of value by representing without the consent of the cardholder that he or she is the holder of an access card and the card has not in
fact been issued, is guilty of theft. If the value of all money, goods, services, and other things of value obtained in violation of this
section exceeds nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) in any consecutive six-month period, then the same shall constitute grand theft.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, 3rd Ex. Sess., Ch. 28, Sec. 15. (SB 18 3x) Effective January 25, 2010.)

484h- Every retailer or other person who, with intent to defraud:
(a) Furnishes money, goods, services or anything else of value upon presentation of an access card obtained or retained in violation
of Section 484e or an access card which he or she knows is a counterfeit access card or is forged, expired, or revoked, and who
receives any payment therefor, is guilty of theft. If the payment received by the retailer or other person for all money, goods, services,
and other things of value furnished in violation of this section exceeds nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) in any consecutive six-month
period, then the same shall constitute grand theft.
(b) Presents for payment a sales slip or other evidence of an access card transaction, and receives payment therefor, without
furnishing in the transaction money, goods, services, or anything else of value that is equal in value to the amount of the sales slip or
other evidence of an access card transaction, is guilty of theft. If the difference between the value of all money, goods, services, and
anything else of value actually furnished and the payment or payments received by the retailer or other person therefor upon
presentation of a sales slip or other evidence of an access card transaction exceeds nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) in any
consecutive six-month period, then the same shall constitute grand theft.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, 3rd Ex. Sess., Ch. 28, Sec. 16. (SB 18 3x) Effective January 25, 2010.)

484i- (a) Every person who possesses an incomplete access card, with intent to complete it without the consent of the issuer, is
guilty of a misdemeanor.
(b) Every person who, with the intent to defraud, makes, alters, varies, changes, or modifies access card account information on any
part of an access card, including information encoded in a magnetic stripe or other medium on the access card not directly readable
by the human eye, or who authorizes or consents to alteration, variance, change, or modification of access card account information
by another, in a manner that causes transactions initiated by that access card to be charged or billed to a person other than the
cardholder to whom the access card was issued, is guilty of forgery.
(c) Every person who designs, makes, possesses, or traffics in card making equipment or incomplete access cards with the intent
that the equipment or cards be used to make counterfeit access cards, is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail for not more
than one year, or by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.

(Amended by Stats. 207 7, Ch. 75, Sec. 368. (AB 709) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

484j- Any person who publishes the number or code of an existing, canceled, revoked, expired or nonexistent access card, personal
identification number, computer password, access code, debit card number, bank account number, or the numbering or coding which
is employed in the issuance of access cards, with the intent that it be used or with knowledge or reason to believe that it will be used
to avoid the payment of any lawful charge, or with intent to defraud or aid another in defrauding, is guilty of a misdemeanor. As used
in this section, "publishes" means the communication of information to any one or more persons, either orally, in person or by
telephone, radio or television, or on a computer network or computer bulletin board, or in a writing of any kind, including without
limitation a letter or memorandum, circular or handbill, newspaper or magazine article, or book.
(Amended by Stats. 1986, Ch. 1437, Sec. 2.)

485- One who finds lost property under circumstances which give him knowledge of or means of inquiry as to the true owner, and
who appropriates such property to his own use, or to the use of another person not entitled thereto, without first making reasonable
and just efforts to find the owner and to restore the property to him, is guilty of theft.
(Amended by Stats. 1927, Ch. 619.)

486. Theft is divided into two degrees, the first of which is termed grand theft; the second, petty theft.
(Amended by Stats. 1927, Ch. 619.)

487. Grand theft is theft committed in any of the following cases:
(a) When the money, labor, or real or personal property taken is of a value exceeding nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), except as
provided in subdivision (b).
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), grand theft is committed in any of the following cases:
(1) (A) When domestic fowls, avocados, olives, citrus or deciduous fruits, other fruits, vegetables, nuts, artichokes, or other farm crops
are taken of a value exceeding two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
(B) For the purposes of establishing that the value of domestic fowls, avocados, olives, citrus or deciduous fruits, other fruits,
vegetables, nuts, artichokes, or other farm crops under this paragraph exceeds two hundred fifty dollars ($250), that value may be
shown by the presentation of credible evidence which establishes that on the day of the theft domestic fowls, avocados, olives, citrus
or deciduous fruits, other fruits, vegetables, nuts, artichokes, or other farm crops of the same variety and weight exceeded two
hundred fifty dollars ($250) in wholesale value.
(2) When fish, shellfish, mollusks, crustaceans, kelp, algae, or other aquacultural products are taken from a commercial or research
operation which is producing that product, of a value exceeding two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
(3) Where the money, labor, or real or personal property is taken by a servant, agent, or employee from his or her principal or employer
and aggregates nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) or more in any 12 consecutive month period.
(c) When the property is taken from the person of another.
(d) When the property taken is any of the following:
(1) An automobile.
(2) A firearm.
(Amended by Stats. 2013, Ch. 618, Sec. 7. (AB 924) Effective January 1, 2014.)

487a- (a) Every person who feloniously steals, takes, carries, leads, or drives away any horse, mare, gelding, any bovine animal, any
caprine animal, mule, jack, jenny, sheep, lamb, hog, sow, boar, gilt, barrow, or pig, which is the personal property of another, or who
fraudulently appropriates that same property which has been entrusted to him or her, or who knowingly and designedly, by any false or
fraudulent representation or pretense, defrauds any other person of that same property, or who causes or procures others to report
falsely of his or her wealth or mercantile character and by thus imposing upon any person, obtains credit and thereby fraudulently gets
or obtains possession of that same property, is guilty of grand theft.
(b) Every person who shall feloniously steal, take, transport or carry the carcass of any bovine, caprine, equine, ovine, or suine animal
or of any mule, jack or jenny, which is the personal property of another, or who shall fraudulently appropriate such property which has
been entrusted to him or her, is guilty of grand theft.
(c) Every person who shall feloniously steal, take, transport, or carry any portion of the carcass of any bovine, caprine, equine, ovine, or
suine animal or of any mule, jack, or jenny, which has been killed without the consent of the owner thereof, is guilty of grand theft.
(Amended by Stats. 2014, Ch. 71, Sec. 122. (SB 1304) Effective January 1, 2015.)

487b- Every person who converts real estate of the value of two hundred fifty dollars ($250) or more into personal property by
severance from the realty of another, and with felonious intent to do so, steals, takes, and carries away that property is guilty of grand
theft and is punishable by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
(Amended by Stats. 2011, Ch. 15, Sec. 369. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

487c- Every person who converts real estate of the value of less than two hundred fifty dollars ($250) into personal property by
severance from the realty of another, and with felonious intent to do so steals, takes, and carries away that property is guilty of petty
theft and is punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one year, or by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars
($1,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, 3rd Ex. Sess., Ch. 28, Sec. 19. (SB 18 3x) Effective January 25, 2010.)

487d- Every person who feloniously steals, takes, and carries away, or attempts to take, steal, and carry from any mining claim,
tunnel, sluice, undercurrent, riffle box, or sulfurate machine, another's gold dust, amalgam, or quicksilver is guilty of grand theft and is
punishable by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
(Amended by Stats. 2011, Ch. 15, Sec. 370. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

487e- Every person who feloniously steals, takes, or carries away a dog of another which is of a value exceeding nine hundred fifty

dollars ($950) is guilty of grand theft.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, 3rd Ex. Sess., Ch. 28, Sec. 20. (SB 18 3x) Effective January 25, 2070.)

487f- Every person who feloniously steals, takes, or carries away a dog of another which is of a value not exceeding nine hundred fifty
dollars ($950) is guilty of petty theft.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, 3rd Ex. Sess., Ch. 28, Sec. 27. (SB 78 3x) Effective January 25, 2070.)

487g- Every person who steals or maliciously takes or carries away any animal of another for purposes of sale, medical research,
slaughter, or other commercial use, or who knowingly, by any false representation or pretense, defrauds another person of any animal
for purposes of sale, medical research, slaughter, or other commercial use is guilty of a public offense punishable by imprisonment in
a county jail not exceeding one year or in the state prison.
(Amended by Stats. 7995, Ch. 757, Sec. 7. Effective January 7, 7996.)

487h- (a) Every person who steals, takes, or carries away cargo of another, if the cargo taken is of a value exceeding nine hundred
fifty dollars ($950), except as provided in Sections 487, 487a, and 487d, is guilty of grand theft.
(b) For the purposes of this section, "cargo" means any goods, wares, products, or manufactured merchandise that has been loaded
into a trailer, railcar, or cargo container, awaiting or in transit.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, Ch. 607, Sec. 7. (SB 24) Effective January 7, 2070.)

487i- Any person who defrauds a housing program of a public housing authority of more than four hundred dollars ($400) is guilty of
grand theft.
(Added by Stats. 2008, Ch. 705, Sec. 7. Effective January 7,2009.)

487j- Every person who steals, takes, or carries away copper materials of another, including, but not limited to, copper wire, copper
cable, copper tubing, and copper piping, which are of a value exceeding nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) is guilty of grand theft. Grand
theft of copper shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500), by imprisonment in a county
jail not exceeding one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment, or by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 and
a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000).
(Added by Stats. 207 7, Ch. 377, Sec. 2. (AB 376) Effective January 7, 2072.)

487k- A person who steals, takes, or carries away tractors, all-terrain vehicles, or other agricultural equipment, or any portion thereof,
used in the acquisition or production of food for public consumption, which are of a value exceeding nine hundred fifty dollars ($950),
is guilty of grand theft.
(Added by Stats. 2079, Ch. 7 79, Sec. 7. (SB 224) Effective January 7, 2020.)

488- Theft in other cases is petty theft.
(Amended by Stats. 7927, Ch. 679.)

489- Grand theft is punishable as follows:
(a) If the grand theft involves the theft of a firearm, by imprisonment in the state prison for 16 months, or two or three years.
(b) If the grand theft involves a violation of Section 487a, by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year or pursuant to
subdivision (h) of Section 1170, or by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment. The
proceeds of this fine shall be allocated to the Bureau of Livestock Identification to be used, upon appropriation by the Legislature, for
purposes relating to the investigation of cases involving grand theft of any animal or animals, or of the carcass or carcasses of, or any
portion of the carcass or carcasses of, any animal specified in Section 487a.
(c) (1) In all other convictions for grand theft not described in either subdivision (a) or (b), by imprisonment in a county jail not
exceeding one year or pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
(2) In a county participating in a rural crime prevention program pursuant to Title 11.5 (commencing with Section 14170) or Title 11.7
(commencing with Section 14180) of Part 4, the proceeds of a fine imposed pursuant to a conviction for a violation of Section 487k
shall be allocated by the Controller, upon appropriation by the Legislature, to the Central Valley Rural Crime Prevention Program and
the Central Coast Rural Crime Prevention Program, in accordance with the schedule specified in paragraph (12) of subdivision (c) of
Section 13821.
(Amended by Stats. 2020, Ch. 232, Sec. 7. (SB 903) Effective September 28, 2020.)

4S0. Petty theft is punishable by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000), or by imprisonment in the county jail not
exceeding six months, or both.
(Amended by Stats. 7976, Ch. 7725.)

490a- Wherever any law or statute of this state refers to or mentions larceny, embezzlement, or stealing, said law or statute shall
hereafter be read and interpreted as if the word "theft" were substituted therefor.
(Added by Stats. 7927, Ch. 679.)

490-1- (a) Petty theft, where the value of the money, labor, real or personal property taken is of a value which does not exceed fifty
dollars ($50), may be charged as a misdemeanor or an infraction, at the discretion of the prosecutor, provided that the person charged
with the offense has no other theft or theft-related conviction.
(b) Any offense charged as an infraction under this section shall be subject to the provisions of subdivision (d) of Section 17 and
Sections 19.6 and 19.7.
A violation which is an infraction under this section is punishable by a fine not exceeding two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
(Added by Stats. 7997, Ch. 638, Sec. 2.)

490-2- (a) Notwithstanding Section 487 or any other provision of law defining grand theft, obtaining any property by theft where the
value of the money, labor, real or personal property taken does not exceed nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) shall be considered petty
theft and shall be punished as a misdemeanor, except that such person may instead be punished pursuant to subdivision (h) of

Section 1170 if that person has one or more prior convictions for an offense specified in clause (iv) of subparagraph (C) of paragraph
(2) of subdivision (e) of Section 667 or for an offense requiring registration pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 290.
(b) This section shall not be applicable to any theft that may be charged as an infraction pursuant to any other provision of law.
(c) This section shall not apply to theft of a firearm.
(Amended November 8, 2076, by initiative Proposition 63, Sec. 7 7.7. Note: This section was added on Nov. 4, 2014, by initiative Prop. 47.)
490-4- (a) A person who commits any of the following acts is guilty of organized retail theft, and shall be punished pursuant to
subdivision (b):
(1) Acts in concert with one or more persons to steal merchandise from one or more merchant's premises or online marketplace with
the intent to sell, exchange, or return the merchandise for value.
(2) Acts in concert with two or more persons to receive, purchase, or possess merchandise described in paragraph (1), knowing or
believing it to have been stolen.
(3) Acts as an agent of another individual or group of individuals to steal merchandise from one or more merchant's premises or
online marketplaces as part of an organized plan to commit theft.
(4) Recruits, coordinates, organizes, supervises, directs, manages, or finances another to undertake any of the acts described in
paragraph (1) or (2) or any other statute defining theft of merchandise.
(b) Organized retail theft is punishable as follows:
(1) If violations of paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subdivision (a) are committed on two or more separate occasions within a 12-month
period, and if the aggregated value of the merchandise stolen, received, purchased, or possessed within that 12-month period
exceeds nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), the offense is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year or
pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
(2) Any other violation of paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subdivision (a) that is not described in paragraph (1) of this subdivision is
punishable by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year.
(3) A violation of paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year or pursuant to
subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
(c) For the purpose of determining whether the defendant acted in concert with another person or persons in any proceeding, the trier
of fact may consider any competent evidence, including, but not limited to, all of the following:
(1) The defendant has previously acted in concert with another person or persons in committing acts constituting theft, or any related
offense, including any conduct that occurred in counties other than the county of the current offense, if relevant to demonstrate a fact
other than the defendant's disposition to commit the act.
(2) That the defendant used or possessed an artifice, instrument, container, device, or other article capable of facilitating the removal
of merchandise from a retail establishment without paying the purchase price and use of the artifice, instrument, container, or device
or other article is part of an organized plan to commit theft.
(3) The property involved in the offense is of a type or quantity that would not normally be purchased for personal use or consumption
and the property is intended for resale.
(d) In a prosecution under this section, the prosecutor shall not be required to charge any other coparticipant of the organized retail
theft.
(e) Upon conviction of an offense under this section, the court shall consider ordering, as a condition of probation, that the defendant
stay away from retail establishments with a reasonable nexus to the crime committed.
(f) This section shall remain in effect only until July 1, 2021, and as of that date is repealed.
(Amended by Stats. 2079, Ch. 25, Sec. 28. (SB 94) Effective June 27, 2079. Repealed as of July 7, 2027, by its own provisions.)
490-5- (a) Upon a first conviction for petty theft involving merchandise taken from a merchant's premises or a book or other library
materials taken from a library facility, a person shall be punished by a mandatory fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50) and not more
than one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each such violation; and may also be punished by imprisonment in the county jail, not
exceeding six months, or both such fine and imprisonment.
(b) When an unemancipated minor's willful conduct would constitute petty theft involving merchandise taken from a merchant's
premises or a book or other library materials taken from a library facility, any merchant or library facility who has been injured by that
conduct may bring a civil action against the parent or legal guardian having control and custody of the minor. For the purposes of
those actions the misconduct of the unemancipated minor shall be imputed to the parent or legal guardian having control and
custody of the minor. The parent or legal guardian having control or custody of an unemancipated minor whose conduct violates this
subdivision shall be jointly and severally liable with the minor to a merchant or to a library facility for damages of not less than fifty
dollars ($50) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500), plus costs. In addition to the foregoing damages, the parent or legal guardian
shall be jointly and severally liable with the minor to the merchant for the retail value of the merchandise if it is not recovered in a
merchantable condition, or to a library facility for the fair market value of its book or other library materials. Recovery of these
damages may be had in addition to, and is not limited by, any other provision of law which limits the liability of a parent or legal
guardian for the tortious conduct of a minor. An action for recovery of damages, pursuant to this subdivision, may be brought in small
claims court if the total damages do not exceed the jurisdictional limit of that court, or in any other appropriate court; however, total
damages, including the value of the merchandise or book or other library materials, shall not exceed five hundred dollars ($500) for
each action brought under this section.
The provisions of this subdivision are in addition to other civil remedies and do not limit merchants or other persons to elect to pursue
other civil remedies, except that the provisions of Section 1714.1 of the Civil Code shall not apply herein.
(c) When an adult or emancipated minor has unlawfully taken merchandise from a merchant's premises, or a book or other library
materials from a library facility, the adult or emancipated minor shall be liable to the merchant or library facility for damages of not
less than fifty dollars ($50) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500), plus costs. In addition to the foregoing damages, the adult or
emancipated minor shall be liable to the merchant for the retail value of the merchandise if it is not recovered in merchantable
condition, or to a library facility for the fair market value of its book or other library materials. An action for recovery of damages,
pursuant to this subdivision, may be brought in small claims court if the total damages do not exceed the jurisdictional limit of such
court, or in any other appropriate court. The provisions of this subdivision are in addition to other civil remedies and do not limit
merchants or other persons to elect to pursue other civil remedies.
(d) In lieu of the fines prescribed by subdivision (a), any person may be required to perform public services designated by the court,
provided that in no event shall any such person be required to perform less than the number of hours of such public service necessary
to satisfy the fine assessed by the court as provided by subdivision (a) at the minimum wage prevailing in the state at the time of

sentencing.
(e) All fines collected under this section shall be collected and distributed in accordance with Sections 1463 and 1463.1 of the Penal
Code; provided, however, that a county may, by a majority vote of the members of its board of supervisors, allocate any amount up to,
but not exceeding 50 percent of such fines to the county superintendent of schools for allocation to local school districts. The fines
allocated shall be administered by the county superintendent of schools to finance public school programs, which provide counseling
or other educational services designed to discourage shoplifting, theft, and burglary. Subject to rules and regulations as may be
adopted by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, each county superintendent of schools shall allocate such funds to school
districts within the county which submit project applications designed to further the educational purposes of this section. The costs
of administration of this section by each county superintendent of schools shall be paid from the funds allocated to the county
superintendent of schools.
(f) (1) A merchant may detain a person for a reasonable time for the purpose of conducting an investigation in a reasonable manner
whenever the merchant has probable cause to believe the person to be detained is attempting to unlawfully take or has unlawfully
taken merchandise from the merchant's premises.
A theater owner may detain a person for a reasonable time for the purpose of conducting an investigation in a reasonable manner
whenever the theater owner has probable cause to believe the person to be detained is attempting to operate a video recording device
within the premises of a motion picture theater without the authority of the owner of the theater.
A person employed by a library facility may detain a person for a reasonable time for the purpose of conducting an investigation in a
reasonable manner whenever the person employed by a library facility has probable cause to believe the person to be detained is
attempting to unlawfully remove or has unlawfully removed books or library materials from the premises of the library facility.
(2) In making the detention a merchant, theater owner, or a person employed by a library facility may use a reasonable amount of
nondeadly force necessary to protect himself or herself and to prevent escape of the person detained or the loss of tangible or
intangible property.
(3) During the period of detention any items which a merchant or theater owner, or any items which a person employed by a library
facility has probable cause to believe are unlawfully taken from the premises of the merchant or library facility, or recorded on theater
premises, and which are in plain view may be examined by the merchant, theater owner, or person employed by a library facility for the
purposes of ascertaining the ownership thereof.
(4) A merchant, theater owner, a person employed by a library facility, or an agent thereof, having probable cause to believe the person
detained was attempting to unlawfully take or has taken any item from the premises, or was attempting to operate a video recording
device within the premises of a motion picture theater without the authority of the owner of the theater, may request the person
detained to voluntarily surrender the item or recording. Should the person detained refuse to surrender the recording or item of which
there is probable cause to believe has been recorded on or unlawfully taken from the premises, or attempted to be recorded or
unlawfully taken from the premises, a limited and reasonable search may be conducted by those authorized to make the detention in
order to recover the item. Only packages, shopping bags, handbags or other property in the immediate possession of the person
detained, but not including any clothing worn by the person, may be searched pursuant to this subdivision. Upon surrender or
discovery of the item, the person detained may also be requested, but may not be required, to provide adequate proof of his or her
true identity.
(5) If any person admitted to a theater in which a motion picture is to be or is being exhibited, refuses or fails to give or surrender
possession or to cease operation of any video recording device that the person has brought into or attempts to bring into that theater,
then a theater owner shall have the right to refuse admission to that person or request that the person leave the premises and shall
thereupon offer to refund and, unless that offer is refused, refund to that person the price paid by that person for admission to that
theater. If the person thereafter refuses to leave the theater or cease operation of the video recording device, then the person shall be
deemed to be intentionally interfering with and obstructing those attempting to carry on a lawful business within the meaning of
Section 602.1.
(6) A peace officer who accepts custody of a person arrested for an offense contained in this section may, subsequent to the arrest,
search the person arrested and his or her immediate possessions for any item or items alleged to have been taken.
(7) In any civil action brought by any person resulting from a detention or arrest by a merchant, it shall be a defense to such action
that the merchant detaining or arresting such person had probable cause to believe that the person had stolen or attempted to steal
merchandise and that the merchant acted reasonably under all the circumstances.
In any civil action brought by any person resulting from a detention or arrest by a theater owner or person employed by a library
facility, it shall be a defense to that action that the theater owner or person employed by a library facility detaining or arresting that
person had probable cause to believe that the person was attempting to operate a video recording device within the premises of a
motion picture theater without the authority of the owner of the theater or had stolen or attempted to steal books or library materials
and that the person employed by a library facility acted reasonably under all the circumstances.
(g) As used in this section:
(1) "Merchandise" means any personal property, capable of manual delivery, displayed, held or offered for retail sale by a merchant.
(2) "Merchant" means an owner or operator, and the agent, consignee, employee, lessee, or officer of an owner or operator, of any
premises used for the retail purchase or sale of any personal property capable of manual delivery.
(3) "Theater owner" means an owner or operator, and the agent, employee, consignee, lessee, or officer of an owner or operator, of any
premises used for the exhibition or performance of motion pictures to the general public.
(4) The terms "book or other library materials" include any book, plate, picture, photograph, engraving, painting, drawing, map,
newspaper, magazine, pamphlet, broadside, manuscript, document, letter, public record, microform, sound recording, audiovisual
material in any format, magnetic or other tape, electronic data-processing record, artifact, or other documentary, written or printed
material regardless of physical form or characteristics, or any part thereof, belonging to, on loan to, or otherwise in the custody of a
library facility.
(5) The term "library facility" includes any public library; any library of an educational, historical or eleemosynary institution,
organization or society; any museum; any repository of public records.
(h) Any library facility shall post at its entrance and exit a conspicuous sign to read as follows:
"IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE THEFT OF BOOKS AND LIBRARY MATERIALS, STATE LAW AUTHORIZES THE DETENTION FOR A
REASONABLE PERIOD OF ANY PERSON USING THESE FACILITIES SUSPECTED OF COMMITTING "LIBRARY THEFT" (PENAL CODE
SECTION 490.5)."
(Amended by Stats. 1994,1st Ex. Sess., Ch. 34, Sec. 1. Effective November 30, 1994.)
490-6- (a) A person employed by an amusement park may detain a person for a reasonable time for the purpose of conducting an
investigation in a reasonable manner whenever the person employed by the amusement park has probable cause to believe the

person to be detained is violating lawful amusement park rules.
(b) If any person admitted to an amusement park refuses or fails to follow lawful amusement park rules, after being so informed, then
an amusement park employee may request that the person either comply or leave the premises. If the person refuses to leave the
premises or comply with lawful park rules, then the person shall be deemed to be intentionally interfering with and obstructing those
attempting to carry on a lawful business within the meaning of Section 602.1.
(c) In any civil action brought by any person resulting from a detention or an arrest by a person employed by an amusement park, it
shall be a defense to that action that the amusement park employee detaining or arresting the person had probable cause to believe
that the person was not following lawful amusement park rules and that the amusement park employee acted reasonably under all
the circumstances.
(Added by Stats. 7996, Ch. 731, Sec. 7. Effective January 7, 7 997.)

490-7- (a) The Legislature finds that free newspapers provide a key source of information to the public, in many cases providing an
important alternative to the news and ideas expressed in other local media sources. The Legislature further finds that the
unauthorized taking of multiple copies of free newspapers, whether done to sell them to recycling centers, to injure a business
competitor, to deprive others of the opportunity to read them, or for any other reason, injures the rights of readers, writers, publishers,
and advertisers, and impoverishes the marketplace of ideas in California.
(b) No person shall take more than twenty-five (25) copies of the current issue of a free or complimentary newspaper if done with the
intent to do one or more of the following:
(1) Recycle the newspapers for cash or other payment.
(2) Sell or barter the newspaper.
(3) Deprive others of the opportunity to read or enjoy the newspaper.
(4) Harm a business competitor.
(c) This section does not apply to the owner or operator of the newsrack in which the copies are placed, the owner or operator of the
property on which the newsrack is placed, the publisher, the printer, the distributor, the deliverer of the newspaper, or to any advertiser
in that issue, or to any other person who has the express permission to do so from any of these entities.
(d) Any newspaper publisher may provide express permission to take more than twenty-five (25) copies of the current issue of a free
or complimentary newspaper by indicating on the newsrack or in the newspaper itself, that people may take a greater number of
copies if they wish.
(e) A first violation of subdivision (b) shall be an infraction punishable by a fine not exceeding two hundred fifty dollars ($250). A
second or subsequent violation shall be punishable as an infraction or a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor conviction under this section
is punishable by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500), imprisonment of up to 10 days in a county jail, or by both that fine
and imprisonment. The court may order community service in lieu of the punishment otherwise provided for an infraction or
misdemeanor in the amount of 20 hours for an infraction, and 40 hours for a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor conviction under this
section shall not constitute a conviction for petty theft.
(f) This section shall not be construed to repeal, modify, or weaken any existing legal prohibitions against the taking of private
property.
(g) For purposes of this section, an issue is current if no more than half of the period of time until the distribution of the next issue has
passed.
(Added by Stats. 2006, Ch. 228, Sec. 2. Effective January 7, 2007.)

491- Dogs are personal property, and their value is to be ascertained in the same manner as the value of other property.
(Amended by Stats. 7887, Ch. 709.)

4S2. |f the thing stolen consists of any evidence of debt, or other written instrument, the amount of money due thereupon, or secured
to be paid thereby, and remaining unsatisfied, or which in any contingency might be collected thereon, or the value of the property the
title to which is shown thereby, or the sum which might be recovered in the absence thereof, is the value of the thing stolen.
(Enacted 7872.)

493- If the thing stolen is any ticket or other paper or writing entitling or purporting to entitle the holder or proprietor thereof to a
passage upon any railroad or vessel or other public conveyance, the price at which tickets entitling a person to a like passage are
usually sold by the proprietors of such conveyance is the value of such ticket, paper, or writing.
(Enacted 7872.)

494- All the provisions of this Chapter apply where the property taken is an instrument for the payment of money, evidence of debt,
public security, or passage ticket, completed and ready to be issued or delivered, although the same has never been issued or
delivered by the makers thereof to any person as a purchaser or owner.
(Enacted 7872.)

495- The provisions of this Chapter apply where the thing taken is any fixture or part of the realty, and is severed at the time of the
taking, in the same manner as if the thing had been severed by another person at some previous time.
(Enacted 7872.)

496- (a) Every person who buys or receives any property that has been stolen or that has been obtained in any manner constituting
theft or extortion, knowing the property to be so stolen or obtained, or who conceals, sells, withholds, or aids in concealing, selling, or
withholding any property from the owner, knowing the property to be so stolen or obtained, shall be punished by imprisonment in a
county jail for not more than one year, or imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170. However, if the value of the
property does not exceed nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), the offense shall be a misdemeanor, punishable only by imprisonment in a
county jail not exceeding one year, if such person has no prior convictions for an offense specified in clause (iv) of subparagraph (C)
of paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 667 or for an offense requiring registration pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 290.
A principal in the actual theft of the property may be convicted pursuant to this section. However, no person may be convicted both
pursuant to this section and of the theft of the same property.
(b) Every swap meet vendor, as defined in Section 21661 of the Business and Professions Code, and every person whose principal
business is dealing in, or collecting, merchandise or personal property, and every agent, employee, or representative of that person,

who buys or receives any property of a value in excess of nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) that has been stolen or obtained in any
manner constituting theft or extortion, under circumstances that should cause the person, agent, employee, or representative to make
reasonable inquiry to ascertain that the person from whom the property was bought or received had the legal right to sell or deliver it,
without making a reasonable inquiry, shall be punished by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one year, or imprisonment
pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
Every swap meet vendor, as defined in Section 21661 of the Business and Professions Code, and every person whose principal
business is dealing in, or collecting, merchandise or personal property, and every agent, employee, or representative of that person,
who buys or receives any property of a value of nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) or less that has been stolen or obtained in any
manner constituting theft or extortion, under circumstances that should cause the person, agent, employee, or representative to make
reasonable inquiry to ascertain that the person from whom the property was bought or received had the legal right to sell or deliver it,
without making a reasonable inquiry, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(c) Any person who has been injured by a violation of subdivision (a) or (b) may bring an action for three times the amount of actual
damages, if any, sustained by the plaintiff, costs of suit, and reasonable attorney's fees.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 664, any attempt to commit any act prohibited by this section, except an offense specified in the
accusatory pleading as a misdemeanor, is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one year, or by imprisonment
pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170.
(Amended November 4, 2014, by initiative Proposition 47, Sec. 9.)

496a- (a) Every person who is a dealer in or collector of junk, metals, or secondhand materials, or the agent, employee, or
representative of such dealer or collector, and who buys or receives any wire, cable, copper, lead, solder, mercury, iron, or brass which
he or she knows or reasonably should know is ordinarily used by or ordinarily belongs to a railroad or other transportation, telephone,
telegraph, gas, water, or electric light company, or a county, city, city and county, or other political subdivision of this state engaged in
furnishing public utility service, without using due diligence to ascertain that the person selling or delivering the same has a legal right
to do so, is guilty of criminally receiving that property, and shall be punished by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one
year, or by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170, or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), or
by both that fine and imprisonment.
(b) Any person who buys or receives material pursuant to subdivision (a) shall obtain evidence of his or her identity from the seller,
including, but not limited to, that person's full name, signature, address, driver's license number, and vehicle license number, and the
license number of the vehicle delivering the material.
(c) The record of the transaction shall include an appropriate description of the material purchased and the record shall be
maintained pursuant to Section 21607 of the Business and Professions Code.
(Amended by Stats. 2013, Ch. 76, Sec. 147. (AB 383) Effective January 1,2014.)

496b- Every person who, being a dealer in or collector of second-hand books or other literary material, or the agent, employee or
representative of such dealer, or collector, buys or receives any book, manuscript, map, chart, or other work of literature, belonging to,
and bearing any mark or indicia of ownership by a public or incorporated library, college or university, without ascertaining by diligent
inquiry that the person selling or delivering the same has a legal right to do so, is guilty of criminally receiving such property in the first
degree if such property be of the value of more than fifty dollars, and is punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more
than one year, or by a fine of not more than twice the value of the property received, or by both such fine and imprisonment; and is
guilty of criminally receiving such property in the second degree if such property be of the value of fifty dollars or under, and is
punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one month, or by a fine of not more than twice the value of the
property received, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
(Added by Stats. 1923, Ch. 192.)

496c- Any person who shall copy, transcribe, photograph or otherwise make a record or memorandum of the contents of any private
and unpublished paper, book, record, map or file, containing information relating to the title to real property or containing information
used in the business of examining, certifying or insuring titles to real property and belonging to any person, firm or corporation
engaged in the business of examining, certifying, or insuring titles to real property, without the consent of the owner of such paper,
book, record, map or file, and with the intent to use the same or the contents thereof, or to dispose of the same or the contents
thereof to others for use, in the business of examining, certifying, or insuring titles to real property, shall be guilty of theft, and any
person who shall induce another to violate the provisions of this section by giving, offering, or promising to such another any gift,
gratuity, or thing of value or by doing or promising to do any act beneficial to such another, shall be guilty of theft; and any person who
shall receive or acquire from another any copy, transcription, photograph or other record or memorandum of the contents of any
private and unpublished paper, book, record, map or file containing information relating to the title to real property or containing
information used in the business of examining, certifying or insuring titles to real property, with the knowledge that the same or the
contents thereof has or have been acquired, prepared or compiled in violation of this section shall be guilty of theft. The contents of
any such private and unpublished paper, book, record, map or file is hereby defined to be personal property, and in determining the
value thereof for the purposes of this section the cost of acquiring and compiling the same shall be the test.
(Added by Stats. 1931, Ch. 732.)

496d- (a) Every person who buys or receives any motor vehicle, as defined in Section 415 of the Vehicle Code, any trailer, as defined
in Section 630 of the Vehicle Code, any special construction equipment, as defined in Section 565 of the Vehicle Code, or any vessel,
as defined in Section 21 of the Harbors and Navigation Code, that has been stolen or that has been obtained in any manner
constituting theft or extortion, knowing the property to be stolen or obtained, or who conceals, sells, withholds, or aids in concealing,
selling, or withholding any motor vehicle, trailer, special construction equipment, or vessel from the owner, knowing the property to be
so stolen or obtained, shall be punished by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 for 16 months or two or three
years or a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or both, or by imprisonment in a county jail not to exceed one year or
a fine of not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), or both.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the terms "special construction equipment" and "vessel" are limited to motorized vehicles and
vessels.
(Amended by Stats. 2011, Ch. 15, Sec. 374. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

496e- (a) Any person who is engaged in the salvage, recycling, purchase, or sale of scrap metal and who possesses any of the
following items that were owned or previously owned by any public agency, city, county, city and county, special district, or private
utility that have been stolen or obtained in any manner constituting theft or extortion, knowing the property to be so stolen or
obtained, or fails to report possession of the items pursuant to Section 21609.1 of the Business and Professions Code, is guilty of a

crime:
(1) A fire hydrant or any reasonably recognizable part of that hydrant.
(2) Any fire department connection, including, but not limited to, reasonably recognizable bronze or brass fittings and parts.
(3) Manhole covers or lids, or any reasonably recognizable part of those manhole covers and lids.
(4) Backflow devices and connections to that device, or any part of that device.
(b) A person who violates subdivision (a) shall, in addition to any other penalty provided by law, be subject to a criminal fine of not
more than three thousand dollars ($3,000).
(Amended by Stats. 2072, Ch. 656, Sec. 4. (SB 1387) Effective January 1, 2013.)

497- Every person who, in another state or country steals or embezzles the property of another, or receives such property knowing it
to have been stolen or embezzled, and brings the same into this state, may be convicted and punished in the same manner as if such
larceny, or embezzlement, or receiving, had been committed in this state.
(Amended by Stats. 1905, Ch. 554.)

498- (a) The following definitions govern the construction of this section:
(1) "Person" means any individual, or any partnership, firm, association, corporation, limited liability company, or other legal entity.
(2) "Utility" means any electrical, gas, or water corporation as those terms are defined in the Public Utilities Code, and electrical, gas,
or water systems operated by any political subdivision.
(3) "Customer" means the person in whose name utility service is provided.
(4) "Utility service" means the provision of electricity, gas, water, or any other service provided by the utility for compensation.
(5) "Divert" means to change the intended course or path of electricity, gas, or water without the authorization or consent of the utility.
(6) "Tamper" means to rearrange, injure, alter, interfere with, or otherwise prevent from performing a normal or customary function.
(7) "Reconnection" means the reconnection of utility service by a customer or other person after service has been lawfully
disconnected by the utility.
(b) Any person who, with intent to obtain for himself or herself utility services without paying the full lawful charge therefor, or with
intent to enable another person to do so, or with intent to deprive any utility of any part of the full lawful charge for utility services it
provides, commits, authorizes, solicits, aids, or abets any of the following shall be guilty of a misdemeanor:
(1) Diverts or causes to be diverted utility services, by any means.
(2) Prevents any utility meter, or other device used in determining the charge for utility services, from accurately performing its
measuring function by tampering or by any other means.
(3) Tampers with any property owned by or used by the utility to provide utility services.
(4) Makes or causes to be made any connection with or reconnection with property owned or used by the utility to provide utility
services without the authorization or consent of the utility.
(5) Uses or receives the direct benefit of all or a portion of utility services with knowledge or reason to believe that the diversion,
tampering, or unauthorized connection existed at the time of that use, or that the use or receipt was otherwise without the
authorization or consent of the utility.
(c) In any prosecution under this section, the presence of any of the following objects, circumstances, or conditions on premises
controlled by the customer or by the person using or receiving the direct benefit of all or a portion of utility services obtained in
violation of this section shall permit an inference that the customer or person intended to and did violate this section:
(1) Any instrument, apparatus, or device primarily designed to be used to obtain utility services without paying the full lawful charge
therefor.
(2) Any meter that has been altered, tampered with, or bypassed so as to cause no measurement or inaccurate measurement of utility
services.
(d) If the value of all utility services obtained in violation of this section totals more than nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) or if the
defendant has previously been convicted of an offense under this section or any former section which would be an offense under this
section, or of an offense under the laws of another state or of the United States which would have been an offense under this section
if committed in this state, then the violation is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one year, or in the state
prison.
(e) This section shall not be construed to preclude the applicability of any other provision of the criminal law of this state.
(Amended by Stats. 2009, 3rd Ex. Sess., Ch. 28, Sec. 24. (SB 18 3x) Effective January 25, 2010.)

499- (a) Any person who, having been convicted of a previous violation of Section 10851 of the Vehicle Code, or of subdivision (d) of
Section 487, involving a vehicle or vessel, and having served a term therefor in any penal institution or having been imprisoned therein
as a condition of probation for the offense, is subsequently convicted of a violation of Section 499b, involving a vehicle or vessel, is
punishable for the subsequent offense by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding one year or the state prison for 16 months,
two, or three years.
(b) Any person convicted of a violation of Section 499b, who has been previously convicted under charges separately brought and
tried two or more times of a violation of Section 499b, all such violations involving a vehicle or vessel, and who has been imprisoned
therefore as a condition of probation or otherwise at least once, is punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
one year or in the state prison for 16 months, two, or three years.
(c) This section shall become operative on January 1, 1997.
(Repealed (in Sec. 7) and added by Stats. 1993, Ch. 1125, Sec. 8. Effective October 11, 1993. Section operative January 1, 1997, by its own provisions.)

499b- (a) Any person who shall, without the permission of the owner thereof, take any bicycle for the purpose of temporarily using or
operating the same, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding four hundred dollars ($400), or by
imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding three months, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(b) Any person who shall, without the permission of the owner thereof, take any vessel for the purpose of temporarily using or
operating the same, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000), or by
imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(Amended by Stats. 2003, Ch. 391, Sec. 1. Effective January 1, 2004.)

499c. (a) As used in this section:
(1) "Access" means to approach, a way or means of approaching, nearing, admittance to, including to instruct, communicate with,
store information in, or retrieve information from a computer system or computer network.
(2) "Article" means any object, material, device, or substance or copy thereof, including any writing, record, recording, drawing, sample,
specimen, prototype, model, photograph, micro-organism, blueprint, map, or tangible representation of a computer program or
information, including both human and computer readable information and information while in transit.
(3) "Benefit" means gain or advantage, or anything regarded by the beneficiary as gain or advantage, including benefit to any other
person or entity in whose welfare he or she is interested.
(4) "Computer system" means a machine or collection of machines, one or more of which contain computer programs and
information, that performs functions, including, but not limited to, logic, arithmetic, information storage and retrieval, communications,
and control.
(5) "Computer network" means an interconnection of two or more computer systems.
(6) "Computer program" means an ordered set of instructions or statements, and related information that, when automatically
executed in actual or modified form in a computer system, causes it to perform specified functions.
(7) "Copy" means any facsimile, replica, photograph or other reproduction of an article, and any note, drawing or sketch made of or
from an article.
(8) "Representing" means describing, depicting, containing, constituting, reflecting or recording.
(9) "Trade secret" means information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process, that:
(A) Derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to the public or to other persons who can
obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and
(B) Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.
(b) Every person is guilty of theft who, with intent to deprive or withhold the control of a trade secret from its owner, or with an intent
to appropriate a trade secret to his or her own use or to the use of another, does any of the following:
(1) Steals, takes, carries away, or uses without authorization, a trade secret.
(2) Fraudulently appropriates any article representing a trade secret entrusted to him or her.
(3) Having unlawfully obtained access to the article, without authority makes or causes to be made a copy of any article representing
a trade secret.
(4) Having obtained access to the article through a relationship of trust and confidence, without authority and in breach of the
obligations created by that relationship, makes or causes to be made, directly from and in the presence of the article, a copy of any
article representing a trade secret.
(c) Every person who promises, offers or gives, or conspires to promise or offer to give, to any present or former agent, employee or
servant of another, a benefit as an inducement, bribe or reward for conveying, delivering or otherwise making available an article
representing a trade secret owned by his or her present or former principal, employer or master, to any person not authorized by the
owner to receive or acquire the trade secret and every present or former agent, employee, or servant, who solicits, accepts, receives or
takes a benefit as an inducement, bribe or reward for conveying, delivering or otherwise making available an article representing a
trade secret owned by his or her present or former principal, employer or master, to any person not authorized by the owner to receive
or acquire the trade secret, shall be punished by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by imprisonment pursuant to
subdivision (h) of Section 1170, or by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(d) In a prosecution for a violation of this section, it shall be no defense that the person returned or intended to return the article.
(Amended by Stats. 207 7, Ch. 75, Sec. 375. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

499d- Any person who operates or takes an aircraft not his own, without the consent of the owner thereof, and with intent to either
permanently or temporarily deprive the owner thereof of his title to or possession of such vehicle, whether with or without intent to
steal the same, or any person who is a party or accessory to or an accomplice in any operation or unauthorized taking or stealing is
guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one year or by
imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170, or by a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) or by both that
fine and imprisonment.
(Amended by Stats. 2011, Ch. 15, Sec. 376. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

500- (a) Any person who receives money for the actual or purported purpose of transmitting the same or its equivalent to foreign
countries as specified in Section 1800.5 of the Financial Code who fails to do at least one of the following acts unless otherwise
instructed by the customer is guilty of a misdemeanor or felony as set forth in subdivision (b):
(1) Forward the money as represented to the customer within 10 days of receipt of the funds.
(2) Give instructions within 10 days of receipt of the customer's funds, committing equivalent funds to the person designated by the
customer.
(3) Refund to the customer any money not forwarded as represented within 10 days of the customer's written request for a refund
pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 1810.5 of the Financial Code.
(b) (1) If the total value of the funds received from the customer is less than nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), the offense set forth in
subdivision (a) is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year or by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars
($1,000), or by both that imprisonment and fine.
(2) If the total value of the money received from the customer is nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) or more, or if the total value of all
moneys received by the person from different customers is nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) or more, and the receipts were part of a
common scheme or plan, the offense set forth in subdivision (a) is punishable by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section
1170 for 16 months, two, or three years, by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or by both that imprisonment and
fine.
(Amended by Stats. 2011, Ch. 15, Sec. 377. (AB 109) Effective April 4, 2011. Operative October 1,2011, by Sec. 636 of Ch. 15, as amended by Stats. 2011,
Ch. 39, Sec. 68.)

501- Upon a trial for larceny or embezzlement of money, bank notes, certificates of stock, or valuable securities, the allegation of the
indictment or information, so far as regards the description of the property, is sustained, if the offender be proved to have embezzled

or stolen any money, bank notes, certificates of stock, or valuable security, although the particular species of coin or other money, or
the number, denomination, or kind of bank notes, certificates of stock, or valuable security, is not proved; and upon a trial for
embezzlement, if the offender is proved to have embezzled any piece of coin or other money, any bank note, certificate of stock, or
valuable security, although the piece of coin or other money, or bank note, certificate of stock, or valuable security, may have been
delivered to him or her in order that some part of the value thereof should be returned to the party delivering the same, and such part
shall have been returned accordingly.
(Added by Stats. 1989, Ch. 897, Sec. 21.)
502 (a) It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this section to expand the degree of protection afforded to individuals,
businesses, and governmental agencies from tampering, interference, damage, and unauthorized access to lawfully created computer
data and computer systems. The Legislature finds and declares that the proliferation of computer technology has resulted in a
concomitant proliferation of computer crime and other forms of unauthorized access to computers, computer systems, and computer
data.
The Legislature further finds and declares that protection of the integrity of all types and forms of lawfully created computers,
computer systems, and computer data is vital to the protection of the privacy of individuals as well as to the well-being of financial
institutions, business concerns, governmental agencies, and others within this state that lawfully utilize those computers, computer
systems, and data.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the following meanings:
(1) "Access" means to gain entry to, instruct, cause input to, cause output from, cause data processing with, or communicate with, the
logical, arithmetical, or memory function resources of a computer, computer system, or computer network.
(2) "Computer network" means any system that provides communications between one or more computer systems and input/output
devices, including, but not limited to, display terminals, remote systems, mobile devices, and printers connected by
telecommunication facilities.
(3) "Computer program or software" means a set of instructions or statements, and related data, that when executed in actual or
modified form, cause a computer, computer system, or computer network to perform specified functions.
(4) "Computer services" includes, but is not limited to, computer time, data processing, or storage functions, internet services,
electronic mail services, electronic message services, or other uses of a computer, computer system, or computer network.
(5) "Computer system" means a device or collection of devices, including support devices and excluding calculators that are not
programmable and capable of being used in conjunction with external files, one or more of which contain computer programs,
electronic instructions, input data, and output data, that performs functions, including, but not limited to, logic, arithmetic, data
storage and retrieval, communication, and control. A "computer system" includes, without limitation, any such device or system that is
located within, connected to, or otherwise integrated with, any motor vehicle as defined in Section 415 of the Vehicle Code.
(6) "Government computer system" means any computer system, or part thereof, that is owned, operated, or used by any federal,
state, or local governmental entity.
(7) "Public safety infrastructure computer system" means any computer system, or part thereof, that is necessary for the health and
safety of the public including computer systems owned, operated, or used by drinking water and wastewater treatment facilities,
hospitals, emergency service providers, telecommunication companies, and gas and electric utility companies.
(8) "Data" means a representation of information, knowledge, facts, concepts, computer software, or computer programs or
instructions. Data may be in any form, in storage media, or as stored in the memory of the computer or in transit or presented on a
display device.
(9) "Supporting documentation" includes, but is not limited to, all information, in any form, pertaining to the design, construction,
classification, implementation, use, or modification of a computer, computer system, computer network, computer program, or
computer software, which information is not generally available to the public and is necessary for the operation of a computer,
computer system, computer network, computer program, or computer software.
(10) "Injury" means any alteration, deletion, damage, or destruction of a computer system, computer network, computer program, or
data caused by the access, or the denial of access to legitimate users of a computer system, network, or program.
(11) "Victim expenditure" means any expenditure reasonably and necessarily incurred by the owner or lessee to verify that a computer
system, computer network, computer program, or data was or was not altered, deleted, damaged, or destroyed by the access.
(12) "Computer contaminant" means any set of computer instructions that are designed to modify, damage, destroy, record, or
transmit information within a computer, computer system, or computer network without the intent or permission of the owner of the
information. They include, but are not limited to, a group of computer instructions commonly called viruses or worms, that are selfreplicating or self-propagating and are designed to contaminate other computer programs or computer data, consume computer
resources, modify, destroy, record, or transmit data, or in some other fashion usurp the normal operation of the computer, computer
system, or computer network.
(13) "Internet domain name" means a globally unique, hierarchical reference to an internet host or service, assigned through
centralized internet naming authorities, comprising a series of character strings separated by periods, with the rightmost character
string specifying the top of the hierarchy.
(14) "Electronic mail" means an electronic message or computer file that is transmitted between two or more telecommunications
devices; computers; computer networks, regardless of whether the network is a local, regional, or global network; or electronic
devices capable of receiving electronic messages, regardless of whether the message is converted to hard copy format after receipt,
viewed upon transmission, or stored for later retrieval.
(15) "Profile" means either of the following:
(A) A configuration of user data required by a computer so that the user may access programs or services and have the desired
functionality on that computer.
(B) An Internet website user's personal page or section of a page that is made up of data, in text or graphical form, that displays
significant, unique, or identifying information, including, but not limited to, listing acquaintances, interests, associations, activities, or
personal statements.
(c) Except as provided in subdivision (h), any person who commits any of the following acts is guilty of a public offense:
(1) Knowingly accesses and without permission alters, damages, deletes, destroys, or otherwise uses any data, computer, computer
system, or computer network in order to either (A) devise or execute any scheme or artifice to defraud, deceive, or extort, or (B)
wrongfully control or obtain money, property, or data.
(2) Knowingly accesses and without permission takes, copies, or makes use of any data from a computer, computer system, or
computer network, or takes or copies any supporting documentation, whether existing or residing internal or external to a computer,

computer system, or computer network.
(3) Knowingly and without permission uses or causes to be used computer services.
(4) Knowingly accesses and without permission adds, alters, damages, deletes, or destroys any data, computer software, or computer
programs which reside or exist internal or external to a computer, computer system, or computer network.
(5) Knowingly and without permission disrupts or causes the disruption of computer services or denies or causes the denial of
computer services to an authorized user of a computer, computer system, or computer network.
(6) Knowingly and without permission provides or assists in providing a means of accessing a computer, computer system, or
computer network in violation of this section.
(7) Knowingly and without permission accesses or causes to be accessed any computer, computer system, or computer network.
(8) Knowingly introduces any computer contaminant into any computer, computer system, or computer network.
(9) Knowingly and without permission uses the internet domain name or profile of another individual, corporation, or entity in
connection with the sending of one or more electronic mail messages or posts and thereby damages or causes damage to a
computer, computer data, computer system, or computer network.
(10) Knowingly and without permission disrupts or causes the disruption of government computer services or denies or causes the
denial of government computer services to an authorized user of a government computer, computer system, or computer network.
(11) Knowingly accesses and without permission adds, alters, damages, deletes, or destroys any data, computer software, or
computer programs which reside or exist internal or external to a public safety infrastructure computer system computer, computer
system, or computer network.
(12) Knowingly and without permission disrupts or causes the disruption of public safety infrastructure computer system computer
services or denies or causes the denial of computer services to an authorized user of a public safety infrastructure computer system
computer, computer system, or computer network.
(13) Knowingly and without permission provides or assists in providing a means of accessing a computer, computer system, or public
safety infrastructure computer system computer, computer system, or computer network in violation of this section.
(14) Knowingly introduces any computer contaminant into any public safety infrastructure computer system computer, computer
system, or computer network.
(d) (1) Any person who violates any of the provisions of paragraph (1), (2), (4), (5), (10), (11), or (12) of subdivision (c) is guilty of a
felony, punishable by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 for 16 months, or two or three years and a fine not
exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, by a
fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(2) Any person who violates paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) is punishable as follows:
(A) For the first violation that does not result in injury, and where the value of the computer services used does not exceed nine
hundred fifty dollars ($950), by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding
one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(B) For any violation that results in a victim expenditure in an amount greater than five thousand dollars ($5,000) or in an injury, or if
the value of the computer services used exceeds nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), or for any second or subsequent violation, by a fine
not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 for 16 months, or two
or three years, or by both that fine and imprisonment, or by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by imprisonment in
a county jail not exceeding one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(3) Any person who violates paragraph (6), (7), or (13) of subdivision (c) is punishable as follows:
(A) For a first violation that does not result in injury, an infraction punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000).
(B) For any violation that results in a victim expenditure in an amount not greater than five thousand dollars ($5,000), or for a second
or subsequent violation, by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one
year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(C) For any violation that results in a victim expenditure in an amount greater than five thousand dollars ($5,000), by a fine not
exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 for 16 months, or two or
three years, or by both that fine and imprisonment, or by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by imprisonment in a
county jail not exceeding one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(4) Any person who violates paragraph (8) or (14) of subdivision (c) is punishable as follows:
(A) For a first violation that does not result in injury, a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000),
or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(B) For any violation that results in injury, or for a second or subsequent violation, by a fine not exceeding ten thousand dollars
($10,000), or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170,
or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(5) Any person who violates paragraph (9) of subdivision (c) is punishable as follows:
(A) For a first violation that does not result in injury, an infraction punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000).
(B) For any violation that results in injury, or for a second or subsequent violation, by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars
($5,000), or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by both that fine and imprisonment.
(e) (1) In addition to any other civil remedy available, the owner or lessee of the computer, computer system, computer network,
computer program, or data who suffers damage or loss by reason of a violation of any of the provisions of subdivision (c) may bring a
civil action against the violator for compensatory damages and injunctive relief or other equitable relief. Compensatory damages shall
include any expenditure reasonably and necessarily incurred by the owner or lessee to verify that a computer system, computer
network, computer program, or data was or was not altered, damaged, or deleted by the access. For the purposes of actions
authorized by this subdivision, the conduct of an unemancipated minor shall be imputed to the parent or legal guardian having control
or custody of the minor, pursuant to the provisions of Section 1714.1 of the Civil Code.
(2) In any action brought pursuant to this subdivision the court may award reasonable attorney's fees.
(3) A community college, state university, or academic institution accredited in this state is required to include computer-related
crimes as a specific violation of college or university student conduct policies and regulations that may subject a student to
disciplinary sanctions up to and including dismissal from the academic institution. This paragraph shall not apply to the University of
California unless the Board of Regents adopts a resolution to that effect.
(4) In any action brought pursuant to this subdivision for a willful violation of the provisions of subdivision (c), where it is proved by
clear and convincing evidence that a defendant has been guilty of oppression, fraud, or malice as defined in subdivision (c) of Section

3294 of the Civil Code, the court may additionally award punitive or exemplary damages.
(5) No action may be brought pursuant to this subdivision unless it is initiated within three years of the date of the act complained of,
or the date of the discovery of the damage, whichever is later.
(f) This section shall not be construed to preclude the applicability of any other provision of the criminal law of this state which
applies or may apply to any transaction, nor shall it make illegal any employee labor relations activities that are within the scope and
protection of state or federal labor laws.
(g) Any computer, computer system, computer network, or any software or data, owned by the defendant, that is used during the
commission of any public offense described in subdivision (c) or any computer, owned by the defendant, which is used as a
repository for the storage of software or data illegally obtained in violation of subdivision (c) shall be subject to forfeiture, as specified
in Section 502.01.
(h) (1) Subdivision (c) does not apply to punish any acts which are committed by a person within the scope of lawful employment. For
purposes of this section, a person acts within the scope of employment when the person performs acts which are reasonably
necessary to the performance of their work assignment.
(2) Paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) does not apply to penalize any acts committed by a person acting outside of their lawful
employment, provided that the employee's activities do not cause an injury, to the employer or another, or provided that the value of
supplies or computer services which are used does not exceed an accumulated total of two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
(i) No activity exempted from prosecution under paragraph (2) of subdivision (h) which incidentally violates paragraph (2), (4), or (7)
of subdivision (c) shall be prosecuted under those paragraphs.
(j) For purposes of bringing a civil or a criminal action under this section, a person who causes, by any means, the access of a
computer, computer system, or computer network in one jurisdiction from another jurisdiction is deemed to have personally accessed
the computer, computer system, or computer network in each jurisdiction.
(k) In determining the terms and conditions applicable to a person convicted of a violation of this section the court shall consider the
following:
(l) The court shall consider prohibitions on access to and use of computers.
(2) Except as otherwise required by law, the court shall consider alternate sentencing, including community service, if the defendant
shows remorse and recognition of the wrongdoing, and an inclination not to repeat the offense.
(Amended by Stats. 2079, Ch. 76, Sec. 7. (AB 814) Effective January 1, 2020.)
502.01. (a) As used in this section:
(1) "Property subject to forfeiture" means any property of the defendant that is illegal telecommunications equipment as defined in
subdivision (g) of Section 502.8, or a computer, computer system, or computer network, and any software or data residing thereon, if
the telecommunications device, computer, computer system, or computer network was used in committing a violation of, or
conspiracy to commit a violation of, subdivision (b) of Section 272, Section 288, 288.2, 311.1, 311.2, 311.3, 311.4, 311.5, 311.10,
311.11, 422, 470, 470a, 472, 475, 476, 480, 483.5, 484g, or subdivision (a), (b), or (d) of Section 484e, subdivision (a) of Section 484f,
subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 484i, subdivision (c) of Section 502, or Section 502.7, 502.8, 529, 529a, or 530.5, 537e, 593d, 593e,
646.9, or subdivision (j) of Section 647, or was used as a repository for the storage of software or data obtained in violation of those
provisions. Forfeiture shall not be available for any property used solely in the commission of an infraction. If the defendant is a minor,
it also includes property of the parent or guardian of the defendant.
(2) "Sentencing court" means the court sentencing a person found guilty of violating or conspiring to commit a violation of
subdivision (b) of Section 272, Section 288, 288.2, 311.1, 311.2, 311.3, 311.4, 311.5, 311.10, 311.11, 422, 470, 470a, 472, 475, 476,
480, 483.5, 484g, or subdivision (a), (b), or (d) of Section 484e, subdivision (d) of Section 484e, subdivision (a) of Section 484f,
subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 484i, subdivision (c) of Section 502, or Section 502.7, 502.8, 529, 529a, 530.5, 537e, 593d, 593e,
646.9, or subdivision (j) of Section 647, or, in the case of a minor, found to be a person described in Section 602 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code because of a violation of those provisions, the juvenile court.
(3) "Interest" means any property interest in the property subject to forfeiture.
(4) "Security interest" means an interest that is a lien, mortgage, security interest, or interest under a conditional sales contract.
(5) "Value" has the following meanings:
(A) When counterfeit items of computer software are manufactured or possessed for sale, the "value" of those items shall be
equivalent to the retail price or fair market price of the true items that are counterfeited.
(B) When counterfeited but unassembled components of computer software packages are recovered, including, but not limited to,
counterfeited computer diskettes, instruction manuals, or licensing envelopes, the "value" of those components of computer software
packages shall be equivalent to the retail price or fair market price of the number of completed computer software packages that
could have been made from those components.
(b) The sentencing court shall, upon petition by the prosecuting attorney, at any time following sentencing, or by agreement of all
parties, at the time of sentencing, conduct a hearing to determine whether any property or property interest is subject to forfeiture
under this section. At the forfeiture hearing, the prosecuting attorney shall have the burden of establishing, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that the property or property interests are subject to forfeiture. The prosecuting attorney may retain seized property that
may be subject to forfeiture until the sentencing hearing.
(c) (1) Prior to the commencement of a forfeiture proceeding, the law enforcement agency seizing the property subject to forfeiture
shall make an investigation as to any person other than the defendant who may have an interest in it. At least 30 days before the
hearing to determine whether the property should be forfeited, the prosecuting agency shall send notice of the hearing to any person
who may have an interest in the property that arose before the seizure.
(2) A person claiming an interest in the property shall file a motion for the redemption of that interest at least 10 days before the
hearing on forfeiture, and shall send a copy of the motion to the prosecuting agency and to the probation department.
(3) If a motion to redeem an interest has been filed, the sentencing court shall hold a hearing to identify all persons who possess valid
interests in the property. No person shall hold a valid interest in the property if, by a preponderance of the evidence, the prosecuting
agency shows that the person knew or should have known that the property was being used in violation of, or conspiracy to commit a
violation of, subdivision (b) of Section 272, Section 288, 288.2, 311.1, 311.2, 311.3, 311.4, 311.5, 311.10, 311.11, 470, 470a, 472, 475,
476, 480, 483.5, 484g, or subdivision (a), (b), or (d) of Section 484e, subdivision (a) of Section 484f, subdivision (b) or (c) of Section
484i, subdivision (c) of Section 502, or Section 502.7, 502.8, 529, 529a, 530.5, 537e, 593d, 593e, 646.9, or subdivision (j) of Section
647, and that the person did not take reasonable steps to prevent that use, or if the interest is a security interest, the person knew or
should have known at the time that the security interest was created that the property would be used for a violation.
(d) If the sentencing court finds that a person holds a valid interest in the property, the following provisions shall apply:

(1) The court shall determine the value of the property.
(2) The court shall determine the value of each valid interest in the property.
(3) If the value of the property is greater than the value of the interest, the holder of the interest shall be entitled to ownership of the
property upon paying the court the difference between the value of the property and the value of the valid interest.
If the holder of the interest declines to pay the amount determined under paragraph (2), the court may order the property sold and
designate the prosecutor or any other agency to sell the property. The designated agency shall be entitled to seize the property and
the holder of the interest shall forward any documentation underlying the interest, including any ownership certificates for that
property, to the designated agency. The designated agency shall sell the property and pay the owner of the interest the proceeds, up
to the value of that interest.
(4) If the value of the property is less than the value of the interest, the designated agency shall sell the property and pay the owner of
the interest the proceeds, up to the value of that interest.
(e) If the defendant was a minor at the time of the offense, this subdivision shall apply to property subject to forfeiture that is the
property of the parent or guardian of the minor.
(1) The prosecuting agency shall notify the parent or guardian of the forfeiture hearing at least 30 days before the date set for the
hearing.
(2) The computer or telecommunications device shall not be subject to forfeiture if the parent or guardian files a signed statement
with the court at least 10 days before the date set for the hearing that the minor shall not have access to any computer or
telecommunications device owned by the parent or guardian for two years after the date on which the minor is sentenced.
(3) If the minor is convicted of a violation of Section 288, 288.2, 311.1, 311.2, 311.3, 311.4, 311.5, 311.10, 311.11, 470, 470a, 472, 476,
480, or subdivision (b) of Section 484e, subdivision (d) of Section 484e, subdivision (a) of Section 484f, subdivision (b) of Section
484i, subdivision (c) of Section 502, or Section 502.7, 502.8, 529, 529a, 530.5, or subdivision (j) of Section 647, within two years after
the date on which the minor is sentenced, and the violation involves a computer or telecommunications device owned by the parent or
guardian, the original property subject to forfeiture, and the property involved in the new offense, shall be subject to forfeiture
notwithstanding paragraph (2).
(4) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), (2), or (3), or any other provision of this chapter, if a minor's parent or guardian makes full
restitution to the victim of a crime enumerated in this chapter in an amount or manner determined by the court, the forfeiture
provisions of this chapter do not apply to the property of that parent or guardian if the property was located in the family's primary
residence during the commission of the crime.
(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, the court may exercise its discretion to deny forfeiture where the court finds
that the convicted defendant, or minor adjudicated to come within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, is not likely to use the property
otherwise subject to forfeiture for future illegal acts.
(g) If the defendant is found to have the only valid interest in the property subject to forfeiture, it shall be distributed as follows:
(1) First, to the victim, if the victim elects to take the property as full or partial restitution for injury, victim expenditures, or
compensatory damages, as defined in paragraph (1) of subdivision (e) of Section 502. If the victim elects to receive the property
under this paragraph, the value of the property shall be determined by the court and that amount shall be credited against the
restitution owed by the defendant. The victim shall not be penalized for electing not to accept the forfeited property in lieu of full or
partial restitution.
(2) Second, at the discretion of the court, to one or more of the following agencies or entities:
(A) The prosecuting agency.
(B) The public entity of which the prosecuting agency is a part.
(C) The public entity whose officers or employees conducted the investigation resulting in forfeiture.
(D) Other state and local public entities, including school districts.
(E) Nonprofit charitable organizations.
(h) If the property is to be sold, the court may designate the prosecuting agency or any other agency to sell the property at auction.
The proceeds of the sale shall be distributed by the court as follows:
(1) To the bona fide or innocent purchaser or encumbrancer, conditional sales vendor, or mortgagee of the property up to the amount
of his or her interest in the property, if the court orders a distribution to that person.
(2) The balance, if any, to be retained by the court, subject to the provisions for distribution under subdivision (g).
(Amended by Stats. 2075, Ch. 291, Sec. 1. (SB 676) Effective January 1, 2016.)
502-5- Every person who, after mortgaging or encumbering by deed of trust any real property, and during the existence of such
mortgage or deed of trust, or after such mortgaged or encumbered property shall have been sold under an order and decree of
foreclosure or at trustee's sale, and with intent to defraud or injure the mortgagee or the beneficiary or trustee, under such deed of
trust, his representatives, successors or assigns, or the purchaser of such mortgaged or encumbered premises at such foreclosure or
trustee's sale, his representatives, successors or assigns, takes, removes or carries away from such mortgaged or encumbered
premises, or otherwise disposes of or permits the taking, removal or carrying away or otherwise disposing of any house, barn,
windmill, water tank, pump, engine or other part of the freehold that is attached or affixed to such premises as an improvement
thereon, without the written consent of the mortgagee or beneficiary, under deed of trust, his representatives, successors or assigns,
or the purchaser at such foreclosure or trustee's sale, his representatives, successors or assigns, is guilty of larceny and shall be
punished accordingly.
(Added by renumbering Section 502h by Stats. 1979, Ch. 373.)
502-6- (a) Any person who knowingly, willfully, and with the intent to defraud, possesses a scanning device, or who knowingly,
willfully, and with intent to defraud, uses a scanning device to access, read, obtain, memorize or store, temporarily or permanently,
information encoded on the magnetic strip or stripe of a payment card without the permission of the authorized user of the payment
card is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a term in a county jail not to exceed one year, or a fine of one thousand dollars
($1,000), or both the imprisonment and fine.
(b) Any person who knowingly, willfully, and with the intent to defraud, possesses a reencoder, or who knowingly, willfully, and with
intent to defraud, uses a reencoder to place encoded information on the magnetic strip or stripe of a payment card or any electronic
medium that allows an authorized transaction to occur, without the permission of the authorized user of the payment card from which
the information is being reencoded is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a term in a county jail not to exceed one year, or a fine of
one thousand dollars ($1,000), or both the imprisonment and fine.

(c) Any scanning device or reencoder described in subdivision (e) owned by the defendant and possessed or used in violation of
subdivision (a) or (b) may be seized and be destroyed as contraband by the sheriff of the county in which the scanning device or
reencoder was seized.
(d) Any computer, computer system, computer network, or any software or data, owned by the defendant, which is used during the
commission of any public offense described in this section or any computer, owned by the defendant, which is used as a repository
for the storage of software or data illegally obtained in violation of this section shall be subject to forfeiture.
(e) As used in this section, the following definitions apply:
(1) "Scanning device" means a scanner, reader, or any other electronic device that is used to access, read, scan, obtain, memorize, or
store, temporarily or permanently, information encoded on the magnetic strip or stripe of a payment card.
(2) "Reencoder" means an electronic device that places encoded information from the magnetic strip or stripe of a payment card on
to the magnetic strip or stripe of a different payment card.
(3) "Payment card" means a credit card, debit card, or any other card that is issued to an authorized user and that allows the user to
obtain, purchase, or receive goods, services, money, or anything else of value.
(f) Nothing in this section shall preclude prosecution under any other provision of law.
(Added by Stats. 2002, Ch. 861, Sec. 7. Effective January 7, 2003.)
502-7- (a) Any person who, knowingly, willfully, and with intent to defraud a person providing telephone or telegraph service, avoids or
attempts to avoid, or aids, abets or causes another to avoid the lawful charge, in whole or in part, for telephone or telegraph service by
any of the following means is guilty of a misdemeanor or a felony, except as provided in subdivision (g):
(1) By charging the service to an existing telephone number or credit card number without the authority of the subscriber thereto or
the lawful holder thereof.
(2) By charging the service to a nonexistent telephone number or credit card number, or to a number associated with telephone
service which is suspended or terminated, or to a revoked or canceled (as distinguished from expired) credit card number, notice of
the suspension, termination, revocation, or cancellation of the telephone service or credit card having been given to the subscriber
thereto or the holder thereof.
(3) By use of a code, prearranged scheme, or other similar stratagem or device whereby the person, in effect, sends or receives
information.
(4) By rearranging, tampering with, or making connection with telephone or telegraph facilities or equipment, whether physically,
electrically, acoustically, inductively, or otherwise, or by using telephone or telegraph service with knowledge or reason to believe that
the rearrangement, tampering, or connection existed at the time of the use.
(5) By using any other deception, false pretense, trick, scheme, device, conspiracy, or means, including the fraudulent use of false,
altered, or stolen identification.
(b) Any person who does either of the following is guilty of a misdemeanor or a felony, except as provided in subdivision (g):
(1) Makes, possesses, sells, gives, or otherwise transfers to another, or offers or advertises any instrument, apparatus, or device with
intent to use it or with knowledge or reason to believe it is intended to be used to avoid any lawful telephone or telegraph toll charge
or to conceal the existence or place of origin or destination of any telephone or telegraph message.
(2) Sells, gives, or otherwise transfers to another or offers, or advertises plans or instructions for making or assembling an instrument,
apparatus, or device described in paragraph (1) of this subdivision with knowledge or reason to believe that they may be used to make
or assemble the instrument, apparatus, or device.
(c) Any person who publishes the number or code of an existing, canceled, revoked, expired, or nonexistent credit card, or the
numbering or coding which is employed in the issuance of credit cards, with the intent that it be used or with knowledge or reason to
believe that it will be used to avoid the payment of any lawful telephone or telegraph toll charge is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Subdivision (g) shall not apply to this subdivision. As used in this section, "publishes" means the communication of information to any
one or more persons, either orally, in person or by telephone, radio, or television, or electronic means, including, but not limited to, a
bulletin board system, or in a writing of any kind, including without limitation a letter or memorandum, circular or handbill, newspaper,
or magazine article, or book.
(d) Any person who is the issuee of a calling card, credit card, calling code, or any other means or device for the legal use of
telecommunications services and who receives anything of value for knowingly allowing another person to use the means or device in
order to fraudulently obtain telecommunications services is guilty of a misdemeanor or a felony, except as provided in subdivision (g).
(e) Subdivision (a) applies when the telephone or telegraph communication involved either originates or terminates, or both originates
and terminates, in this state, or when the charges for service would have been billable, in normal course, by a person providing
telephone or telegraph service in this state, but for the fact that the charge for service was avoided, or attempted to be avoided, by
one or more of the means set forth in subdivision (a).
(f) Jurisdiction of an offense under this section is in the jurisdictional territory where the telephone call or telegram involved in the
offense originates or where it terminates, or the jurisdictional territory to which the bill for the service is sent or would have been sent
but for the fact that the service was obtained or attempted to be obtained by one or more of the means set forth in subdivision (a).
(g) Theft of any telephone or telegraph services under this section by a person who has a prior misdemeanor or felony conviction for
theft of services under this section within the past five years, is a felony.
(h) Any person or telephone company defrauded by any acts prohibited under this section shall be entitled to restitution for the entire
amount of the charges avoided from any person or persons convicted under this section.
(i) Any instrument, apparatus, device, plans, instructions, or written publication described in subdivision (b) or (c) may be seized under
warrant or incident to a lawful arrest, and, upon the conviction of a person for a violation of subdivision (a), (b), or (c), the instrument,
apparatus, device, plans, instructions, or written publication may be destroyed as contraband by the sheriff of the county in which the
person was convicted or turned over to the person providing telephone or telegraph service in the territory in which it was seized.
(j) Any computer, computer system, computer network, or any software or data, owned by the defendant, which is used during the
commission of any public offense described in this section or any computer, owned by the defendant, which is used as a repository
for the storage of software or data illegally obtained in violation of this section shall be subject to forfeiture.
(Amended by Stats. 7993, Ch. 7074, Sec. 7. Effective January 7, 7994.)
502-8- (a) Any person who knowingly advertises illegal telecommunications equipment is guilty of a misdemeanor.
(b) Any person who possesses or uses illegal telecommunications equipment intending to avoid the payment of any lawful charge for
telecommunications service or to facilitate other criminal conduct is guilty of a misdemeanor.

(c) Any person found guilty of violating subdivision (b), who has previously been convicted of the same offense, shall be guilty of a
felony, punishable by imprisonment in state prison, a fine of up to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or both.
(d) Any person who possesses illegal telecommunications equipment with intent to sell, transfer, or furnish or offer to sell, transfer, or
furnish the equipment to another, intending to avoid the payment of any lawful charge for telecommunications service or to facilitate
other criminal conduct is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by one year in a county jail or imprisonment in state prison or a fine of
up to ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or both.
(e) Any person who possesses 10 or more items of illegal telecommunications equipment with intent to sell or offer to sell the
equipment to another, intending to avoid payment of any lawful charge for telecommunications service or to facilitate other criminal
conduct, is guilty of a felony, punishable by imprisonment in state prison, a fine of up to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or both.
(f) Any person who manufactures 10 or more items of illegal telecommunications equipment with intent to sell or offer to sell the
equipment to another, intending to avoid the payment of any lawful charge for telecommunications service or to facilitate other
criminal conduct is guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment in state prison or a fine of up to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or
both.
(g) For purposes of this section, "illegal telecommunications equipment" means equipment that operates to evade the lawful charges
for any telecommunications service; surreptitiously intercept electronic serial numbers or mobile identification numbers; alter
electronic serial numbers; circumvent efforts to confirm legitimate access to a telecommunications account; conceal from any
telecommunications service provider or lawful authority the existence, place of origin, or destination of any telecommunication; or
otherwise facilitate any other criminal conduct. "Illegal telecommunications equipment" includes, but is not limited to, any
unauthorized electronic serial number or mobile identification number, whether incorporated into a wireless telephone or other device
or otherwise. Items specified in this subdivision shall be considered illegal telecommunications equipment notwithstanding any
statement or disclaimer that the items are intended for educational, instructional, or similar purposes.
(h) (1) In the event that a person violates the provisions of this section with the intent to avoid the payment of any lawful charge for
telecommunications service to a telecommunications service provider, the court shall order the person to pay restitution to the
telecommunications service provider in an amount that is the greater of the following:
(A) Five thousand dollars ($5,000).
(B) Three times the amount of actual damages, if any, sustained by the telecommunications service provider, plus reasonable attorney
fees.
(2) It is not a necessary prerequisite to an order of restitution under this section that the telecommunications service provider has
suffered, or be threatened with, actual damages.
(Amended by Stats. 2076, Ch. 86, Sec. 225. (SB 7 777) Effective January 1, 2017.)
502-9- Upon conviction of a felony violation under this chapter, the fact that the victim was an elder or dependent person, as defined
in Section 288, shall be considered a circumstance in aggravation when imposing a term under subdivision (b) of Section 1170.
(Amended by Stats. 2004, Ch. 823, Sec. 8. Effective January 7, 2005.)
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